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On This Day In The Navy: 
1943 - Submarine chaser USS (SC 1048) rescues survivors of a U-boat attack who had been sighted by a Navy blimp in the North 

Atlantic Ocean. The survivors are from the tanker Bloody Marsh, which was previously torpedoed July 2 and sunk by German 

submarine (U 66), which during its career sinks 37 Allied vessels until sunk by aircraft from USS Block Island (CVE 21) and USS 

Buckley 51) nearly a year later. 

 

Executive Summary: 
• Leading national headlines today are preparation details for the 4th of July ‘Salute to America’ celebration which will 

include participation from various military units. 

• Multiple outlets report that a fire aboard the secretive Russian submarine Losharik killed 14 sailors on Monday. 

Putin called the incident a “Great Loss.” 

• USNI News reports that USS Harry S. Truman (CVN 75) and its carrier strike group will likely deploy this fall in the 

place of the Eisenhower CSG due to a longer than expected maintenance availability.  

• Cindy McCain and the sons of the late Sen. John McCain celebrated the 25th year of commissioned service of USS 

John S. McCain (DDG 56) at a ceremony in Yokosuka, Japan. 

GREAT POWER COMPETITION: 

1. 14 Sailors Die On Secretive Russian Nuclear Submarine; Putin Calls Incident ‘Great Loss’ 
(USNI NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Sam LaGrone and Ben Werner 

A fire that broke out on a secret Russian submarine has killed 14 sailors, according to a statement from the Ministry of Defense in 

Moscow. 

 

2. Pentagon Says China Missile Test In South China Sea 'Disturbing' 
(REUTERS 02 JUL 19) 

WASHINGTON - The Pentagon said on Tuesday a recent Chinese missile launch in the disputed South China Sea was 

“disturbing” and contrary to Chinese pledges that it would not militarize the disputed waterway. 

 

3. The PLARF’s New Hainan Island Base and China’s Recent Anti-Ship Ballistic Missile Tests 

The first-known Chinese tests of an anti-ship ballistic missile into the South China Sea may have 

inaugurated a new PLARF base. 
(THE DIPLOMAT 02 JUL 19) ... Ankit Panda 

This week, U.S. officials have told media here that China has, for the first known time, conducted tests of unspecified anti-ship 

ballistic missiles into its near seas—specifically the South China Sea this time. The development marks an important new kind of 

Chinese military activity in the area. 

 

4. Russia Eager To Prove Recent Conflicts Improved Its Robots 
(C4ISRNET 02 JUL 19) ... Kelsey D. Atherton 

When it comes to selling a second generation of war robots, it helps for them to have combat experience. At Russia’s Army 2019 

Exposition, where the nation showcases its latest in military hardware, designs ranged from hand-tossed drones to high-flying ISR 

platforms to optionally manned armored vehicles. On display, too, are claims of machines that saw action in Syria and have been 

refitted based on lessons learned. 
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On This Day In The Navy: 
1859 - Hawaiian bark Gambia, commanded by Capt. N.C. Brooks, discovers the Midway Islands. The islands are named 

"Middlebrook Islands." On Aug. 28, 1867, Capt. William Reynolds of the USS Lackawanna takes possession of the atoll for the 

U.S., making Midway the first offshore islands annexed by the U.S. government. 

 

Executive Summary: 
• Today’s national headlines are dominated by a 6.4 magnitude earthquake in Southern California and the ‘Salute to 

America’ 4th of July event which included military flyovers and a speech by President Trump. 

• The New York Times reports that British marines in Gibraltar detained a supertanker that was carrying crude oil 

from Iran to Syria in violation of sanctions. 

• The Russian government announced that the submarine that caught fire earlier this week was nuclear powered, but 

that the nuclear reactor was isolated from the fire, reports the Wall Street Journal. 

• USS Ronald Reagan arrived in Brisbane ahead of the Talisman Sabre Military exercise with the Australian military. 

GREAT POWER COMPETITION: 

1. Russian Submarine That Caught Fire Was Nuclear-Powered 

Fire that killed 14 sailors was isolated from submarine’s nuclear reactor, says Russian defense minister 
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 04 JUL 19) ... Georgi Kantchev 

MOSCOW—A secret Russian military submarine that caught on fire killing 14 sailors earlier this week was nuclear-powered, the 

government said Thursday, amid criticism that authorities withheld information about the country’s deadliest naval accident in more 

than a decade. 

 

2. Kremlin Releases New Details on Russian Submarine Fire, Identifies Sailors Killed 
(USNI NEWS 04 JUL 19) ... Sam LaGrone 

The head of the Russian military released a handful of additional details about the fire aboard a specialized submarine that killed 

14 submariners in the Barents Sea on Monday. 

 

3. Clash Of Worldviews As Pope And Putin Meet Again 
(NEW YORK TIMES 05 JUL 19) ... Jason Horowitz 

ROME — Pope Francis is viewed by many European liberals as the greatest moral voice against the resurgence in populism and 

the demonization of migrants. 

 

4. Report: Russia to Produce 60 Avangard Hypersonic Boost-Glide Warheads 

According to the Russian government, the production and delivery of the Avangard warhead is proceeding 

without any delays. 
(THE DIPLOMAT 04 JUL 19) ... Franz-Stefan Gady 

Russia is struggling to manufacture a large number of new hypersonic glide vehicles (HGV) — the Avangard (Vanguard in 

English) hypersonic boost-glide warhead — due to a lack of critical carbon fiber components needed for production of the weapon, 

according to U.S. media reports. 

 

FLEET READINESS: 

5. Navy Needs To Think Small When Planning Irregular Surface Warfare Strategies 
(USNI NEWS 03 JUL 19) ... John Grady 
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WASHINGTON: As tensions rise between Russia and Ukraine on the Black Sea, the US is upgrading several Ukrainian naval 

bases to give American and NATO warships the ability to dock just miles from Russia-controlled Crimea. 

 

16. 4th Fleet-Led UNITAS 2019 Pacific Exercise Focuses on Sub-Hunting, Humanitarian Assistance 
(USNI NEWS 04 JUL 19) ... Megan Eckstein 

The U.S. Navy and its partners in Central and South America just wrapped up the UNITAS 2019 Pacific exercise, with a U.S. 

destroyer leading the 13-nation force through an anti-submarine and surface warfare drill. 

 

17. Navy Sends Second Ship To Gulf Of Guinea In West Africa 
(UPI.COM 03 JUL 19) ... Allen Cone 

The U.S. Navy has dispatched a second ship, the USNS Carson City, this year to the Gulf of Guinea on West Africa's southern 

coast to help deal with security needs, including piracy. 

 

18. Navy Mark VI, Coast Guard Patrol Boats Visit Yap, Micronesia 
(CPF.NAVY.MIL 04 JUL 19) ... MC2 Jasen Moreno-Garcia, Task Force 75 

COLONIA, Yap - Two Mark VI patrol boats, attached to Coastal Riverine Squadron (CRS) 2, along with the Island-class patrol 

boat USCGC Kiska (WPB 1336) arrived in Yap, Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), July 3 for a port visit. 

 

EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE: 

19. President Delivers Elaborate Celebration 

President’s ‘Salute to America’ featured flyovers by military jets, armored vehicles, tanks and fireworks 
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 05 JUL 19) ... Alex Leary and Stephanie Armour 

WASHINGTON—President Trump delivered his elaborate Fourth of July celebration, defying critics and honoring the military. 

 

PERSONNEL READINESS & VETERANS: 

20. Remembering Capt. Pete Tzomes 
(THE SEXTANT 03 JUL 19) 

A note from the editor: Capt. C.A. “Pete” Tzomes—the first African American to command a nuclear-powered submarine—died 

at the University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics, Iowa City, IA, June 13. He was 74. He was the first of the “Centennial Seven,” who 

were the only seven African American men to command submarines during the first 100 years of the U.S. Navy submarine force. 

 

21. Honoring Brothers And Sisters In Arms And NATO Alliances 
(C6F.NAVY.MIL 03 JUL 19) ... U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet Public Affairs 

At the end of June, Adm. James G. Foggo III, commander, U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa and commander, Allied Joint Force 

Command Naples, Italy, recorded the 10th episode of the podcast “On the Horizon: Navigating the European and African Theater.” 

 

22. After Navy SEAL’s Acquittal, Fears That War Crimes Will Go Unreported  
(NEW YORK TIMES 04 JUL 19) ... Dave Philipps  

SAN DIEGO -- Edward Gallagher, a decorated member of the Navy SEALs, was pleased and relieved when he emerged from his 

court-martial on Wednesday with just a demotion and time served, and not the life sentence he could have faced if convicted on the 

most serious charges. But many in the Navy were in no mood to celebrate.  

 

23. Mail-In Ancestry DNA Kits May Help Enemy To Target You, Navy's Top Officer Says 
(MILITARY.COM 03 JUL 19) ... Gina Harkins 

The Navy's top officer warned against using popular at-home ancestry DNA test kits this week, saying scientific advancements 

are making biological weapons more tailorable. 

 

24. Miss This Deadline And You Can’t Advance 
(NAVY TIMES 04 JUL 19) ... Mark D. Faram 

Thousands of sailors could miss out on their chance to advance this fall if they fail to meet a looming deadline. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL/INSTALLATIONS: 

25. Southern California Rocked By Strongest Quake In Two Decades  
(AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE 04 JUL 19) 

Southern California was rocked by its largest earthquake in two decades on Thursday, a 6.4-magnitude tremblor that caused 

"substantial damage" at a military facility but otherwise only minor injuries in the sparsely populated area.  
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everything, I hope we can keep this relationship going strong 

for many years.” 

The Mark VI patrol boat is an integral part of the 

expeditionary forces support to 7th Fleet, capability of 

supporting myriad of missions throughout the Indo-Pacific. 

Since Navy Expeditionary Forces Command Pacific’s 

(NEFCPAC) creation in January 2015, expeditionary forces in 

the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) 

region have become completely integrated into the seventh 

fleet combat readiness scheme and have built and maintained 

multinational partnerships that have been providing regional 

stability and security for more than seventy years. 

As an organization, NEFCPAC executes operational 

command and control of assigned and attached Navy 

Expeditionary Combat Forces in the U.S. 7th Fleet area of 

operations and serves as the core Navy battle staff for crisis 

response and major combat operations. They plan and execute 

coastal riverine, explosive ordnance disposal, diving 

operations, construction and Navy expeditionary logistics 

operations. 

NEFCPAC is capable of providing the fleet diverse 

warfighting capabilities such as coastal riverine support, 

explosive ordnance disposal, diving, salvage and construction 

capabilities, as well as expeditionary intelligence and logistics 

in near-shore waters, littoral regions and inland areas. 

https://www.cpf.navy.mil/news.aspx/130490 
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EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE: 

19. President Delivers Elaborate Celebration 

President’s ‘Salute to America’ featured flyovers by military jets, armored vehicles, tanks and fireworks 
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 05 JUL 19) ... Alex Leary and Stephanie Armour 

WASHINGTON—President Trump delivered his 

elaborate Fourth of July celebration, defying critics and 

honoring the military. 

Rain fell throughout a hot, muggy afternoon in the 

nation’s capital, but thousands showed up to hear the evening 

address, part of Mr. Trump’s “Salute to America” that featured 

flyovers of booming jet fighters, military bands, tanks, 

armored vehicles and fireworks. Hundreds of troops were on 

hand as well as invited guests. 

“Together, we are part of one of the greatest stories ever 

told—the story of America,” Mr. Trump said from the Lincoln 

Memorial. “Today, just as it did 243 years ago, the future of 

American Freedom rests on the shoulders of men and women 

willing to defend it.” 

In a 45-minute address, Mr. Trump stuck to a script 

designed to celebrate nationhood and the military, but avoided 

the political messaging many critics had warned he might 

include. Instead, the president traced the nation’s history from 

the Founding Fathers to the moon landing. He reveled in a 

legacy of rock ’n’ roll, Western movies, the Super Bowl, the 

assembly line and the “mighty American automobile.” He 

named key figures from Harriet Tubman to Jackie Robinson, 

Douglas MacArthur and John Glenn. 

The president honored firefighters and law enforcement, 

including the border patrol, and made an appeal for youths to 

“make a great statement in life” and join the military. 

Mr. Trump singled out each branch of the military—the 

Coast Guard, Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, and Army—

recounting heroic actions and battles before pausing for 

flyovers by aircraft from each branch, a band playing service 

songs. 

“We will always be the people who defeated a tyrant, 

crossed a continent, harnessed science, took to the skies and 

soared into the heavens,” Mr. Trump said, the crowd often 

responding with chants of “U.S.A., U.S.A., USA.” 

“We will never forget that we are Americans, and the 

future belongs to us,” the president said. 

It was among the most elaborate Independence Day 

events ever staged on the National Mall, and Mr. Trump had a 

personal hand in the planning, predicting in a tweet it would 

be “one of the biggest celebrations in the history of our 

Country.” 

The event sought to fulfill a long-held goal of Mr. Trump 

to showcase the nation’s military with the similar gusto of a 

Paris Bastille Day parade he watched in 2017. 

“As long as we stay true to our cause, as long as we 

remember our great history, and as long as we never stop 

fighting for a better future, then there will be nothing that 

America cannot do,” Mr. Trump said. 

Protesters, including activists with an 18-foot “Baby 

Trump” balloon, also took to the Mall with anti-Trump and 

antiwar messages. The event has been the target of criticism 

from Democrats for its cost—estimated in the millions of 

dollars but not confirmed by the administration—and the use 

of military hardware for a traditionally nonpartisan 

celebration. The Pentagon has said it wouldn’t have cost 

estimates until next week at the earliest. 

The event provided a platform for Mr. Trump, who 

announced his re-election campaign last month, to reach 

millions of potential viewers at a time when a number of polls 

show his approval rating at around 40%. An earlier effort by 

the president to stage a military parade fizzled over concerns 

about cost and logistics. 

The celebration included a parade earlier in the day, and 

planned fireworks that were donated by two private 

companies. Also featured were two Bradley Fighting Vehicles 

and two 60-ton Abrams tanks, displayed near the memorial. 

A ticketed seating section for family, friends, military and 

government officials was set up at the Lincoln Memorial. 

Other long-running Independence Day events—including a 

concert at the U.S. Capitol—continued as usual. 

The president’s pageant marks a sharp break from 

tradition. Previous presidents’ activities included celebrations 

on the White House’s South Lawn, as well as holding 

naturalization ceremonies and visiting festivities around the 

country. 

The reaction to Mr. Trump’s extravaganza extended to the 

Rolling Stones concert on Wednesday, a night before the 

https://www.cpf.navy.mil/news.aspx/130490
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Moran said his decision to decline his appointment and to 

instead retire was based also on what he called an open 

investigation into "the nature of some of my personal email 

correspondence over the past couple of years." He also cited 

the Servello relationship, without using his name. 

"To be clear," Moran added, "my decision to maintain this 

relationship was in no way an endorsement or tacit approval 

of" the kind of misconduct that Servello was disciplined for. "I 

understand how toxic it can be to any team when inappropriate 

behavior goes unrecognized and unchecked. Every Sailor is 

entitled to serve in an environment free of harassment or 

intimidation." 

With Moran's departure, Richardson will extend his 

tenure as Navy chief and Spencer said he would recommend a 

new candidate for nomination by Trump and consideration by 

the Senate. Richardson's official retirement date is in 

September. 

Moran is a naval aviator by training. He has been serving 

as the deputy chief of naval operations, the No. 2 uniformed 

position in the Navy behind Richardson. He was nominated in 

April to succeed Richardson and was confirmed for the post 

by the Senate in May. 

Moran's downfall adds to an unusually long list of 

leadership questions facing the Pentagon, which has been 

operating without a Senate-confirm defense secretary since 

Jim Mattis resigned in December 2018. There also is no 

confirmed deputy secretary of defense, and several other key 

leadership positions are about to turn over. 

Mark Esper, who had been Army secretary, is now the 

acting secretary of defense, but Trump has not yet sent his 

nomination to the Senate. 

Marine Gen. Joseph Dunford is due to step down as 

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff this fall. His intended 

successor, Army Gen. Mark Milley, is scheduled to testify at 

his confirmation hearing before the Senate Armed Services 

Committee on Thursday. 

Also on Thursday, Gen. David Berger is scheduled to take 

over as commandant of the Marine Corps, succeeding Gen. 

Robert Neller. 

Air Force Gen. Paul Selva, the vice chairman of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, is due to retire on July 31. Gen. John Hyten 

has been nominated to succeed Selva, but he has not yet had a 

confirmation hearing. 

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/admiral-lead-

navy-retire-bad-judgment-cited-64184086 

Return to Index 

 

21. Economy Gets Tough On Military Recruiters  

Pull of private sector increases competition  
(WASHINGTON TIMES 07 JUL 19) ... Ben Wolfgang  

A directive to recruit more troops coupled with a thriving 

U.S. economy has sparked a “perfect storm” and created one 

of the toughest environments in decades for uniformed 

recruiters, Pentagon officials and outside analysts say, as the 

military doles out bigger bonuses and tweaks its approach in 

order to attract the nation’s best young talent.  

Booming employment markets — the U.S. economy 

added a strong 224,000 jobs in June, the government said 

Friday — and soaring stock values on Wall Street traditionally 

have made it difficult for military recruiters to pitch men and 

women on a career in the armed forces, according to 

researchers, who say the correlation has held true for at least a 

half century.  

But the sustained strength of the U.S. economy over the 

past five years has taken the challenge to a whole new level, 

and the true depth of the problem came into focus last year 

when the Army fell short of its recruiting goal for the first 

time in over a decade.  

The commander in chief even took time during his Fourth 

of July “Salute to America” event to pitch the idea of military 

service and on Friday was already claiming results.  

“Our job numbers are so good that our military has a hard 

time getting people,” Mr. Trump acknowledged to reporters 

on the White House lawn Friday, “and I think really you’re 

going to see a big spike. I’ve already heard it, a lot of people 

calling in.” 

The Pentagon could use the help.  

The Army set a goal of 76,500 recruits and pulled in 

fewer than 70,000, according to Defense Department figures.  

The Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps hit their goals last 

fiscal year, though the services barely cleared the bar in some 

cases. The Navy’s goal was 39,000 and signed up 39,018 

recruits, Pentagon numbers show. The Marine Corps beat its 

31,556 goal by 11 recruits, and the Air Force exceeded its 

29,450 threshold by 893.  

Although each of the services, including the Army, expect 

to hit their goals this year, analysts say, the military has 

compounded its recruiting challenge by trying to expand the 

size of its ranks. The Army, for example, is aiming for a 

500,000-member active-duty force over the next 10 years, 

meaning it needs to maintain aggressive recruiting goals to 

keep up.  

“Consistently, the research finds that recruiting is more 

difficult, the supply of high-quality recruits is more difficult 

when the economy is booming,” said Beth J. Asch, a senior 

economist at the Rand Corp. who specializes in military 

recruiting. “There’s another factor here, which adds the cherry 

on top. The Army is growing, as are the other services. So you 

have a bit of a perfect storm of a really strong economy and 

having a larger force.”  

Army officials seem confident that they will meet their 

mark this year, though they readily acknowledge that they are 

facing headwinds.  

“This environment is as challenging as we’ve faced — 

3.6% unemployment. We have no benchmark historically for 

the all-volunteer force,” acting Army Secretary Ryan 

McCarthy recently told the Military Times. “We statistically 

can make it, but we’re going to have to run through the finish 

line — undoubtedly a full sprint.”  

Multipronged approach  

To avoid a repeat of last year’s shortfall, the Army is 

taking a multipronged approach. Army officials this month 

said they will offer bonuses of up to $40,000 for some recruits 

who sign a six-year commitment.  

The Army’s total of enlistment bonuses rose by $115 

million last year, according to The Associated Press, and 

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/admiral-lead-navy-retire-bad-judgment-cited-64184086
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/admiral-lead-navy-retire-bad-judgment-cited-64184086
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On This Day In The Navy:
1943 - Submarine chaser USS (SC 1048) rescues survivors of a U-boat attack who had been sighted by a
Navy blimp in the North Atlantic Ocean. The survivors are from the tanker Bloody Marsh, which was
previously torpedoed July 2 and sunk by German submarine (U 66), which during its career sinks 37
Allied vessels until sunk by aircraft from USS Block Island (CVE 21) and USS Buckley 51) nearly a year
later.
Executive Summary:
• Leading national headlines today are preparation details for the 4th of July ‘Salute to America’
celebration which will include participation from various military units.
• Multiple outlets report that a fire aboard the secretive Russian submarine Losharik killed 14 sailors on
Monday. Putin called the incident a “Great Loss.”
• USNI News reports that USS Harry S. Truman (CVN 75) and its carrier strike group will likely deploy this
fall in the place of the Eisenhower CSG due to a longer than expected maintenance availability. 
• Cindy McCain and the sons of the late Sen. John McCain celebrated the 25th year of commissioned
service of USS John S. McCain (DDG 56) at a ceremony in Yokosuka, Japan.
GREAT POWER COMPETITION:
1. 14 Sailors Die On Secretive Russian Nuclear Submarine; Putin Calls Incident ‘Great Loss’
(USNI NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Sam LaGrone and Ben Werner
A fire that broke out on a secret Russian submarine has killed 14 sailors, according to a statement from
the Ministry of Defense in Moscow.
2. Pentagon Says China Missile Test In South China Sea 'Disturbing'
(REUTERS 02 JUL 19)
WASHINGTON - The Pentagon said on Tuesday a recent Chinese missile launch in the disputed South
China Sea was “disturbing” and contrary to Chinese pledges that it would not militarize the disputed
waterway.
3. The PLARF’s New Hainan Island Base and China’s Recent Anti-Ship Ballistic Missile Tests
The first-known Chinese tests of an anti-ship ballistic missile into the South China Sea may have
inaugurated a new PLARF base.
(THE DIPLOMAT 02 JUL 19) ... Ankit Panda
This week, U.S. officials have told media here that China has, for the first known time, conducted tests of
unspecified anti-ship ballistic missiles into its near seas—specifically the South China Sea this time. The
development marks an important new kind of Chinese military activity in the area.
4. Russia Eager To Prove Recent Conflicts Improved Its Robots
(C4ISRNET 02 JUL 19) ... Kelsey D. Atherton
When it comes to selling a second generation of war robots, it helps for them to have combat experience.
At Russia’s Army 2019 Exposition, where the nation showcases its latest in military hardware, designs
ranged from hand-tossed drones to high-flying ISR platforms to optionally manned armored vehicles. On
display, too, are claims of machines that saw action in Syria and have been refitted based on lessons
learned.
FLEET READINESS:
5. Truman Carrier Strike Group Will Replace Eisenhower CSG For Upcoming Deployment
(USNI NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Megan Eckstein
USS Harry S. Truman (CVN-75) and its carrier strike group are getting ready for another deployment
overseas, after completing a two-part deployment last year.
6. Cindy McCain, Family Celebrate 25th Commissioning Anniversary Of USS John S. McCain
(AZCENTRAL.COM 02 JUL 19) ... Yvonne Wingett Sanchez
Cindy McCain and the sons of the late Sen. John McCain celebrated the 25th year of commissioned
service of "Big Bad John," the U.S. Navy destroyer named after the McCain forefathers that is docked in
her home port of Yokosuka, Japan.
7. USS Stethem Heads To San Diego After 14 Years In Japan
(USNI NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Ben Werner
USS Stethem (DDG-63) returned U.S. 3rd Fleet over the weekend, as the Arleigh Burke-class guided-
missile destroyer steams its new homeport, San Diego, Calif.
SECURITY ENVIRONMENT:
8. Navy Chief Anticipates 3D-Printed Nuclear Weapons 
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On This Day In The Navy: 
1943 - Submarine chaser USS (SC 1048) rescues survivors of a U-boat attack who had been sighted by a Navy blimp in the North 


Atlantic Ocean. The survivors are from the tanker Bloody Marsh, which was previously torpedoed July 2 and sunk by German 


submarine (U 66), which during its career sinks 37 Allied vessels until sunk by aircraft from USS Block Island (CVE 21) and USS 


Buckley 51) nearly a year later. 


 


Executive Summary: 
• Leading national headlines today are preparation details for the 4th of July ‘Salute to America’ celebration which will 


include participation from various military units. 


• Multiple outlets report that a fire aboard the secretive Russian submarine Losharik killed 14 sailors on Monday. 


Putin called the incident a “Great Loss.” 


• USNI News reports that USS Harry S. Truman (CVN 75) and its carrier strike group will likely deploy this fall in the 


place of the Eisenhower CSG due to a longer than expected maintenance availability.  


• Cindy McCain and the sons of the late Sen. John McCain celebrated the 25th year of commissioned service of USS 


John S. McCain (DDG 56) at a ceremony in Yokosuka, Japan. 


GREAT POWER COMPETITION: 


1. 14 Sailors Die On Secretive Russian Nuclear Submarine; Putin Calls Incident ‘Great Loss’ 
(USNI NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Sam LaGrone and Ben Werner 


A fire that broke out on a secret Russian submarine has killed 14 sailors, according to a statement from the Ministry of Defense in 


Moscow. 


 


2. Pentagon Says China Missile Test In South China Sea 'Disturbing' 
(REUTERS 02 JUL 19) 


WASHINGTON - The Pentagon said on Tuesday a recent Chinese missile launch in the disputed South China Sea was 


“disturbing” and contrary to Chinese pledges that it would not militarize the disputed waterway. 


 


3. The PLARF’s New Hainan Island Base and China’s Recent Anti-Ship Ballistic Missile Tests 


The first-known Chinese tests of an anti-ship ballistic missile into the South China Sea may have 


inaugurated a new PLARF base. 
(THE DIPLOMAT 02 JUL 19) ... Ankit Panda 


This week, U.S. officials have told media here that China has, for the first known time, conducted tests of unspecified anti-ship 


ballistic missiles into its near seas—specifically the South China Sea this time. The development marks an important new kind of 


Chinese military activity in the area. 


 


4. Russia Eager To Prove Recent Conflicts Improved Its Robots 
(C4ISRNET 02 JUL 19) ... Kelsey D. Atherton 


When it comes to selling a second generation of war robots, it helps for them to have combat experience. At Russia’s Army 2019 


Exposition, where the nation showcases its latest in military hardware, designs ranged from hand-tossed drones to high-flying ISR 


platforms to optionally manned armored vehicles. On display, too, are claims of machines that saw action in Syria and have been 


refitted based on lessons learned. 
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FLEET READINESS: 


5. Truman Carrier Strike Group Will Replace Eisenhower CSG For Upcoming Deployment 
(USNI NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Megan Eckstein 


USS Harry S. Truman (CVN-75) and its carrier strike group are getting ready for another deployment overseas, after completing a 


two-part deployment last year. 


 


6. Cindy McCain, Family Celebrate 25th Commissioning Anniversary Of USS John S. McCain 
(AZCENTRAL.COM 02 JUL 19) ... Yvonne Wingett Sanchez 


Cindy McCain and the sons of the late Sen. John McCain celebrated the 25th year of commissioned service of "Big Bad John," 


the U.S. Navy destroyer named after the McCain forefathers that is docked in her home port of Yokosuka, Japan.  


 


7. USS Stethem Heads To San Diego After 14 Years In Japan 
(USNI NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Ben Werner 


USS Stethem (DDG-63) returned U.S. 3rd Fleet over the weekend, as the Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer steams its 


new homeport, San Diego, Calif. 


 


SECURITY ENVIRONMENT: 


8. Navy Chief Anticipates 3D-Printed Nuclear Weapons  
(NATIONAL DEFENSE MAGAZINE 02 JUL 19) ... Mandy Mayfield  


Other nations could use 3D printing to develop atomic arsenals, according to the chief of naval operations.  


 


9. U.S. Talks Allow Kim To Glimpse New Paths For North Korea’s Future 


Engagement has opened a set of once-closed possibilities, bringing risk and some opportunity for Kim Jong-


un and the world. 
(NEW YORK TIMES 03 JUL 19) ... Max Fisher 


When President Richard M. Nixon met in Beijing almost 50 years ago with Mao Zedong, China’s totalitarian strongman and a 


nuclear-armed adversary, the two leaders knew they were setting their countries on a new path. 


 


10. France Urges Defiant Iran To Abide By Uranium Limits Set In Nuclear Deal 
(WASHINGTON POST 03 JUL 19) ... Loveday Morris 


DUBAI — French President Emmanuel Macron urged Iran on Tuesday to reverse its decision to exceed the limit for low-enriched 


uranium laid out in the 2015 nuclear deal “without delay” as fellow signatories Russia and China called on Tehran to show restraint. 


 


11. U.A.E. Moves To Pull Out Of Yemen 


Military withdrawal from the campaign against Houthi rebels comes amid tensions between U.S. and Iran 
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 03 JUL 19) ... Dion Nissenbaum 


WASHINGTON—The United Arab Emirates is aiming to pull most of its forces out of the Saudi-led campaign against Houthi 


rebels in Yemen, extricating itself from a four-year war that has provoked congressional opposition and has become a flashpoint with 


Iran in the region. 


 


12. All-Afghan Peace Summit Set For July, But On Taliban Terms 
(ASSOCIATED PRESS 02 JUL 19) ... Kathy Gannon and Amir Shah 


ISLAMABAD — A surprise announcement by President Donald Trump seemed to accelerate the expected time frame for U.S. 


troop withdrawal from Afghanistan ahead of an all-Afghan peace summit planned for July 7-8 in Qatar. The gathering apparently will 


be held on Taliban terms as there will be no official Afghan government representation. 


 


ALLIES & PARTNERS: 


13. Pacific Fleet Commander Visits Indonesia, Strengthens Partnership 
(CPF.NAVY.MIL 02 JUL 19) ... MC1 Nathan Laird, U.S. Pacific Fleet 


PEARL HARBOR - Adm. John C. Aquilino, commander of U.S. Pacific Fleet, wrapped up a multi-day visit to Jakarta, Indonesia, 


July 3, reaffirming the U.S. Navy’s commitment to the bilateral strategic partnership between the United States and Indonesia and 


celebrating 70 years of relations with Indonesia. 


 


14. U.S., Ukrainian Divers Participate In Dive Training, Media Day 
(C6F.NAVY.MIL 02 JUL 19) ... U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet Public Affairs 


ODESA, Ukraine — Sailors assigned to Underwater Construction Team (UCT) 1 participated in a media day focusing on dive 


mission capabilities during exercise Sea Breeze 2019 (SB19) in Odesa, Ukraine, July 2. 
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15. U.S. Navy Sends Second Ship To Gulf Of Guinea, Promoting Progress Through Partnership 
(C6F.NAVY.MIL 02 JUL 19) ... U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet Public Affairs 


GULF OF GUINEA — USNS Carson City (T-EFP 7), a Military Sealift Command Spearhead-class expeditionary fast transport 


ship, departed Rota, Spain, on July 2, as part of the Navy’s second deployment to the Gulf of Guinea this year. 


 


16. Warship Shows Japan's Determination To Expand Military Role 
(ASSOCIATED PRESS 03 JUL 19) ... Emily Wang 


SUBIC, Philippines — One of Japan's largest warships, the helicopter carrier Izumo, is returning home from Subic port in the 


Philippines following a powerful show of Tokyo's determination to expand its military presence and counter China's forays into 


strategic waters. 


 


17. NAVWAR Provides Technical Expertise For Underwater Ice Study In Sweden 
(SEAPOWER MAGAZINE 02 JUL 19) 


SAN DIEGO — Naval Information Warfare Systems Command (NAVWAR) joined the Swedish Defense Research Agency and 


the Swedish Coast Guard in Lulea, Sweden, to test how ice effects sound in the underwater domain March 11-23. 


 


18. Japan’s New Guided Missile Destroyer Completes Second Round of Sea Trials 


The new surface combatant capable of ballistic missile defense is set to be commissioned in March 2020. 
(THE DIPLOMAT 02 JUL 19) ... Franz-Stefan Gady 


The Japan Maritime Self Defense Force (JMSDF) Atago-class (aka 27DD- or 27DDG-class) guided missile destroyer, the future 


Maya (PN 179), completed its second round of sea trials late last month, according to local media reports. 


 


CAPABILITIES (ACQUISITION AND INNOVATION): 


19. United Technologies’ F-35 Engines Chronically Late, Pentagon Says 
(BLOOMBERG NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Anthony Capaccio 


United Technologies Corp.’s Pratt & Whitney unit is chronically late delivering engines for the Pentagon’s costliest program, the 


F-35, raising questions about whether the company is ready for a surge to full-rate production scheduled for next year. 


 


PERSONNEL READINESS & VETERANS: 


20. Navy SEAL Chief Edward Gallagher Is Not Guilty Of Murder, Was Acquitted Of Most Charges 
(SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE 02 JUL 19) ... Andrew Dyer 


SAN DIEGO — Navy SEAL Chief Edward Gallagher was acquitted Tuesday on all murder charges, witness intimidation 


charges, and assault charges related to a 2017 deployment in Iraq. 


 


21. Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit Eleven Sailors Awarded Bronze Stars with Valor 
(DVIDS 02 JUL 19) ... Lt. Kara Yingling  


Two Sailors from Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit Eleven (EODMU11) were awarded the Bronze Star Medal with the 


'V' device authorized for valor during an award presentation held onboard Naval Outlying Landing Field Imperial Beach today. 


 


22. Remains Of Navy Airman Return Home After Fatal 2017 Crash In Philippine Sea 
(THE ADVOCATE 03 JUL 19) ... David Mitchell 


BATON ROUGE, La. — Just before the nation marks the anniversary of its founding on the Fourth of July, the remains of a 


former Woodlawn High valedictorian who served as a U.S. Navy airman returned to Louisiana on Tuesday after a record-setting dive 


to recover his plane. 


 


23. Are Navy Submariners More Likely to Father Daughters? New Study Says No 
(STARS AND STRIPES 02 JUL 19) ... Nancy Montgomery 


A new study has contradicted a widespread belief in the submarine community that submariners father more girls than do other 


servicemembers. 


 


24. Shipbuilding Apprentice School Celebrates 100 Years 
(SEAPOWER MAGAZINE 02 JUL 19) 


NEWPORT NEWS, Va. — The Apprentice School at Huntington Ingalls Industries’ Newport News Shipbuilding division 


celebrated its 100-year anniversary on Monday. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL/INSTALLATIONS: 


25. Navy Gets Go-Ahead For $150 Million Plan To Move Ammunition Wharf At Naval Weapons Station 


Seal Beach 
(ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER 02 JUL 19) ... Erika I. Ritchie 


SEAL BEACH, Calif. — A $150 million plan to relocate the ammunition wharf at Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach and create 


a new boating channel can move forward, after an environmental assessment determined it would not negatively affect surrounding 


communities or wildlife. 


 


NAVAL HISTORY: 


26. Navy Validates Lost 52 Project Discovery Of Identification Of WWII Submarine S-28 Gravesite Off 


Oahu 


July 4th is the 75th anniversary of USS S-28 loss. 
(PR NEWSWIRE 01 JUL 19) 


PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii, July 1, 2019 /PRNewswire/ -- After almost 75 years, utilizing advanced imaging technology, Ocean 


Explorer Tim Taylor and his "Lost 52 Expedition Team" officially discovered the final resting place for the 49 Sailors of the U.S. 


submarine S-28 (SS-133) off Oahu, Hawaii. The U.S. Navy recently validated the identity of the wreck, which Taylor located in 2017. 


 


COMMENTARY: 


27. How to Sink the Pirates Plaguing West Africa 


After a crackdown near Somalia, the crime wave just shifted to the Gulf of Guinea. Local nations and their 


allies can end it. 
(BLOOMBERG OPINION 02 JUL 19) ... Tobin Harshaw 


Remember those Somali pirates? Earlier this decade, they brazenly hijacked giant oil tankers, demanded ransoms in the millions 


of dollars, and gave Tom Hanks yet another chance to play the everyman overcoming a life-defining crisis. Now, thanks to a 


multinational naval crackdown and tighter security measures by shippers, they’ve been forced back to dry land. 


 


28. Al-Qaida Is Stronger Today Than It Was On 9/11 
(NAVY TIMES 02 JUL 19) ... Christian Taylor 


Al-Qaida has recruited an estimated 40,000 fighters since Sept. 11, 2001, when the Osama bin Laden-led extremist group attacked 


the United States, according to the not-for-profit Council on Foreign Relations. 
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GREAT POWER COMPETITION: 


1. 14 Sailors Die On Secretive Russian Nuclear Submarine; Putin Calls Incident ‘Great Loss’ 
(USNI NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Sam LaGrone and Ben Werner 


A fire that broke out on a secret Russian submarine has 


killed 14 sailors, according to a statement from the Ministry of 


Defense in Moscow. 


“On July 1, 14 submariners – sailors – died in Russian 


territorial waters as a result of inhaling combustion products 


aboard a research submersible vehicle designated for studying 


the seafloor and the bottom of the World Ocean in the interests 


of the Russian Navy after a fire broke out during bathymetric 


measurements,” read a translation of the statement from the 


state-controlled TASS news service. 


The fire was extinguished “thanks to the self-sacrificing 


actions of the team,” the ministry said. The incident is 


believed to have occurred off Russia’s northern shore in the 


Barents Sea on Monday, but the MoD has not specified. 


The submarine was towed to the Russian North Fleet 


headquarters in Severomork and an investigation is underway, 


according to the news agency. 


According to a report in the state-controlled Sputnik news 


service, Russian President Vladimir Putin said seven captains 


of the first rank and two Heroes of Russia have died in the 


incident. Putin stated. 


“This is a great loss”, Putin said. 


A U.S. 6th Fleet spokesperson told USNI News he was 


unaware of any requests for assistance from the Russian 


government. 


The boat was identified by Russian-language news 


service RBC as Losharik (AS-12), a nuclear-powered 


submarine that is widely believed to be a key asset for the 


Russian Main Directorate of Deep-Sea Research, also known 


as GUGI. 


GUGI develops and operates a fleet of specialized 


submarines that Russia uses for deep sea and Moscow’s most 


covert operations. The organization reports directly to Russian 


military intelligence — the GRU — rather than the Russian 


Navy. 


Losharik is among the most mysterious of the closely 


guarded fleet. Fielded in the late 1990s, specifics for the 


nuclear-powered boat are few. It’s estimated to carry a crew of 


about 25 and can dive to thousands of feet below the surface, 


according to the Military Russia blog. 


The about 2000-ton boat can travel slung under the belly 


of a specially modified Delta III nuclear ballistic missile 


submarine, according to open source intelligence analysts. The 


purpose and capabilities of Losharikare shrouded in mystery. 


According to analyst H I Sutton, Losharik is one of a 


“range of special missions boats based at the Russian Navy’s 


Northern Fleet’s Olenya Guba base. This base is one of 


several set up by the Soviets during the Cold War on the 


inhospitable but strategically important Kola Peninsular, far 


away from civilization.” 


The accident comes during the summer operational period 


for the GUGI boats — workups ahead of a North Atlantic 


deployments, USNI News understands. 


The deep-sea missions the sub is sent on leads Western 


military analysts to believe the interior of the sub is actually 


made up of a series of possibly seven orb-shaped spaces, 


according to Sutton’s Covert Shores. 


The sub’s name is derived from a popular Russian cartoon 


horse that’s made out of juggling balls. The use of orb-shaped 


compartments, while diminishing the amount of space for 


living quarters, operating equipment and the propulsion unit, 


makes the sub stronger and able to dive deeper than a 


traditional submarine hull. 


As for what Losharik does, it’s suspected the Russian 


government has used the sub’s deep-sea diving capability to 


extened Russia’s territorial claims to the sea floor under the 


Arctic Ocean. In 2012, Losharik was part of a large Russian 


naval exercise in the Arctic, collecting samples to prove the 


Lomonsov and Mendeleyev Ridges on the sea floor are part of 


the Russian continental shelf, according to Unconstrained 


Foreign Direct Investment: An Emerging Challenge to Arctic 


Security, a 2017 report by CNA. 


With technological advances and retreating ice packs in 


the region, Arctic nations are increasingly researching ways to 


access and extract what scientists believe is an abundance of 


mineral wealth on the Arctic floor. 


A combination of the sub’s design and ability to dive deep 


below the ocean’s surface appear to also have inspired China 


to build a similar submarine, according to a November post on 


Pakistan Defense. For several years, China has sent research 


vessels to the Arctic as part of its push to claim its status as a 


“near Arctic-state.” 


Only Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, 


Sweden, Russia and the U.S. – the world’s eight Arctic nations 


– are members of the Arctic Council which establishes 


standards for protecting the environment and sustainable 


development the region. The council’s mandate excludes 


military security, according to the U.S. Department of State. 


The incident aboard the submarine is the worst Russian 


submarine accident since the 2008 death of 20 Russian sailors 


aboard the nuclear powered Nerpa. In 2000, the Russian Navy 


lost 118 sailors due to an accident on the nuclear-powered 


cruise-missile boat Kursk. 


https://news.usni.org/2019/07/02/14-sailors-die-on-


secretive-russian-nuclear-submarine 


Return to Index 
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2. Pentagon Says China Missile Test In South China Sea 'Disturbing' 
(REUTERS 02 JUL 19) 


WASHINGTON - The Pentagon said on Tuesday a recent 


Chinese missile launch in the disputed South China Sea was 


“disturbing” and contrary to Chinese pledges that it would not 


militarize the disputed waterway. 


The South China Sea is one of a growing number of 


flashpoints in the U.S.-China relationship, which include a 


trade war, U.S. sanctions and Taiwan. 


China and the United States have repeatedly traded barbs 


in the past over what Washington says is Beijing’s 


militarization of the South China Sea by building military 


installations on artificial islands and reefs. 


A U.S. official, speaking on the condition of anonymity, 


said China tested multiple anti-ship ballistic missiles over the 


weekend. 


“Of course the Pentagon was aware of the Chinese missile 


launch from the man-made structures in the South China Sea 


near the Spratly Islands,” Pentagon spokesman Lieutenant 


Colonel Dave Eastburn said. 


“I’m not going to speak on behalf of all the sovereign 


nations in the region, but I’m sure they agree that the PRC’s 


behavior is contrary to its claim to want to bring peace to the 


region and obviously actions like this are coercive acts meant 


to intimidate other (South China Sea) claimants,” Eastburn 


added. PRC is an acronym for the People’s Republic of China. 


China has not confirmed the missile tests and on Tuesday 


the foreign ministry declined to comment, referring questions 


to the defense ministry, which did not respond to a request for 


comment. 


The Chinese government has said that the military was 


carrying out drills between the Spratly and Paracel Islands 


starting last weekend and ending on Wednesday, warning 


other shipping not to enter a designated area. 


China’s claims in the South China Sea, through which 


about $5 trillion in ship-borne trade passes each year, are 


contested by Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and 


Vietnam. 


News of the China missile test was first reported by NBC 


News. 


https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china-


southchinasea/pentagon-says-china-missile-test-in-south-


china-sea-disturbing-idUSKCN1TX2QZ 


Return to Index 


 


3. The PLARF’s New Hainan Island Base and China’s Recent Anti-Ship Ballistic Missile Tests 


The first-known Chinese tests of an anti-ship ballistic missile into the South China Sea may have 


inaugurated a new PLARF base. 
(THE DIPLOMAT 02 JUL 19) ... Ankit Panda 


This week, U.S. officials have told media here that China 


has, for the first known time, conducted tests of unspecified 


anti-ship ballistic missiles into its near seas—specifically the 


South China Sea this time. The development marks an 


important new kind of Chinese military activity in the area. 


Amid this development, it’s important to ascertain where 


exactly the People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force may have 


conducted its latest test launches. The first launch likely took 


place on this past Sunday, according to statements from 


anonymous U.S. officials who spoke to NBC News. 


As I noted yesterday in The Diplomat, some open source 


evidence supports the notion that China did indeed conduct 


ASBM tests into the South China Sea this weekend. 


Two data points, including a Notice to Airman that 


cordoned off a patch of airspace southeast of Hainan Island 


and a maritime exclusion zone announced recently by the 


Hainan Maritime Safety Administration, paint a picture of a 


ballistic missile test. (See this helpful map from Henri 


Kenhmann at East Pendulum.) 


The missile in question—probably either a DF-21D, the 


anti-ship variant of the DF-21 that has long been a subject of 


curiosity for American analysts of the Chinese military, or the 


DF-26 ASBM variant—may have been launched from Hainan. 


In fact, Sunday’s ASBM test may have inaugurated the 


PLARF’s new base on Hainan Island, which is China’s 


southernmost province, adjacent to the South China sea. 


As analysts noted last year, a new PLARF base has been 


established some 10 kilometers west of Danzhou city on 


Hainan. The base’s location makes it an excellent candidate 


site for a possible ASBM launch that would have flown 


through the NOTAM zone and splashed down in the maritime 


exclusion zone. 


The range from the Danzhou PLARF base to the maritime 


exclusion zone suggests that missile in question may have 


been the 1,500 kilometer-range DF-21D. 


As I noted yesterday, the presence of the U.S. Navy’s 


Nimitz-class supercarrier USS Ronald Reagan and Japan’s JS 


Izumo helicopter carrier in the South China Sea over the past 


days would have made the ASBM test a potent signal of 


China’s resolve to defend its claims in the South China Sea. 


The splashdown zone was due north of China’s seven 


artificial islands in the Spratly Islands. The U.S. Navy has 


conducted frequent freedom of navigation operations around 


those features, contesting Beijing’s excessive maritime claims. 


American analysts have long been concerned with 


China’s growing militarization of the South China Sea, which 


would emerge as a major flashpoint in any future U.S.-China 


conflict. 


Apart from the new ballistic missile base on Hainan, 


which gives the PLARF total coverage of the South China Sea 


with the DF-21D, China’s Spratly and Paracel Island-based 


features may allow it to improve its general domain awareness 


in the South China Sea. 


Over-the-horizon radar emplacements, surface-to-air 


missile batteries, and anti-ship cruise missiles placed on these 


features would allow the People’s Liberation Army Navy to 


sustain an advantage in a conflict. 


Additionally, intelligence, surveillance, and 


reconnaissance capabilities based on China’s South China Sea 


possessions may serve to cue and guide the DF-21D’s 



https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china-southchinasea/pentagon-says-china-missile-test-in-south-china-sea-disturbing-idUSKCN1TX2QZ

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china-southchinasea/pentagon-says-china-missile-test-in-south-china-sea-disturbing-idUSKCN1TX2QZ

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china-southchinasea/pentagon-says-china-missile-test-in-south-china-sea-disturbing-idUSKCN1TX2QZ
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payload, improving the PLARF’s ability to strike relatively 


fast-moving targets like U.S. warships. 


https://thediplomat.com/2019/07/the-plarfs-new-hainan-


island-base-and-chinas-recent-anti-ship-ballistic-missile-tests/ 


Return to Index 


 


4. Russia Eager To Prove Recent Conflicts Improved Its Robots 
(C4ISRNET 02 JUL 19) ... Kelsey D. Atherton 


When it comes to selling a second generation of war 


robots, it helps for them to have combat experience. At 


Russia’s Army 2019 Exposition, where the nation showcases 


its latest in military hardware, designs ranged from hand-


tossed drones to high-flying ISR platforms to optionally 


manned armored vehicles. On display, too, are claims of 


machines that saw action in Syria and have been refitted based 


on lessons learned. 


“Kalashnikov is having a field day,” said Samuel Bendett, 


an adviser at the Center for Naval Analyses, referring to the 


Russian defense company that inherited the brand name of the 


famous assault rifle. At the Army 2019 expo, Kalashnikov 


introduced the Lancet short-duration loitering munition 


(Kalashnikov introduced another suicide drone earlier this 


year.) In addition, the company announced it will work with 


the Ministry of Defense to develop an entire lineup of 


unmanned ground vehicles based on the existing Soratnik 


UGV. 


“It was announced earlier that Soratnik was tested in 


conditions ‘approximating’ those of Syria,” said Bendett, “and 


we should not discount the possibility that it was actually in 


Syria. It will be interesting to see what UGV lineup 


Kalashnikov will come up with, given great interest from the 


MOD toward unmanned military systems.” 


Also on display was the Uran-9, an armed combat robot 


that reportedly saw action in Syria (and encountered its own 


share of troubles), before being adopted by the Russian 


military earlier this year. 


“Uran-9 ‘supposedly’ was fixed after its 2018 Syrian 


debacle — its manufacturer claimed earlier that all issues 


stemming from that test were ‘solved,’” said Bendett. “There 


have been official announcements that it will be accepted into 


service. Apparently, following its Syrian debut, it now features 


a more lethal weapons pack. In reality, the only way to prove 


if such issues were solved is to see it in actual combat — so 


we’ll watch for that, if it happens.” 


Another way to get new robotic war machines is to 


convert crewed vehicles into optionally crewed ones. That’s 


the case with the Paladin UGV, built on the body of the BMP-


3 armored personnel carrier and outfitted with cannons and 


machine guns. 


“Official announcements point that it can be remotely 


piloted or work in an autonomous role, and there are seats for 


a full crew if that becomes necessary,” said Bendett. The 


autonomous mode for now suggests waypoint navigation, 


which is a common autonomous feature of drones. It will be 


interesting to see what role remote driving plays in the 


platform’s existing fire support, line breaking, and personnel 


transportation roles. And, as with any autonomous vehicle 


built to carry people, if the occupants inside will be 


comfortable without an onboard human driver. 


On the opposite end of the spectrum, Russia’s Eniks is 


displaying the Veer quadcopter. Eniks already makes the 


Eleron-3 and Eleron-7 fixed-wing drones. The Veer 


quadcopter will fall into the same roles quadcopters are 


assuming in regular and irregular militaries across the globe, 


providing a nimble and simple overhead scout. Veer, in 


particular, is sold as designed for urban ISR and warfare, 


drawing from the experience of the Russian military in Syria. 


“Russian military districts are now starting to use 


quadcopters in their CONOPS,” said Bendett, a Fellow in 


Russia Studies at the American Foreign Policy Council, “so 


this practice is going to grow.” 


In the field of discrete fixed-wing drones, Army 2019 


showcased an owl-shaped dronestraight out of the uncanny 


valley. While the new model looks at a glance more like a 


living bird than last year’s cartoonish, styrofoam-bodied 


predecessor, neither are particularly convincing if observed for 


more than a second. Still, that second may be enough, if 


opposing forces aren’t actively looking for robots that vaguely 


resemble owls. 


Animal-shaped machines aside, the overarching theme of 


Army 2019 is how Russia’s recent conflicts factor into 


planning for future war. 


“Many unmanned systems present reflect Russian military 


experience in Syria, where a number models like Uran-6 were 


tested,” said Bendett. “Such technology development also 


indicates MOD’s growing interest in unmanned tech as the 


next phase of war. General Gerasimov indicated last year that 


Syria represented the ‘contours of future war’ where 


unmanned and robotic systems were used extensively.” 


https://www.c4isrnet.com/unmanned/robotics/2019/06/27/


russia-eager-to-prove-its-robots-learned-from-war-in-syria/ 
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FLEET READINESS: 


5. Truman Carrier Strike Group Will Replace Eisenhower CSG For Upcoming Deployment 
(USNI NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Megan Eckstein 


USS Harry S. Truman (CVN-75) and its carrier strike 


group are getting ready for another deployment overseas, after 


completing a two-part deployment last year. 


The Truman Carrier Strike Group will begin another 


composite training unit exercise (COMPTUEX) soon, ahead 


of a deployment likely this fall. 


USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN-69) would have been 


the next carrier to head out from the East Coast under previous 


plans, USNI News understands, but its maintenance 


availability ran 19 months – more than triple the planned six-


month maintenance availability the Navy planned to conduct. 


USNI News confirmed that the Truman CSG is heading out 


for its second deployment in the place of the IKE CSG, which 


will still have to go through its whole training cycle after 


wrapping up its maintenance and conducting post-


maintenance sea trials in early April. 


Four sources familiar with the planning told to USNI 


News that the Truman CSG is prepping for this double-pump 


deployment, which will take place during the strike group’s 


“sustainment phase” in the Optimized Fleet Response Plan 


(OFPR) readiness generation model and will not delay the ship 


from conducting maintenance of its own. The sustainment 


phase reserves time for the ships to keep their readiness up 


through home-based training activities or larger exercises in 


case they are called upon to surge forward or deploy for other 


reasons. 


The Truman Strike Group last year departed in April, 


returned home in July for a working homeport visit, and then 


departed again from September to December. Rather than 


conducting operations in the Middle East, the carrier strike 


group conducted flight operations north of the Arctic Circle 


for the first time since the Cold War, operated in Norwegian 


waters during the Trident Juncture 2018 exercise, and 


patrolled the Mediterranean Sea. 


This 2019 Truman CSG deployment will be the first to be 


conducted under the command of U.S. 2nd Fleet, USNI News 


understands. 2nd Fleet officially declared itself operationally 


capable on May 29, and its first mission was to command the 


BALTOPS 2019 exercise in the Baltic Sea. The fleet, 


headquartered in Norfolk, will command the CSG, though 


details have not been released yet regarding where the strike 


group will go and if it will be one continuous deployment or 


be broken up again like last year’s. 


2nd Fleet spokeswoman Lt. Cmdr. Ashley Hockycko told 


USNI News that “the Navy does not discuss specific details of 


future operations. Under the Optimized Fleet Response Plan, 


units in the sustainment phase are able to deploy if called 


upon. Since returning from deployment, Harry S. Truman 


Carrier Strike Group has maintained the level of readiness to 


deploy wherever the nation needs.” 


https://news.usni.org/2019/07/02/truman-carrier-strike-


group-will-replace-eisenhower-csg-for-upcoming-deployment 
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6. Cindy McCain, Family Celebrate 25th Commissioning Anniversary Of USS John S. McCain 
(AZCENTRAL.COM 02 JUL 19) ... Yvonne Wingett Sanchez 


Cindy McCain and the sons of the late Sen. John McCain 


celebrated the 25th year of commissioned service of "Big Bad 


John," the U.S. Navy destroyer named after the McCain 


forefathers that is docked in her home port of Yokosuka, 


Japan.  


Cindy, her sons Jimmy and Jack, and daughter-in-law 


Renee Swift McCain, spent time aboard the USS John S. 


McCain on Monday and met with sailors from Arizona during 


the celebration, which included a change of command 


ceremony. 


They were joined by the ship's former commanding 


officers, who spoke of the ship's crews, triumphs and 


challenges. Its current, Cmdr. Micah Murphy, relinquished 


command to Cmdr. Ryan Easterday.  


Cindy accepted the commissioning pennant on behalf of 


her husband. She will hang it in her home in north-central 


Phoenix. 


In an interview with The Arizona Republic late Monday, 


Cindy said the ship serves as a symbol of the family's legacy 


of service to country.  


"It's legacy and it's a legacy not just of my husband but of 


his entire family, and it doubled with having my son Jack with 


us today because he's part of this legacy now," she said. "It's 


about continuity and it's about continuing on in the tradition of 


service and leadership and honor and dignity that these 


McCain heroes have been. 


"... It was very humbling again to be back on board and to 


be with so many people who really care a great deal about the 


ship and the history." 


The moment served as a sharp contrast to the political 


controversy that embroiled the ship, the Pentagon and 


President Donald Trump's administration in May, when the 


White House's military liaison office issued a directive that the 


ship be hidden from Trump during his recent visit to Japan. 


The order was not fulfilled but its revelation — rooted in 


their intense dislike for each other — set off international 


outrage, particularly among veterans and those who respected 


McCain's service to the country.  


Cindy declined to weigh in on the controversy, saying, 


"It's all about the future and the McCain getting back into 


action and being part of an incredible force. ... This is about 


the future of having a safe and free world." 


McCain was held a prisoner of war for more than five 


years after his plane was shot down over North Vietnam. He 


declined early release.  


The May controversy prompted activists and McCain 


supporters to mock Trump during his state visit to London last 


month. They projected a large hologram of a USS John S. 


McCain baseball cap on the side of the famous Madame 


Tussaud’s wax museum. 


And it helped inspire two military veterans groups to print 


and T-shirts they plan to pass out at the Fourth of July 
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celebration on the National Mall this week. Trump is planning 


to speak at the event. The shirts feature the ship and its 


nickname, "Big Bad John."  


The destroyer had long bore the names of McCain's 


father, Adm. John S. McCain Jr., who served as a former 


commander, U.S. Pacific Command, and his grandfather, 


Adm. John S. "Slew" McCain, who served as a distinguished 


carrier task force commander of World War II.  


When the senator's name was added about a month before 


his Aug. 25, 2018 death, and as he battled cancer, he was 


deeply touched. He hoped the sailors who serve aboard her, 


"will find the same fulfillment as my family in serving a cause 


greater than oneself," he said.  


The naval ship launched in 1992 and was sponsored by 


Cindy as part of a tradition to bestow good luck on the vessel. 


The ship was commissioned on July 2, 1994. Over the 


years, the destroyer deployed to the Persian Gulf to assist in 


the invasion of Iraq and helped pursue a North Korean cargo 


ship to aid enforcement of a United Nations arms export 


embargo against North Korea. In 2017, the ship's collision 


with a merchant ship near Singapore; 10 Navy sailors died. 


With its motto, "Fortune Favors the Brave," the ship is set 


to begin sea trials in the fall, Cindy said.  


She brought with her a painting of her husband during his 


younger years as a Navy lieutenant. 


The portrait was painted by McCain's former senatorial 


chief of staff, Truman Anderson. Cindy's sons and daughter-


in-law unveiled the portrait during the ceremony.  


It will hang next to portraits of his father and grandfather, 


in the ship's mess, where officers socialize and eat. 


"I mentioned today, I believe John is the same kind of 


hero with the great stature and esteem that both his father and 


grandfather were," she said. "And he's not only well-suited to 


be part of this ship, but I think well deserving of it." 


https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/politics/arizona/20


19/07/02/cindy-mccain-family-celebrate-25th-anniversary-


uss-john-mccain/1625353001/ 
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7. USS Stethem Heads To San Diego After 14 Years In Japan 
(USNI NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Ben Werner 


USS Stethem (DDG-63) returned U.S. 3rd Fleet over the 


weekend, as the Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer 


steams its new homeport, San Diego, Calif. 


For the past 14 years, Stethem was part of the forward-


deployed U.S. 7th Fleet force operating out of Yokosuka, 


Japan. In 2005, when Stethem first arrived in Japan, the 


destroyer operated alongside now decommissioned 


conventional-powered aircraft carrier USS Kitty Hawk (CV-


63). Among Stethem’s last missions in Japan, the destroyer in 


May assisted the Japan-led search for a missing Japan Air 


Self-Defense Force F-35S that crashed earlier this year. 


“It has been an honor and privilege for Steelworkers and 


our families to be part of the Forward Deployed Naval Forces 


– Japan community for the last 14 years. The opportunity to 


serve alongside incredible waterfront shipmates and operate 


with our JMSDF allies, flexing every mission area in the most 


challenging operational environment is truly unmatched,” 


Cmdr. John Rummel, Stethem’s commanding officer, said in a 


statement. “We offer our sincerest appreciation to all of those 


that supported Stethem, our Steelworkers and families during 


our time in Yokosuka and wish them continued success in the 


years to come!” 


Stethem is named for Steelworker Second Class (SW2) 


Robert Stethem, a U.S. Navy Seabee diver. In 1985, while 


returning from an assignment in the Middle East, Stethem was 


killed by terrorists in Beirut, Lebanon, when his plane, TWA 


Flight 847, was hijacked. 


USS Stethem was commissioned in 1995 and was 


homeported in San Diego before moving to Japan in 2005, 


according to the Navy. When Stethem returns to San Diego, 


the destroyer is scheduled for a midlife modernization, 


according to the Navy. 


Stethem is slated to be fitted with a modern combat 


system suite, which includes upgraded air defense, ballistic 


missile defense, surface warfare and undersea warfare 


capabilities, USNI News previously reported. 


Following the 2017 collisions of USS Fitzgerald (DDG-


62) and USS John S. McCain (DDG-56) with a pair of 


commercial ships in U.S. 7th Fleet, Navy leaders and 


lawmakers on Capitol Hill discussed imposing limits on the 


amount of time a ship could be homeported overseas. Navy 


leadership balked at being held to a strict schedule, but some 


ships, including McCain, had been based in 7th Fleet for 


nearly two decades. 


https://news.usni.org/2019/07/02/uss-stethem-heads-to-


san-diego-after-14-years-in-japan 
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SECURITY ENVIRONMENT: 


8. Navy Chief Anticipates 3D-Printed Nuclear Weapons  
(NATIONAL DEFENSE MAGAZINE 02 JUL 19) ... Mandy Mayfield  


Other nations could use 3D printing to develop atomic 


arsenals, according to the chief of naval operations.  


"Much is changing here in the nuclear world," Adm. John 


Richardson said July 2 during remarks at a breakfast in 


Washington, D.C., hosted by the Mitchell Institute for 


Aerospace Studies. "There are more nations seeking to join the 


club. Some with high technology, some with low technology. 


... It's relatively simple. With the advent of additive 


manufacturing and 3D printing, these types of weapons are 


going to be very easy to craft in very small scale."  


These systems might include "dirty bombs" that use high 


explosives to spread radioactive materials, he noted. 


The United States could be entering an era where these 


types of weapons are part of the strategic landscape, which 


would give other countries asymmetric capabilities to 


undermine U.S. military advantages. Meanwhile, great power 


adversaries such as Russia have large arsenals of low-yield 


nuclear warheads that are of great concern to Pentagon 


planners.  


Richardson noted that the 2018 Nuclear Posture Review 


proposed acquiring low-yield nuclear weapons to bolster 


deterrence.  


“In the near-term, the United States will modify a small 


number of existing [submarine-launched ballistic missile] 


warheads to provide a low-yield option, and in the longer 


term, pursue a modern nuclear-armed sea-launched cruise 


missile,” the review stated.  


The United States needs to continue doing research to 


stay ahead of the threats, Richardson said. “The low-yield 


nuclear weapons … tried to address some of these 


asymmetries that have emerged since we last really did some 


research,” he added. “The nuclear element of this [force] mix 


... deserves a lot more attention in my book."  


Richardson's remarks come amid partisan bickering on 


Capitol Hill about the future of the U.S. strategic arsenal.  


The Democrat-led House Armed Services Committee's 


version of the fiscal year 2020 National Defense Authorization 


Act would ban the deployment of low-yield nuclear weapons 


on Navy submarines. Meanwhile, Republicans in Congress 


have largely backed the Trump administration's strategic 


modernization plans, including the acquisition of low-yield 


weapons. The Senate version of the 2020 NDAA, which was 


crafted by the GOP-led Senate Armed Services Committee, 


authorized fully funding the programs.  


The policy differences could come to a head in the 


coming months when lawmakers from the House and Senate 


go into conference to negotiate a final NDAA bill that could 


pass both chambers of Congress. It's unclear what the outcome 


will be.  


Meanwhile, Richardson said the Pentagon also needs to 


bolster its nuclear command, control and communications 


capabilities.  


“We've got to make sure that we revitalize the nuclear 


command-and-control system … to harden it against all of the 


modern challenges" including cyber threats, he said. 


The Navy leader's comments came just days after Air 


Force Chief of Staff Gen. David Goldfein said the Defense 


Department should consider using commercial low-Earth orbit 


satellites to create a more resilient NC3 architecture. 


https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2019/7/


2/navy-chief-anticipates-3-d-printed-nuclear-weapons 
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9. U.S. Talks Allow Kim To Glimpse New Paths For North Korea’s Future 


Engagement has opened a set of once-closed possibilities, bringing risk and some opportunity for Kim Jong-


un and the world. 
(NEW YORK TIMES 03 JUL 19) ... Max Fisher 


When President Richard M. Nixon met in Beijing almost 


50 years ago with Mao Zedong, China’s totalitarian strongman 


and a nuclear-armed adversary, the two leaders knew they 


were setting their countries on a new path. 


But they had little idea where that path led. They could 


hardly have foreseen the changes within China or today’s 


tangled relationship of economic interdependence and intense, 


if peaceful, rivalry — much less whatever will come after 


another half century. 


Now, it’s President Trump and Kim Jong-un’s turn. 


Whether or not they reach agreement on North Korea’s 


nuclear weapons, the two men appear on their way to the 


forging the relationship both have said they want. They have 


portrayed their three meetings — most recently at the 


Demilitarized Zone dividing the Koreas — as consequential in 


their own right, loaded with the symbolism of mutual 


acceptance and respect. 


But like Nixon and Mao, the American and North Korean 


leaders cannot know where their experiment will lead. 


While few see North Korea as likely to surrender its 


weapons, the country’s economy and diplomatic posture are 


already changing. North Korea experts, former United States 


intelligence analysts and scholars of international relations say 


that while firm predictions are impossible, those changes are 


already beginning to open a set of once-closed possibilities. 


A Virtuous Cycle, but Breakable 


"In the classes I teach, we’re always looking for what’s 


new, what’s different,” said John Delury, a historian at Yonsei 


University in Seoul, South Korea. 


For most of Mr. Kim’s rule, change has been scarce. His 


country grew its weapons programs, provoked regular 


international crises and remained isolated as much by choice 


as by crippling, American-led sanctions. 


Then, during preparations for summit meetings with his 


American and South Korean counterparts that were expected 


to do little more than confer legitimacy on Mr. Kim, he made 


an announcement: North Korea would drop the militarized 
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half of its longtime strategy of dual military and economic 


development. Trade and prosperity would come. 


“That’s new,” Mr. Delury said. “For Kim Jong-un to say 


domestically the strategy is changed, it’s all about the 


economy, that’s not something that his father did or his 


grandfather did.” 


The world does not need to like Mr. Kim, Mr. Delury 


said, to see hints of a virtuous cycle of diplomacy and 


economic relief. As tensions ease, the theory goes, peace 


brings the promise of sanctions relief or even trade, inducing 


Mr. Kim to soften further. Threats or isolation, which would 


risk those gains, become less attractive. 


Emma Ashford, a scholar of foreign policy at the 


Washington-based Cato Institute, said the world did not have 


to take Mr. Kim on his word alone. 


“There is a fair amount of evidence that Kim Jong-un has 


accepted that the North Korean economy is, if not liberalizing, 


then there is a bottom-up marketization occurring and he has 


to accept that in order to survive,” Ms. Ashford said. 


She cited reports of growing and widely tolerated black 


market activity. “That’s something you see a lot of dictators 


do,” she said. 


And many of the world’s fiercest autocrats have found 


they can most safely remain in power, Ms. Ashford said, by 


shifting their promise to citizens from “I will keep you safe” to 


“I will make you prosperous.” 


Both China and Vietnam, once isolated and totalitarian, 


took this path, and as they have grown economically 


interdependent with the outside world, threats of war have 


cooled. While both remain severely authoritarian, a degree of 


controlled openness has significantly improved the lives of 


everyday citizens. 


But that virtuous cycle can be fragile, especially in its 


early stages when gains are uncertain and leaders wary of 


taking blame. 


And domestic politics can shift quickly, even in a 


hereditary dictatorship. Establishments in any country tend to 


favor the status quo. Mr. Kim is still a 35-year-old surrounded 


by older officials and generals. 


“It’s a year now since he told his public: ‘We’re doing it. 


We’re 100 percent on the economy,’” Mr. Delury said. “He 


needs to deliver.” 


Mr. Kim may be coming under pressure at home, 


according to Robert Carlin, a longtime C.I.A. and State 


Department analyst who now studies North Korean domestic 


politics at the Stimson Center. While open dissent is 


forbidden, the country’s power brokers are thought to use state 


media to signal to Mr. Kim and one another. 


Propaganda outlets, Mr. Carlin found, contain subtle but 


unusual hints of dissatisfaction with Mr. Kim’s emphasis on 


diplomacy, and particularly his appeals to economic openness. 


The United States has itself proven fickle, withdrawing 


from the nuclear agreement with Iran despite its own 


intelligence agencies concluding that Iran was complying. 


Fifteen years earlier, President George W. Bush withdrew 


American compliance from a nuclear agreement with North 


Korea. 


Pacified? Or Emboldened? 


As North Korea’s place in the world changes, Mr. Kim is 


testing his new status. 


North Korea experts are divided over whether 


international acceptance will embolden Mr. Kim to indulge his 


worst behaviors or, by reducing the risk of conflict, lead him 


in the other direction. 


The disagreement comes down, Ms. Ashford argued, to 


this question: “What is North Korea going to do with its 


nukes?” 


If Mr. Kim sees the weapons as cudgels with which to 


blackmail other countries, then the cycle of threats and crises 


is likely to continue. While research findsthat nuclear 


blackmail rarely works, Mr. Kim could still be tempted. 


But if he sees the weapons as a deterrent for staving off 


foreign invasion, then he could read Mr. Trump’s shows of 


acceptance as proof that his nuclear strategy succeeded, 


winning him space for diplomacy and trade. 


Even if North Korea finds that joining the community of 


nations serves it better than nuclear provocations, there is one 


threat it may never be able to overcome: South Korea’s 


relative wealth and freedom. They undermine North Korea’s 


legitimacy as a separate state. 


“As long as South Korea exists, they will always be a 


threat to North Korea,” said Sue Mi Terry, a scholar at the 


Center for Strategic and International Studies and former 


American intelligence analyst. “Strategically, you still have to 


worry about German-style unification by absorption.” 


The more that North Korea integrates into the world or 


opens its economy, the more that disparity with the South will 


become apparent to its citizens — and the harder it may be for 


Mr. Kim to persuade his citizens that they are better off under 


his rule. 


That threat, which has long driven much of North Korea’s 


belligerence and self-imposed isolation, will remain no matter 


what deal Mr. Kim strikes with Mr. Trump, said Robert Kelly, 


a political scientist at Pusan National University in South 


Korea. 


The country has built its legitimacy on its totalitarian cult 


of personality, its controlled economy and its militarization for 


too long to give those up, Mr. Kelly said. That, he said, puts 


“an ideological limitation” on Mr. Kim’s ambitions. 


“North Korea needs to keep Kimism,” he said. “It 


ideologically explains the separation from South Korea and 


the clashes along the border explain it militarily.” 


A More Permanent Division 


If Mr. Kim’s ambition is to stave off a Korean 


reunification like Germany’s, cementing North Korea as an 


accepted and separate state, that might allow peace with the 


United States, but it might not with South Korea. 


Politics in South Korea is sharply divided between 


liberals who prefer outreach to the North and conservatives 


who see it as a mortal threat. 


Ms. Terry, the former intelligence analyst, warned that 


any conservative South Korean government would feel 


compelled to confront the North, particularly if it no longer 


felt it had the full backing of the United States. 


“We forget that now,” she said, because South Korea’s 


current leader is unusually dovish, but “there has always been 


that risk.” 


Even in the most optimistic assessments, change for 


North Korea’s citizens, who are among the poorest and least 


free in the world, is expected to be one of degrees. 
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“If sanctions start to lift and you start to see serious 


G.D.P. growth, you’re going to see a lot fewer people living at 


subsistence level,” Mr. Delury said. The best-case scenario, he 


said, would be a shift from “a semi-totalitarian system” to 


“something along the lines of Vietnam.” 


Such an outcome may not be easy for the world to accept 


— particularly if the first hints of openness bring more 


glimpses of life in North Korea. 


“It means propping up the world’s worst human rights 


abuser,” Mr. Kelly said. “I’ve been to North Korea. It’s a 


failed state outside of Pyongyang and outside of the military. 


It is barely a state, barely hanging on by its fingernails.” 


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/02/world/asia/trump-


kim-north-korea.html 
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10. France Urges Defiant Iran To Abide By Uranium Limits Set In Nuclear Deal 
(WASHINGTON POST 03 JUL 19) ... Loveday Morris 


DUBAI — French President Emmanuel Macron urged 


Iran on Tuesday to reverse its decision to exceed the limit for 


low-enriched uranium laid out in the 2015 nuclear deal 


“without delay” as fellow signatories Russia and China called 


on Tehran to show restraint. 


In a statement, Macron called on Iran to refrain from 


taking “extra measures” that would cast doubt on its 


commitment to the deal. The appeal came a day after Tehran 


announced that it had surpassed the accord’s 300-kilogram 


(660-pound) stockpile limit for low-enriched uranium, with 


the United Nations’ nuclear watchdog confirming Iran’s 


declaration. 


Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov called on Iran to 


“observe key provisions of the deal” and “in no way be 


subjected to emotions.” China expressed “regret” over Iran’s 


decision but blamed the United States’ campaign of 


“maximum pressure” against Iran for the escalating tension. 


The Trump administration has reintroduced sanctions on 


Iran since pulling out of the nuclear agreement last year, 


reneging on a deal reached between Tehran and six world 


powers under the Obama administration. Tehran says the 


sanctions prevent it from obtaining the economic benefits of 


curbing its nuclear program that are outlined in the deal, 


formally known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action. It 


cited that circumstance in announcing its decision Monday to 


reduce its commitments under the deal by increasing its 


enriched-uranium stockpile. 


Iran argues that the remaining signatories are not 


upholding their side of the accord, as Europe has struggled to 


find a workaround that would allow European trade with Iran 


to continue without companies’ running afoul of U.S. 


sanctions. 


In calling on Iran to show restraint, the remaining 


signatories to the deal did not raise the prospect of reimposing 


European sanctions. European diplomats have indicated that 


they see Iran’s move as reversible and part of a negotiating 


tactic to gain economic relief. 


President Trump on Monday accused Tehran of “playing 


with fire” in breaching the deal that he himself had repeatedly 


criticized. 


U.S. officials have argued that American sanctions should 


be no excuse for Iran to increase its enrichment levels. The 


White House went a step further Monday by saying that Iran 


should not be allowed to enrich uranium at all. 


In its statement, the White House said there was “little 


doubt” that “even before the deal’s existence, Iran was 


violating its terms.” 


Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif had a 


one-word quip in response to that on Tuesday. “Seriously?” he 


posted on Twitter, attaching the statement. Before Monday, 


inspectors from the International Atomic Energy Agency had 


said Iran was abiding by its commitments. 


Officials in Iran remained defiant. Trump has misread 


Iran, parliamentary Speaker Ali Larijani said Tuesday in 


comments carried by the state news agency. 


“Trump needs to know that as long as he speaks the 


language of coercion with a civilized nation, they will only 


grow closer and more unified,” he said. 


The “errors, mistakes and paradoxical comments” from 


Washington have increased during the tenure of the “current 


weird president” of the United States, he added. 


Europe appears likely to be forced to take a tougher 


stance if Tehran moves ahead with threats to further reduce its 


commitments under the deal. 


Before it can be used to produce energy in a nuclear 


reactor, uranium has to be enriched. The enrichment level is 


fairly low for reactor fuel, but uranium that is enriched to 


much higher levels can be turned into fissile material for a 


nuclear weapon. The nuclear deal with Iran was meant to head 


off such a development. 


Increasing the stockpile of uranium enriched to 3.67 


percent does not put Tehran significantly closer to nuclear 


weapons and falls far short of the weapons-grade enrichment 


level of more than 90 percent needed for a nuclear bomb. 


But Iran has said it may go further, by enriching uranium 


to a grade of as much as 20 percent if it does not receive 


sanctions relief by a July 7 deadline. Such a move could draw 


a stronger response from Europe, possibly triggering European 


sanctions. 


The United States has been trying to persuade Europe to 


join its tactic of exerting maximum pressure on Tehran, but 


European nations see the nuclear deal as key to maintaining 


regional security. Some analysts have linked the soaring 


tensions in the Persian Gulf to the biting economic pressure 


against Iran, as Tehran shows that it can push back. 


Trump said he came close to striking Iran last month after 


Tehran shot down a U.S. surveillance drone over the Strait of 


Hormuz. Washington has also accused Tehran of attacking oil 


tankers in the Gulf of Oman, a charge it denies. 


https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/france-urges-


iran-to-reverse-breach-of-nuclear-limit-as-tehran-remains-


defiant/2019/07/02/e0b0f808-9c36-11e9-83e3-


45fded8e8d2e_story.html?utm_term=.5b66bd3c9433 
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11. U.A.E. Moves To Pull Out Of Yemen 


Military withdrawal from the campaign against Houthi rebels comes amid tensions between U.S. and Iran 
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 03 JUL 19) ... Dion Nissenbaum 


WASHINGTON—The United Arab Emirates is aiming to 


pull most of its forces out of the Saudi-led campaign against 


Houthi rebels in Yemen, extricating itself from a four-year 


war that has provoked congressional opposition and has 


become a flashpoint with Iran in the region. 


In recent weeks, Abu Dhabi has begun pulling tanks and 


attack helicopters out of the country, according to Western 


officials. It also has withdrawn hundreds of soldiers from the 


Red Sea coast, including those close to the port city of 


Hodeidah that serves as the country’s main gateway for 


humanitarian aid, the officials added. 


The U.A.E. has been the most important partner in the 


Saudi Arabia-led military alliance fighting against the Iran-


aligned Houthi rebels since March 2015. The war has left 


thousands dead and fueled what the United Nations calls the 


world’s worst humanitarian crisis, evoking widespread 


international criticism. 


Tensions in the Middle East have soared since the U.S. 


warned of threats from Iran and its allies and sent more forces 


to the region last month. While both Washington and Tehran 


have said they don’t want a war, a spate of recent attacks—


including on commercial ships off the Emirati coast—has kept 


the region on edge. U.S. officials have blamed Iran for the 


tanker attacks, which Tehran has denied. 


The U.A.E. has been stung by the expanding opposition in 


Washington to the military campaign and fears their country 


would be one of Tehran’s first retaliatory targets if President 


Trump orders military strikes on Iran, the officials and others 


briefed on the U.A.E.’s plans said. 


The country is instead aiming to focus its efforts in 


Yemen on battling al Qaeda, Islamic State and other extremist 


groups, these officials said. 


U.A.E. officials said they couldn’t comment on the 


military drawdown described by Western officials. U.A.E. 


officials have briefed Western and Gulf allies, according to 


these officials, but they have yet to publicly discuss the 


drawdown, earlier reported by Reuters. 


Saudi officials said they couldn’t comment. 


The move has prompted some concerns from its U.S. and 


Saudi partners that the drawdown could be framed as a victory 


by the Houthi insurgents and their Iranian supporters, the 


officials said. 


It isn’t clear how Saudi Arabia or the military coalition it 


leads will respond to the Emirati moves. The U.A.E. has been 


Riyadh’s most important ally in the coalition, joining in the air 


campaign in Yemen, gathering intelligence, carrying out some 


military operations, and providing vital support for Yemeni 


forces battling the Houthis. 


Strains between the two Gulf nations over strategy in 


Yemen have created fissures. Peter Salisbury, a Yemen 


specialist with the International Crisis Group, a non-profit 


group that focuses on public policy, said the military moves 


are a clear signal from the Emiratis that they want to focus on 


diplomacy and extract themselves from an unpopular war. 


“It definitely adds a new layer of complexity,” he said. 


“This lays bare some of the divisions between some of the 


anti-Houthi groups.” 


The U.A.E. has been trying to reduce its military role in 


Yemen for more than a year, a desire that has intensified 


because the fight has undermined the country’s stature in 


Washington. 


While the Trump administration sees Saudi Arabia and 


U.A.E. as central allies in the fight against Iran, more 


lawmakers in Congress view the Gulf nations as architects of a 


flawed war plan in Yemen. 


More than 90,000 people have been killed in the Yemen 


conflict, according to Armed Conflict Location and Event 


Data Project. The Saudi-led airstrike campaign has killed more 


than 8,000 civilians, the group found, a track record that has 


raised major concerns in Washington. Cholera and famine are 


major risks in Yemen. 


The Saudi-led coalition has expressed regret for some 


strikes where civilians have been killed and said that it has 


taken steps to try to prevent more errant strikes. But Emirati 


officials are increasingly concerned about the impact the war 


is having on the country’s influence and reputation in 


Washington. 


In April, Democrats and Republicans united in Congress 


to pass a resolution calling for the U.S. to curtail its limited 


military support for the Saudi-led campaign in Yemen, 


including intelligence gathering and advice on how to carry 


out airstrikes. Mr. Trump vetoed the measure, which Congress 


failed to override. Lawmakers are now trying to thwart Trump 


administration efforts to fast-track billions in arms sales to 


Saudi Arabia and the U.A.E. 


The U.N. has brokered a fragile deal to contain the 


fighting in Yemen, but diplomatic efforts to end the conflict 


face major hurdles. Negotiators have yet to agree on the next 


steps in the deal, and there is widespread dissatisfaction with 


Abed Rabbo Mansour Hadi, the Yemeni president forced from 


the capital San’a by the Houthis in 2015. 


The Hadi government, meanwhile, has accused the U.N. 


of siding with the Houthis in Hodeidah. U.N. officials worked 


furiously last year to avert a U.A.E.-backed assault on 


Hodeidah by brokering a peace deal in Stockholm. 


Under the agreement, the Houthis agreed to cede control 


of the port to local forces accepted by both sides—a key move 


that eased fears that the U.A.E. would try to seize Hodeidah. 


The U.A.E. pulled back its forces and reclaimed its heavy 


weapons, including tanks, from some of the Yemeni militant 


forces it supports, according to officials with the Southern 


Transitional Council, a secessionist political group in south 


Yemen backed by the Emiratis. 


https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-a-e-moves-to-extricate-


itself-from-saudi-led-war-in-yemen-11562094272 
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12. All-Afghan Peace Summit Set For July, But On Taliban Terms 
(ASSOCIATED PRESS 02 JUL 19) ... Kathy Gannon and Amir Shah 


ISLAMABAD — A surprise announcement by President 


Donald Trump seemed to accelerate the expected time frame 


for U.S. troop withdrawal from Afghanistan ahead of an all-


Afghan peace summit planned for July 7-8 in Qatar. The 


gathering apparently will be held on Taliban terms as there 


will be no official Afghan government representation. 


Trump told Fox News Channel’s Tucker Carlson Tonight 


on Monday that nearly half of all American troops have 


already been pulled out. 


That pullout was expected to be announced as part of a 


time frame being negotiated by Washington’s peace envoy 


Zalmay Khalilzad, who is in the middle of talks with the 


Taliban in Qatar. 


“I’ve wanted to pull them out. And you know, I have 


pulled a lot out. We were at 16,000. We’re down to about 


9,000, which a lot of people don’t know,” Trump said, 


according to the transcript of the interview shared with The 


Associated Press. “So we’ve reduced the force very 


substantially in Afghanistan, which I don’t talk about very 


much, and that’s OK,” Trump added. 


According to a senior U.S. defense official, however, 


there are still close to 14,000 U.S. troops in Afghanistan — a 


number that has remained fairly steady for many months. 


The Taliban's spokesman in Doha, Suhail Shaheen, has 


said that talks with Khalilzad are focused on a timetable for 


withdrawal of U.S. and NATO troops from Afghanistan. In a 


tweet on Monday, Shaheen had said talks would come with an 


announcement of a timetable for withdrawal of the estimated 


20,000 service personnel, including American forces. 


Trump’s comments Monday would seem to contradict a 


statement made by U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo 


during a visit to Kabul on June 25. Pompeo said then that 


Washington had made no decision on a timeframe for 


withdrawal. 


Trump also said in the Monday TV interview that he 


wanted to leave a strong intelligence gathering force behind in 


Afghanistan. 


“I’ll tell you the problem is, look, I would like to just get 


out. The problem is, (Afghanistan) just seems to be a lab for 


terrorists. It seems — I call it the Harvard of terrorists. ... But I 


would leave very strong intelligence there,” he said, according 


to the transcript. 


Meanwhile, on the upcoming all-Afghan dialogue, 


Germany's special representative Ambassador Markus Potzel 


said Tuesday that those attending "will participate only in their 


personal capacity and on an equal footing." 


The Taliban have flatly refused to meet with Afghan 


President Ashraf Ghani's government, which they consider a 


U.S. puppet, while repeatedly offering talks with anyone who 


comes to the table as an ordinary Afghan. The Taliban have 


already twice met with prominent Afghans, including former 


president Hamid Karzai and even members of the 


government's peace council as well as opposition politicians. 


Those meetings have both been held in Moscow. 


The announced talks come a day after the Taliban claimed 


responsibility for a devastating attack in the Afghan capital of 


Kabul that killed at least six people and wounded more than 


100 others, many of them children attending two schools in 


the area, according to the Education Ministry. 


Ghani has not responded to the announcement of next 


week’s talks. He has previously demanded the Taliban talk 


directly with his government, some of whom have complained 


about their continuing exclusion from meetings between 


Taliban and the U.S. peace envoy Zalmay Khalilzad. 


Khalilzad, who is currently holding a seventh round of 


direct talks with the Taliban in Doha, already held a battery of 


meetings with the Afghan president in Kabul last month. In an 


overnight tweet, he welcomed the announced all-Afghan talks. 


He tweeted that "this dialogue is an essential element of the 


four-part peace framework & and important step in advancing 


the #AfghanPeaceProcess." 


Germany will co-sponsor the talks with Qatar, according 


to the statement issued by Potzel, who is the German special 


representative for Pakistan and Afghanistan. 


An earlier intra-Afghan dialogue in Qatar was scuttled 


when the two sides couldn't agree on participants. Potzel said 


the invitations this time have been jointly issued by Germany 


and Qatar. 


"Afghanistan stands at a critical moment of opportunity 


for progress toward peace," Potzel said in the statement. "Only 


Afghans themselves can decide the future of their country." 


He said both Qatar and Germany are hoping the talks will 


create trust between the warring sides. 


But for ordinary Afghans battered by relentless violence 


there is mostly frustration. 


"Peace will never come to Afghanistan," said an angry 


Sawab Gul, who was waiting in the Afghan capital of Kabul 


on Tuesday to open his partially destroyed bedding store. 


At age 40, Gul said he has never seen peace in his country 


and holds out little hope for the current attempts at finding an 


end to Afghanistan's relentless wars. 


"Every day people are dying. Afghanistan is like a hell for 


us Afghans," he said. "I don't think I will ever see peace." 


https://www.militarytimes.com/flashpoints/2019/07/03/all


-afghan-peace-summit-set-for-july-but-on-taliban-terms/ 
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ALLIES & PARTNERS: 


13. Pacific Fleet Commander Visits Indonesia, Strengthens Partnership 
(CPF.NAVY.MIL 02 JUL 19) ... MC1 Nathan Laird, U.S. Pacific Fleet 


PEARL HARBOR - Adm. John C. Aquilino, commander 


of U.S. Pacific Fleet, wrapped up a multi-day visit to Jakarta, 


Indonesia, July 3, reaffirming the U.S. Navy’s commitment to 


the bilateral strategic partnership between the United States 


and Indonesia and celebrating 70 years of relations with 


Indonesia. 


"Indonesia has been an important strategic partner for 70 


years and it was important for me to come here and meet with 


my counterparts to discuss areas for continued cooperation,” 


Aquilino said. “I am encouraged that the bond of friendship 


forged between our navies continues to grow stronger through 


leadership engagements like this, ship visits to Indonesia like 


USS Patriot’s visit to Jakarta last week and Bali this week, and 


joint military exercises like the ASEAN-U.S. Maritime 


Exercise later this year,” he said. 


During the visit, Aquilino met with U.S. Ambassador 


Joseph R. Donovan Jr., Chief of the Indonesian Armed Forces 


(Panglima TNI) ACM Hadi Tjahjanto, Chief of the Naval 


Staff (Kasal) ADM Siwi Sukma Adji, Chief of the Air Force 


Staff (Kasau) ACM Yuyu Sutisna, Coordinating Minister for 


Maritime Affairs Luhut Pandjaitan, and other senior military, 


diplomatic and national security officials of Indonesia. 


Aquilino also met with Secretary General of the 


Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) H.E. Dato 


Lim Jock Hoi. Later this year, the U.S. Navy will participate 


in the 2019 ASEAN-U.S. Maritime Exercise, whose theme is 


“Enhancing Shared Awareness and Interoperability in the 


Maritime Domain.” 


“The United States and Indonesia have many shared 


interests in improving maritime domain awareness,” said 


Aquilino. “By partnering together going forward, we can 


improve maritime security in many ways – from combatting 


illegal drug trafficking to curbing unreported, unregulated, and 


illegal fishing.” 


Aquilino said that he is pleased that the military-to-


military relationship between the two nations has expanded in 


recent years. 


“It is our hope that these talks will lead to new areas for 


collaboration in order to help maintain security, stability and 


prosperity within the region.” 


https://www.cpf.navy.mil/news.aspx/110788 
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14. U.S., Ukrainian Divers Participate In Dive Training, Media Day 
(C6F.NAVY.MIL 02 JUL 19) ... U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet Public Affairs 


ODESA, Ukraine — Sailors assigned to Underwater 


Construction Team (UCT) 1 participated in a media day 


focusing on dive mission capabilities during exercise Sea 


Breeze 2019 (SB19) in Odesa, Ukraine, July 2. 


The event gave 47 media representatives the opportunity 


to see and meet with divers from several nations participating 


in SB19. Nations present at the event included the United 


States, Ukraine, Latvia, Romania and the United Kingdom. 


“We had a great time planning Sea Breeze 19 with Capt. 


Nesterov, the lead Ukrainian diver, and our other Black Sea 


Partners for Peace,” said U.S. Navy Lt. Silas Wallace, 


Mobility Troop Commander for Explosive Ordnance Disposal 


Unit 8 and officer in charge of U.S. Navy divers at SB19. 


“And now that we are here and working together, everyone is 


learning a lot and enjoying the chance to become better friends 


with our allies.” 


During the training, one U.S. Navy diver and one 


Ukrainian navy diver participated in a simulated scenario 


involving an unconscious diver in the water. Trainings like 


this improve the interoperability between the U.S. and partner 


nations by exchanging best practices. 


“Today’s events went extremely smoothly,” said 


Construction Mechanic 1st Class Ian Lemarbre, dive 


supervisor for the event. “It’s important for the U.S. divers to 


be here at Sea Breeze with the Ukrainian divers so we can 


showcase our capabilities and help enhance their capabilities. 


Today, they showed great promise and a lot of potential, and 


we are looking forward to participating in future Sea Breeze 


exercises with Ukrainian divers.” 


Ukraine and U.S. are cohosting the exercise in the Black 


Sea with participation and support coming from 17 other 


countries to include: Bulgaria, Canada, Denmark, Estonia, 


France, Georgia, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, 


Norway, Poland, Romania, Sweden, Turkey and the United 


Kingdom. 


U.S. participation includes the Arleigh Burke class 


guided-missile destroyer USS Carney (DDG 64), the 


expeditionary fast-transport ship USNS Yuma (T-EPF 8), a P-


8A Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft, U.S. Marines from 


Marine Rotational Force-Europe; Navy Underwater 


Construction Team UCT-1B, and members of the U.S. Naval 


Forces Europe-Africa and U.S. 6th Fleet staff. 


U.S. 6th Fleet conducts the full spectrum of joint and 


naval operations, often in concert with allied and interagency 


partners, to advance U.S. national interests, security and 


stability in Europe and Africa. 


https://www.c6f.navy.mil/Media/News/Article/1895175/u


s-ukrainian-divers-participate-in-dive-training-media-day/ 
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15. U.S. Navy Sends Second Ship To Gulf Of Guinea, Promoting Progress Through Partnership 
(C6F.NAVY.MIL 02 JUL 19) ... U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet Public Affairs 


GULF OF GUINEA — USNS Carson City (T-EFP 7), a 


Military Sealift Command Spearhead-class expeditionary fast 


transport ship, departed Rota, Spain, on July 2, as part of the 


Navy’s second deployment to the Gulf of Guinea this year. 


Sailors and embarked personnel will work alongside 


regional partners on an Africa Partnership Station (APS) 


mission to provide small boat maintenance assistance, 


maritime law enforcement engagement, and medical and 


community relations outreach. 


“The deployment of USNS Carson City to the Gulf of 


Guinea enables our partners to improve maritime security 


along their coastlines, territorial seas, and exclusive economic 


zones,” said Adm. James G. Foggo III, commander, U.S. 


Naval Forces Europe-Africa. “Maritime security is critical for 


coastal nations as seaborne trade is the lifeblood of global 


trade. When maritime trade freely sails across the seas, 


economic development and opportunities for prosperity are 


possible.” 


U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) cutter Thetis (WMEC 910) 


was the first U.S. ship to deploy to the Gulf of Guinea in 2019. 


“Thetis conducted training with our African partners on 


maritime law enforcement throughout exercise Obangame 


Express 2019 and continued training with our partners in the 


region during its deployment,” said Foggo. “Carson City’s 


deployment will enhance Gulf of Guinea nations’ maritime 


capabilities through workshops and collaboration. The 


presence of U.S. ships such as Thetis and Carson City helps 


address some of the challenges our African navies and coast 


guards have requested assistance with, including law 


enforcement and maritime resource management.” 


During Carson City’s deployment, U.S. military 


personnel will work alongside U.S. partners in Cabo Verde, 


Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria, and Senegal to provide 


assistance based on host nation requests during previous APS 


exercise and engagements. The crew and the embarked 


European allies will provide host nation-requested, needs-


based assistance through engagements as part of our enduring 


friendship and partnership with our African partners. 


Mission personnel traveling with Carson City include a 


small boat maintenance and repair team, a medical team, 


United States Coast Guard Maritime Law Enforcement 


personnel, and the U.S. Naval Forces Europe band, who will 


conduct performances for local communities. 


“We have a lot of experts embarked aboard Carson City 


to work alongside our Gulf of Guinea partners in areas they 


have asked for assistance such as maintenance and medical 


engagements,” said U.S. Navy Cmdr. Howard Gray, lead 


planner for Carson City deployment. 


These experts include service members from other 


regional partners and allies, who are also joining Carson City 


for the deployment. 


“Not only do we have U.S. service members from the 


Navy and Coast Guard, but we also have members of the 


Portuguese, Spanish, and Italian navies embarked to help 


ensure our African partners are getting the assistance and 


mentorship they need to succeed,” said Foggo. “We are also 


embarking members of the Ghana Navy for a brief period. 


Together, we are promoting progress through partnership.” 


Thetis’ deployment earlier this year, like the Carson City 


deployment, was part of the APS program. The cutter was in 


Africa theater for three months, conducting training with 


regional countries on law enforcement tactics and techniques 


to combat illegal fishing, human and narcotics trafficking, 


piracy, and pollution. 


APS is U.S. Naval Forces Africa’s flagship maritime 


security cooperation program focusing on maritime safety and 


security through increased maritime awareness, response 


capabilities, and infrastructure. It consists of the various 


exercises and operations conducted by U.S., European, and 


African partners and allies throughout the U.S. Africa 


Command area of operations. 


U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet, 


headquartered in Naples, Italy, conducts the full spectrum of 


joint and naval operations, often in concert with allied and 


interagency partners, in order to advance U.S. national 


interests, security and stability in Europe and Africa. 


https://www.c6f.navy.mil/Media/News/Article/1893447/u


s-navy-sends-second-ship-to-gulf-of-guinea-promoting-


progress-through-partners/ 
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16. Warship Shows Japan's Determination To Expand Military Role 
(ASSOCIATED PRESS 03 JUL 19) ... Emily Wang 


SUBIC, Philippines — One of Japan's largest warships, 


the helicopter carrier Izumo, is returning home from Subic 


port in the Philippines following a powerful show of Tokyo's 


determination to expand its military presence and counter 


China's forays into strategic waters. 


Subic, a former U.S. naval base, was the Izumo's final 


stop in a two-month deployment in the Indo-Pacific region at a 


time of prolonged tensions over maritime territory. The 


carrier, along with the destroyers Murasame and Akebono, 


just finished a series of drills with the United States and other 


countries. 


Island nation Japan's ability to project military power 


beyond its borders is severely constrained by the commitment 


to pacifism and rejection of use of military force in conflict 


enshrined in its post-World War II constitution, though in 


2015 it was reinterpreted to allow the use of force in defending 


itself and its allies. 


But the Izumo's mission offers a glimpse of where its 


military is headed: For the first time, troops from a newly 


formed amphibious brigade of the Ground Self Defense Force 


participated in an extended naval deployment. 


Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has made amending the 


constitution to allow the military greater leeway one of his 


lifetime goals. President Donald Trump has sought to help that 


cause, calling repeatedly for Japan to do more to defend itself 


under its alliance with the U.S. 


In May, Japan conducted its first quadrilateral exercise 


with France, the U.S. and Australia in the Bay of Bengal. 



https://www.c6f.navy.mil/Media/News/Article/1893447/us-navy-sends-second-ship-to-gulf-of-guinea-promoting-progress-through-partners/
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France deployed its flagship nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, 


the FS Charles de Gaulle, while the United States sent a 


missile destroyer, the William P Lawrence. Other drills have 


included Canada, India, Malaysia, Vietnam, Brunei and the 


Philippines. 


Japan is preparing to reconfigure the Izumo to 


accommodate U.S. stealth fighters, including F-35Bs, after 


announcing it would purchase 42 of its own. The aircraft are 


designed to operate with short takeoffs and vertical landings, 


such as on carriers. 


The purchase underscores Japan's growing role in its post-


war alliance with the U.S. 


"In order to incorporate what was not originally in the 


design, or something new that had not even been thought of , I 


think this would require research into many areas, otherwise it 


wouldn't go well," said Capt. Katsuyoshi Motoyama, the 


Izumo's commanding officer. 


Yasukazu Tanaka of the Amphibious Rapid Deployment 


Brigade, similar to the U.S. Marines, said the recent exercises 


were meant to deepen coordination between them and ground 


troops to facilitate use of the carrier for transporting troops to 


front lines in the future. 


Since the Izumo can accommodate both air and sea 


transport, "there are great possibilities for us to conduct 


amphibious operations," he said, though he and all others 


involved emphasized that the ground and marine troops 


conducted no joint exercises. 


Ground troops are still exploring how best to operate on 


longer missions, where regulations limit use of live-fire 


weapons on board. Troops practiced emergency first aid 


response and trained on the flight deck and in the aircraft 


carrier hangar deck, at times using guns made of rubber in 


battle scenarios. 


China has been expanding its military presence to press 


home its determination to defend its claim to virtually the 


entire South China Sea in the face of challenges by the U.S. 


and its allies, unnerving many in the region. 


The Defense Ministry says Japan's air force scrambled 


fighter jets 999 times in 2018, the second highest number 


since it began defending its airspace in 1958. Of that number, 


64% were responses to Chinese aircraft. 


The U.S. Navy and others have angered Beijing by 


repeatedly sailing their ships close to Chinese-occupied 


islands to assert what they say is the right to freedom of 


navigation. Beijing also has installed advanced weapons 


systems at several disputed locations, including seven islands 


it built by piling sand and concrete on top of coral atolls. 


Some of those sites are now equipped with airstrips, radar 


and missile stations, expanding China's ability to monitor and 


potentially control activity by other militaries in the region. 


So far, encounters have been peaceful, but all sides are 


concerned about the potential for miscalculations that could 


spark conflict. 


During its five-day voyage from Brunei to the 


Philippines, Izumo skirted near the so-called "nine-dash line" 


marking China's territorial claims while conducting its last few 


exercises with navies from Brunei and the Philippines. 


Japan's navy also hosted a training program for young 


representatives from Southeast Asian nations, with lectures on 


international maritime law, humanitarian and disaster relief 


programs, and exercises in navigation and communications. 


Most participants were officers in their 20s and 30s. 


"Especially with the territorial and boundaries part, I think 


that would be vital information for us," said Muhammad 


Danial bin Matyussof, a junior lieutenant in the Brunei navy. 


"We have neighboring boundaries with Malaysia and 


Vietnam, so it could provide insight every time we do patrols." 


While the backdrop of the exercises was evident, given 


China's rising profile, "This Indo-Pacific deployment is not an 


operation that is aimed at any one specific country," said 


Hiroshi Egawa, commander of Escort Flotilla One. 


https://www.stripes.com/news/pacific/warship-shows-


japan-s-determination-to-expand-military-role-1.588626 
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17. NAVWAR Provides Technical Expertise For Underwater Ice Study In Sweden 
(SEAPOWER MAGAZINE 02 JUL 19) 


SAN DIEGO — Naval Information Warfare Systems 


Command (NAVWAR) joined the Swedish Defense Research 


Agency and the Swedish Coast Guard in Lulea, Sweden, to 


test how ice effects sound in the underwater domain March 


11-23. 


As part of an ongoing program with Swedish authorities, 


personnel from the NAVWAR Reserve Program (NWRP) and 


Naval Information Warfare Center Pacific (NIWC Pacific) 


Unmanned Maritime Vehicle (UMV) Lab teamed to support 


the event. 


NWRP Sailors and NIWC Pacific engineers utilized 


various sensors, magnetometers and a Seabotix vLBV, a 


remotely operated vehicle (ROV), to identify the potential 


impact of ice on sound propagation and background noise 


underwater. 


NWRP Sailors operated the ROV to test acoustic 


transceivers and collect sonar and video imagery of the 


conditions beneath the ice and to provide logistic mission 


support with programming magnetometers. 


“Sonar and camera data from the ROV provided insight 


into the structure of the ice,” said Tom Pastore, a NIWC 


Pacific engineer. “Simultaneous acoustic measurement data 


between various fixed points will allow researchers to 


characterize the impact of ice-covered waters as compared to 


an open surface. This is an important addition to the scientific 


body of knowledge and leads us towards better modeling 


capability in under-ice regions.” 


The collective team from NAVWAR and Sweden have a 


second trial scheduled for first quarter of fiscal year 2020. 


NWRP Sailors leverage their education, corporate 


knowledge and military experience and apply those skills to 


UMV and other technology testing events to address potential 


challenges with respect to complex command, control, 


communications, computer and intelligence systems. 


“NAVWAR Reservists provide manpower with diverse 


technical and operational skill sets, enabling the sponsor to 


successfully complete the mission no matter the challenges,” 


said Thomas McDermott, NWRP UMV program manager. 



https://www.stripes.com/news/pacific/warship-shows-japan-s-determination-to-expand-military-role-1.588626
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18. Japan’s New Guided Missile Destroyer Completes Second Round of Sea Trials 


The new surface combatant capable of ballistic missile defense is set to be commissioned in March 2020. 
(THE DIPLOMAT 02 JUL 19) ... Franz-Stefan Gady 


The Japan Maritime Self Defense Force (JMSDF) Atago-


class (aka 27DD- or 27DDG-class) guided missile destroyer, 


the future Maya (PN 179), completed its second round of sea 


trials late last month, according to local media reports. 


The improved Atago-class is based on the JMSDFs older 


Kongō-class, which in turn is based on the U.S. Navy’s 


Arleigh Burke-class of guided missile destroyers, although the 


Atago-class displacing around 1,000 tons more than the latest 


Arleigh Burke-class variant. The improved Atago-class is also 


around five meters longer than the original Atago-class 


destroyers. The JMSDF plans to deploy two upgraded 


warships of the class by the spring of 2021. 


The improved 8,200-ton Atago-class destroyer is on track 


to be commissioned in March 2020. The future JS Maya is 


named after Mount Maya in the Rokko mountain range in 


Kobe, Hyogo Prefecture on Honshu island. Japan Marine 


United (JMU) Corporation launched the Maya at its facility in 


Yokohama on July 30. Construction costs of the surface 


combatant are estimated at around $1.5 billion. 


The Maya is the seventh JMSDF surface combatant to be 


equipped with the Aegis combat system. Specifically, it will 


be equipped with the Aegis Baseline J7, the Japanese 


equivalent to the U.S. Navy’s Baseline 9/BMD 5.1 standard 


Aegis combat system, which has been designed for ballistic 


missile defense. Aegis Baseline J7, supported by the Lockheed 


Martin AN/SPY-1D-series radar, can also engage in 


simultaneous air and ballistic missile defense. 


Development of the Aegis Baseline 9/BMD 5.1 has been 


jointly funded by the U.S. and Japanese governments.  The 


U.S. Naval Sea Systems Command awarded Lockheed Martin 


a $135.8 million contract for work on the development and 


integration of the Aegis Baseline 9 systems for the improved 


Atago-class of guided missile destroyers in December 2017. 


The improved Atago-class will also receive the Northrop 


Grumman AN/SPQ-9B radar system reportedly capable of 


detecting and tracking low-flying, supersonic, low observable 


anti-ship missiles. 


The new improved Atago-class will be armed with the 


SM-3 Block IIA, which has been under joint development by 


U.S. defense contractor Raytheon and Japan’s Mitsubishi 


Heavy Industries since 2006. The SM-3 Block IIA can destroy 


incoming ballistic missile targets in midcourse. The SM-3 


interceptor is specifically designed to destroy short- to 


intermediate-range ballistic missiles. 


Notably, despite earlier reports to the contrary, the 


improved Atago-class will also receive Standard Missile-6 


(SM-6) interceptors. 


Additional armaments will include RIM-66 Standard 


Missile-2(SM-2) surface-to-air missiles and the RIM-162 


Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile (ESSM), all of which launched 


from the Maya’s 96 Mk 41 vertical launch system cells. 


To facilitate data-sharing with US warships and enhance 


the interoperability between the JMSDF and the U.S. Navy, 


the improved Atago-class will also be fitted with a cooperative 


engagement capability (CEC), “a new wide-area integrated air 


defense system, which permits the real-time sharing of sensor 


data on air targets, including incoming enemy aircraft and 


cruise missiles, among CEC-equipped ships,” as I explained 


elsewhere. 


https://thediplomat.com/2019/07/japans-new-guided-


missile-destroyer-completes-second-round-of-sea-trials/ 
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CAPABILITIES (ACQUISITION AND INNOVATION): 


19. United Technologies’ F-35 Engines Chronically Late, Pentagon Says 
(BLOOMBERG NEWS 02 JUL 19) ... Anthony Capaccio 


United Technologies Corp.’s Pratt & Whitney unit is 


chronically late delivering engines for the Pentagon’s costliest 


program, the F-35, raising questions about whether the 


company is ready for a surge to full-rate production scheduled 


for next year. 


Pratt remains under a previously unreported “Corrective 


Action Request” from the Defense Contract Management 


Agency that cites “poor delivery performance” on its current 


batch of engines for the fighter jet, including for the most 


complicated version used by the Marine Corps and the U.K. 


for vertical takeoffs and landings. 


The agency’s action is likely to be watched not only by 


the Pentagon and international buyers of the F-35 but also by 


shareholders and investors assessing United Technologies’ 


planned merger with Raytheon Co., which would fortify the 


combined company’s standing as one of the top U.S. defense 


contractors. The F-35 engines would be one of the new 


company’s top revenue producers. 


The company, which is the sole supplier of engines for 


the fighter built by Lockheed Martin Corp., must demonstrate 


by year-end that it has delivered on promised improvements to 


solve the problems that led to the agency’s formal request in 


December, spokesman Mark Woodbury said in a statement 


outlining the issues. 


Full Production 


The $428 billion F-35 program is scheduled for approval 


next year to enter full-rate production, the most lucrative 


phase of a weapons program for contractors. The decision is 


contingent on an assessment during the aircraft’s current 


round of intensive combat testing that it’s effective and can be 


maintained. 



https://seapowermagazine.org/navwar-provides-technical-expertise-for-underwater-ice-study-in-sweden/
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Of the $428 billion, as much as $66 billion is to be spent 


on at least 2,470 engines -- designated the F135 -- for U.S. 


jets, including $53.4 billion in procurement, according to the 


Defense Department’s latest Selected Acquisition Report on 


the F-35. 


Pentagon budget documents indicate the engine program 


is valued at about $2 billion annually for Pratt, according to 


Bloomberg Intelligence analyst Douglas Rothacker. 


John Thomas, a spokesman for Pratt, said in an emailed 


statement that “we take seriously our responsibility to meet 


F135 production commitments. The corrective action plan 


submitted earlier this year lays out how we are doing that. 


Over the past year, we have invested more than $200 million 


for additional capacity, and currently have over 100 Pratt & 


Whitney employees deployed to our supplier facilities in 


support of production obligations.” 


Revenue Potential 


Pratt & Whitney President Bob Leduc underscored the 


engine’s revenue potential to analysts June 17 at the Paris Air 


Show. 


“So another way to think about the F135 is a year ago we 


made about eight engines a month,” he said. “Right now we 


are between 13 and 14 engines a month. But when you think 


about the F135, it’s 16 engines a month for the next 30 years. 


There will be over 4,000 of these airplanes when it’s all said 


and done,” including foreign sales. 


The primary issues resulting in late engine deliveries 


“have been related to supply-chain capacity, material 


shortages” and production issues, according to the contract 


management agency. 


“Engine test failures due to high vibrations and foreign 


object debris continues to plague” production, the agency said 


in an internal quarterly assessment for January through March. 


Deliveries of the Marine Corps model engines “have been 


consistently late,” it said. 


As of early June, Pratt & Whitney was contractually 


required to deliver 108 engines in the latest production 


contract, the program’s 11th. Of the 90 delivered, 88 were 


“late by an average of 40 days,” Woodbury said in his 


statement. The Pentagon is close to finalizing the award of the 


12th and largest F-35 contract to date with Lockheed and 


Pratt. 


Spotty Record 


The current delays add to Pratt & Whitney’s spotty track 


record. Even as deliveries increased to 81 in 2018 from 48 in 


2012, 86% of those were delivered late, up from 48% in late 


2017, according to an April report from the Government 


Accountability Office. 


Asked whether the contract management agency has 


confidence Pratt will be ready for a full-production decision, 


Woodbury said the agency is monitoring milestones in Pratt’s 


corrective action plan and needs to see progress before making 


that judgment. 


The agency’s assessment said that in light of Pratt & 


Whitney’s track record it believes the company “will 


encounter issues keeping up with demand for any future low-


rate and full-rate production contract” that increases 


quantities. 


https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-


02/united-technologies-pratt-slow-on-f-35-engines-pentagon-


says 
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PERSONNEL READINESS & VETERANS: 


20. Navy SEAL Chief Edward Gallagher Is Not Guilty Of Murder, Was Acquitted Of Most Charges 
(SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE 02 JUL 19) ... Andrew Dyer 


SAN DIEGO — Navy SEAL Chief Edward Gallagher 


was acquitted Tuesday on all murder charges, witness 


intimidation charges, and assault charges related to a 2017 


deployment in Iraq. 


“I’m happy. I’m thankful. Thank God for freedom,” 


Gallagher said in a press conference after the verdict. 


A seven member jury panel, made up of Marines and two 


sailors, acquitted Gallagher on all but one count in one of the 


most closely watched military trials in the country. 


The jury convicted Gallagher on a single count related to 


Gallagher taking pictures alongside an Iraqi fighter’s corpse, 


which is the kind of charge that carries a maximum 


punishment of four months, court observers said. The jury is 


still deliberating punishment for that charge, which could 


potentially result in a loss of rank. Sentencing in the case 


resumes Wednesday morning. 


Gallagher, 40, was charged with premeditated murder in 


connection with the 2017 death of a captive teenage ISIS 


fighter he was treating for injuries from an air strike. Although 


three of Gallagher’s subordinate SEALs told investigators they 


witnessed Gallagher stab the fighter in the neck, just two of 


them testified during the trial. 


One of them — Petty Officer 1st Class Corey Scott — 


testified that he, not Gallagher, killed the fighter. Scott said 


that Gallagher did stab the fighter between his neck and collar 


bone but afterwards, Scott said, he covered the fighter’s 


breathing tube until the fighter suffocated and died. 


Another witness, Chief Craig Miller, said he was about 12 


feet away when he saw Gallagher stab the prisoner. Miller was 


a petty officer 1st class in 2017 and has since been promoted. 


Gallagher’s other charges stemmed from allegations from 


platoon snipers who said he routinely took shots at civilian 


non-combatants from one of two bombed-out sniper towers 


during deployment. The towers were just east of the Tigris 


River and gave the SEALs a position from which to engage 


ISIS across the river in “old” Mosul. 


Three SEALs said they saw Gallagher shoot two unarmed 


civilians — an old man and a young girl — and a fourth, who 


was with Gallagher in his tower, said the chief told him he had 


shot a girl. 


Prosecutors in their closing arguments reminded jurors of 


text messages they say Gallagher sent that appeared to brag 


about stabbing the injured Iraqi fighter, who had been brought 


to the SEALs for medical treatment. Gallagher in the texts 


appeared in photos with the corpse. 


Gallagher’s defense attorneys pointed to a chat group 


involving some of Gallagher’s platoon mates discussing the 


allegations against him, saying this was evidence the group of 
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SEALs had conspired against him. They also noted that the 


body of the injured fighter couldn’t be obtained for an autopsy 


to determine the fighter’s cause of death. 


Gallagher’s wife, Andrea Gallagher, has spent the last 


several months leading a media campaign to rally support for 


her husband. 


“I want to thank the American public who funded our 


legal defense because they knew that there was something not 


right about this,” she said after the trial. 


Andrea Gallagher said her husband had been sent to fight 


the War on Terror after 9/11 and did not deserve to be 


prosecuted. 


“There’s a reason that we started this war, and we need to 


finish it,” she said. “We don’t finish it by throwing away our 


war fighters and terrorizing their families domestically.” 


‘A case of firsts’ 


The case drew international attention and Gallagher drew 


widespread support, especially among Republican Congress 


members and President Donald Trump, who earlier interceded 


in the case and had Gallagher transferred out of the brig. 


Rep. Duncan Hunter, R-Alpine, another vocal advocate 


for Gallagher, issued a statement saying the case has been 


“shameful from the start” and remained critical of the Navy’s 


conduct in prosecuting Gallagher. 


“This not guilty verdict was more than warranted,” 


Hunter said. 


“On very circumstantial and limited physical evidence, 


the Navy felt it appropriate to charge Chief Gallagher with the 


murder of an ISIS terrorist, accomplishing nothing but 


destroying the military career of a decorated Navy SEAL and 


giving every war fighter cause for concern that the nation they 


serve does not have their back.” 


A key development occurred days before the trial, when 


defense attorneys discovered that a prosecutor and the Naval 


Criminal Investigative Service personnel embedded a tracking 


link in emails prosecutors sent to Gallagher’s attorneys and to 


a Navy Times reporter in an unsuccessful attempt to ferret out 


the source of court document leaks. 


The judge in the trial, Navy Capt. Aaron Rugh, removed 


the lead prosecutor and delayed the trial after saying the 


misconduct infringed on Gallagher’s rights. 


Gallagher’s lead civilian attorney, Timothy Parlatore, said 


this was a case of firsts. 


“How many times have you heard a forensic pathologist 


say, ‘I can’t determine cause of death’,” Parlatore asked at a 


post-court news conference. 


“How many times have we had a witness say, ‘Uh, no, I 


did it?’ How many times have we had a judge find that the 


prosecutors illegally spied on defense attorneys? This is a case 


of firsts.” 


Hunter predicted that the Navy will be held accountable 


for their actions. 


Hunter is facing his own criminal charges. Federal 


prosecutors allege he spent $250,000 in campaign donations 


on personal expenses. 


Andrea Gallagher described her feelings after the verdict. 


“I felt vindicated for my husband,” she said. 


https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/military/stor


y/2019-07-02/navy-seal-chief-edward-gallagher-was-


acquitted-on-most-charges-in-crimes-murder-trial 
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21. Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit Eleven Sailors Awarded Bronze Stars with Valor 
(DVIDS 02 JUL 19) ... Lt. Kara Yingling  


Two Sailors from Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile 


Unit Eleven (EODMU11) were awarded the Bronze Star 


Medal with the 'V' device authorized for valor during an award 


presentation held onboard Naval Outlying Landing Field 


Imperial Beach today. 


During the award ceremony at EODMU11 headquarters, 


Capt. Oscar Rojas, commodore, Explosive Ordnance Disposal 


Group One, presented the medals to Explosive Ordnance 


Disposal Technician First Class Petty Officer Christopher 


Greene and Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technician First 


Class Petty Officer Travis Holland. 


Rojas said, “The words captured in the citation, they have 


true meaning behind them because our Nation rates the 


world’s most premier EOD force. The bronze stars placed 


upon our warfighter’s chests symbolize everything that is 


good about our Nation.” 


Greene, from Prescott, Arizona, demonstrated courageous 


leadership and superb tactical expertise by enabling a direct 


action raid on an enemy underground headquarters overseas. 


Despite the constant danger of explosive hazards, he cleared 


an enemy cave complex of improvised explosive threats and 


shielded his teammates from close-range enemy fire.  


During the same mission, Holland, from Golden, 


Colorado, demonstrated superior tactical acumen while 


conducting a thorough secondary clearance and site 


exploitation. He identified 15-20 enemy fighters preparing to 


throw grenades into the main cavern and positioned himself in 


the open to shield his team from a potentially fatal blast, while 


also engaging the enemy combatants. 


Both EOD technicians were deployed to support Special 


Operations Task Force-West in support of Operation Inherent 


Resolve.  


This award ceremony held special meaning as the 


presentation was held in front of EODMU11’s memorial for 


their fallen service members. Rojas said, “Having this 


ceremony right in front of the memorial of our fallen is a 


sobering reminder of the business that we are in. To be able to 


say that we protect and defend the Constitution against all 


enemies foreign and domestic, those are not shallow words. 


Those are very powerful words.” 


EODMU11 provides operational EOD capabilities to 


include locating, identifying, rendering safe, exploiting, 


recovering, and disposing of all explosive ordnance including 


chemical and nuclear weapons while providing access for 


conventional and special operations forces to maneuver across 


the full range of military operations.  


U.S. Navy EOD is the world’s premier combat force for 


eliminating explosive threats so the Fleet and Nation can fight 


and win wherever, whenever and however it chooses.  


https://www.dvidshub.net/news/329540/explosive-


ordnance-disposal-mobile-unit-eleven-sailors-awarded-


bronze-stars-with-valor 
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22. Remains Of Navy Airman Return Home After Fatal 2017 Crash In Philippine Sea 
(THE ADVOCATE 03 JUL 19) ... David Mitchell 


BATON ROUGE, La. — Just before the nation marks the 


anniversary of its founding on the Fourth of July, the remains 


of a former Woodlawn High valedictorian who served as a 


U.S. Navy airman returned to Louisiana on Tuesday after a 


record-setting dive to recover his plane. 


Airman Matthew Chialastri, an aviation boatswain's mate 


on the USS Ronald Reagan aircraft carrier, went down with 10 


other crew and passengers in the Philippine Sea 500 miles off 


the Japanese island of Okinawa during a routine mission Nov. 


22, 2017. 


While eight survived, Chialastri and two others didn't. 


Despite an extensive aerial search immediately after the 


crash, it took a deep-sea salvage mission 18 months later to 


recover the victims' bodies. A little more than a month ago, a 


crew recovered the bodies of Chialastri, the pilot of the twin-


engine C-2A Greyhound logistics plane and another sailor. 


The plane had been found Dec. 29, 2017, at a depth of 


18,500 feet and required, at the time, the deepest recovery 


attempt ever of an aircraft, the Navy said in a statement. The 


plane's depth was beyond the capability of the U.S. 7th Fleet 


in the region and the Navy had to call in an additional salvage 


team from Washington, D.C., to aid in the recovery, according 


to USNI News. 


Chialastri's dad Phillip said he was told in May that the 


remains of his son and the two other sailors, the pilot, Lt. 


Steven Combs, and Airman Apprentice Bryan Grosso, an 


aviation ordnanceman, had been recovered. 


Early Tuesday afternoon, Phillip went to New Orleans 


and traveled with Matthew's mother to greet their son's 


remains at the Louis Armstrong New Orleans International 


Airport. Phillip said his emotions were mixed: relieved his son 


had been found, but still sadden about such an immense loss. 


"They're bringing him home," Phillip said as he traveled 


to New Orleans. 


Recent milestones in Matthew Chialastri's return from the 


Philippine Sea have coincided with serendipitous timing with 


national holidays centered on patriotism and military service. 


The day after Memorial Day, Chialastri's parents and 


those of Combs and Grosso were at Dover Air Force Base in 


Delaware to see their remains returned to the United States in 


caskets draped in U.S. flags, Phillip Chialastri said. 


"Seeing them come off the plane and seeing two mothers 


and two sisters sobbing is the saddest noise I've heard in my 


life," Phillip Chialastri said. 


He said the family intended to take his son's remains to a 


funeral home in Baton Rouge and have them cremated. A 


memorial service had previously been held for Matthew, who 


graduated atop the Woodlawn High School Class of 2013. No 


additional service is planned. 


Phillip Chialastri said the return of his son, who has a 19-


year-old brother, Marcus, isn't necessarily closure because 


he'll never stop caring for his eldest boy. 


"But there is a finality behind it. I'm glad my imagination 


no longer drifts to where he could be," Phillip Chialastri said. 


https://www.stripes.com/news/us/remains-of-navy-


airman-return-home-after-fatal-2017-crash-in-philippine-sea-
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23. Are Navy Submariners More Likely to Father Daughters? New Study Says No 
(STARS AND STRIPES 02 JUL 19) ... Nancy Montgomery 


A new study has contradicted a widespread belief in the 


submarine community that submariners father more girls than 


do other servicemembers. 


The analysis published in the military's most recent 


Medical Surveillance Monthly Report "found no evidence to 


suggest the offspring sex ratio of male active duty U.S. Navy 


submariners is different from that of other active duty 


populations or the U.S. population as a whole." 


Worldwide, 105 boys are generally born for every 100 


girls. Variations in that ratio have been observed in some 


locations, with fewer male babies born after earthquakes and 


other stressful events. Some theories have suggested that a 


decline in sperm count or quality, possibly because of 


exposure to reproductive hazards such as pesticides or 


elevated radiation, also might result in a lower ratio of boys 


being born. 


The new study examined the sex ratio of 7,087 infants 


born between 2001 and 2015 to the partners of sailors 


assigned to nuclear-powered attack submarines, ballistic 


missile submarines or cruise missile submarines. Submariner 


fathers were predominantly white or Hispanic, with the most 


common jobs being machinist's mate, electronics technician, 


electrician's mate and sonar technician. 


The study found that 51.2% of the babies were boys; 


48.8% were girls, the same as in the larger U.S. population 


and also closely aligned with ratios in offspring of all military 


men. 


"The results of this large, record-based study suggest that 


the offspring sex ratio of male active duty U.S. submariners is 


normal," the study concluded. The results also suggested that 


"submariners are not likely exposed to reproductive hazards in 


the workplace that alter offspring sex ratio ... and current 


safety measures sufficiently protect the submariner force from 


such harmful exposures." 


But the authors also noted that their conclusion conflicted 


with other studies, including one published in January in 


Military Medicine. 


That study, based on 3,315 responses to an electronic 


survey emailed to submariners, found that the submariners 


surveyed did father more daughters. That group's offspring 


ratio was 95 male births for every 100 female births, compared 


with 105 boys for every 100 girls in the U.S. population. 


The January study was limited by its having to inform 


participants of the reason for the survey, which might have 


influenced their responses, the authors noted, wanting perhaps 


to prove or disprove their beliefs. 


"(A) significant portion of the participating community 


endorses a belief in the hypothesis of higher ratios of female 


offspring related to sea duty," the study said. 
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In contrast, the latest study accessed the DOD records of 


all active-duty sailors with submarine-specific unit 


identification codes who had children. 


The human sex ratio at birth "varies with many variables," 


according to a 2017 review of the established and suspected 


causes of variations in human sex ratio at birth. 


Having a greater proportion of girls being born is 


associated with stressful events or circumstances during or 


prior to pregnancy -- "almost certainly mainly caused by 


maternal-stress-induced male fetal loss," according to that 


study, as well as "hormonal variation in either or both parents 


around the time of conception." 


https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/07/02/are-


navy-submariners-more-likely-father-daughters-new-study-


says-no.html 
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24. Shipbuilding Apprentice School Celebrates 100 Years 
(SEAPOWER MAGAZINE 02 JUL 19) 


NEWPORT NEWS, Va. — The Apprentice School at 


Huntington Ingalls Industries’ Newport News Shipbuilding 


division celebrated its 100-year anniversary on Monday. 


The company held a ceremony to mark the day, July 1, 


1919, when the school was established. During the event, a 


historical highway marker was unveiled, and tools, textbooks, 


commemorative coins and other items were placed in a time 


capsule. The alumni room also was dedicated in honor of 


Danny Hunley, an Apprentice School graduate and retired vice 


president who was instrumental in getting the new school 


building built in downtown Newport News in 2013. 


The school is celebrating its centennial with special 


events throughout the year and has received special 


proclamations from the Commonwealth of Virginia and City 


of Newport News. 


The Apprentice School opened at the end of World War I 


to recruit, train and develop shipbuilders. Since then, Newport 


News has evolved over the years and currently is undergoing a 


massive technological transformation. Advanced digital 


shipbuilding concepts and technology in The Apprentice 


School curriculum are now supporting the company’s 


integration of digital technology across the shipyard. 


“The Apprentice School is one of our national treasures,” 


said Latitia D. McCane, director of education at The 


Apprentice School. “The school not only produces skilled 


craftsmen and women, but future leaders of our company. Its 


legacy and tradition of excellence have sustained the school 


for all these years, and as we move forward, our ability to 


transform ourselves to continue to meet the needs of Newport 


News Shipbuilding will be paramount to our success for 


another 100 years.” 


Over the last 100 years, The Apprentice School has 


produced more than 10,800 graduates who have designed and 


built ships for the U.S. Navy. The school currently enrolls 850 


students. 


“The Apprentice School is a national model for 


apprenticeship programs and a shining example of our 


commitment to workforce development,” said Xavier Beale, 


Newport News’ vice president of trades. “When an institution 


has operated for 100 years, it’s easy to fall back on what 


we’ve always done. That’s not how you succeed. Our faculty 


and staff go to great lengths to make the apprentice experience 


at Newport News Shipbuilding relevant, and I applaud them 


for this outstanding accomplishment.” 


The Apprentice School accepts about 225 apprentices per 


year. The school offers four- to eight-year, tuition-free 


apprenticeships in 19 trades and eight optional advanced 


programs. Apprentices work a 40-hour week and are paid for 


all work, including time spent in academic classes. Through 


partnerships with Thomas Nelson Community College, 


Tidewater Community College and Old Dominion University, 


The Apprentice School’s academic program provides the 


opportunity to earn associate degrees in business 


administration, engineering and engineering technology and 


bachelor’s degrees in mechanical or electrical engineering. 


https://seapowermagazine.org/shipbuilding-apprentice-
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ENVIRONMENTAL/INSTALLATIONS: 


25. Navy Gets Go-Ahead For $150 Million Plan To Move Ammunition Wharf At Naval Weapons Station 


Seal Beach 
(ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER 02 JUL 19) ... Erika I. Ritchie 


SEAL BEACH, Calif. — A $150 million plan to relocate 


the ammunition wharf at Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach 


and create a new boating channel can move forward, after an 


environmental assessment determined it would not negatively 


affect surrounding communities or wildlife. 


A recent assessment showed a proposed plan to relocate 


the ammunition wharf at Naval Weapons State Seal Beach 


would not negatively affect surrounding communities and 


wildlife. 


Navy officials, on Friday, June 28, announced that the 


assessment, approved by local, state and federal agencies, 


found reconfiguration would have “no significant impacts on 


the quality of human, natural or cultural environment.” 


The report was conducted by the Navy in collaboration 


with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Marine 


Fisheries Service, State Historic Preservation Office, 


California Coastal Commission, U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Army 


Corps of Engineers, Regional Water Quality Control Board, 


and South Coast Air Quality Management District. 


The 5,000-acre base is responsible for weapons storage, 


loading and maintenance for ships of the United States Pacific 


Fleet. Navy officials say the reconfiguration will provide 
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greater installation security and improve safety for private 


boaters and nearby communities. 


Construction could begin by the end of the year, with 


completion by 2025. 


Officials at the base, which provides ammunition to about 


40 ships a year, want to dismantle the more than 60-year-old 


ammunition wharf and build a new pier in a different location. 


They say naval operations are limited by the condition of the 


existing wharf. 


The Navy expects to service more ships once the project 


is complete. The new pier would allow larger ships to more 


safely enter Anaheim Bay for loading and unloading. 


The design also would create a new public boat 


navigation channel farther from Navy operations and would 


move ammunition loading away from Pacific Coast Highway, 


increasing safety for nearby communities, said Gregg Smith, 


spokesman for the naval base. 


As part of the proposed project, Navy and research 


scientists from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 


Administration recently pulled several threatened Eastern 


Pacific green sea turtles from the bay on the base. The turtles 


live and forage on eelgrass within the Seal Beach National 


Wildlife Refuge, the only such refuge on a military installation 


in the nation. 


NOAA biologist Jeff Seminoff, leader of the Marine 


Turtle Ecology and Assessment Program, examines the belly 


of an Eastern Pacific Green Sea Turtle in Seal Beach National 


Wildlife Refuge Seal Beach, CA, on Thursday, May 16, 2019. 


NOAA set up a net to catch and examine the sea turtles. 


Photographed under the authority of NMFS ESA Permit 


number 18238. (Photo by Jeff Gritchen, Orange County 


Register/SCNG) 


They travel along a channel, which would be altered 


under the redesign. 


The channel is part of a network of water that stretches 


across the southern end of the base to Huntington Harbour, 


then under the Pacific Coast Highway bridge and into 


Anaheim Bay. 


Jeff Seminoff, marine ecologist and leader of the 


NOAA’s Marine Turtle Ecology and Assessment Program at 


the Southwest Fishery Science Center in La Jolla, and his 


team, are working with Navy biologists to study the turtles’ 


habitat and lifestyle. 


That data is still being researched and will be applied to 


the project as it goes forward, Smith said. Earlier sea turtle 


studies, however, were included in the recent environmental 


assessment. 


“We wanted more details on local turtle movements now, 


so that we can use that data to help ensure that we do not 


significantly impact the turtle population during construction,” 


Smith said. 


https://www.stripes.com/news/us/navy-gets-go-ahead-for-


150-million-plan-to-move-ammunition-wharf-at-naval-


weapons-station-seal-beach-1.588615 
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NAVAL HISTORY: 


26. Navy Validates Lost 52 Project Discovery Of Identification Of WWII Submarine S-28 Gravesite Off 


Oahu 


July 4th is the 75th anniversary of USS S-28 loss. 
(PR NEWSWIRE 01 JUL 19) 


PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii, July 1, 2019 /PRNewswire/ -- 


After almost 75 years, utilizing advanced imaging technology, 


Ocean Explorer Tim Taylor and his "Lost 52 Expedition 


Team" officially discovered the final resting place for the 49 


Sailors of the U.S. submarine S-28 (SS-133) off Oahu, 


Hawaii. The U.S. Navy recently validated the identity of the 


wreck, which Taylor located in 2017. 


July 4th, 2019 marks the 75th anniversary of the loss of 


the submarine, which was conducting exercises at the time she 


disappeared.   


"The discovery of the USS S-28 as part of my 'Lost 52 


Project' continues to honor the men, their mission and their 


memory. It is important that they not be forgotten and that 


future generations recognize their invaluable sacrifice for our 


country and the world," said Taylor. 


"Identification of a Navy gravesite is something Naval 


History and Heritage Command's Underwater Archaeology 


Branch takes great care in doing," said Sam Cox, Director of 


Naval History and Heritage Command. "After an exhaustive 


review of the data provided by Tim Taylor's team, we can 


positively identify the wreck as S-28." 


The keel of USS S-28 (SS-133) was laid down in April of 


1919, just months after the end of the First World War. 


Commissioned on December 13, 1923, the S-Class submarine 


spent 16 years taking part in various Navy exercises in the 


Caribbean and eventually the Pacific. 


When Pearl Harbor was attacked on December 7th she 


was being overhauled at Mare Island Naval Shipyard outside 


of San Francisco, California. She was one of several S-boats 


put into service in World War II and was initially sent to 


Alaska to defend the Aleutians against a possible Japanese 


invasion. By mid-November, S-28 arrived in Pearl Harborand 


for the next seven months trained in the waters around the 


island. 


On July 3, 1944, S-28 embarked on an antisubmarine 


warfare training exercise off the coast of Oahu, Hawaii. 


During the training, communication became sporadic and the 


boat sent her last communication to the Coast Guard cutter 


Reliance the evening of July 4th. Navy's search of the area did 


not reveal the location of the submarine and two days later, a 


diesel oil slick appeared in the area. Later, a Navy Court of 


Inquiry could not determine the cause of the loss. During her 


service during WWII, she completed six war patrols and 


earned one battle star. 


"We're thankful for the care and attention Tim and his 


team took in locating the wreck. Because of their efforts, we 


now know the final resting place of our shipmates. This 


discovery helps to ensure their service will always be 
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remembered, honored and valued and we hope provides some 


measure of closure to their families," continued Cox. 


S-28 (SS-133) rests in approximately 8,700 feet of water, 


which made the location of the ship impossible due to 


technological limitations of the era. 


After such an initial discovery, archeologists conduct 


exhaustive research to ensure its identity. In the case of S-28 


the location at which it was discovered offered a key clue to 


its identity. 


Following World War II, the U.S. tested ordnance and 


scuttled U.S. and Japanese ships in the vicinity of the wreck 


site.  Records indicated that her sister ship, USS S-35, had 


been scuttled in that same area.  Finding the subtle differences 


between the two series of S-class submarines demanded some 


technical expertise and analysis. Through Taylor's research, 


paired with historical archives, the Naval History and Heritage 


team were able to positively identify the wreck comparing 


design differences. Records revealed the hulls had uniquely 


different cowling covers on the forward bow planes.  


The investigators also considered some likely 


superstructure modifications and the probability that deck 


guns were removed from the S-35 before it was scuttled as 


possible indicators. Ultimately, however, the cowlings 


provided the evidence the team needed to make the final 


confirmation. 


"The differences in external configurations are minimal 


on these 100-year-old submarines, but the cowlings are a 


distinct indicator," states Taylor.  


Taylor's team utilized advanced photogrammetry to create 


imaging that allows them to research the site long after they 


have returned to the dock.  The data produced by their 


expedition was key in helping to confirm that we were looking 


at the S-28 and not the S-35. 


The Lost 52 Expedition 2017 deploys state of the art 


deep-water autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV's) as well 


as remotely operated vehicles (ROV's).  Mr. Taylor, CEO of 


Tiburon Subsea Services, Inc., and director of non-profit 


Ocean Outreach, Inc. has a reputation for working with the 


latest in undersea technology and with the top specialists in 


underwater exploration. This is Mr. Taylor's fourth US WWII 


submarine discovery since 2010 and is part of his ongoing 


"Lost 52 Project". The ongoing multi-year project is supported 


by STEP Ventures, who are dedicated to continuing work of 


the "Lost 52 Project" and shares its commitment to preserving 


and honoring the legacy of the lost WWII submariners and the 


bravery of our sailors for future generations. 


Tim Taylor is a renowned ocean explorer, expedition 


leader, and underwater robotics expert who has spent twenty-


nine years exploring the oceans. He has collaborated with 


noted geologists, marine biologists, archeologists, coral and 


shark scientists. In 2008 Tim received the Explorers Club 


"Citation of Merit" for his contributions to exploration.  Over 


the past decade, his focus has been on the utilization of robotic 


technology in underwater expeditions. He pioneered a 1500-


meter deep AUV search for submerged cultural resources 


spanning three years and 1800 square miles.  His recent 


discoveries include three US WWII Submarines.  


Tim has been profiled in the London Financial Times, 


The New York Times, Bloomberg News and is a regular 


contributor on FOX, CNBC, BBC, CBC and CNN as an ocean 


technology and robotics expert. He is President of Tiburon 


Subsea Services specializing in supplying autonomous 


underwater robotics and founder of Ocean Outreach home of 


the "Lost 52 Project" dedicated to educating the next 


generation of ocean advocates. 


Additional information can be found at 


www.lost52project.org or www.stepventuresllc.com or 


www.history.navy.mil or 


https://www.history.navy.mil/research/histories/ship-


histories/danfs/s/s-28.html 


https://finance.yahoo.com/news/navy-validates-lost-52-


project-203300654.html 
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COMMENTARY: 


27. How to Sink the Pirates Plaguing West Africa 


After a crackdown near Somalia, the crime wave just shifted to the Gulf of Guinea. Local nations and their 


allies can end it. 
(BLOOMBERG OPINION 02 JUL 19) ... Tobin Harshaw 


Remember those Somali pirates? Earlier this decade, they 


brazenly hijacked giant oil tankers, demanded ransoms in the 


millions of dollars, and gave Tom Hanks yet another chance to 


play the everyman overcoming a life-defining crisis. Now, 


thanks to a multinational naval crackdown and tighter security 


measures by shippers, they’ve been forced back to dry land. 


But as often happens with crime waves, the problem 


wasn’t really eliminated; it just popped up in a more 


vulnerable location. And for pirates, the treasure hunt now 


takes place in the Gulf of Guinea, which stretches off West 


Africa from Senegal to Angola, nearly 4,000 miles of 


shoreline. 


Last year, 40 percent the world’s reported incidents of 


seaborne attacks occurred there, including every ship 


hijacking and 78 of the 83 crew members taken for ransom. In 


reality, things are probably much worse: The International 


Maritime Bureau, which tallies these statistics, also estimates 


that half of incidents go unreported. The waters off Somalia, 


meanwhile, had two attacks total reported. 


No ship has been unluckier than the fuel tanker MT 


Maximus, which was taken by pirates in the gulf three times 


between 2011 and 2016. At least the final group of modern-


day buccaneers had a sense of humor: They painted over the 


ship’s name on the hull and renamed it the Elvis 3. 


The background causes for this West African crime spree 


are largely the same as what spurred the Somali pirates off 


East Africa – lack of jobs, food shortages, armed conflict, 


corrupt or failed governance – but the crimes themselves are 


very different. While the Somalis often asked for millions of 


dollars to release their hostages or hijacked ships, the Gulf of 


Guinea culprits more typically seek only a few thousand, 
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which many oil and shipping companies simply pay and write 


off as a cost of doing business. 


And while the Somalis made daring attacks in wooden 


fishing boats on huge oil tankers or luxury yachts in deep sea, 


the West Africans more typically use inflatables towed by 


trawlers and attack softer targets. These include the ships that 


ferry men and equipment to and from the gulf’s offshore oil 


rigs, as well as slow-moving tankers and cargo ships as they 


enter and leave major ports such as Cotonou in Benin, Abidjan 


in Ivory Coast and the Niger Delta of Nigeria. 


But even these smaller-scale crimes add up: According to 


the nonprofit Oceans Beyond Piracy, the economic cost of 


seaborne crime off West Africa – including such things as lost 


goods, contracted security, insurance and “captivity pay” to 


crew members held hostage - totaled $818 million in 2017. 


(It’s suspected that in many cases the ships’ crews are in 


cahoots with the pirates, in exchange for a cut of the loot.) 


And, as my Bloomberg Opinion colleague Admiral James 


Stavridis likes to say, the oceans are “the world’s largest crime 


scene,” in large part because many gangs involved in 


hijacking and kidnapping are often engaged in other illicit 


activities: illegal fishing, human trafficking, and smuggling of 


arms, precious gems and drugs. Two-thirds of South American 


cocaine that ends up in Europe transits through West Africa, 


according to the 2017 United Nations World Drug Report. 


Given the importance of maritime commerce to these 


nations – oil accounts for about 10 percent of Nigeria’s 


economy and 90 percent of its foreign exchange – one would 


think they would clamp down harder. But there are a number 


of catches, including that each of the roughly 15 nations on the 


coast has its own claim to sovereignty or a sphere of influence 


over the waters of its shores, many of which overlap. The 


nations also have varying legal systems based on the traditions 


of the European colonial powers that once controlled them. 


The result is a logistical and law-enforcement mess. 


The best effort to overcome these hurdles was the 


Yaounde Code of Conduct, a 2013 pact that introduced a 


common code for fighting piracy and established a regional 


coordination center for maritime safety in Yaounde, 


Cameroon. Another big step has been a series of naval 


exercises involving the gulf’s nations, European countries and, 


most importantly, the U.S. Navy and Coast Guard. The 


biggest, held annually since 2010, is called Obangame 


Express. This year’s, co-hosted by U.S. Naval Forces Africa 


and the Nigerian navy, involved 33 nations, 2,500 personnel, 


95 ships and 12 aircraft. 


"Comparing the exercise from 2010 to now is night and 


day," said Admiral James G. Foggo III, commander of all U.S. 


naval forces in Europe and Africa. In his words, those nations 


had suffered from “sea blindness." 


"When we began the exercise in 2010, many African 


countries lacked the facilities, capacity, ships or maritime 


operation centers to monitor what was occurring within their 


coastal domains,” Foggo told me in a recent telephone call. 


“Today, the West African nations have a series of facilities 


and radars that enable them to coordinate and collaborate." 


Foggo also emphasized that while ending the attacks is 


vital, it needs to be a “proportionate response”: This isn’t 


about Navy Seal sharpshooters picking off pirates like the 


Somalia effort, but calm negotiation, capture and prevention. 


One goal should be no deaths. 


Still, given the vast size of the gulf and relative poverty of 


many of the countries on it, all these efforts can go only so far. 


What more could be done? 


Many of the gulf countries are game to take on the pirates 


– the tiny, impoverished island nation of Sao Tome and 


Principe is a prime example – but don’t have the money for 


ships, sailors or even gasoline. Nigeria is the only state with a 


powerful military, but it can’t be expected to shoulder the 


burden alone. In May the navy of Togo showed its stuff, 


quickly recovering the hijacked petroleum tanker Djetona 1 


and apprehending eight pirates who had boarded from a rented 


canoe. 


The European Union has helped out, most recently 


allotting $10 million on a project to improve port security and 


$7 million to improve cooperation in combating drug 


smuggling, among other long-term initiatives. Some Western 


nations have donated decommissioned military vessels, but 


this isn’t effective unless they can provide continuing training 


for crews, money for fuel and a supply chain for replacement 


parts. It would also help if the oil, shipping and fishing 


companies would report all incidents so antipiracy groups 


could have an accurate picture of the scope of the problem. 


But in the end, as with so many of Africa’s ills, there will 


be no end to it without economic development. Nine of the 


Gulf of Guinea’s countries rank among the poorest 30 in the 


world, according to the World Bank. If you want to get the 


pirates off the high seas, you’ll have to get them jobs on the 


dry land. 


https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-07-


02/how-to-sink-the-pirates-plaguing-oil-tankers-in-gulf-of-
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28. Al-Qaida Is Stronger Today Than It Was On 9/11 
(NAVY TIMES 02 JUL 19) ... Christian Taylor 


Al-Qaida has recruited an estimated 40,000 fighters since 


Sept. 11, 2001, when the Osama bin Laden-led extremist 


group attacked the United States, according to the not-for-


profit Council on Foreign Relations. 


Despite a United States-led global “war on terror” that has 


cost $5.9 trillion, killed an estimated 480,000 to 507,000 


people and assassinated bin Laden, al-Qaida has grown and 


spread since 9/11, expanding from rural Afghanistan into 


North Africa, East Africa, the Sahel, the Gulf States, the 


Middle East and Central Asia. 


In those places, al-Qaida has developed new political 


influence – in some areas even supplanting the local 


government. 


So how does a religious extremist group with fewer than a 


hundred members in September 2001 become a transnational 


terror organization, even as the world’s biggest military has 


targeted it for elimination? 


According to my dissertation research on the resiliency of 


al-Qaida and the work of other scholars, the U.S. “war on 


terror” was the catalyst for al-Qaida’s growth. 


Bin Laden and the ‘war on terror’ 
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Al-Qaida was founded in Afghanistan in 1988 in response 


to the Soviet invasion of that country. 


For decades, it was a small, weak and uninspiring 


movement. Bin Laden sought to raise an Islamic coalition of 


forces to establish a caliphate – an Islamic state governed with 


strict Islamic law – across the Muslim world. But as late as 


1996 he had just 30 fighters willing to die for the cause. 


For years, bin Laden tried to merge with such extremist 


groups as Egypt’s Ibn al-Khattab and the Libyan Islamic 


Fighting Group, hoping to create a global Islamist movement. 


These organizations rejected bin Laden’s overtures. These 


disparate groups lacked a common enemy that could unite 


them in al-Qaida’s fight for an Islamic caliphate. 


So bin Laden shifted his strategy. He decided to make the 


United States – a country most Islamic extremist groups see as 


the enemy of Islam – his main target. 


In 1998 al-Qaida waged successful attacks on the U.S. 


embassies in Tanzania and Kenya. In 2000, it bombed the 


guided-missile destroyer Cole, a ship refueling in a Yemen 


harbor, killing 17 sailors. 


Bin Laden hoped the U.S. would respond with a military 


invasion into Muslim majority territory, triggering a holy war 


that would put al-Qaida at the forefront of the fight against 


these unholy invaders. 


After al-Qaida operatives flew planes into the World 


Trade Center and the Pentagon on Sept. 11, 2001, killing 


2,977 people, bin Laden got his wish. The United States 


invaded Afghanistanon Oct. 7, 2001. Eighteen months later, it 


invaded Iraq. 


How al-Qaida grew 


Islamic groups and individual extremists flocked to bin 


Laden’s cause after 9/11. Al-Qaida became the nucleus of a 


global violent Islamist movement, with affiliates across the 


Middle East and Africa swearing their allegiance. 


At the same time, the war in Afghanistan was decimating 


al-Qaida’s core operations. 


Leaders were killed by drone strikes or driven into hiding. 


The Bush administration claimed killing 75 percent of al-


Qaida leadership. Bin Laden and other al-Qaida leaders sought 


refuge in places like the Federally Administered Tribal Areas 


of Pakistan and Yemen – remote areas outside the easy reach 


of U.S. ground forces. 


To evade U.S. detection, al-Qaida had to limit 


communication between its newly decentralized fronts. That 


meant the group’s global leadership had to have autonomy to 


operate relatively independently. 


Bin Laden expected al-Qaida affiliates to adhere to certain 


core values, strategies and, of course, pursue the objective of 


establishing an Islamic caliphate. 


But newly minted regional al-Qaida leaders – people like 


Abu Musab al-Zarqawi in Iraq, Ahmed Abdi Godane in 


Somalia and Nasir al-Wuhayshi in Yemen – enjoyed enough 


autonomy to pursue their own agendas in these unstable 


places. 


Al-Qaida Iraq, al-Shabaab and al-Qaida in the Arabian 


Peninsula, as their groups came to be known, embedded 


themselves in the local political scene. They began building 


credibility, establishing alliances and recruiting fighters. 


By 2015, when bin Laden was killed, al-Qaida was a 


network of regional caliphates. Today its territory spans from 


Afghanistan and Pakistan to North Africa, the Middle East and 


beyond. 


Manipulation of a sectarian divide 


Al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula, headquartered in 


Yemen, is a case study in how the group now wields its power 


more locally. 


Yemen has been in civil war since 2015, when a Houthi 


Shiite armed group declared war against the country’s Sunni 


Muslim government. 


Although this conflict appears sectarian in nature, the 


Yemen scholar Marieke Brandt argues it is largely about 


political power – namely, the Yemeni government’s 


longstanding neglect of the Houthi minority, who come from 


northern Yemen. 


Nonetheless, al-Qaida – a Sunni terror group – saw 


political opportunity in Yemen’s civil war. 


The group has played up religious divisions in the civil 


war. Using its Arabic magazine, martyrdom videos, poetry and 


popular songs, al-Qaida has endeared itself to the local Sunni 


people and Yemen’s powerful Sunni tribal leaders. It has also 


ingratiated itself to Yemen’s Saudi Arabia-backed government 


and fought alongside Sunni tribal militias to battle the Houthi 


incursion. 


The strategy has been remarkably effective for al-Qaida. 


Al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula had hundreds of 


fighters at its founding in 2009. It now has about 7,000 


fighters in Yemen, most of them Sunnis recruited from 


territory the Houthis have attempted to take over. 


It has planted landmines and bombs across Yemen that 


have killed hundreds, held journalists hostage and, in 2015, 


orchestrated the massacre at the offices of the Charlie Hebdo 


newspaper in Paris. 


The U.S. government considers al-Qaida in the Arabian 


Peninsula to be the most sophisticated and threatening branch 


of al-Qaida. 


Adapt the tactic, keep the mission 


In adapting its methods to Yemeni culture, al-Qaida in the 


Arabian Peninsula has made some missteps. 


In 2011, the group attempted to impose extremely strict 


Islamic rule over two areas it controlled in south Yemen. Al-


Qaida instituted rigid punishments of the sort common in 


Afghanistan, such as cutting off the hands of a thief and 


banning the chewed stimulant plant called khat. 


These extreme rules got al-Qaida run out of town by 


Sunni tribal militias. 


The next time al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula asserted 


its political power over parts of Yemen left ungoverned in the 


chaos of civil war, in 2015, it did not rule directly over these 


territories. Rather, it allowed a local council to govern 


according their own norms and customs. And it kept the khat 


market open. 


Al-Qaida also paid for long-neglected public services like 


schools, water and electricity – effectively becoming the state. 


According to the International Crisis Group, a 


humanitarian organization, this softer stance helped garner the 


acceptance of the local population. That, in turn, ensured al-


Qaida could keep using Yemen as a regional headquarters. 


A similar shift from global to local has occurred in al-


Qaida affiliates in Somalia, Iraq and Syria. 


Al-Qaida is no longer a hierarchical organization taking 


orders from its famous, charismatic leader, as it was on 9/11. 
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But it is stronger and more resilient than it was under bin 


Laden. And the “war on terror” has helped, not hurt it. 


A doctoral student at the School for Conflict Analysis and 


Resolution at George Mason University, Christian Taylor also 


co-founded Warzone Initiatives and has served as the 


organization’s president and director of research since 2012. 


His organization has worked to address armed conflict 


involving non-state armed group in Somalia, Gaza, Central 


African Republic, Afghanistan, Myanmar and Colombia. 


Initiatives have included humanitarian projects for displaced 


populations; stability programs for populations vulnerable to 


recruitment; conflict assessments; research projects; peace and 


reconciliation dialogues; and consultation of non-state armed 


groups, government agencies and international organizations. 


https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-


navy/2019/07/02/op-ed-al-qaida-is-stronger-today-than-it-


was-on-911/ 
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On This Day In The Navy:
1859 - Hawaiian bark Gambia, commanded by Capt. N.C. Brooks, discovers the Midway Islands. The
islands are named "Middlebrook Islands." On Aug. 28, 1867, Capt. William Reynolds of the USS
Lackawanna takes possession of the atoll for the U.S., making Midway the first offshore islands annexed
by the U.S. government.
Executive Summary:
• Today’s national headlines are dominated by a 6.4 magnitude earthquake in Southern California and
the ‘Salute to America’ 4th of July event which included military flyovers and a speech by President
Trump.
• The New York Times reports that British marines in Gibraltar detained a supertanker that was carrying
crude oil from Iran to Syria in violation of sanctions.
• The Russian government announced that the submarine that caught fire earlier this week was nuclear
powered, but that the nuclear reactor was isolated from the fire, reports the Wall Street Journal.
• USS Ronald Reagan arrived in Brisbane ahead of the Talisman Sabre Military exercise with the
Australian military.
GREAT POWER COMPETITION:
1. Russian Submarine That Caught Fire Was Nuclear-Powered
Fire that killed 14 sailors was isolated from submarine’s nuclear reactor, says Russian defense minister
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 04 JUL 19) ... Georgi Kantchev
MOSCOW—A secret Russian military submarine that caught on fire killing 14 sailors earlier this week was
nuclear-powered, the government said Thursday, amid criticism that authorities withheld information
about the country’s deadliest naval accident in more than a decade.
2. Kremlin Releases New Details on Russian Submarine Fire, Identifies Sailors Killed
(USNI NEWS 04 JUL 19) ... Sam LaGrone
The head of the Russian military released a handful of additional details about the fire aboard a
specialized submarine that killed 14 submariners in the Barents Sea on Monday.
3. Clash Of Worldviews As Pope And Putin Meet Again
(NEW YORK TIMES 05 JUL 19) ... Jason Horowitz
ROME — Pope Francis is viewed by many European liberals as the greatest moral voice against the
resurgence in populism and the demonization of migrants.
4. Report: Russia to Produce 60 Avangard Hypersonic Boost-Glide Warheads
According to the Russian government, the production and delivery of the Avangard warhead is
proceeding without any delays.
(THE DIPLOMAT 04 JUL 19) ... Franz-Stefan Gady
Russia is struggling to manufacture a large number of new hypersonic glide vehicles (HGV) — the
Avangard (Vanguard in English) hypersonic boost-glide warhead — due to a lack of critical carbon fiber
components needed for production of the weapon, according to U.S. media reports.
FLEET READINESS:
5. Navy Needs To Think Small When Planning Irregular Surface Warfare Strategies
(USNI NEWS 03 JUL 19) ... John Grady
Great power competition dramatically expands the challenges of confronting irregular naval warfare such
as defending against maritime pirates or preserving the security of data sent through undersea cables, a
panel of experts said at the Hudson Institute last week.
6. Navy Completed Hellfire Tests on Littoral Combat Ship, Will Likely Deploy Later This Year
(USNI NEWS 03 JUL 19) ... Megan Eckstein
The Navy has finished the structural testing needed to confirm that the Hellfire anti-surface missile can
safely operate on the Littoral Combat Ship, and the missile will go out on a ship deployment later this
year, USNI News understands.
7. Why The Navy Will Deploy The Truman Carrier Strike Group (Again)
(NAVY TIMES 04 JUL 19) ... Mark D. Faram
Norfolk — The aircraft carrier Harry S. Truman and her strike group will deploy soon, a move officials say
has been in the works for two years.
SECURITY ENVIRONMENT:
8. Gibraltar Detains Oil Supertanker Bound for Syria
(NEW YORK TIMES 05 JUL 19) ... Palko Karasz and Raphael Minder
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On This Day In The Navy: 
1859 - Hawaiian bark Gambia, commanded by Capt. N.C. Brooks, discovers the Midway Islands. The islands are named 


"Middlebrook Islands." On Aug. 28, 1867, Capt. William Reynolds of the USS Lackawanna takes possession of the atoll for the 


U.S., making Midway the first offshore islands annexed by the U.S. government. 


 


Executive Summary: 
• Today’s national headlines are dominated by a 6.4 magnitude earthquake in Southern California and the ‘Salute to 


America’ 4th of July event which included military flyovers and a speech by President Trump. 


• The New York Times reports that British marines in Gibraltar detained a supertanker that was carrying crude oil 


from Iran to Syria in violation of sanctions. 


• The Russian government announced that the submarine that caught fire earlier this week was nuclear powered, but 


that the nuclear reactor was isolated from the fire, reports the Wall Street Journal. 


• USS Ronald Reagan arrived in Brisbane ahead of the Talisman Sabre Military exercise with the Australian military. 


GREAT POWER COMPETITION: 


1. Russian Submarine That Caught Fire Was Nuclear-Powered 


Fire that killed 14 sailors was isolated from submarine’s nuclear reactor, says Russian defense minister 
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 04 JUL 19) ... Georgi Kantchev 


MOSCOW—A secret Russian military submarine that caught on fire killing 14 sailors earlier this week was nuclear-powered, the 


government said Thursday, amid criticism that authorities withheld information about the country’s deadliest naval accident in more 


than a decade. 


 


2. Kremlin Releases New Details on Russian Submarine Fire, Identifies Sailors Killed 
(USNI NEWS 04 JUL 19) ... Sam LaGrone 


The head of the Russian military released a handful of additional details about the fire aboard a specialized submarine that killed 


14 submariners in the Barents Sea on Monday. 


 


3. Clash Of Worldviews As Pope And Putin Meet Again 
(NEW YORK TIMES 05 JUL 19) ... Jason Horowitz 


ROME — Pope Francis is viewed by many European liberals as the greatest moral voice against the resurgence in populism and 


the demonization of migrants. 


 


4. Report: Russia to Produce 60 Avangard Hypersonic Boost-Glide Warheads 


According to the Russian government, the production and delivery of the Avangard warhead is proceeding 


without any delays. 
(THE DIPLOMAT 04 JUL 19) ... Franz-Stefan Gady 


Russia is struggling to manufacture a large number of new hypersonic glide vehicles (HGV) — the Avangard (Vanguard in 


English) hypersonic boost-glide warhead — due to a lack of critical carbon fiber components needed for production of the weapon, 


according to U.S. media reports. 


 


FLEET READINESS: 


5. Navy Needs To Think Small When Planning Irregular Surface Warfare Strategies 
(USNI NEWS 03 JUL 19) ... John Grady 
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Great power competition dramatically expands the challenges of confronting irregular naval warfare such as defending against 


maritime pirates or preserving the security of data sent through undersea cables, a panel of experts said at the Hudson Institute last 


week. 


 


6. Navy Completed Hellfire Tests on Littoral Combat Ship, Will Likely Deploy Later This Year 
(USNI NEWS 03 JUL 19) ... Megan Eckstein 


The Navy has finished the structural testing needed to confirm that the Hellfire anti-surface missile can safely operate on the 


Littoral Combat Ship, and the missile will go out on a ship deployment later this year, USNI News understands. 


 


7. Why The Navy Will Deploy The Truman Carrier Strike Group (Again) 
(NAVY TIMES 04 JUL 19) ... Mark D. Faram 


Norfolk — The aircraft carrier Harry S. Truman and her strike group will deploy soon, a move officials say has been in the works 


for two years. 


 


SECURITY ENVIRONMENT: 


8. Gibraltar Detains Oil Supertanker Bound for Syria 
(NEW YORK TIMES 05 JUL 19) ... Palko Karasz and Raphael Minder 


LONDON — The British marines and the port authorities in Gibraltar on Thursday detained a supertanker that was carrying crude 


oil from Iran to Syria, a violation of European Union sanctions against Syria. The seizure of the ship threatened to raise tensions 


between Iran and the West. 


 


9. U.N. Urges Venezuela To End ‘Grave’ Human-Rights Offenses 


President Nicolás Maduro’s regime jailed thousands of political opponents and carried out extrajudicial 


killings, new report finds 
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 04 JUL 19) ... Ryan Dube 


The United Nations urged Venezuela’s authoritarian government to address what it calls grave violations of economic, social and 


civil rights. 


 


10. Fearing Iranian Attacks, Trump Aims To Rally Allies To Escort Ships In Strait Of Hormuz 
(MCCLATCHY 04 JUL 19) ... Michael Wilner 


WASHINGTON — The Trump administration is advancing a plan to escort or accompany ships through the Strait of Hormuz 


with international assistance, fearing an increase in attacks on oil tankers by Iranian forces. 


 


11. Even For A Limited Nuclear Deal, North Korea May Settle For Nothing Less Than Sanctions Relief 
(REUTERS 04 JUL 19) ... Josh Smith 


SEOUL - A new public broadside by North Korean officials against U.S.-backed sanctions highlights the tough road ahead as 


negotiators prepare for talks in the wake of Sunday’s meeting between U.S. President Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim 


Jong Un. 


 


12. Iran Could Consider Talks With U.S. Only If Sanctions Lifted, Khamenei Permits: Minister 
(REUTERS 04 JUL 19) 


DUBAI - Iran’s intelligence minister has said Tehran and Washington could hold talks only if the United States ended its 


sanctions and Iran’s top authority, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, gave his approval, state news agency IRNA reported on Thursday. 


 


13. Suspected Iranian Cyber Attacks Show No Sign of Slowing 


As Iran and the U.S. trade cyber blows, a new warning shows that the online fight is likely to go on. 
(DEFENSE ONE 03 JUL 19) ... Patrick Tucker 


Tensions between the United States and Iran in the Strait of Hormuz may be cooling but, online, it appears Iranian actors are 


continuing their activity against targets in the United States and elsewhere. 


 


ALLIES & PARTNERS: 


14. Ronald Reagan Strike Group Arrives In Australia For Port Visit 
(CPF.NAVY.MIL 04 JUL 19) ... MC3 Codie L. Soule, Task Force 70 


BRISBANE, Australia - Ships of the Ronald Reagan Strike Group arrived in Brisbane, Australia, on July 5 for a regularly 


scheduled port visit. 


 


15. U.S. Upgrades Ukrainian Ports To Fit American Warships 
(BREAKING DEFENSE 04 JUL 19) ... Paul McLeary 
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WASHINGTON: As tensions rise between Russia and Ukraine on the Black Sea, the US is upgrading several Ukrainian naval 


bases to give American and NATO warships the ability to dock just miles from Russia-controlled Crimea. 


 


16. 4th Fleet-Led UNITAS 2019 Pacific Exercise Focuses on Sub-Hunting, Humanitarian Assistance 
(USNI NEWS 04 JUL 19) ... Megan Eckstein 


The U.S. Navy and its partners in Central and South America just wrapped up the UNITAS 2019 Pacific exercise, with a U.S. 


destroyer leading the 13-nation force through an anti-submarine and surface warfare drill. 


 


17. Navy Sends Second Ship To Gulf Of Guinea In West Africa 
(UPI.COM 03 JUL 19) ... Allen Cone 


The U.S. Navy has dispatched a second ship, the USNS Carson City, this year to the Gulf of Guinea on West Africa's southern 


coast to help deal with security needs, including piracy. 


 


18. Navy Mark VI, Coast Guard Patrol Boats Visit Yap, Micronesia 
(CPF.NAVY.MIL 04 JUL 19) ... MC2 Jasen Moreno-Garcia, Task Force 75 


COLONIA, Yap - Two Mark VI patrol boats, attached to Coastal Riverine Squadron (CRS) 2, along with the Island-class patrol 


boat USCGC Kiska (WPB 1336) arrived in Yap, Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), July 3 for a port visit. 


 


EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE: 


19. President Delivers Elaborate Celebration 


President’s ‘Salute to America’ featured flyovers by military jets, armored vehicles, tanks and fireworks 
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 05 JUL 19) ... Alex Leary and Stephanie Armour 


WASHINGTON—President Trump delivered his elaborate Fourth of July celebration, defying critics and honoring the military. 


 


PERSONNEL READINESS & VETERANS: 


20. Remembering Capt. Pete Tzomes 
(THE SEXTANT 03 JUL 19) 


A note from the editor: Capt. C.A. “Pete” Tzomes—the first African American to command a nuclear-powered submarine—died 


at the University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics, Iowa City, IA, June 13. He was 74. He was the first of the “Centennial Seven,” who 


were the only seven African American men to command submarines during the first 100 years of the U.S. Navy submarine force. 


 


21. Honoring Brothers And Sisters In Arms And NATO Alliances 
(C6F.NAVY.MIL 03 JUL 19) ... U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet Public Affairs 


At the end of June, Adm. James G. Foggo III, commander, U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa and commander, Allied Joint Force 


Command Naples, Italy, recorded the 10th episode of the podcast “On the Horizon: Navigating the European and African Theater.” 


 


22. After Navy SEAL’s Acquittal, Fears That War Crimes Will Go Unreported  
(NEW YORK TIMES 04 JUL 19) ... Dave Philipps  


SAN DIEGO -- Edward Gallagher, a decorated member of the Navy SEALs, was pleased and relieved when he emerged from his 


court-martial on Wednesday with just a demotion and time served, and not the life sentence he could have faced if convicted on the 


most serious charges. But many in the Navy were in no mood to celebrate.  


 


23. Mail-In Ancestry DNA Kits May Help Enemy To Target You, Navy's Top Officer Says 
(MILITARY.COM 03 JUL 19) ... Gina Harkins 


The Navy's top officer warned against using popular at-home ancestry DNA test kits this week, saying scientific advancements 


are making biological weapons more tailorable. 


 


24. Miss This Deadline And You Can’t Advance 
(NAVY TIMES 04 JUL 19) ... Mark D. Faram 


Thousands of sailors could miss out on their chance to advance this fall if they fail to meet a looming deadline. 


 


ENVIRONMENTAL/INSTALLATIONS: 


25. Southern California Rocked By Strongest Quake In Two Decades  
(AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE 04 JUL 19) 


Southern California was rocked by its largest earthquake in two decades on Thursday, a 6.4-magnitude tremblor that caused 


"substantial damage" at a military facility but otherwise only minor injuries in the sparsely populated area.  
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COMMENTARY: 


26. The Only Diplomatic Way Forward With North Korea 
(WASHINGTON POST 05 JUL 19) ... Josh Rogin 


The United States and North Korea are resuming negotiations in the wake of President Trump’s impromptu meeting with North 


Korean leader Kim Jong Un last weekend. The fight over North Korea policy within the Trump administration is reviving, too. 


 


27. The Southern Border Needs a Wall, But Not Trump’s Kind 


A smarter approach involves the U.S. military and Homeland Security working with Mexico. 
(BLOOMBERG NEWS 03 JUL 19) ... James Stavridis 


The humanitarian crisis at the U.S. southern border is only getting worse in the heat of summer, with 100,000 migrants illegally 


crossing monthly and more than 300,000 asylum cases pending. It is a reaction to extreme violence, poverty and agricultural failures 


in Central America, notably in the “Northern Triangle” of El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala, from where the vast majority of the 


migrants begin the long, dangerous journey to the Rio Grande River. How can we solve this problem? 
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GREAT POWER COMPETITION: 


1. Russian Submarine That Caught Fire Was Nuclear-Powered 


Fire that killed 14 sailors was isolated from submarine’s nuclear reactor, says Russian defense minister 
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 04 JUL 19) ... Georgi Kantchev 


MOSCOW—A secret Russian military submarine that 


caught on fire killing 14 sailors earlier this week was nuclear-


powered, the government said Thursday, amid criticism that 


authorities withheld information about the country’s deadliest 


naval accident in more than a decade. 


Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu told President Vladimir 


Putin the fire started in the submarine’s battery compartment 


and that the nuclear reactor was isolated, according to 


comments published on the Kremlin’s website. No further 


information about the cause of the fire was provided. 


The nuclear power unit was sealed off and the necessary 


measures to save it were taken, the defense minister said. 


Russian officials initially declined to confirm local media 


reports that the vessel was nuclear-powered. The incident took 


place Monday and the Defense Ministry disclosed it Tuesday 


afternoon. Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said 


Wednesday that information about the vessel was “listed as a 


state secret” and couldn’t be disclosed for national security 


reasons. 


Authorities in Norway, which borders Russia, said 


Tuesday they hadn’t detected abnormally high levels of 


radiation following the incident. 


Officials released the names of the crew, which included 


seven first-rank captains and two highly decorated officers. 


The sailors contained the fire by closing the hatch, Mr. Shoigu 


said. 


The Defense Ministry said the vessel was on a scientific 


mission to explore the seabed but didn’t disclose where the 


accident took place, only noting it was in Russian territorial 


waters. The submarine was recovered and taken to the Russian 


Northern Fleet’s base in Severomorsk, on the Barents Sea, the 


ministry said. 


Mr. Shoigu told Mr. Putin that work was under way to 


restore the vessel and that authorities would provide financial 


assistance to the families of the deceased sailors, according to 


the Kremlin’s website. 


The acting governor of St. Petersburg, Alexander Beglov, 


said in a social-media post Wednesday that the vessel 


belonged to the city’s military unit and the deceased sailors 


were locals. 


Some Russian media and commentators criticized 


authorities for the lack of timely updates about the incident, 


similar to the information blackout during the 1986 Chernobyl 


nuclear disaster. At that time, the Soviet leadership waited 


days to inform the public about the reactor meltdown and the 


growing radiation threat. 


“Almost a day of lack of information about the accident at 


a nuclear facility and the need to monitor the Norwegian 


reports about the level of radiation should have forced those 


who remember the Chernobyl accident…to wince,” wrote 


news website the Bell, which is often critical of the 


government. 


Russian media outlets reported earlier this week that the 


vessel was a nuclear submarine that could be used to tap into 


or destroy underwater telecommunications cables. 


Monday’s naval incident ranks among Russia’s most 


lethal. 


The deadliest Russian deep-sea vessel tragedy in modern 


times took place in August 2000, when the nuclear-powered 


submarine Kursk plunged to the bottom of the Barents Sea 


after a series of explosions ripped through its hull during naval 


exercises. All 118 sailors on board died. 


In November 2008, a vessel caught fire and released 


poisonous gas, killing 20 people and injuring 41 others. 


https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-submarine-that-


caught-fire-was-nuclear-powered-11562237522 


Return to Index 


 


2. Kremlin Releases New Details on Russian Submarine Fire, Identifies Sailors Killed 
(USNI NEWS 04 JUL 19) ... Sam LaGrone 


The head of the Russian military released a handful of 


additional details about the fire aboard a specialized 


submarine that killed 14 submariners in the Barents Sea on 


Monday. 


Defense minister Sergei Shoigu confirmed that there were 


survivors from the fire aboard the submarine, which USNI 


News understands to be Losharik (A-12). 


“The submariners acted heroically in the critical 


situation,” he said on Wednesday from the Russian North 


Fleet base in Severomorsk. 


“They evacuated a civilian expert from the compartment 


that was engulfed by fire and shut the door to prevent the fire 


from spreading further and fought for the ship’s survival until 


the end.” 


On Wednesday, the Russian Ministry of Defense released 


the names of the submariners killed: 


Captain 1st Rank 


• Konstantin Ivanov 


• Andrey Voskresenskiy 


• Konstantin Somov 


• Denis Oparin 


• Vladimir Abankin 


• Denis Dolonskiy 


• Nikolay Filin 


Captain 2nd Rank 


• Alexander Avdonin 


• Dmitriy Solovyev 


• Sergey Danilchenko 


Captain 3rd Rank 


• Viktor Kuzmin 


• Vladimir Sukhinichev 


Other Crew 


• Lieutenant Captain Mikhail Dubkov 



https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-submarine-that-caught-fire-was-nuclear-powered-11562237522

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-submarine-that-caught-fire-was-nuclear-powered-11562237522
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• Lieutenant Colonel of Medical Service Alexandr 


Vasilyev 


Local press in St. Petersburg tied the crew to a military 


unit that reported directly to the Russian Main Directorate of 


Deep-Sea Research, also known as GUGI. News site RBC has 


collected details on the crew. 


The dead included seven Captains 1st Rank, or the 


equivalent of U.S. Navy Captain; and three Captains 2nd 


Rank, or the equivalent of a U.S. Commander. Shoigu 


addressed the high ranks of the sailors who died aboard the 


submarine. 


“The submariners on board were unique military 


specialists — highly skilled professionals who conducted 


important research on the Earth’s hydrosphere,” Shoigu said. 


He did not address the type of submarine that suffered the 


fire, saying only that it was highly classified. 


Losharik is among the most classified of the specialized 


GUGI boats operating from the remote Arctic Olenya Guba 


base on the Kola Peninsula near the borders of Finland and 


Norway. 


On Wednesday, Norwegian officials said they had been 


notified that the Russian submarine had suffered a gas 


explosion. 


“There has been a gas explosion, confirmed by the 


Russian authorities,” Per Strand, director of the Norwegian 


Radiation Protection Authority (NRPA), told AFP. 


“We are waiting for information from the Russian side 


about whether there was a reactor onboard the submarine.” 


However, the Russians denied they had notified the 


Norwegian authorities. 


“There were no notifications sent to the Norwegian side 


regarding the Russian science research deep water apparatus.” 


A Pentagon spokesperson told USNI News on 


Wednesday the U.S. was monitoring the situation but had not 


been asked to render assistance. The spokesperson also told 


USNI News that the U.S. did not have assets operations in the 


region at the time of the fire. 


USNI News understands that the accident aboard the 


Russian submarine occurred during the normal seasonal 


workups for GUGI summer operations. 


The incident aboard the submarine is the worst Russian 


submarine accident since the 2008 death of 20 Russian sailors 


aboard the nuclear powered Nerpa. In 2000, the Russian Navy 


lost 118 sailors due to an accident on the nuclear-powered 


cruise-missile boat Kursk. 


https://news.usni.org/2019/07/03/kremlin-releases-new-


details-on-russian-submarine-fire-identifies-sailors-killed 


Return to Index 


 


3. Clash Of Worldviews As Pope And Putin Meet Again 
(NEW YORK TIMES 05 JUL 19) ... Jason Horowitz 


ROME — Pope Francis is viewed by many European 


liberals as the greatest moral voice against the resurgence in 


populism and the demonization of migrants. 


But for many European nationalists, anti-migration 


politicians and opponents of gay rights, the real spiritual 


strongman of their movement is the Russian president, 


Vladimir V. Putin, their alternate pope. 


So when Mr. Putin visited the Vatican on Thursday, it 


was more than a mere meeting — their third — between the 


two men. Rather it was a tête-à-tête between the standard 


bearers of competing views of Christianity on the European 


continent as ideological polarization between nationalists and 


liberals cleaves the West. 


“I may be speaking heresy, but President Putin looks 


more like a pope to me, for the way he is living Christianity, 


compared to the one who should to all effects be the pope,” 


said Gianmatteo Ferrari, the secretary of Lombardy Russia, a 


pro-Russian and Putin-adoring association, before the 


meeting. 


“The greatest, proudest and most strenuous advocate of 


our Christian values is President Putin,” Mr. Ferrari said. 


The president of Lombardy Russia, Gianluca Savoini, is a 


close ally of and unofficial Russia liaison for Matteo Salvini, 


Italy’s anti-migration interior minister. Mr. Putin was 


scheduled to meet Mr. Salvini for dinner, along with Deputy 


Prime Minister Luigi Di Maio, leader of the populist Five Star 


Movement. 


Mr. Putin’s dance card also included meetings with 


President Sergio Mattarella and Prime Minister Giuseppe 


Conte, as well as his old friend Silvio Berlusconi. But his most 


closely watched appointment was with the pope. 


In typical fashion, Mr. Putin was an hour late (he also 


arrived 50 minutes late for their first meeting, in 2013, and 


more than an hour late in 2015). 


The men exchanged gifts, and also what the Vatican later 


described as ‘‘cordial’’ conversation on “questions of 


relevance to the life of the Catholic Church in Russia,” 


ecological issues, and the political situation in Syria, Ukraine 


and Venezuela. 


For Mr. Putin, the meeting was a way to burnish his 


reputation as a global leader. For Francis, Mr. Putin’s 


cooperation is essential for the protection of Christians in the 


Middle East, where Russia is active. The pope is also pursuing 


unity, or at least better relations, with the Russian Orthodox 


Church. 


In 2016, Francis met with Patriarch Kirill of Moscow,the 


head of the Russian Orthodox Church, the first such meeting 


of the two church leaders in about 400 years. But Francis is 


aware that without the support of Mr. Putin, those efforts are 


likely to go nowhere. 


The meeting at the Vatican comes as Mr. Putin has taken 


to directly addressing Europe’s Catholics, many of whom are 


attracted to nationalist politicians. 


In a recent interview with The Financial Times, in which 


Mr. Putin declared the end of Western liberalism, he was 


asked whether religion would play a greater role in national 


culture and cohesion. 


“This is exactly why I will now say a few words about 


Catholics,” he said, embarking on what seemed like a defense 


of the traditions of the Catholic Church. 


“Sometimes I get the feeling that these liberal circles are 


beginning to use certain elements and problems of the 


Catholic Church as a tool for destroying the church itself,” Mr. 



https://news.usni.org/2019/07/03/kremlin-releases-new-details-on-russian-submarine-fire-identifies-sailors-killed

https://news.usni.org/2019/07/03/kremlin-releases-new-details-on-russian-submarine-fire-identifies-sailors-killed
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Putin said. “This is what I consider to be incorrect and 


dangerous.” 


That was music to the ears of traditionalists and hard-right 


nationalists, who are convinced that Francis — who has 


spoken inclusively of gay people and Muslim migrants — is 


that destructive element. The traditionalists find comfort in the 


vision of Christianity promoted by Mr. Putin and the Russian 


Orthodox Church, which have drawn a hard line against gay 


marriage and changing gender roles. 


Mr. Putin has many fans in Italy, including the country’s 


de facto leader, Mr. Salvini, who has publicly professed 


admiration for the Russian leader. He has traveled to Mr. 


Putin’s political party events in Russia and once wore a shirt 


with Mr. Putin’s face on it at the Kremlin. 


In an interview with the Milan daily newspaper Corriere 


della Sera before the pope meeting, Mr. Putin said that Mr. 


Salvini and his League party had actively support the 


restoration of “full cooperation between Italy and Russia.” 


He added: “They are pushing for a rapid abolition of the 


anti-Russian sanctions introduced by the U.S. and the E.U. On 


this issue our points of view coincide. Salvini has a welcoming 


attitude toward our country.” 


Mr. Putin also said Russia had no intention of getting 


involved in an arms race with the United States, called 


accusations that Russia had interfered with the American 


elections “absurd” and said similar claims of interference in 


the European elections last May was meant “to continue to 


‘demonize’ Russia in the eyes of ordinary European citizens.” 


In an article in the Turin-based daily La Stampa, he wrote 


that despite global economic growth, the current Western 


economic model was “in a universal crisis” called for new 


accords centered on the notion of “sovereignty and the 


unconditional right of each country to its own course of 


development.” 


Massimo Introvigne, an Italian sociologist of religions, 


said Mr. Putin had made it clear that he believed Western 


values, such as a belief in human rights and religious liberty, 


were not universal rights and did not necessarily apply in 


Russia. 


“Putin represents a medieval, pre-enlightenment 


Christianity or at least pre-Vatican II view of Christianity,” 


said Mr. Introvigne, referring to the Second Vatican Council 


in the 1960s, which brought modern reforms into the church. 


On the other hand, Mr. Introvigne said, “Pope Francis 


represented a more progressive and modern view of 


Christianity that accepted and promulgated the Western 


conception of human rights.” 


The most devout Putin followers talk of the Russian 


leader in mystical terms, comparing him to the Katechon, a 


Greek word referring to a force that keeps the Antichrist at 


bay. 


“Putin is katechonic,” said Alexander Dugin, a Russian 


public intellectual and traditionalist who maintains a following 


among nationalists, neo-fascists and European identitarians. 


Mr. Putin’s devotees also make passing references to 


“Third Rome,” a 15th-century idea of Manifest Destiny for the 


Orthodox Church, in which Moscow would become the 


spiritual center of the true church after Rome and 


Constantinople. 


Amid this backdrop, Francis has been careful not to 


antagonize Russia by taking sides in the conflict in Ukraine, or 


between the Ukrainian Orthodox churches. Mr. Introvigne, the 


sociologist, said that Mr. Putin’s apparent opposition to 


religious liberty in Russia “could eventually endanger the 


Catholic minority.” 


Mr. Dugin said he had noticed that the mysticism of the 


Russian Orthodox Church, to which he belongs, had drawn 


converts from Catholics frustrated by what they see as the 


liberalism of their church. 


He said that some rank-and-file clerics in Rome also saw 


Mr. Putin as their protector. But not all Catholic traditionalists 


agree. 


Roberto de Mattei, the president of the Lepanto 


Foundation — which is deeply critical of Francis for what it 


calls his failure to defend Europe from Islam — said he did 


not share the sympathy some Catholic traditionalists feel 


toward Mr. Putin and suspected that the Russian leader was 


waging a “political operation.” 


“My fear is there is a double game,” Mr. de Mattei said, 


adding that he felt stuck on a chessboard between Mr. Putin 


and Pope Francis, while “the West doesn’t have a real leader.” 


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/04/world/europe/pope-


francis-putin.html 


Return to Index 


 


4. Report: Russia to Produce 60 Avangard Hypersonic Boost-Glide Warheads 


According to the Russian government, the production and delivery of the Avangard warhead is proceeding 


without any delays. 
(THE DIPLOMAT 04 JUL 19) ... Franz-Stefan Gady 


Russia is struggling to manufacture a large number of 


new hypersonic glide vehicles (HGV) — the Avangard 


(Vanguard in English) hypersonic boost-glide warhead — due 


to a lack of critical carbon fiber components needed for 


production of the weapon, according to U.S. media reports. 


“It’s expected that they will make no more than 60 of 


these hypersonic weapons because it’s just proving to be too 


expensive to develop,” a U.S. government source was quoted 


by CNBC as saying in a July 1 report. 


In response to the report, the office of Russian deputy 


prime minister, Yuri Borisov, issued a statement that the 


production and delivery of the Avangard warhead are 


proceeding according to schedule. 


“The production and the delivery of Avangard systems 


with the boost glide vehicle are proceeding according to the 


schedule and without any delays,” the vice premier’s office 


said in a statement published by TASS news agency on July 2. 


The Avangard is also still slated to achieve initial operating 


capability by 2020. 


In December 2018, Russia test launched a liquid-fueled 


intercontinental-range ballistic missile (ICBM) carrying the 


Avangard hypersonic glide vehicle (Project 4202). The test 


deemed a success. A previous test launch of the Avangard 


HGV, carried out in October 2017, ended in failure. 


In March 2018, Russian President Vladimir Putin claimed 


that the Avangard HGV, codenamed Yu-71, had already 



https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/04/world/europe/pope-francis-putin.html
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entered serial production. “Russia’s industry has begun to 


batch-produce this system. It is yet another type of strategic 


weapon at Russia’s disposal,” Putin said at the time. 


The first regiment of the Russian Strategic Missile Forces 


to be armed with the Avangard is expected to be stood up this 


year, according to a Russian defense industry source in 


October 2018. 


“The Avangard (Project 4202) regiment will be armed 


with the UR-100NUTTkH (NATO reporting name: SS-19 


Stiletto) [ICBM] with each ICBM armed with one hypersonic 


boost-glide warhead,” I wrote at the time. The HGV can 


reportedly be integrated as a multiple independently targetable 


re-entry vehicle (MIRV). As I explained: 


The [13th] regiment, part of the Dombarovskiy 


(Red Banner) missile division based in the Orenburg 


region in the south Urals, will be armed with two SS-


19 ICBMs. This number will be increased to eventual 


six SS-19s. A second regiment also consisting of six 


SS-19s fitted with the Avangard HGV will be stood up 


by 2027, according to the source. 


Russia currently possesses around 30 SS-19s 


with an unknown number in active service (a source 


cites 10 to 20). 


Notably, according to the source, the deployment 


of the Avangard HGV may begin without additional 


flight tests of the vehicle. 


The Avangard is designed to maneuver in the upper 


atmosphere at speeds in excess of Mach 5. It has a claimed 


engagement speed of Mach 27. According to the Russian 


president, the Avangard has been primarily developed in 


response to advances in U.S. ballistic missile defenses. 


https://thediplomat.com/2019/07/report-russia-to-


produce-60-avangard-hypersonic-boost-glide-warheads/ 


Return to Index 


 


 


FLEET READINESS: 


5. Navy Needs To Think Small When Planning Irregular Surface Warfare Strategies 
(USNI NEWS 03 JUL 19) ... John Grady 


Great power competition dramatically expands the 


challenges of confronting irregular naval warfare such as 


defending against maritime pirates or preserving the security 


of data sent through undersea cables, a panel of experts said at 


the Hudson Institute last week. 


Concentrating on the “new favorite buzzword, ‘lethality,'” 


masks the fact this kind of warfare “has always been a part” of 


the United States Navy’s experience, said Cmdr. Benjamin 


Armstrong, a professor at the Naval Academy and author of a 


recent book on early American naval history, at the Hudson 


Institute panel. 


Great power competition and irregular warfare, “in 


history, they are explicitly mixed,” as they are now, although 


circumstances have changed with the eras, Armstrong said. 


The difference today, Armstrong said, is how the Navy 


responds. During the era of John Paul Jones raiding 


Whitehaven or the Navy and Marine Corps battle against the 


pirates of Tripoli, the Navy had “general purpose” forces — 


sailors, soldiers, Marines — with enough training and the right 


gear able to do the job. Today, the nation increasingly relies 


on using U.S. Special Forces such as the Navy’s SEALs and 


Army’s Green Berets. These units are frequently tasked with 


carrying out some of these missions — especially using force. 


“There’s never been enough” Special Forces to meet 


across-the-board China is posing, Russia and Iran are 


pursuing, and non-state actors are capable of employing, he 


said. 


When thinking about irregular warfare, America focus 


had been on counterinsurgency operations and counter-


terrorism said retired Navy Capt. Peter Haynes, former deputy 


director of strategy, plans and policy at U.S. Special 


Operations Command, and now with the Center for Strategic 


and Budgetary Assessments. “We’re now beginning to think 


about great power competition” in terms other than using force 


in these situations or believing in the Navy that fleet-on-fleet 


engagement is its only mission. 


Cyberwarfare, fishing rights and illegal catches, 


reclaiming reefs and turning them into military islands in 


disputed waters, and piracy and illicit trafficking of weapons, 


people and narcotics were cited by the panelists as examples 


of this kind of irregular warfare being waged by states and 


non-state actors. 


The “Marine Corps is (at) the leading edge of 


conceptualization” of the implications of this kind of 


competition and what needs to be done to gain the edge, 


Haynes added. 


But since the creation of the Special Operations 


Command, with its own budget spending line, the services 


have drawn back from making these missions a priority when 


acquiring equipment, developing plans and policies, tactics, 


techniques and procedures. 


“When we see the Navy buying small ships, we’ll see the 


Navy’s got it” in re-looking these kinds of operations in 


important littorals like the South China Sea and working with 


navies and coast guards in the Indo-Pacific, said Martin 


Murphy, a visiting fellow at the King’s College’s Corbett 


Centre for Maritime Policy and author of a recent work on 


piracy and weak states. 


These nations are not aiming to build blue-water navies; 


they are seeking to improve the capacity of their coast guards 


and navies to secure their maritime borders, the panelists said. 


“We’re going to need a lot more smaller ships,” which are 


not only capable of those operations but provide a targeting 


problem for adversaries like China if it came to a showdown, 


Murphy said. 


“Our system is geared to a mental model of World War 


II” when it comes to thinking about warfare and competition 


among great powers, said Linda Robinson from RAND. 


“That’s not where the fight is happening now” and is not the 


same maritime challenge that Japan posed in the late 1930s. 


China’s problem is far more significant because of its global 


economic reach in trade and development, expanding military 


power far from the mainland and diplomatic presence in major 


conferences such as those on Iran’s nuclear weapons program 


and denuclearizing the Korean Peninsula. 



https://thediplomat.com/2019/07/report-russia-to-produce-60-avangard-hypersonic-boost-glide-warheads/
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A wise course for the U.S. to remember is “it might be 


more important to follow local leads” in what those nations 


want to actually achieve when considering longer-range 


American goals such as countering the growth of Chinese 


influence in the Indo-Pacific, said Joshua Tallis, author of The 


War for Muddy Waters: Pirates, Terrorists, Traffickers and 


Maritime Insecurity. 


In “low-end competition, partnerships matter … people 


matter; perspectives matter,” Tallis said. 


https://news.usni.org/2019/07/03/navy-needs-to-think-


small-when-planning-irregular-surface-warfare-strategies 


Return to Index 


 


6. Navy Completed Hellfire Tests on Littoral Combat Ship, Will Likely Deploy Later This Year 
(USNI NEWS 03 JUL 19) ... Megan Eckstein 


The Navy has finished the structural testing needed to 


confirm that the Hellfire anti-surface missile can safely 


operate on the Littoral Combat Ship, and the missile will go 


out on a ship deployment later this year, USNI News 


understands. 


The service had previously wrapped up structural testing 


for the Freedom-variant ships that are homeported in Mayport, 


Fla., a source told USNI News. Testing on the Independence-


variant hulls wrapped up about two weeks ago with a 


successful engagement. The AGM-114L Longbow Hellfire 


missile makes up the surface-to-surface missile module, which 


supplements the rest of the LCS’s surface warfare mission 


package. 


As such, Independence-variant USS Montgomery (LCS-


8), which deployed from San Diego in late May, does not have 


the SSMM piece of the mission package but is equipped with 


the over-the-horizon Naval Strike Missile, USNI News 


understands. 


Montgomery was scheduled to pick up the NSM during a 


port visit to Hawaii in June. However, the NSM launchers 


were not clearly visible in photos released by the U.S. 


Embassy when the LCS made a port call to Davao City, the 


Philippines, on June 29, 2019. Prior to Montgomery’s 


deployment, USS Coronado (LCS-4) experimented with anti-


ship missile canisters mounted on the ship’s bow behind the 


deck gun. 


The source added that USS Detroit (LCS-7), which is 


undergoing maintenance now, is still on track to deploy to 


U.S. 4th Fleet later this year and would likely bring the SSMM 


with it. Detroit’s deployment would be the first from Mayport 


in the LCS program’s history. Montgomery’s recent 


deployment is the first for the entire LCS class since the class 


went through an overhaul in its organization and deployment 


model. 


The LCS mission packages themselves have also 


undergone many changes. The Navy originally planned 


separate increments for the surface warfare, mine 


countermeasures and anti-submarine warfare mission 


packages, with each increment adding specific capabilities. As 


the technology development timelines changed, though, the 


service moved to a model where technologies would be 


fielded as they were ready, rather than trying to time the 


fielding of new gear to specific increments. The SSMM is a 


later addition to the surface warfare mission package, meant to 


add more offensive punch to the small combatant. 


Lt. Cmdr. Sean Riordan, the spokesman for the Navy’s 


Logistics Group Western Pacific and Task Force 73, was 


limited in what he could say about the Montgomery 


deployment and the capabilities the ship brought along with it. 


“The LCS platform provides a wide-range of capabilities 


– it is a fast, agile and networked surface combatant, 


optimized for operating in the littorals. Mission packages 


allow for a tailored capability to meet specific mission needs. 


For reasons of operational security, we are not disclosing any 


additional details of USS Montgomery’s capability,” he told 


USNI News. 


He also cited operational security in not disclosing details 


of the ship’s expected deployment length or how often the 


blue and gold crews would swap out – the first time the 


blue/gold crewing model is being used since the program 


reorganization. 


Asked how the LCS will contribute to operations in U.S. 


7th Fleet – the LCS’s shallow draft means it can get into more 


than 1,000 shallow water ports in South and Southeast Asia, 


whereas destroyers are limited to about a dozen – Riordan told 


USNI News, “there is no better signal of our desire to 


maintain a free and open Indo-Pacific than U.S. naval 


operations in the region. Like previous deployments of littoral 


combat ships, Montgomery will conduct operations, exercises 


and port visits throughout the region as well as work alongside 


allied and partner navies to provide maritime security and 


stability, key pillars of a free and open Indo-Pacific. Its unique 


capabilities allow it to work with a broad range of regional 


navies and visit ports larger ships cannot access.” 


https://news.usni.org/2019/07/03/navy-completed-


hellfire-tests-on-littoral-combat-ship-will-likely-deploy-later-


this-year 
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7. Why The Navy Will Deploy The Truman Carrier Strike Group (Again) 
(NAVY TIMES 04 JUL 19) ... Mark D. Faram 


Norfolk — The aircraft carrier Harry S. Truman and her 


strike group will deploy soon, a move officials say has been in 


the works for two years. 


But they’re pushing back on other media accounts that 


speculated Truman’s upcoming deployment — the flattop’s 


third overseas cruise in four years — was designed to take the 


place of sister Nimitz-class carrier Eisenhower, which 


encountered delays during a long maintenance session. 


“Truman’s upcoming deployment has been planned for 


more than two years and has remained unchanged,” said Capt. 


Scott Miller, spokesman for Fleet Forces Command. “There 


was never a plan for Truman and Eisenhower to ‘swap’ 


deployment positioning.” 


Fleet Forces Command officials told Navy Times that 


Truman’s upcoming deployment really involves stretching the 


limits of the Navy’s Optimized Fleet Response Plan. 


They see Truman continuing the Dynamic Force 


Employment concept pioneered by the carrier last year. It’s 


designed to keep potential adversaries clueless about troop and 


warship deployments overseas. 


Miller said that although Truman’s tour wasn’t announced 


until now, the plan to redeploy “around this time” had been on 


planning tables since the carrier’s crew began training for last 


year’s deployment. 


Truman is in what the Navy calls its “sustainment phase” 


of the training and deployment cycle and is prepared to sail if 


ordered to do so as a “surge” carrier. 


Truman’s last deployment began on April 11, 2018. But it 


turned out to be a nontraditional 8-month cruise, featuring two 


separate journeys overseas and a surprise return to Norfolk last 


July for what officials called a “working port visit.“ 


The first portion of the deployment included three months 


in the Mediterranean Sea. The second portion took Truman 


across the North Atlantic and into the Arctic Circle, the first 


carrier strike group journey there in nearly two decades. 


The carrier returned to Norfolk on Dec. 16 and headed 


back to sea exactly three months later. 


That was for a sustainment exercise with the rest of the 


strike group, making sure that the crews could operate 


efficiently and collectively in case they were ordered overseas. 


Training for the strike group’s next Composite Unit 


Training Exercise is slated to start soon. That’s a milestone 


training event all carrier strike groups must complete before 


being marked ready for overseas deployment. 


The resurrected Norfolk-based 2nd Fleet will oversee the 


integrated training alongside Carrier Strike Group 4 and 


recommend to Fleet Forces commander Adm. Christopher 


Grady whether Truman is ready to deploy again. 


During a May 29 press conference, 2nd Fleet commander 


Vice Adm. Andrew “Woody” Lewis telegraphed that he 


expected to start “doing some exercises” with Truman after he 


returned from the Baltic Operations 2019 exercise in Northern 


Europe. 


The Navy hasn’t said what Truman’s next mission will be 


or where the carrier will go, citing a long-standing policy of 


never discussing future operations. 


Miller said that Eisenhower is prepping for a deployment 


on the carrier’s own timetable after recently exiting a 19-


month maintenance availability at the Portsmouth, Virginia, 


shipyard. 


That session was slated to end in early 2018, but delays 


extended the time in the yard. Ike returned to Naval Base 


Norfolk on Nov. 15, making room for sister carrier George 


H.W. Bush to enter the yard. 


The second oldest flattop in the U.S. Fleet, Eisenhower 


was commissioned in 1977 and is expected to reach the end of 


its service life within the next decade but it was declared ready 


to start sea trials on March 28. 


That put Ike in what officials call the “basic phase” of the 


Optimized Fleet Response Plan. During this initial period, the 


ship concentrates on unit level training until it’s ready to begin 


integrated training with the rest of its strike group. 


“I can’t discuss when we will shift into the integrated 


phase (of training),” said Lt. Cmdr. Rich Chernitzer, 


spokesman for the Eisenhower Strike Group, on June 17 as the 


warship prepared to get underway. 


It was the flattop’s fourth foray into the Atlantic Ocean 


since ending the extended maintenance session in March. 


Chernitzer told Navy Times that the Ike’s flight deck was 


re-certified during the second underway in mid-April. 


Navy officials expect Eisenhower’s crew to be fully 


trained and ready to deploy in the coming year. 


https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-


navy/2019/07/03/why-the-navy-will-deploy-the-truman-


carrier-strike-group-again/ 
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SECURITY ENVIRONMENT: 


8. Gibraltar Detains Oil Supertanker Bound for Syria 
(NEW YORK TIMES 05 JUL 19) ... Palko Karasz and Raphael Minder 


LONDON — The British marines and the port authorities 


in Gibraltar on Thursday detained a supertanker that was 


carrying crude oil from Iran to Syria, a violation of European 


Union sanctions against Syria. The seizure of the ship 


threatened to raise tensions between Iran and the West. 


Spain said the vessel had been detained at the request of 


the United States, and Iran summoned the British ambassador 


over what a Foreign Ministry spokesman called an “illegal” 


seizure. 


The Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman, Seyed Abbas 


Mousavi, confirmed on Thursday that the detained ship, the 


Grace 1, was carrying crude oil from Iran, according to Iran’s 


official Islamic Republic News Agency. 


Although President Trump has imposed sanctions to 


choke off Iran’s exports of oil and petrochemical products, the 


British and Gibraltar authorities cited not those sanctions but 


the European Union ones against sanctions on Syria as the 


reason for detaining the tanker. 


“We have reason to believe that the Grace 1 was carrying 


its shipment of crude oil to the Banyas Refinery in Syria,” 


Fabian Picardo, the chief minister of Gibraltar, said in a 


statement. “That refinery is the property of an entity that is 


subject to European Union sanctions against Syria.” 


Spain’s acting foreign minister, Josep Borrell, told 


Spanish news media that the oil tanker had been seized 


following “a request from the United States to the United 


Kingdom.” He said that Spain had been kept informed about 


the seizure, but offered no details to support his assertion 


about an American request. 


Although it is not illegal under international law to buy or 


ship Iranian oil or related products, foreign companies that do 


so risk punishment by the United States. Iran has been largely 


cut off from European markets by the American sanctions, 


which were imposed by the Trump administration after it 


withdrew the United States from the nuclear accord. 


The European parties to the nuclear accord, including 


Britain, have tried to preserve the fraying deal, which had 


promised economic relief in exchange for limits to Iran’s 


nuclear program. But Tehran exceeded a critical limit of the 


accord on Monday, and threatened to breach another as early 


as Sunday, after weeks of escalating tensions with the United 


States and months of increasingly dire economic conditions in 


Iran. 


Some of the world’s shipping fleets have defied the 


sanctions to continue doing business with Iran. Companies 


that monitor international shipping say that the Grace 1 turned 


off its electronic tracking devices as it sailed into Iranian 


waters, then turned them on again after leaving — a tactic 


often used to evade the sanctions, though ships can still be 


followed through satellite photography. 


The British Foreign Office had no immediate response on 


Thursday afternoon. On Twitter, Foreign Secretary Jeremy 


Hunt praised Gibraltar and the British marines “for this bold 


move to enforce Syria sanctions.” He said they had denied 


“valuable resources” to the Syrian government. 


The State Department and the United States National 


Security Council also did not immediately respond to a request 


for comment. 


Mr. Mousavi, the Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman, 


said in a post on Twitter that Britain’s ambassador to Iran, 


Rob Macaire, had been summoned to the Iranian Embassy 


over the seizure. “We told the ambassador that their action is 


very strange because these sanctions are not imposed by the 


Security Council and Iran rejects them,” Mr. Mousavi said, 


according to the Islamic Republic News Agency. 


Mr. Mousavi said that Britain’s seizure signaled “a kind 


of cross-border sanctions enforcement that the European 


Union always opposed.” 


Samir Madani, a founder of TankerTrackers.com, which 


follows maritime traffic using satellite data, said the ship was 


anchored near the Iranian oil terminal at Kharg Island in the 


Persian Gulf in mid-April. Later, he said, it sat deep in the 


water, indicating that it was carrying oil from Iran. 


The tanker, which exceeds the size limits for the Suez 


Canal, sailed around Africa to reach the Mediterranean, 


ending up in Gibraltar for unexplained reasons. 


“For some odd reason they decided to go to Gibraltar,” 


Mr. Madani said. 


Various shipping websites list the tanker as a 300,000-ton 


vessel more than 1,000 feet long, built in the 1990s and flying 


the flag of Panama. 


The seizure also threatened to aggravate a dispute 


between Britain and Spain over Gibraltar, a British territory 


that Spain contests. 


Mr. Borrell, who is set to take over as the European 


Union’s foreign policy chief, said that the Spanish government 


would study whether Britain’s actions had violated its 


territorial water claims. Spain does not recognize Britain’s 


sovereignty over Gibraltar, which dates to a 1713 treaty. 


“We’re looking at which way this affects our sovereignty, 


in as far as it took place in waters whose sovereignty we 


understand to belong to Spain,” Mr. Borrell said, according to 


the Europa Press news agency and other news reports. 


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/04/world/middleeast/o


il-tanker-gibraltar-syria-iran.html 
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9. U.N. Urges Venezuela To End ‘Grave’ Human-Rights Offenses 


President Nicolás Maduro’s regime jailed thousands of political opponents and carried out extrajudicial 


killings, new report finds 
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 04 JUL 19) ... Ryan Dube 


The United Nations urged Venezuela’s authoritarian 


government to address what it calls grave violations of 


economic, social and civil rights. 


The Venezuelan regime has locked up thousands of 


political opponents, carried out extrajudicial killings and used 


scarce food to control a population impoverished by the 


nation’s economic collapse, the Office of U.N. High 


Commissioner for Human Rights said in a highly-anticipated 


report released Thursday. 


The government of President Nicolás Maduro has relied 


on arbitrary detentions, the report said. Since 2014, at least 


15,000 people have been detained for political reasons, most 


captured during antigovernment protests. Many of them were 


tortured or subjected to cruel punishment, including 


waterboarding and exposure to extreme temperatures, 


according to the U.N. 


“Over at least a decade, the government and government-


controlled institutions enforced laws and policies that have 


accelerated the erosion of the rule of law and the 


dismantlement of democratic institutions,” according to the 


report. “These measures are aimed at neutralizing, repressing 


and criminalizing political opponents and people critical of the 


government.” 


Women prisoners were particularly vulnerable to abuse 


by intelligence agents, who threatened them with rape and 


forced them to undress. Some guards offered protection in 


exchange for sex, the report said. 


The Venezuelan Foreign Ministry said Thursday the U.N. 


report was openly biased against the government and ignored 


the nation’s human-rights achievements. 


The report follows a visit last month from the U.N. 


human-rights commissioner, former Chilean President 


Michelle Bachelet, whose father was killed by the right-wing 


Pinochet dictatorship that ruled her nation in the 1970s. 


“A series of laws, policies and practices has restricted the 


democratic space, dismantled institutional checks and 


balances, and allowed patterns of grave violations,” Ms. 


Bachelet’s office said. 


Based on interviews with nearly 560 people, the report 


comes days after intelligence agents tortured a Venezuelan 


navy captain to death and security forces blinded a teenager 


with rubber bullets, prompting an international outcry. 


The Venezuelan regime viewed Ms. Bachelet’s visit as an 


opportunity for the isolated regime in Caracas to demonstrate 


openness in the face of criticism from the U.S. and 


governments in Europe and Latin America. Ms. Bachelet met 


with Mr. Maduro and other top officials but wasn’t allowed to 


travel outside the capital or visit detention centers. The 


commissioner also held a meeting with opposition leader Juan 


Guaidó, who is considered the nation’s legitimate president by 


more than 50 countries. 


With the report, Ms. Bachelet made clear that the 


government’s charm offensive had a limited impact. 


“I sincerely hope the authorities will take a close look at 


all the information included in this report and will follow its 


recommendations,” Ms. Bachelet said. “We should all be able 


to agree that all Venezuelans deserve a better life, free from 


fear and with access to adequate food, water, health care, 


housing and all other basic human needs.” 


Shortly after the commissioner left, the government 


released 59 Colombians that the U.N. had said were jailed for 


three years on trumped-up charges. 


Foro Penal, a Caracas-based rights organization, 


estimated there are currently 630 political prisoners in 


Venezuela. 


The report criticized Venezuelan Attorney General Tarek 


Saab for failing to conduct investigations into rights 


violations, including into hundreds of killings by a special 


police force, known as FAES, in poor neighborhoods. The 


government said many of the victims were criminals resisting 


arrest. 


But the U.N. said many victims appeared to have been 


executed by FAES, raising concerns that killings are carried 


out to maintain social control by instilling fear. The report 


called for the FAES to be dissolved. 


The U.N. blamed the government for food shortages, 


saying its policies have undermined food production and 


distribution, increasing the number of people that rely on 


food-assistance programs. It accused the ruling Socialist Party 


of using state handouts for social control. 


The report also said U.S. sanctions can’t be blamed for 


the country’s humanitarian crisis, though it noted they have 


made things worse for average Venezuelans. 


“The economy of Venezuela, particularly its oil industry 


and food production systems, were already in crisis before any 


sectorial sanctions were imposed,” the report said, in reference 


to sanctions directed at the oil industry six months ago. 


https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-n-urges-venezuela-to-


address-grave-human-rights-offenses-11562269991 
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10. Fearing Iranian Attacks, Trump Aims To Rally Allies To Escort Ships In Strait Of Hormuz 
(MCCLATCHY 04 JUL 19) ... Michael Wilner 


WASHINGTON — The Trump administration is 


advancing a plan to escort or accompany ships through the 


Strait of Hormuz with international assistance, fearing an 


increase in attacks on oil tankers by Iranian forces. 


White House and Defense Department officials told 


McClatchy this week that President Donald Trump wants a 


“coalition” convoy that will secure maritime transit through 


the vital strait, where a third of the world’s seaborne oil passes 


each day, after six tankers were attacked in May and June. 


“The president is really pushing this to get it going — it’s 


either looking for a coalition to contribute physically or 


monetarily,” one White House official said. “The bottom line 


is America is the No. 1 producer of oil, and we want to defend 


global commons and commercial oil going through the Gulf, 


but we don’t necessarily need it. So the president is pushing 


hard and I think we’re making progress.” 


At the Group of 20 summit last week in Japan, and at a 


peace conference in Bahrain, White House and State 


Department officials pressed allied leaders to commit to 


participate in the convoy operation. International support for a 


convoy would complicate potential Iranian efforts to harass 


U.S. ships and track with the president’s emphasis on burden-


sharing, according to a senior administration official with 


knowledge of the plan. 


Trump had been frustrated with foreign leaders who had 


not joined the United States in assigning blame to Iran for the 


recent tanker attacks — in particular, Japanese Prime Minister 


Shinzo Abe, who was in Iran when two Japanese tankers were 


struck on June 13. That led Trump to lash out on Twitter, two 


administration officials said. 


“Why are we protecting the shipping lanes for other 


countries (many years) for zero compensation. All of these 


countries should be protecting their own ships on what has 


always been a dangerous journey,” Trump wrote, specifically 


naming China and Japan. “We don’t even need to be there in 


that the U.S. has just become (by far) the largest producer of 


Energy anywhere in the world!” 


Trump has told Secretary of State Mike Pompeo to lead 


the way on the initiative and is pressing him to recruit 


countries to demonstrably contribute to the coalition effort, the 


officials confirmed. 


The administration is pursuing the convoy plan amid 


heightened tensions between Tehran and Washington in the 


strait and the wider region. Iran shot down a U.S. drone last 


month, exceeded limits on its stockpiling of nuclear material 


set by a nuclear deal with world powers, and may increase its 


enrichment of uranium to higher grades on Monday in 


response to the Trump administration’s crushing sanctions 


policy. 


U.S. warships, including destroyers and cruisers, transit 


the strait regularly. But they have not escorted vessels since 


1987, when the largest U.S. convoy of ships since World War 


II was sent to the Gulf to protect Kuwaiti-flagged vessels in 


what is known as the “Tanker War.” 


“Iran has been engaging in these attacks that affect many 


countries around the world. This is not limited to the United 


States, Saudi and the U.A.E. I think what is required is an 


international response,” Brian Hook, the administration’s 


special envoy on Iran, had said ahead of the G-20, noting that 


Trump planned to focus on the issue at the summit in Japan. 


A defense official confirmed that there are discussions 


underway for the U.S. Navy to potentially escort vessels 


through the strait. But the official cautioned that there has 


been no change in status, and no imminent action was 


expected, because the United States would still need a number 


of allies in the region to support the proposal. 


Approximately 30 international tankers transit the strait 


on a daily basis, the defense official said. 


“Maritime security means escorting ships,” a second 


White House official said. “It means protecting commercial 


shipping against Iran’s swarm boats.” 


A U.K. official acknowledged the discussions and told 


McClatchy that London is “working closely with our partners 


to restore maritime security in the Gulf,” while a French 


official said that Paris is “putting all our efforts on de-


escalation in the region.” 


“It is essential that trade is able to safely pass through 


international waters in this region, including the Strait of 


Hormuz, one of the world’s busiest and most important 


waterways through which a large proportion of global energy 


transits,” the U.K. official said. 


“We have long been concerned by Iran’s destabilizing 


regional activity and it is vital that Iran now take steps to de-


escalate the situation.” 


But the United States is still considering other options, the 


defense official said. Escorting not only requires sailing in 


close proximity to commercial vessels, but also committing to 


the protection of those vessels as they transit — increasing the 


chances of confrontation. 


The United States could instead consider simply 


accompanying vessels, which would mean its ships would act 


as a deterrent and move through the strait at the same time 


without committing to defend the vessels in case of an 


incursion. 


https://www.stripes.com/news/middle-east/fearing-


iranian-attacks-trump-aims-to-rally-allies-to-escort-ships-in-


strait-of-hormuz-1.588883 
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11. Even For A Limited Nuclear Deal, North Korea May Settle For Nothing Less Than Sanctions Relief 
(REUTERS 04 JUL 19) ... Josh Smith 


SEOUL - A new public broadside by North Korean 


officials against U.S.-backed sanctions highlights the tough 


road ahead as negotiators prepare for talks in the wake of 


Sunday’s meeting between U.S. President Donald Trump and 


North Korean leader Kim Jong Un. 


Media reports out of Washington have suggested the 


Trump administration may be willing to seek a partial deal to 


dismantle at least part of North Korea’s nuclear program. 


But ahead of what would be the first significant talks 


since Trump and Kim failed to reach a deal at a summit in 


February in Hanoi, analysts say progress is unlikely unless 


Washington is prepared to ease some sanctions. 


North Korea’s exports to China, its main market, dropped 


nearly 90 percent last year, according to data from Beijing, 


and a report this week by the Seoul-based Korea Development 


Institute said sanctions had put the country on a path for 


economic crisis. 


“North Korea wants actions, not words,” said Christopher 


Green, a Korea expert at the International Crisis Group. “I’m 


not sure the U.S. is mentally ready for it, even now.” 


After Trump met with Kim at the Demilitarized Zone 


(DMZ) between the two Koreas, U.S. Secretary of State Mike 


Pompeo told reporters a fresh round of negotiations with 


North Korean foreign ministry diplomats will likely happen 


“sometime in July”. 


Pompeo later made clear the United States believed 


sanctions put in place under U.N. Security Council resolutions 


needed to remain in place as talks moved forward. 


Ahead of February’s failed summit in Hanoi, American 


officials had raised the possibility that while sanctions would 


remain, they might be willing to take interim steps such as 


boosting humanitarian aid or opening liaison offices. 


U.S. officials, however, rejected North Korea’s offer to 


dismantle its reactor complex at Yongbyon in exchange for 


wide-ranging sanctions relief. 


Since then, North Korea has only doubled down on its 


calls for sanctions to be withdrawn, signaling that while lesser 


steps might be welcome, they would not be enough to 


persuade Pyongyang to give up nuclear assets. 


“Our state is not a country that will surrender to the U.S. 


sanctions,” a North Korean foreign ministry official said in a 


statement last week. 


A New York Times report that suggested American 


officials would settle for a nuclear freeze by North Korea was 


criticized by national security adviser John Bolton who said 


the idea had not been discussed at the National Security 


Council. 


The disagreements between officials at the NSC and U.S. 


State Department over whether to maintain a hard line or take 


a step-by-step approach are “creating a discordant policy line,” 


Green said. 


North Korea’s mission to the United Nations on 


Wednesday criticized the United States as “obsessed with 


sanctions and pressure campaign” and accused it of being 


“more and more hell-bent on hostile acts” against Pyongyang. 


A report this week by the North Korea Risk Group 


concluded there is “significant motivation for both sides to 


seek to reach an agreement,” and that Trump and Kim may be 


more compelled than ever to seek an interim deal. 


“This is because a third failure – which cannot be ruled 


out – would prove deeply problematic for both leaders at this 


stage,” the report said. 


But unless the U.S. decides sanctions are on the table, 


even a smaller deal may be hard to seal, analysts said. 


“A freeze on fissile material, nuclear weapons, and 


missile production at Yongbyon and beyond — when North 


Korea does not even acknowledge enrichment facilities 


outside Yongbyon — without some sanctions relief, seems 


unlikely,” said Vipin Narang, an associate professor of 


political science at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 


If Washington sticks to its stance of no sanctions relief 


until North Korea gives up the proverbial keys to its nuclear 


kingdom, then Trump’s latest meeting with Kim “may be 


remembered as the last gasp of a strategy that was predictably 


doomed,” Narang said. 


“The idea of a more flexible negotiating position that’s 


comprehensive in scope but step by step in implementation is 


welcome, but the scope and sequence of each reciprocal step 


still has to be realistic,” he said. 


On the other side, U.S. intelligence officials have said it is 


unlikely Kim intends to ever give up his entire nuclear arsenal. 


To find a compromise, each side may have to drop the 


ongoing “good cop, bad cop” cycle of engagement and threats, 


Narang said. 


“If we are hoping for a deal, the good cops on both sides 


will have to sideline their internal bad cops.” 


https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea-usa-


negotiations-analysis/even-for-a-limited-nuclear-deal-north-


korea-may-settle-for-nothing-less-than-sanctions-relief-


idUSKCN1TZ0L5 
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12. Iran Could Consider Talks With U.S. Only If Sanctions Lifted, Khamenei Permits: Minister 
(REUTERS 04 JUL 19) 


DUBAI - Iran’s intelligence minister has said Tehran and 


Washington could hold talks only if the United States ended 


its sanctions and Iran’s top authority, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, 


gave his approval, state news agency IRNA reported on 


Thursday. 


“Holding talks with America can be reviewed by Iran 


only If (U.S. President Donald) Trump lifts the sanctions and 


our supreme leader gives permission to hold such talks,” 


Mahmoud Alavi said late on Wednesday. 


“Americans were scared of Iran’s military power, that is 


the reason behind their decision to abort the decision to attack 


Iran.” 


Trump said last month that he had aborted a military 


strike to retaliate for Iran’s downing of an unmanned U.S. 


drone over the Strait of Hormuz on June 20 because it could 


have killed 150 people, and signaled that he was open to talks 


with Tehran. 


Tehran said the surveillance drone had been shot down by 


an Iranian surface-to-air missile in Iranian airspace, while 


Washington said it had been in international airspace. 


Tension has spiked between Tehran and Washington 


since last year, when Trump quit a 2015 nuclear deal between 


Iran and six powers and reimposed sanctions that had been 


lifted under the pact in return for Tehran curbing its sensitive 


nuclear work. 


Under the deal, Iran can enrich uranium to 3.67 percent 


fissile material, well below the 20 percent it was reaching 


before the deal, and the roughly 90 percent suitable for a 


nuclear weapon. 


“Be Careful With The Threats” 


In reaction to U.S. sanctions, which have notably targeted 


its main foreign revenue stream in the shape of crude oil 


exports, Iran said in May that it would scale back its 


commitments to the deal. 


In its first major breach of the nuclear pact, Tehran said 


on Monday that it had amassed more low-enriched uranium 


than permitted. 


It said on Wednesday that it would boost its uranium 


enrichment after July 7 to whatever levels it needs beyond the 


cap set in the agreement. Trump responded: “Be careful with 


the threats, Iran. They can come back to bite you like nobody 


has been bitten before.” 


But in defiance of that warning, Tehran said it would stick 


to its plan to further scale back its nuclear commitments. 


“By exiting the nuclear deal, Trump has wounded the path 


of diplomacy ... the best antidote to all threats is active 


resistance,” said Keyvan Khosravi, spokesman for Iran’s 


Supreme National Security Council. 


The European Union has urged Iran to stick to the terms 


of the deal, but Tehran has said its commitment will gradually 


decrease until Britain, France and Germany can ensure that it 


benefits financially from the accord - Iran’s main incentive for 


signing up to it.Since May, Washington has ordered all 


countries to stop purchasing Iranian oil or be banished from 


the global financial system. It has also dispatched extra troops 


to the region to counter what it describes as Iranian threats. 


https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-iran-usa/iran-


could-consider-talks-with-u-s-only-if-sanctions-lifted-


khamenei-permits-minister-idUSKCN1TZ0NF 
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13. Suspected Iranian Cyber Attacks Show No Sign of Slowing 


As Iran and the U.S. trade cyber blows, a new warning shows that the online fight is likely to go on. 
(DEFENSE ONE 03 JUL 19) ... Patrick Tucker 


Tensions between the United States and Iran in the Strait 


of Hormuz may be cooling but, online, it appears Iranian 


actors are continuing their activity against targets in the United 


States and elsewhere. 


On Wednesday morning, U.S. Cyber Command tweeted 


that they discovered “active malicious use” of a known bug in 


Microsoft Outlook, “CVE-2017-11774.” 


In their tweet, Cyber Command doesn’t say who is using 


the bug to launch attacks. But cybersecurity company FireEye 


has reported that a variety of Iranian hackers have been busy 


using that very vulnerability. 


“Adversary exploitation of CVE-2017-11774 continues to 


cause confusion for many security professionals,” the 


company wrote in a statement sent to reporters on Wednesday. 


“If Outlook launches something malicious, a common 


assumption is that the impacted user has been phished — 


which is not what is occurring here. The organization may 


waste valuable time without focus on the root cause.” 


In a December blog post, FireEye traces the activity to a 


threat group dubbed APT33, which, they say, is working “at 


the behest of the Iranian government.” In a June update to that 


post, the company said that they saw those same APT33 


tactics playing a role in a new a coordinated campaign against 


“U.S. federal government agencies and financial, retail, media, 


and education sectors.” 


That update coincides with a June 22 notice from the 


Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, or CISA, 


warning of a “recent rise in malicious cyber activity directed 


at United States industries and government agencies by 


Iranian regime actors and proxies.” The agency notes that the 


new attacks are highly destructive, “‘wiper” attacks and that 


the perpetrators are “looking to do much more than just steal 


data and money. These efforts are often enabled through 


common tactics like spear phishing, password spraying, and 


credential stuffing. What might start as an account 


compromise, where you think you might just lose data, can 


quickly become a situation where you’ve lost your whole 


network.” 


At last week’s Defense One Tech Summit, Ed Wilson, the 


deputy assistant secretary of defense for cyber policy, 


described the recent escalation in Iranian offensive cyber 


activity as a “horizontal escalation” meaning an increase in the 


volume of activity, rather than a sudden change in the types of 


tactics used. “I think a lot of times we think of escalation is 


vertical in nature,” he said. 
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The statement follows a comment from Joint Chiefs 


Chairman Gen. Joe Dunford in May, describing the increase in 


Iranian activity in the region, including cyber activity as 


“campaign-like.” 


The U.S. has been ramping up cyber operations against 


Iranian intelligence groups involved the planning of the attack 


on various foreign oiltankers, according to reports from Yahoo 


and The New York Times. 


Wilson declined to comment on those reports. 


https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2019/07/suspect


ed-iranian-cyber-attacks-show-no-sign-slowing/158213/ 
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ALLIES & PARTNERS: 


14. Ronald Reagan Strike Group Arrives In Australia For Port Visit 
(CPF.NAVY.MIL 04 JUL 19) ... MC3 Codie L. Soule, Task Force 70 


BRISBANE, Australia - Ships of the Ronald Reagan 


Strike Group arrived in Brisbane, Australia, on July 5 for a 


regularly scheduled port visit. 


The aircraft carrier USS Ronald Reagan (CVN 76) and 


the Ticonderoga-class guided-missile cruiser USS 


Chancellorsville (CG 62) pulled into Brisbane July 5, while 


the Arleigh Burke Class guided-missile destroyer USS 


McCampbell (DDG 85) pulled into Townsville, Australia, on 


July 4. 


“USS Ronald Reagan Sailors are excited to engage in 


Talisman Sabre 2019 with their Australian counterparts,” said 


Capt. Pat Hannifin, Ronald Reagan's commanding officer. 


"Having served alongside Aussies in every conflict for 100 


years, we are truly honored to visit your beautiful country 


again. We look forward to the sights of Brisbane and the 


hospitality that Australians are known for.” 


While in port, Ronald Reagan Strike Group personnel will 


have the opportunity to go on tours and participate in several 


events with the local community prior to starting exercise 


Talisman Sabre 2019. The Ronald Reagan Strike Group 


operates as part of Commander, Task Force 70. 


“As a forward-deployed force, the Ronald Reagan Strike 


Group enjoys the latitude and freedom to operate where it 


matters, when it matters, while training side-by-side with our 


allies and partners throughout the Indo-Pacific region,” said 


Rear Admiral Karl Thomas, commander, Task Force 70. 


“Visiting the beautiful city of Brisbane and taking part in 


Talisman Sabre 19 is a phenomenal way to fortify our alliance 


with Australia and demonstrate to other nations in this critical 


region our steadfast commitment to sustaining a stable 


security environment." 


CTF 70’s forward deployed forces ensure a free and open 


Indo-Pacific region by providing credible, ready forces help to 


preserve peace and prevent conflict. Forward-deployed forces 


act as force multipliers for the Navy enabling a response time 


in days instead of the weeks it would take units from the 


United States to respond. With more than 50 percent of the 


world’s shipping tonnage and a third of the world’s crude oil 


passing through the region, the United States has historic and 


enduring interests in this part of the world. 


CTF 70 is forward-deployed to the U.S. 7th Fleet area of 


operations in support of security and stability in the Indo-


Pacific region. 


https://www.cpf.navy.mil/news.aspx/130491 
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15. U.S. Upgrades Ukrainian Ports To Fit American Warships 
(BREAKING DEFENSE 04 JUL 19) ... Paul McLeary 


WASHINGTON: As tensions rise between Russia and 


Ukraine on the Black Sea, the US is upgrading several 


Ukrainian naval bases to give American and NATO warships 


the ability to dock just miles from Russia-controlled Crimea. 


Centered at the Ochakiv Naval Base and the military 


facility at Mykolaiv — 40 miles east of Odessa and less than 


100 northwest of Crimea — the American-funded effort 


includes reinforcing and upgrading existing piers and adding a 


new floating dock, security fencing around the bases, ship 


repair facilities, and a pair of brand-new Maritime Operations 


Centers from which Ukrainian and NATO forces can direct 


exercises and coordinate activities. 


The upgrades come after last November’s incident where 


Russian warships fired on and seized three Ukrainian navy 


vessels in the Kerch Strait between Russia and Ukraine. 


Russia is still holding the crews. 


The new American effort in Ukraine will likely rankle 


Moscow. 


Since the Cold War, “the Russian military command has 


always held the fear that one day Ukraine would leave Russia 


and eventually there would be a NATO naval base on 


Moscow’s doorstep,” said Michael Kofman, an expert on the 


Russian military at CNA in Washington. “That fear led to 


Russia seizing and annexing Crimea, from which they could 


contest practically the entire Black Sea.” 


While Ukraine isn’t a NATO member, it does receive 


training from NATO forces and is currently hosting the annual 


Sea Breeze exercise that includes US and allied warships and 


several hundred Marines. 


The exercise and the US support comes in direct response 


to Russia’s military buildup in Crimea. Since taking it by force 


in 2014, Moscow has sent some of its most advanced military 


kit to the peninsula, including five S-400 anti-aircraft 


battalions, ten warships, six Kilo-class submarines, and new 


fighter aircraft, thereby allowing Moscow to project power 


across the Black Sea. 


Romania, which sits just 150 miles across the water from 


Crimea, is buying the Patriot air defense system from the US, 


and Romanian and American forces recently held a series of 


air defense drills in the Black Sea that simulated shooting 


down drones. 



https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2019/07/suspected-iranian-cyber-attacks-show-no-sign-slowing/158213/
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Russia’s moves haven’t gone unnoticed in the rest of 


Europe. 


While visiting Washington earlier this year, NATO 


Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said the alliance was 


discussing “what more we can do to enhance our security in 


the Black Sea region,” adding the allies had already agreed on 


“a package of measures to improve our situational awareness, 


and to step up our support for both Georgia and Ukraine.” The 


focus will be on training of maritime forces and coast guards, 


along with increased port visits and exercises. 


A majority of the effort is taking place at the Ochakiv, 


which has seen a series of visits from US Navy construction 


teams over the past few years. The work at Ochakiv won’t be 


wrapped up until August, Lt. Spencer Bull, operations officer 


for Underwater Construction Team 1 currently in Ukraine 


assessing the piers, told me. “The intent is to be able to use it 


for US and allied exercises,” he said, adding that his team of 


divers will work to reinforce existing piers, map out the 


seafloor to make sure bigger ships can dock there, and discuss 


where to place the planned floating dock. 


Operation Sea Breeze 


All of this is happening in conjunction with the annual 


Sea Breeze exercise in Ukraine and the Black Sea. Over the 


past week, guided missile destroyer USS Carney and 


expeditionary fast transport USNS Yuma entered the 


waterway, transits which will no doubt be followed keenly by 


Russian forces operating nearby. 


The arrival of Carney marks the fifth US ship to visit the 


Black Sea in 2019, and the first since the guided missile 


destroyer USS Ross was there in April. While there, the Ross 


participated in three interoperability exercises with the 


Bulgarian Navy, Georgian Coast Guard, and Turkish Navy. 


As part of Sea Breeze, the US Navy has also deployed a 


contingent of Marines, Navy divers, and a P-8A Poseidon 


maritime patrol aircraft. They’ll work with warships from 


Ukraine, Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey, all of which are part 


of Standing NATO Maritime Group Two. 


The ongoing NATO maritime exercises with Ukrainian 


forces in the Black Sea “seek to build combined capability and 


capacity in order to improve regional security and stability,” 


Lt. Cdr. Amelia Umayam, a 6th Fleet spokeswoman, told me 


in an email. “Our exercises in the Black Sea serve as a venue 


to work side-by-side with allies and partners to deter 


aggression and enhance our ability to work together.” 


The size of the US presence in the Black Sea will always 


be limited to the confines of the Montreux Convention, which 


limits the ship size and length of stay in the waterway of any 


warships from non-Black Sea nations. The aggregate tonnage 


of all non-Black Sea warships in the Black Sea must not 


exceed 30,000 tons and can only stay up to twenty-one days. 


While there are limits to the American presence in the 


waterway, having new port facilities in Ukraine will allow US 


and NATO warships to sail, and dock, closer to Crimea than 


ever before, however. And the dual Maritime Operations 


Centers will give the Ukrainians the ability to track Russian 


activities while putting some US observers in the seat while 


American ships operate in the Black Sea. 


The USS Carney’s visit to the Black Sea “reaffirms the 


US Navy’s commitment to this vital region,” Vice Adm. Lisa 


Franchetti, commander of U.S. 6th Fleet, said in a statement. 


“In this dynamic security environment, our naval forces 


throughout Europe remain steadfast and continue to operate 


routinely with our allies and partners in the Black Sea.” 


https://breakingdefense.com/2019/07/us-upgrading-


ukraine-ports-to-fit-american-warships/ 
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16. 4th Fleet-Led UNITAS 2019 Pacific Exercise Focuses on Sub-Hunting, Humanitarian Assistance 
(USNI NEWS 04 JUL 19) ... Megan Eckstein 


The U.S. Navy and its partners in Central and South 


America just wrapped up the UNITAS 2019 Pacific exercise, 


with a U.S. destroyer leading the 13-nation force through an 


anti-submarine and surface warfare drill. 


In the 60th iteration of the annual exercise in U.S. 4th 


Fleet, the forces melded sea- and air-control skills with 


humanitarian assistance and disaster relief practice, to ensure 


the partners could come together if needed for a range of 


missions. 


“For an exercise to be able to run for 60 years shows its 


value, I think, that the nations keep coming back every year 


because they get something back for it. What they get back is 


proficiency in their teams, the ability to come together in a 


crisis and already know how to connect on a human level and 


on a system level to work on harder problems,” 4th Fleet 


Commander Rear Adm. Don Gabrielson told USNI News on 


July 3. 


The exercise included more than 1,800 people, including 


more than 600 from the United States and 600 from host 


nation Chile, he said. U.S. forces included Arleigh Burke-class 


guided-missile destroyer USS Michael Murphy (DDG-112), 


P-8A Poseidons from Patrol Squadron (VP) 4, divers from 


Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit 2, Destroyer Squadron 40 


staff leading the at-sea portion of the exercise, and 4th Fleet 


staff running the exercise overall. Gabrielson said Michael 


Murphy was the largest ship in the exercise, but he also 


commanded a force that included “everything from small 


patrol boats up to corvette- and frigate-sized ships.” 


Michael Murphy Commanding Officer Cmdr. Christopher 


Forch told USNI News in a separate July 3 interview that his 


crew had the chance to perform close-quarter shiphandling 


operations such as a photo exercise and gunnery exercises, 


personnel cross-decking and other activities with partners that 


the Hawaii-based destroyer typically doesn’t have a chance to 


work with. 


He said the destroyer also got to practice hunting for 


diesel submarines – a unique opportunity, since the U.S. Navy 


has only nuclear-powered submarines and therefore the usual 


force-on-force exercises within the Navy can’t fully replicate 


hunting for a diesel-powered sub. 


“The sailors of Michael Murphy are absolutely enjoying 


this UNITAS exercise. We’ve got to practice a lot of skills 


that we normally don’t get to, gotten to operate with the 


superb naval force that’s the Chileans,” Forch said, adding that 


the destroyer would also stick around for a week-long 


Teamwork South bilateral exercise with the Chilean Navy that 


would include anti-submarine, surface and air warfare 



https://breakingdefense.com/2019/07/us-upgrading-ukraine-ports-to-fit-american-warships/
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activities. The DDG will begin making its way back home to 


Pearl Harbor later this month after the exercises wrap up. 


Asked how the partner nations’ regional security concerns 


in 4th Fleet compare to those in Michael Murphy’s typical 


operating areas – U.S. 3rd and 7th fleets – Forch said the 


UNITAS 2019 Pacific partners were concerned with 


“protecting their sea lines of communications, protecting their 


natural resources. There are various countries at play 


throughout the world who are encroaching on those natural 


resources, and the U.S. providing a presence here definitely 


helps solidify our mutual goals to each nation so they 


understand we’re here to help you out, we’re here to make 


sure you can guard your resources, and if you ever are in need 


of anything the United States will come down and help you 


out.” 


Gabrielson echoed those comments, noting the 


importance of the U.S. being now and into the future the 


preferred partner for Central and South American militaries to 


want to work with. 


“In this complex world we need to be able to work 


together with other nations. Most of the problems we face 


today are not unilateral problems, they’re shared problems 


between different nations. So we come together to work on 


our ability to connect together out at sea and operate together,” 


he said. 


“As I mentioned already, anti-submarine warfare, surface 


warfare, some air defense, the ability to control sea space and 


the ability to control air space, the ability to go out and help 


others in need – whether it’s search and rescue, whether it’s 


diving and salvage, whether it’s helping people ashore after a 


disaster or some other kind of condition that requires response. 


Those are all the things that people are interested in each 


year.” 


This year’s UNITAS Pacific exercise sought to 


incorporate all those operations together. During the free-play 


phase at the end of the exercise, Forch said, the scenario was 


that the fictional country of Orange had a humanitarian 


assistance/disaster relief situation brewing on its shores but 


didn’t want the U.S.-led forces to come ashore to provide aid. 


Michael Murphy led a force through submarine-hunting 


activities to ensure the waters were cleared for forces to go 


ashore and provide aid to those in need. 


While the activities within UNITAS provided experience 


and lessons learned for the participating forces, so too did the 


sheer presence of a U.S. destroyer in the 4th Fleet area of 


responsibility (AOR). With 4th Fleet not having any ships 


forward-deployed to its waters or regularly cycling through on 


deployment, having a destroyer off the western coast of South 


America provided some lessons learned for future ships 


operating in the area. 


On the logistics of operating there, Forch said, “there are 


only limited places where we were able to get fuel in this 


AOR. Luckily, Chile has got a reliable source: they’ve got 


oilers, we were able to do unreps with the oilers. We did an 


unrep with the Araucano (AO-53). … And we also were able 


get fuel in Panama, and we’re planning to get fuel in Peru 


when we pull in,” he said, but the limitations on where the 


ships can fuel up complicate planning efforts compared to 


some other theaters where the Navy is more accustomed to 


operating and has a more established logistics chain. 


“Mail and those things are all basically taken to Florida, 


all of our parts and everything are routed through Florida into 


the AOR, and so there’s a time delay in getting those materials 


to us.” 


The weather, too, is vastly different than operating in 


other theaters and took some adjustment for the DDG crew. 


“We are operating in the Southern Hemisphere; there is 


not as much land mass in the Southern Hemisphere as there is 


in the Northern Hemisphere, so storms and distant weather 


phenomenon actually carries further than it does in the 


Northern Hemisphere. The seas are rougher, the winds and 


seas are a little bit more difficult to deal with,” Forch 


continued. 


“The other thing you have to deal with is, due to the 


location of Chile, there’s the potential for earthquake, 


tsunamis; we’re on a 30-minute requirement to get underway 


at all times from Valparaiso due to the nature of the harbor 


and the way it’s designed and the potential for a tsunami.” 


Forch said the weather cooperated for the free-play phase, 


but early on in the exercise the destroyer’s helicopters were 


limited in their operations due to the wind and sea states. 


Many of the sailors on his crew were also sea sick early on 


because “the seas were definitely rougher than what we 


normally operate in.” 


Planning is already underway for UNITAS 2020 Pacific, 


which Ecuador will host for the first time. In the more 


immediate future, Brazil will host next month’s Atlantic 


portion of UNITAS 2019. 


“They’re not the same exercise and they’re not the same 


operators within the exercise,” Gabrielson said, noting that the 


host countries help shape the goals of each iteration of the 


exercise. 


“The Atlantic version we will be doing … will have an 


amphibious portion of the exercise because that’s what our 


partners wanted to take a look at, so we’ll include some other 


capabilities from the U.S. side, including our Marine Corps 


and other amphibious capabilities from ships and sailors.” 


https://news.usni.org/2019/07/04/4th-fleet-led-unitas-


2019-pacific-exercise-focuses-on-sub-hunting-humanitarian-


assistance 


Return to Index 
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17. Navy Sends Second Ship To Gulf Of Guinea In West Africa 
(UPI.COM 03 JUL 19) ... Allen Cone 


The U.S. Navy has dispatched a second ship, the USNS 


Carson City, this year to the Gulf of Guinea on West Africa's 


southern coast to help deal with security needs, including 


piracy. 


The Military Sealift Command Spearhead-class 


expeditionary fast transport ship departed Rota, Spain, on 


Tuesday, the U.S. Navy said in a news release. 


The U.S. Coast Guard cutter Thetis was the first U.S. ship 


to deploy to the Gulf of Guinea in 2019. The area is the 


northeasternmost part of the tropical Atlantic Ocean between 


Cape Lopez in Gabon, north and west to Cape Palmas in 


Liberia. The intersection of the Equator and Prime Meridian is 


in the gulf. 


"The deployment of USNS Carson City to the Gulf of 


Guinea enables our partners to improve maritime security 


along their coastlines, territorial seas, and exclusive economic 


zones," said Adm. James G. Foggo III, commander, U.S. 


Naval Forces Europe-Africa, said in a statement. "Maritime 


security is critical for coastal nations as seaborne trade is the 


lifeblood of global trade. When maritime trade freely sails 


across the seas, economic development and opportunities for 


prosperity are possible." 


The Gulf of Guinea is the world's most pirate-infested sea. 


According to the International Maritime Bureau, reports of 


attacks between the Ivory Coast and the Democratic Republic 


of Congo more than doubled in 2018, including all six 


hijackings worldwide, 13 of the 18 ships fired upon, 130 of the 


141 hostages taken globally, and 78 of 83 seafarers kidnapped 


for ransom. 


U.S. military personnel will work alongside U.S. partners 


in Cabo Verde, Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria, and Senegal "to 


provide assistance based on host nation requests during 


previous APS exercise and engagements," according to the 


Navy. In addition, the crew and European allies "will provide 


host nation-requested, needs-based assistance through 


engagements as part of our enduring friendship and 


partnership with our African partners." 


Mission personnel include a small boat maintenance and 


repair team, a medical team, U.S. Coast Guard Maritime Law 


Enforcement personnel, and the U.S. Naval Forces Europe 


band. 


"We have a lot of experts embarked aboard Carson City 


to work alongside our Gulf of Guinea partners in areas they 


have asked for assistance such as maintenance and medical 


engagements," said U.S. Navy Cmdr. Howard Gray, lead 


planner for Carson City deployment. 


Service members from Portuguese, Spanish, and Italian 


navies are also joining Carson City for the deployment. Also, 


members of the Ghana Navy for a brief period and "together, 


we are promoting progress through partnership," Foggo said. 


Earlier, the Thetis conducted training with African 


partners on maritime law enforcement throughout exercise 


Obangame Express 2019 and continued training the partners 


in the region during deployment. 


"The presence of U.S. ships such as Thetis and Carson 


City helps address some of the challenges our African navies 


and coast guards have requested assistance with, including law 


enforcement and maritime resource management," Foggo said. 


The Carson City was deployed to the Black Sea last 


August and docked at the Port of Constanta, Romania. 


The Carson City ,which is part of U.S. Naval Forces 


Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet, is named after the capital of 


Nevada and was delivered to the Navy in 2016. 


USNS Carson City is the seventh of nine expeditionary 


fast transport ships, which can seat 312 people, according to 


Austal USA, the manufacturer. 


It can hold up to 600 tons and sail at an average speed of 


35 knots, according to the Navy. 


https://www.upi.com/Defense-News/2019/07/03/Navy-


sends-second-ship-to-Gulf-of-Guinea-in-West-


Africa/5261562162719/ 
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18. Navy Mark VI, Coast Guard Patrol Boats Visit Yap, Micronesia 
(CPF.NAVY.MIL 04 JUL 19) ... MC2 Jasen Moreno-Garcia, Task Force 75 


COLONIA, Yap - Two Mark VI patrol boats, attached to 


Coastal Riverine Squadron (CRS) 2, along with the Island-


class patrol boat USCGC Kiska (WPB 1336) arrived in Yap, 


Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), July 3 for a port visit. 


This visit allows CRS-2, assigned to Coastal Riverine 


Group (CRG) 1, Det. Guam, a chance to train with our Coast 


Guard partners and build upon existing training conducted in 


Guam and the Commonwealth of Northern Marianas Islands. 


“Our Coastal Riverine Sailors will be able to enjoy some 


much needed down time in Yap, said CRS-2 Patrol Officer Lt. 


Max Duncan, a native of Ithaca, New York. “We have visited 


Yap multiple times this year, and were treated with the highest 


levels of hospitality. We hope to continue strengthening our 


bilateral relationship with Yap and the rest of FSM. 


Additionally, the opportunity to work with the United States 


Coast Guard in and around FSM continues to strengthen our 


inter-branch relationships and enable us to complete more 


significant operations in the future.” 


During the visit, CRS-2 Sailors delivered basic preventive 


medical supplies needed by the Yap state first responders. 


“During our previous visit to Yap we asked the Yap State 


Police Chief if they needed any medical supplies,” said 


Hospital Corpsman 2nd Class Marcus Tschauner, a native of 


Suffolk, Virginia. “We used this opportunity to bring them the 


preventive medical supplies they needed. We gave them basic 


PPE [personal protective equipment] like gloves and face 


masks that will allow them to be protected while taking care of 


emergency patients.” 


The Yap State Police Chief, Daniel G. Ramngen, said that 


he was thankful for the supplies the CRS-2 Sailors gave them 


and the life support training they provided for them during the 


last visit to Yap. 


“The life support training they [CRS-2 Sailors] provided 


during the last trip, helped us keep a recent suicide victim 


alive,” said Ramangen. “I am thankful to the Navy for 
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everything, I hope we can keep this relationship going strong 


for many years.” 


The Mark VI patrol boat is an integral part of the 


expeditionary forces support to 7th Fleet, capability of 


supporting myriad of missions throughout the Indo-Pacific. 


Since Navy Expeditionary Forces Command Pacific’s 


(NEFCPAC) creation in January 2015, expeditionary forces in 


the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) 


region have become completely integrated into the seventh 


fleet combat readiness scheme and have built and maintained 


multinational partnerships that have been providing regional 


stability and security for more than seventy years. 


As an organization, NEFCPAC executes operational 


command and control of assigned and attached Navy 


Expeditionary Combat Forces in the U.S. 7th Fleet area of 


operations and serves as the core Navy battle staff for crisis 


response and major combat operations. They plan and execute 


coastal riverine, explosive ordnance disposal, diving 


operations, construction and Navy expeditionary logistics 


operations. 


NEFCPAC is capable of providing the fleet diverse 


warfighting capabilities such as coastal riverine support, 


explosive ordnance disposal, diving, salvage and construction 


capabilities, as well as expeditionary intelligence and logistics 


in near-shore waters, littoral regions and inland areas. 


https://www.cpf.navy.mil/news.aspx/130490 
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EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE: 


19. President Delivers Elaborate Celebration 


President’s ‘Salute to America’ featured flyovers by military jets, armored vehicles, tanks and fireworks 
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 05 JUL 19) ... Alex Leary and Stephanie Armour 


WASHINGTON—President Trump delivered his 


elaborate Fourth of July celebration, defying critics and 


honoring the military. 


Rain fell throughout a hot, muggy afternoon in the 


nation’s capital, but thousands showed up to hear the evening 


address, part of Mr. Trump’s “Salute to America” that featured 


flyovers of booming jet fighters, military bands, tanks, 


armored vehicles and fireworks. Hundreds of troops were on 


hand as well as invited guests. 


“Together, we are part of one of the greatest stories ever 


told—the story of America,” Mr. Trump said from the Lincoln 


Memorial. “Today, just as it did 243 years ago, the future of 


American Freedom rests on the shoulders of men and women 


willing to defend it.” 


In a 45-minute address, Mr. Trump stuck to a script 


designed to celebrate nationhood and the military, but avoided 


the political messaging many critics had warned he might 


include. Instead, the president traced the nation’s history from 


the Founding Fathers to the moon landing. He reveled in a 


legacy of rock ’n’ roll, Western movies, the Super Bowl, the 


assembly line and the “mighty American automobile.” He 


named key figures from Harriet Tubman to Jackie Robinson, 


Douglas MacArthur and John Glenn. 


The president honored firefighters and law enforcement, 


including the border patrol, and made an appeal for youths to 


“make a great statement in life” and join the military. 


Mr. Trump singled out each branch of the military—the 


Coast Guard, Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, and Army—


recounting heroic actions and battles before pausing for 


flyovers by aircraft from each branch, a band playing service 


songs. 


“We will always be the people who defeated a tyrant, 


crossed a continent, harnessed science, took to the skies and 


soared into the heavens,” Mr. Trump said, the crowd often 


responding with chants of “U.S.A., U.S.A., USA.” 


“We will never forget that we are Americans, and the 


future belongs to us,” the president said. 


It was among the most elaborate Independence Day 


events ever staged on the National Mall, and Mr. Trump had a 


personal hand in the planning, predicting in a tweet it would 


be “one of the biggest celebrations in the history of our 


Country.” 


The event sought to fulfill a long-held goal of Mr. Trump 


to showcase the nation’s military with the similar gusto of a 


Paris Bastille Day parade he watched in 2017. 


“As long as we stay true to our cause, as long as we 


remember our great history, and as long as we never stop 


fighting for a better future, then there will be nothing that 


America cannot do,” Mr. Trump said. 


Protesters, including activists with an 18-foot “Baby 


Trump” balloon, also took to the Mall with anti-Trump and 


antiwar messages. The event has been the target of criticism 


from Democrats for its cost—estimated in the millions of 


dollars but not confirmed by the administration—and the use 


of military hardware for a traditionally nonpartisan 


celebration. The Pentagon has said it wouldn’t have cost 


estimates until next week at the earliest. 


The event provided a platform for Mr. Trump, who 


announced his re-election campaign last month, to reach 


millions of potential viewers at a time when a number of polls 


show his approval rating at around 40%. An earlier effort by 


the president to stage a military parade fizzled over concerns 


about cost and logistics. 


The celebration included a parade earlier in the day, and 


planned fireworks that were donated by two private 


companies. Also featured were two Bradley Fighting Vehicles 


and two 60-ton Abrams tanks, displayed near the memorial. 


A ticketed seating section for family, friends, military and 


government officials was set up at the Lincoln Memorial. 


Other long-running Independence Day events—including a 


concert at the U.S. Capitol—continued as usual. 


The president’s pageant marks a sharp break from 


tradition. Previous presidents’ activities included celebrations 


on the White House’s South Lawn, as well as holding 


naturalization ceremonies and visiting festivities around the 


country. 


The reaction to Mr. Trump’s extravaganza extended to the 


Rolling Stones concert on Wednesday, a night before the 



https://www.cpf.navy.mil/news.aspx/130490
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event, at the stadium where the Washington Redskins play. 


Mick Jagger joked that the holiday had been about fireworks 


and “now we’ve got tanks on the lawn as well—and a flyby 


and some inspirational speeches,” which led to some audience 


cheers and boos. 


A while later, Keith Richards wished the crowd a happy 


Fourth—“tanks and all.” 


Thursday’s event concluded with a flyover of the Blue 


Angels, Mr. Trump joined on stage by his wife, Melania, Vice 


President Mike Pence and military leaders. The 45th president 


looked into the gray sky, pointed at the jets and smiled. 


The roar was heard throughout downtown Washington. 


https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-delivers-elaborate-


fourth-of-july-event-showcasing-military-11562282904 
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PERSONNEL READINESS & VETERANS: 


20. Remembering Capt. Pete Tzomes 
(THE SEXTANT 03 JUL 19) 


A note from the editor: Capt. C.A. “Pete” Tzomes—the 


first African American to command a nuclear-powered 


submarine—died at the University of Iowa Hospitals & 


Clinics, Iowa City, IA, June 13. He was 74. He was the first of 


the “Centennial Seven,” who were the only seven African 


American men to command submarines during the first 100 


years of the U.S. Navy submarine force. 


Team, we recently lost one of our trailblazers, retired 


Capt. Pete Tzomes. Capt. Tzomes was the first of the 


Centennial Seven – the seven African American men to 


command U.S. submarines within the first 100 years of the 


Submarine Force’s history.  Like the boats he served in, and 


commanded, he was steadfast in his mission to serve. 


Capt. Tzomes was what we want all Sailors to be – tough. 


He, along with the other members of the Centennial Seven, 


conquered unimaginable hurdles to help shape us into the 


diverse fighting force we are becoming today. 


His career, and indeed his life as a whole, was historic 


and inspirational. To get a fuller sense of his impact on the 


Navy and our African American submariners, I’ve asked some 


of his shipmates to tell their story about the man who made 


history. Please take a moment to reflect on his legacy and 


remember CAPT Tzomes and his wife Carolyn in your 


prayers. 


– Adm. John Richardson, 31st Chief of Naval Operations 


A reflection from USNA Class of 1967 Classmate, 


retired Cmdr. David E. Church, U.S. Navy: 


I am Pete’s classmate and the president of the United 


States Naval Academy class of 1967. Pete and I came in 


together as plebes on June 27, 1963… 56 years ago! We were 


together in 4th Battalion all four years. 


Pete was always a wonderful friend and classmate – 


known by his 21st Companymates as one who could always 


be counted on; he demonstrated leadership, joy of life, and 


academic prowess. 


From the Class of 1967 Lucky Bag (Class yearbook):“His 


real name is Chancellor Anthony but everyone calls him Pete. 


Pete is a native of Williamsport, Pennsylvania. Pete is a math 


major and also overloading in Russian. His outstanding 


performance in academics has always put him on the 


Superintendent‘s List. One of his biggest problems at the 


academy was getting him out of his ‘pad’ at the right time 


because he was not able to hear the reveille bell. He enjoys 


sports and is devoted to a weight-training program; he is also a 


regular member of the swimming sub-squads. Whatever his 


final decision is, Pete is sure to be a success in any branch of 


the service.” 


Boy, was he ever a success! 


Pete, and our other African American classmate, Dr. 


Calvin Huey (PhD in Chemistry) were both “firsts!” Pete, the 


first black submarine skipper and Calvin, the first black 


varsity football player. Calvin died several months ago; they 


are again together. 


The class of 1967 is very proud of them for their devotion 


to duty and to being superb role models for generations of 


midshipmen, minority or not. 


A reflection from retired Capt. William F. Bundy, U.S. 


Navy, Centennial Seven #3: 


It was 1985; I was serving as executive officer in USS 


Blueback when I received a call from then Cmdr. C. A. ‘Pete’ 


Tzomes to join him aboard his boat, USS Houston. Houston 


was moored at the next pier to the north at Submarine Base 


San Diego. Ebony Magazine was interviewing Cmdr. Tzomes. 


I was one of the other two African American submarine 


officers based in San Diego. The reporter wanted to meet me. 


There were very few African American submarine officers in 


the Navy. There would be more later, but Cmdr. Tzomes and 


I, along with maybe 20 other black officers were the very few 


serving in the submarine force. The Ebony article was being 


researched and written to highlight Cmdr. Tzomes’ 


accomplishment in rising to command of a nuclear powered 


submarine. Cmdr. Tzomes had emerged as the role model to 


follow as we moved along the submarine officer career path to 


earn command of submarines. I had attended Cmdr. Tzomes’ 


change of command in Norfolk. Like Vice Adm. Samuel L. 


Gravely, Jr. before him, Cmdr. Tzomes was yet another 


African American ‘first’ to earn a place in Navy history. In his 


case, it was becoming the first black officer to command a 


submarine. 


The Ebony magazine article (article can be found here, 


and begins on page 45) was published in December 1985. The 


title was ‘Undersea Boss: 18-year Navy Veteran Becomes 


First Black to Command Nuclear Submarine.’ There is a photo 


published in the article of Cmdr. Tzomes and me talking 


aboard Houston. I have a framed copy of that image in my 


office at the Naval War College. 


I reflect on that image of two Navy officers exchanging 


experiences on what works and what should be done in our 


careers. It is a reminder of those days when we were so few 


and our shared experiences were essential to our success in the 


Navy. 


Throughout our careers on active duty and beyond, Capt. 


Pete Tzomes was a mentor and friend. His sage advice was 


based on his journey from Williamsport to Bancroft Hall at 


Annapolis, and in the highly demanding submarine 


community. Capt. Tzomes was an extraordinary submariner 



https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-delivers-elaborate-fourth-of-july-event-showcasing-military-11562282904
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and a courageous champion for creating opportunities for his 


Sailors and those of us who followed in his wake. 


Yes, Capt. Pete Tzomes was the first black submarine 


commanding officer, but more importantly, Capt. Tzomes was 


first a submarine officer who had served in challenging 


assignments in other submarines, completed rigorous 


qualifications, and was highly respected as a senior officer in 


the submarine force. He earned the opportunity to command 


Houston. There are other stories about challenges that Capt. 


Pete Tzomes overcame, however, at his passing, we should all 


reflect on his career of extraordinary professionalism as a 


submariner and his stellar leadership over his career in the 


Navy. 


A reflection by retired Vice Adm. Mel Williams, Jr., 


U.S. Navy, Centennial Seven #4 


It was in New London/Groton, Connecticut in the early 


1980s when Ensign Mel Williams, Jr., a new ‘untested’ and 


‘yet to be qualified’ entrant into the submarine force was 


walking on the sidewalk across the street from the Bachelor 


Officer’s Quarters (BOQ) on the submarine base. 


A high-pitched and piercing voice projected from a BOQ 


room window, and Ensign Williams stopped and stood at 


attention. Subsequent impassioned mentoring occurred. 


This was my first encounter with – then a commander – 


Pete Tzomes. 


Pete was feisty, determined, passionate, courageous, and 


caring. 


Pete was a life-long mentor and friend. 


The U.S. Submarine Force was established in the year 


1900. Only seven African Americans had command of a 


submarine by the year 2000, the first 100 years (centennial) of 


U.S. Submarine Force history. 


‘The Centennial Seven’ began with Pete, when in 1983 he 


became the first African American in history to command a 


U.S. submarine. He was the trailblazer, and we followed in his 


path…..that is…we followed in his ‘wake’ as we all remained 


‘silent and undetected’ until we collectively decided to 


communicate about ‘The Centennial Seven’ in year 2000. 


From about years 2000 to 2015 (annually in February) the 


available Centennial Seven members conducted a mentoring 


session with U.S. Naval Academy midshipmen, other students, 


and active duty U.S. Navy junior officers who were interested 


in the Navy’s Nuclear Power Program. The event was 


conducted during the annual Black Engineer of the Year 


(BEYA) STEM conference. 


Pete Tzomes was an active participant during most of 


these mentoring sessions, taking the time and effort to fly to 


the Washington D.C. or Baltimore, Md. locations of the 


annual BEYA STEM conference. Pete told colorful stories 


about his challenges and opportunities as the first African 


American to command a U.S. submarine. Pete was the 


Centennial Seven ‘shock and awe’ storyteller, and he was very 


effective in conveying the social and racial context in America 


during the 1980s and earlier, while he successfully 


communicated positive messages about determination and 


leadership in the U.S. Navy. 


Pete passed away on June 13, 2019 at the age of 74. 


There can only be one ‘First’. Pete Tzomes was the first 


African American in the history of the U.S. Submarine Force 


to command a submarine. We honor him, and he will always 


be remembered. 


A reflection from retired Adm. Cecil Haney, U.S. 


Navy, Centennial Seven #6: 


In 1979, as retired Vice Adm. Mel Williams and I 


attended Submarine Officer Basic Course in Groton, 


Connecticut, we received first hand mentoring as he [Tzomes] 


had us muster into his BOQ room for some stern mentoring on 


how we needed to work hard, expect no favors and be 


successful as submariners. We were just ensigns at the time, 


but we were impressed by his energetic conversation, passion 


for the submarine business and concern for our success. He 


carried that same energy throughout his life. 


I called to talk to him earlier this year and he was in the 


hospital getting treatment. When he realized I was driving to 


the United States Naval Academy (USNA) that evening, he 


insisted I stop to see the street sign and house plaque for a lady 


who was instrumental in helping black midshipman while they 


attended the USNA. Yes, they named a street after her – Lillie 


Mae Chase Way (Honorary) as part of College Avenue. He 


insisted that I not pass on this opportunity. I did stop to look 


for it on my way back and sent him a selfie of me standing by 


the street sign. He was passionate about those kinds of things. 


He had stories from his first submarine to working with 


Adm. Zumwalt. They finally had some relief for blacks getting 


haircuts on base. Yes, at the time, you had to go off base, as 


the exchange barbers would not cut the hair of black Sailors. 


Hence, before Zumwalt drove change, they had to go off base 


and spend more money for haircuts. Pete witnessed firsthand 


that debate. Of course, then they needed to train the NEX 


barbers to cut the hair for these black Sailors. 


Pete got around and influenced others to join the 


submarine officer course and mentored so many, obviously 


not just blacks. As a result, I know of two African American 


submarine COs who went submarines because of his 


encouragement. Those in his Moline, Ill. hometown talked 


about that same drive, energy and willingness to help others 


and all the Navy stories he shared with so many. 


BALTIMORE (Feb. 21, 2009. Members of the Navy’s 


Centennial Seven pose with U.S. Naval Academy 


midshipmen. From left to right, Capt. Pete Tzomes, Rear 


Adm. Tony Watson, Capt. Will Bundy, Vice Adm. Mel 


Williams, Capt. Bill Peterson, Rear Adm. Cecil Haney, and 


Rear Adm. Bruce Grooms. The Centennial Seven were the 


only African Americans to command a submarine during the 


20th century. Pictured to the right of Grooms, Cmdr. Rich 


Bryan, who commanded USS Miami (SSN-755), and Cmdr. 


Roger Isom, who commanded USS Wyoming (SSBN-742). 


Bryant and Isom were the first two African Americans to 


command a submarine during the 21st century. 


A reflection from retired Vice Adm. Bruce Grooms, 


U.S. Navy, Centennial Seven #7: 


I remember the first time I met Capt. Tzomes, more than 


30 years ago at the United States Naval Academy (USNA). I 


was a USNA company officer and he was the guest speaker 


for a Submarine Dolphin Club event one evening. 


He gave a very rousing presentation about his many years 


of submarining experiences, but he was very careful to keep 


the conversation as positive and upbeat as he could. Although 


he discussed some of the challenges he endured as the ‘first 


of,’ he did not go out of his way to share many of his most 


painful experiences. Not having recognized how painful some 


of his experiences must have been, I approached him privately 
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after his presentation and asked if I could get his advice on a 


particular challenge I had endured, which seemed so 


significant at the time. 


Before I could get too deep into sharing my story of woe, 


he cut me off, gave me a raised eyebrow look of disapproval 


and bluntly said, ‘…is that the best you have? Listen 


lieutenant, you don’t know hardship like I have known 


hardship. If this is the worst it has been for you, I suggest you 


count your blessings, stand tall, and go do your job!’ 


I am not certain his response was what I expected, but it 


was certainly what I needed and was probably one of the 


biggest factors in my decision to stay in the submarine force 


and work as hard as I could to be successful. 


From that point forward, I grew to love and respect Pete 


for his candor, his no-nonsense approach and for what he 


knew was the push I needed to stay the course. Whenever I 


needed a prod to move forward, I could always reach out to 


Pete and he would find a way to clarify my perspective. Pete, I 


love you as my big brother and look forward to meeting you 


again on eternal patrol. 


A reflection from retired Capt. Richard Bryant, U.S. 


Navy, Eighth African American Submarine Commanding 


Officer, #8: 


America lost a good man this week. I have been searching 


for quite the right words to say about his passing, but can find 


none that satisfy me. 


When I was just a junior in high school in 1983, Capt. C. 


A. “Pete” Tzomes, aka #1, would become the first African 


American commanding officer of a submarine in the history of 


the United States Navy, when he took command of USS 


Houston (SSN-713). 


Capt. C. A. “Pete” Tzomes was born on December 30, 


1944 in Williamsport, Pennsylvania. He was the oldest of two 


children parented by James C. Tzomes and Charlotte Eudora 


(Hill) Tzomes, who instilled in him the value of hard work and 


discipline at an early age. Capt. Tzomes decided to pursue a 


career in the U.S. Navy during junior high school following a 


recruiting visit by a Naval Academy midshipman. Later, in 


1963, he was admitted to the U.S. Naval Academy after 


briefly attending the State University of New York at 


Oneonta. He graduated in 1967 and commissioned as an 


Ensign. 


Upon graduation, Captain Tzomes completed submarine 


nuclear power training which was followed by submarine 


training. He was then assigned to the ballistic missile 


submarine USS Will Rogers in 1969 and served in various 


division officer billets before being transferred to the fast 


attack submarine USS Pintado. After completing Engineer 


Officer Qualification in 1973, he was assigned as engineer 


officer aboard USS Drum; and from 1979 to 1982, served as 


executive officer aboard USS Cavalla. In 1983, Capt. Tzomes 


became the first African American to command a U.S. 


submarine when he was assigned as the commanding officer 


of USS Houston (SSN 713). At the conclusion of his 


command tour in 1986, he was assigned as the Force 


Operations Officer on the staff of Commander Submarine 


Forces U.S. Pacific Fleet in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii and oversaw 


the operations of all submarines in the Pacific theater. In 1988, 


he was appointed as the Director of the Equal Opportunity 


Division in the Bureau of Naval Personnel and as the advisor 


to the Chief of Naval Personnel on equal opportunity issues; 


and in 1990, he became Commanding Officer of Recruit 


Training Command Great Lakes (boot camp). Capt. Tzomes 


then served as Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations and 


Inspector General before he retired from the Navy in 1994. 


Pete was a godfather to many, had the Gift of Fury, and 


fought the hard fight – fast attack tough – up until the very 


end. I was privileged to get to know him and hear his stories 


of his time in our Navy during a turbulent period in our 


Nation’s history. His legacy is intact and growing. While it is 


still rare to have an African American commanding officer of 


a nuclear submarine, our numbers have grown to 15, with 


three about to start the pipeline. He and the rest of the 


Centennial Seven have paved a path of excellence of service 


to our country in command at sea of submarines. 


The work continues. 


With great respect and admiration, 


#8 Sends 


https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2019/07/03/remem


bering-capt-pete-tzomes/ 
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21. Honoring Brothers And Sisters In Arms And NATO Alliances 
(C6F.NAVY.MIL 03 JUL 19) ... U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet Public Affairs 


At the end of June, Adm. James G. Foggo III, 


commander, U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa and 


commander, Allied Joint Force Command Naples, Italy, 


recorded the 10th episode of the podcast “On the Horizon: 


Navigating the European and African Theater.” 


During this episode, Foggo discusses his thoughts on 


Memorial Day, the 75th anniversary of D-Day, and the Navy’s 


support to the NATO alliance through exercises Formidable 


Shield and Baltic Operations (BALTOPS). 


Memorial Day 


Foggo began the podcast by discussing his participation in 


a Memorial Day ceremony at the Cambridge American 


Cemetery and Memorial, in Cambridge, England. The U.S. 


Ambassador to the United Kingdom, Robert “Woody” 


Johnson and Jonna Doolittle Hoppes, the granddaughter of 


Gen. Jimmy Doolittle, were both present at the ceremony. 


“During the commemoration ceremony, we remembered 


3,811 U.S. service members who found their final resting 


place in Cambridge, and on the wall of this facility there are 


5,127 other names of the missing,” said Foggo. 


Overall, tens of thousands of U.S. service members from 


World War I and World War II are buried on European soil. 


Numerous other flag officers also participated in 


commemoration ceremonies throughout Europe to honor the 


lives and legacy of U.S. service members who made the 


ultimate sacrifice in support of freedom and democracy. 


“[Those remembered here] fought and stood for the same 


values we stand for today: individual liberty, democracy, 


human rights and the rule of law,” said Foggo. 


D-Day 


In early June, Foggo traveled to Normandy, France, to 


attend events commemorating the 75th anniversary of 



https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2019/07/03/remembering-capt-pete-tzomes/
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Operation Overlord, the beach landings commonly known as 


“D-Day”. 


The events remembered those who died and honored 


those who survived. More than 165 veterans from the landings 


were present at the Commonwealth War Graves in Bayeux, 


and Foggo was able to meet with some of them. 


“To hear these stories, to read about their experiences, 


and to meet them at Normandy is an experience I will never 


forgot,” said Foggo. 


Foggo joined retired Rear Adm. Frank Thorp IV, 


president and CEO of the U.S. Navy Memorial, to dedicate a 


new “Lone Sailor” statue at Utah Beach. 


“The newest location [of the statue] was chosen to honor 


the frogmen of the Naval Combat Demolition Units and all of 


the men and women in the United States Navy that heroically 


served in Normandy and throughout the European campaign,” 


said Foggo. “The statue looks out to the sea as we remember 


those men and women that came ashore.” 


Foggo ended his day at a reception aboard the Coast 


Guard cutter USCGC Eagle in Cherbourg, France where 


Secretary of the Navy Richard V. Spencer and the U.S. Coast 


Guard Commandant Adm. Karl L. Schultz jointly announced 


that the Navy’s newest Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile 


destroyer, DDG 132, would be named to honor Coast Guard 


Capt. Quentin Walsh. 


Walsh served as the Coast Guard liaison officer on the 


staff of commander, U.S. Naval Forces Europe, and in 1944, 


helped create plans to seize the strategic port of Cherbourg 


during planning for Operation Overlord. 


“His leadership in securing the Cherbourg port had a 


profound effect on the success of the amphibious operations 


associated with Operation Overlord, and I am excited his 


legacy will live on in the future USS Quentin R. Walsh,” said 


Foggo. 


Formidable Shield 


The episode continued with a discussion about key events 


for the NATO alliance as it celebrates its 70th anniversary this 


year. 


Exercise Formidable Shield 2019, led by Naval Striking 


and Support Forces NATO on behalf of U.S. 6th Fleet, 


included 13 ships, more than 10 aircraft, and approximately 


3,300 personnel representing 9 countries, all taking place at 


the Hebrides Range off the coast of the Western Isles of 


Scotland. Foggo started the segment by highlighting the 


importance of the exercise. 


“It’s quite simple. The Integrated Air and Missile Defense 


network provides an umbrella of protection over Europe from 


the threats of ballistic missiles.” 


Since the exercise’s inception in 2015, the level of 


difficulty and complexity has grown. 


“The first exercise was in 2015, and it was significant, 


because it was the first time we'd ever done an exo-


atmospheric intercept of a ballistic missile in the European 


theater,” said Foggo. “Now, that was a big deal, and it remains 


so today, because as we see the proliferation of longer-range 


and more lethal weapon systems, we have to be ready for 


that.” 


This year’s exercise included the first engagement of a 


supersonic target by an Aster-15 air defense missile, which 


was fired from the French frigate Bretagne (D 655), and the 


Royal Canadian Navy’s successful engagement of a 


supersonic target with an Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile. 


The Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer USS 


Roosevelt (DDG 80) conducted the first simultaneous defense 


by Standard Missile (SM) 2 and an SM-3 interceptor against 


both low and high-altitude targets in the European Theater. 


“The nations, all of them, conducted more than 12 


successful live fire engagements against subsonic, supersonic 


and ballistic missiles using NATO's Coordinated Command 


and Control Structure,” said Foggo. “We've got a whole 


generation of warriors now who are very capable in 


conducting ballistic missile defense in this theater.” 


BALTOPS 


This year, Vice Adm. Andrew “Woody” Lewis, 


commander, U.S. 2nd Fleet, and his staff, which was recently 


re-established in Norfolk, conducted the 47th iteration of 


BALTOPS. This year’s exercise included participants from 


eighteen allied and partner countries and it also marked the 


first time the U.S. Navy’s newest fleet had operated in Europe. 


“It's remarkable for a command, U.S. 2nd Fleet, in just 


under a year from its establishment to have led a major 


multinational maritime exercise,” said Foggo. “I was really 


pleased to have Adm. Lewis and his team come over here to 


the European theater.” 


Foggo had first-hand knowledge of the exercise, having 


participated in 2015 and 2016 as the commander of U.S. 6th 


Fleet and the commander of Naval Striking and Support 


Forces NATO. 


U.S. 2nd Fleet was re-established as the Navy’s response 


to a dynamic and changing security environment. U.S. 2nd 


Fleet will, when directed, conduct exercises and operations 


within the U.S. European Command area of responsibility as 


an expeditionary fleet, under the operational control of U.S. 


Naval Forces Europe. 


“At the operational level, BALTOPS allowed 


participating maritime forces the opportunity to work together 


and train together and standardize processes and procedures,” 


said Foggo. “At the strategic level, this highlights the 


importance of the Baltic region and the critical role maritime 


forces play in the overall security and stability of the region 


and Europe.” 


“On the Horizon: Navigating the European and African 


Theaters” is available on: Spotify, Spreaker, Sound Cloud, 


iTunes, and Stitcher 


Follow us on Facebook: @USNavyEuropeAfrica, 


Twitter: @USNavyEurope, Instagram: @usnavyeuropeafrica 


U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet, 


headquartered in Naples, conducts the full spectrum of joint 


and naval operations, often in concert with allied and 


interagency partners in order to advance U.S. national interests 


and security and stability in Europe and Africa. 


https://www.c6f.navy.mil/Media/News/Article/1895280/h


onoring-brothers-and-sisters-in-arms-and-nato-alliances/ 
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22. After Navy SEAL’s Acquittal, Fears That War Crimes Will Go Unreported  
(NEW YORK TIMES 04 JUL 19) ... Dave Philipps  


SAN DIEGO -- Edward Gallagher, a decorated member 


of the Navy SEALs, was pleased and relieved when he 


emerged from his court-martial on Wednesday with just a 


demotion and time served, and not the life sentence he could 


have faced if convicted on the most serious charges. But many 


in the Navy were in no mood to celebrate.  


In the two-week trial, Mr. Gallagher was accused by 


fellow SEALs of committing a string of war crimes in Iraq in 


2017, including stabbing a wounded captive to death and 


shooting unarmed civilians with a sniper rifle. The jury found 


him not guilty of those charges, and convicted him only of 


posing for inappropriate photos with the captive's corpse. 


The military depends on its own to speak up and report 


crimes committed on the battlefield, holding one another 


accountable in environments where no one else can. But some 


SEAL commanders are worried that the verdict in this case 


will send a damaging message, discouraging SEALs from 


reporting similar crimes in the future. And SEALs who served 


under Mr. Gallagher now wonder whether special operations 


troops serving in combat will feel more free to cross the line, 


as they say he did.  


The war crimes trial attracted wide attention and became 


a rallying cause for conservative politicians and media outlets. 


President Trump intervened to order that Mr. Gallagher be 


released from pretrial detention. On Wednesday, despite the 


conviction and demotion, Mr. Trump congratulated Mr. 


Gallagher on the outcome of the trial in a Twitter message and 


added, ''Glad I could help!''  


Six members of Alpha Platoon, SEAL Team 7, came 


forward to report the crimes they said they saw Mr. Gallagher 


commit. They worked with Navy investigators and 


prosecutors for more than a year despite pressure from peers 


to keep mum and warnings from commanders about harm to 


their careers. One SEAL sniper said on the witness stand last 


week that testifying publicly would probably cost him his 


current position in SEAL Team 6, the most elite commando 


unit in the Navy.  


The lead Navy prosecutor in the trial, Cmdr. Jeff Pietrzyk, 


told the jury that believing the SEALs' testimony was crucial 


not just to the case before them, but to the Navy's ability to 


continue to attract top-quality recruits.  


''If the truth can't get out,'' he said, ''who's going to let 


their kids enlist?''  


A Navy SEAL official said top commanders who were 


watching the Gallagher case unfold were stunned at the 


outcome.  


''We don't bring these charges lightly,'' the official said, 


speaking on condition of anonymity because the Navy is still 


investigating aspects of the case. ''But we need to show that 


when young SEALs come forward, they will be listened to.''  


Rear Adm. Collin Green, who heads the Navy's Special 


Warfare Command, said in a statement on Wednesday that the 


SEALs ''take allegations of misconduct seriously.''  


''Our community will learn from this experience through 


critical self-examination and be better for it,'' he added. ''We 


must always continue to uphold the highest ethical and 


professional standards to ensure we preserve the trust and 


legitimacy with our nation and our global partners.''  


The Gallagher court-martial offered a counternarrative to 


the often heroic image of the SEALs, and exposed a rift in the 


force between so-called pirates -- operators who believed they 


should have free rein to execute tough combat missions with 


limited oversight -- and others called boy scouts, who saw 


oversight and strict adherence to ethics as essential to 


accomplishing those missions.  


Members of Alpha Platoon say they reported the captive's 


killing to superior officers soon after it happened in 2017, but 


several leaders in SEAL Team 7's chain of command either 


did nothing for months or actively worked to stop an 


investigation.  


In testimony last week, Master Chief Brian Alazzawi said 


his commander, Lt. Cmdr. Robert Breisch, ordered him to stop 


platoon members from reporting Mr. Gallagher to a 


commodore outside the SEAL team.  


One relatively junior SEAL officer, Lt. Jacob Portier, has 


been charged with failing to report the allegations. He has 


pleaded not guilty and denies the charges; his trial is 


scheduled for September.  


A day after finding Mr. Gallagher not guilty of murder, 


attempted murder, obstruction of justice and other charges, the 


military jury of five Marines and two sailors sentenced him to 


four months confinement -- the maximum sentence they could 


impose -- over the inappropriate photos. They also demoted 


him to special operator first class, from special operations 


chief; reduced his pay grade; and ordered that he forfeit some 


pay. The reduction in rank will significantly reduce his 


retirement pay.  


His sentence of four months' confinement was shorter 


than the time he had already been held in pretrial detention, so 


he left the courtroom a free man.  


On hearing the sentence, Mr. Gallagher looked back at his 


wife, made a gesture of removing the anchor pins on his collar 


signifying his rank, shrugged and smiled. Then they hugged.  


Standing before the jury during the sentencing hearing 


Wednesday morning, Mr. Gallagher said he was wrong to 


have posed for photos with the corpse but did not 


acknowledge any other wrongdoing.  


''I put a black eye on the two communities I love, the 


United States Marine Corps, the United States Navy -- 


specifically the SEAL community,'' he said.  


He told the jury that he could do better. ''I've made 


mistakes in my 20-year career -- tactical, ethical, moral -- I'm 


not perfect,'' he said. ''But I've always bounced back from my 


mistakes.''  


The jury deliberated for about two hours before 


announcing the sentence.  


The verdict shocked the platoon members who testified in 


the trial, according to one platoon member who asked not to 


be named because he has received death threats from fellow 


SEALs for participating in the trial. 


The witnesses spoke up despite the code of silence in the 


close-knit SEAL community and the stigma attached to 


reporting on a fellow member of the SEALs, the platoon 


member said, only to face a wide backlash in the ranks and be 


portrayed by conservative media outlets as cowards and 


conspiratorial liars.  
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''A lot of the 'head shed' are saying we did the right thing,'' 


the platoon member said, referring to the SEAL leadership. 


''But the mafia, the enlisted guys, they are out for blood.''  


He said many of the SEALs who testified now fear they 


will be sidelined or pushed out of the SEALs.  


''There is a dark cloud hanging over every single one of 


those guys,'' the platoon member said. ''Everyone is getting 


squeezed. Some guys decided it wasn't worth it, and changed 


their stories. Maybe I was naïve to think that justice would be 


served.''  


Though his court-martial is over, Mr. Gallagher could still 


face further administrative punishment by the Navy over 


violations of regulations that came to light during the war 


crimes investigation. The SEAL leadership was still reviewing 


the case on Wednesday.  


Among other things, a search of his house found a live 


Navy training grenade in his garage. Investigators combing 


through text messages sent on his phone found detailed 


conversations about buying and using marijuana and 


prescription narcotics with other SEALs.  


Those infractions could cost him his coveted Trident pin 


and his status as a SEAL, according to the Navy official who 


spoke on condition of anonymity.  


Mr. Gallagher appeared Wednesday morning on ''Fox & 


Friends,'' a cable television program that has championed his 


cause for months. Asked by the host what message he had for 


future SEALs, he paused for a moment and then said: ''To 


future Navy SEALs, loyalty is a trait that seems to be lost, and 


I would say, bring that back. You are part of a brotherhood. 


You are there to watch your brother's back, he's there to watch 


your back -- you just stay loyal.'' 


https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/03/us/Edward-


Gallagher-acquitted.html 
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23. Mail-In Ancestry DNA Kits May Help Enemy To Target You, Navy's Top Officer Says 
(MILITARY.COM 03 JUL 19) ... Gina Harkins 


The Navy's top officer warned against using popular at-


home ancestry DNA test kits this week, saying scientific 


advancements are making biological weapons more tailorable. 


Biological weapons that can target specific groups or 


individuals vulnerable to pathogens or other diseases are a 


growing national security concern, Chief of Naval Operations 


Adm. John Richardson said during a Tuesday speech on 


nuclear deterrence in Washington, D.C. 


"Be careful who you send your DNA to," Richardson said 


at the event, hosted by the Mitchell Institute for Aerospace 


Studies. "There's a number of those companies where you can 


go and find out what your makeup is. That's a lot of 


information. 


"You learn a lot about yourself, and so does the company 


who's doing it," the CNO added. 


More than 26 million people have taken at-home ancestry 


tests, according to a study from the Massachusetts Institute of 


Technology. Based on the rate at which people are buying the 


kits, that number could jump to 100 million by 2021, the study 


adds. 


Officials with AncestryDNA, one of the leading 


companies that offer mail-in tests, says protecting customers' 


privacy and data remains the company's highest priority. 


"Customer DNA data in Ancestry's systems is de-


identified, encrypted and segmented to a separate, dedicated 


access-controlled storage platform," Jasmin Jimenez, an 


Ancestry.com spokeswoman, said. "Our customers maintain 


ownership and control over their own data at all times." 


The company doesn't share customer DNA with insurers, 


employers or third-party marketers, she said. And personal 


data, she added, is only provided to law enforcement officials 


if there is a valid legal process, such as a court order. 


A spokesman for 23andMe, another popular genetic test 


site, cited similar privacy safety protocols, with multi-layer 


encryption of customer data and restricted access to the 


company's systems. 


Paul Rosenzweig, a cybersecurity expert with R Street 


Institute who served as President George W. Bush's 


Department of Homeland Security deputy assistant secretary 


for policy, said people must treat their DNA like any other 


personal data. 


"Share it sparingly and only with people you trust, 


because it can be misused by malicious actors," he said. 


Steven Block, a biology and applied physics professor at 


Stanford University, agrees that people should be mindful of 


database hacking threats. But they tend only to store a limited 


amount of data, he added, since people share just a subset of 


their genetic info -- about 1/1,000th of their full DNA -- when 


taking most ancestry tests. 


"If you have the physical swab, then you have a sample of 


the complete DNA information for the individual, and the 


potential to do much more with that than, say, the sort of 


limited information that ancestry-kit companies collect and 


store," Block said. 


Unless someone carries a rare mutation, it's unlikely that 


information from a DNA test would be used to personalize a 


bioweapon, he added, since it would require so much work to 


develop and test it. 


"All that requires special expertise and resources," Block 


said. "This is not the sort of thing someone might cobble 


together readily in a garage -- at least not any time soon. ... 


Also, you have to ask whether a personalized bioweapon is 


really the most practical way to assassinate someone." 


That's not to say bad actors have never relied on action-


movie-style assassination techniques. Block referenced the 


2017 assassination of Kim Jong Nam using a nerve agent-


soaked cloth; the 2006 case in which former Russian agent 


Alexander Litvinenko drank poison-laced tea; and the 1978 


murder of Bulgarian dissident and diplomat Georgi Markov, 


who was killed with a ricin-imbedded pellet launched from an 


umbrella. 


"One can never rule out the use of an exotic methods 


altogether, but such methods will continue to be rare, I 


suspect," he said. 


Perhaps more alarming is the idea of using a bioweapon 


to target certain groups that have shared inherited traits. For 


now, Block said that threat remains low. 
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"I suspect the time will come when tailored bioweapons 


will become a serious possibility," he said. "We are not quite 


there yet, in my opinion." 


https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/07/03/mail-


ancestry-dna-kits-may-help-enemy-target-you-navys-top-


officer-says.html 
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24. Miss This Deadline And You Can’t Advance 
(NAVY TIMES 04 JUL 19) ... Mark D. Faram 


Thousands of sailors could miss out on their chance to 


advance this fall if they fail to meet a looming deadline. 


That’s because by Sept. 1, most enlisted sailors on active 


duty who want to compete for advancement must have passed 


an new online military knowledge exam. 


But when June ended, there were about 18,000 


procrastinators, a figure that also includes reservists. 


In early 2018, Navy officials warned sailors that they 


would be required to pass a new online test featuring 100 


questions about professional military knowledge before they 


could move on to the exams that covered information about 


their ratings. 


It’s called the Professional Military knowledge Eligibility 


Examination, “PMK-EE” for short, and sailors must get 80 


percent of the questions in five test topic areas right or the 


process starts over. 


Passing the PMK-EE is mandatory for advancement up to 


chief. 


“Candidates must still meet all other eligibility 


requirements,” Cmdr. James Stockman, spokesman for the 


Naval Education and Training Command, told Navy Times. 


That includes being recommended by your command for 


advancement and having the requisite time in rate or a 


commanding officer’s waiver. Some exams also require 


security clearances. 


The exam went online in December through the “My 


Navy Portal” site but a common access card was required to 


take it. 


Officials last week gave sailors the ability to download an 


app to take the test on handheld smart devices. 


Unlike rating exams that are given on set dates twice 


annually for petty officers and once for chiefs, this exam can 


be taken whenever a sailor wants to try to pass it. 


For sailors seeking to advance into the petty officer pay 


grades seeking to reach E-4 through E-6, Sept. 1 is the 


deadline for having a passing grade noted in their electronic 


records. 


For petty officers first class sailors hoping to become 


chiefs, these sailors on active duty must complete the tests 


before Jan. 1 or they will miss the next annual board that 


selects chiefs. 


For reservists vying to become petty officers or chiefs, 


their records must show completion of the exam by Feb. 1. 


“ In order to be eligible for advancement, sailors must 


successfully complete the PMK-EE by the first day of the 


Navy-wide advancement exam administration month, which in 


this case is this September," said Chief of Naval Personnel 


spokesman Lt.j.g. Stuart Phillips. 


"Really, for the fall advancement cycle they should plan 


to have their PMK requirement completed by the end of 


August. So, sailors taking the fall advancement exam still have 


time and they have multiple paths to complete their PMK-EE. 


“ 


Over the past two years, the average number of active, 


reserve and reserve full-time support sailors taking 


advancement exams during the two annual test dates hovered 


around 90,000. 


Naval Education and Training Command officials 


indicated that by the end of June only about 72,000 active and 


reserve sailors between E-3 and E-5 had completed the 


military knowledge test. 


The completion gap is wider for those seeking to pin on 


chief petty officer anchors. 


Each year, roughly 30,000 active and reserve sailors take 


a rating knowledge exam to qualify for the chief’s board. At 


the end of June, however, only 14,200 petty officer first class 


sailors had completed the military knowledge prerequisite test. 


For stragglers, there’s still time to meet the deadline — 


and with the new smart device apps you don’t even have to 


complete the entire exam in one sitting. 


Download them from the Navy App Locker or through 


the Apple App or Google Play Store. 


A CAC isn’t necessary to install the app. 


When you download it, you’ll see that the test is broken 


into five topics: Career Information; Leadership and 


Character; Naval Heritage; Professional Conduct; and 


Seamanship. 


Each topic contains 10 to 30 questions and can be taken 


separately, although there’s a time limit to complete each 


section. 


When you complete a topic, the app grades your 


performance. 


There are study materials available on the app. If you fail 


a topic, you can study more and retake that portion of the test. 


The app will calculate a final score once all the topics are 


completed. 


Then you must enter information from your CAC and the 


app will note in your electronic training jacket that you’ve met 


the requirement. 


https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-
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ENVIRONMENTAL/INSTALLATIONS: 


25. Southern California Rocked By Strongest Quake In Two Decades  
(AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE 04 JUL 19) 


Southern California was rocked by its largest earthquake 


in two decades on Thursday, a 6.4-magnitude tremblor that 


caused "substantial damage" at a military facility but 


otherwise only minor injuries in the sparsely populated area.  


The shallow quake, followed by dozens of aftershocks, 


struck in the Mojave Desert six miles (10 kilometers) from the 


small city of Ridgecrest at 10:33 am (1733 GMT).  


It was felt 160 miles away in Los Angeles and even as far 


afield as Las Vegas in the neighboring state of Nevada, as the 


United States celebrated its July 4 Independence Day holiday.  


Although the quake in the most populous US state of 


California revived fears of the "Big One" -- a powerful tremor 


along the San Andreas Fault that could devastate major cities 


in Southern California - - President Trump was quick to 


reassure that this wasn't it.  


"All seems to be very much under control!" he tweeted 


two hours after the quake in the Searles Valley of San 


Bernardino County.  


The area "will continue having a lot of aftershocks," some 


maybe as strong as magnitude five, California Institute of 


Technology seismologist Lucy Jones told a press conference.  


The earthquake was the largest in Southern California 


since 1999 when a 7.1-magnitude quake struck the 


Twentynine Palms Marine Corps base, according to The Los 


Angeles Times.  


Thursday's epicenter was in or on the edge of the US 


Navy's sprawling desert bomb testing range known as China 


Lake.  


The Naval Air Weapons Station covers 1.1 million acres 


(445,000 hectares) and strictly controls the airspace above it. 


Inside, the Navy develops and tests missiles, bombs, artillery 


shells and other war ordnance, and the aircraft used to deliver 


it.  


An official at China Lake told AFP there was "substantial 


damage" to their facilities, including fires, water leaks and 


spills of hazardous materials. 


Paul Dale, the station's commanding officer, said later at a 


news conference that officials were making "damage 


assessments," and declined to elaborate.  


David Witt, the fire chief in Kern County which includes 


Ridgecrest, reported "minor, minor injuries," stemming from 


broken glass and shelves falling down in supermarkets.  


He was not able to provide an exact number of casualties.  


Peggy Breeden, mayor of Ridgecrest which has a 


population of 28,000, said the local hospital had been 


evacuated as a precaution, and she had received reports of a 


handful of house fires.  


Some areas of the city had lost power, while gas had been 


cut due to ruptured lines, she said.  


The San Bernardino County Fire Department said that 


"buildings and roads have sustained varying degrees of 


damage."  


This included "buildings with minor cracks, broken water 


mains, power lines down, rock slides on certain roads."  


The quake struck at a depth of 6.6 miles (10.7 kilometers) 


in the vast desert region.  


Residents told local TV that the shaking set off panic, 


while sending televisions plunging to the ground and causing 


drawers to fall open.  


AFP reporters in Los Angeles clearly felt the earthquake 


for about 10 seconds.  


Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti said there was no 


significant damage in the second-largest US city.  


Jones said there is a small possibility this quake is the 


prelude to a larger one.  


"There is about a one-in-20 chance that this location will 


be having an even bigger earthquake within the next few days, 


that we have not yet seen the biggest earthquake of the 


sequence," she said.  


"There have been hundreds of earthquakes today," she 


said, including more than 100 that the United States 


Geological Survey measured at greater than magnitude 2.5.  


But Jones noted that the quake was not along the San 


Andreas fault.  


"It is an area with a lot of little faults but no long fault," 


she tweeted. 


For filmmaker Ava DuVernay, a lifelong resident of Los 


Angles, "that was the longest earthquake I've ever 


experienced. Not jerky. Smooth and rolling. But it was 


loooong." 


https://news.yahoo.com/southern-california-rocked-


strongest-quake-two-decades-200341627.html 
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COMMENTARY: 


26. The Only Diplomatic Way Forward With North Korea 
(WASHINGTON POST 05 JUL 19) ... Josh Rogin 


The United States and North Korea are resuming 


negotiations in the wake of President Trump’s impromptu 


meeting with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un last weekend. 


The fight over North Korea policy within the Trump 


administration is reviving, too. 


In fact, though, the underlying dynamics are not new. 


What we’re seeing now is a return to the idea of a step-by-step 


approach, known as the “small deal,” which is the only 


diplomatic path with any chance of success. 


We know that the Trump administration, led on this issue 


by Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and special representative 


Stephen Biegun, is now returning to an incremental and 


phased approach to persuading North Korea to give up its 


nuclear weapons. Primarily, we know this because Kim 


rejected Trump’s offer for the “big deal” — complete 


denuclearization in return for economic normalization — at 


their summit in Hanoi in February. There’s no sign Kim will 


accept that now. The logical consequence is that negotiations 


will focus on agreeing to something short of that, as an interim 


step. 


We also know this because Biegun said so on the plane 


ride back from South Korea in off-the-record remarks reported 


Wednesday by Axios. Biegun said that “in the abstract we 


have no interest in sanctions relief before denuclearization,” 


but there are “things we can do in the meantime,” such as 


providing humanitarian aid and upgrading diplomatic ties, if 


North Korea shows some action toward denuclearization, 


according to notes that sources provided to Axios. 


“Let’s say they give us 20 nuclear weapons,” the notes 


quoted Biegun as saying. “What can we get? I’m confident 


that I’d go to the secretary and he’d go to the president and he 


would consider that. What we want to do is take pieces off the 


board.” 


Biegun said the administration wanted a “complete 


freeze” of North Korea’s nuclear and other weapons of mass 


destruction programs during negotiations, according to the 


notes. But that’s a long-standing request, and Biegun 


emphasized that would not be enough for the United States to 


relieve sanctions on Pyongyang. 


Many misinterpreted a New York Times story Sunday to 


mean the policy had changed and administration officials were 


now considering a freeze of North Korean nuclear programs as 


an end goal. Although the article explained this would be a 


“significant — but limited — first step,” the headline (which 


claimed that the United States “may settle for a nuclear freeze 


by North Korea”) led others to conclude the Trump 


administration was abandoning the objective of total 


denuclearization. Trump fueled that speculation by failing to 


mention denuclearization publicly during his visit to the 


demilitarized zone. 


The article also kicked off a new round of infighting over 


the policy. National security adviser John Bolton tweeted on 


his way back from Mongolia that neither he nor anyone else 


on the National Security Council staff had discussed a desire 


to “settle for a nuclear freeze” by North Korea. He accused the 


leakers of trying to “box in” Trump, in a thinly veiled 


reference to the State Department. 


Bolton’s tweet wasn’t meant to confirm or deny the 


Times story, just to say the NSC wasn’t part of it. For Bolton, 


it’s still big deal or bust. Also, Bolton was signaling that 


Trump hasn’t endorsed the small-deal approach, which is true. 


But Trump said he’s open to the idea after his meeting in April 


with South Korean President Moon Jae-in. 


But it’s no secret — and it’s certainly not news — that 


Biegun’s team is working on an interim step. That’s what he 


was working on just days before the Hanoi summit. Pompeo 


has talked publicly about leaving room to give Pyongyang 


some concessions if there is “substantial progress” in the 


diplomacy. The catch is that North Korea has offered 


unacceptable terms so far. 


Can Pompeo and Biegun, working with new North 


Korean negotiators (from Pyongyang’s foreign ministry this 


time), find an interim deal that makes our country safer 


without giving up too much leverage? That’s exactly what the 


negotiations will be about. It would be irresponsible to block 


them from exploring what’s possible. 


The downsides of the phased approach are also well 


known — because it has been tried before. As happened in the 


Clinton administration, a freeze can lead to a stalemate, North 


Korean cheating and ultimately a collapse of the interim 


agreement. Also, if there’s no next phase, North Korea keeps 


its nuclear weapons for the foreseeable future. 


“It’s always been the argument that if you go in phases, 


they will still have nuclear weapons, but you can’t do it any 


other way,” said former nuclear negotiator Joel Wit. “And 


going in phases can be a good thing because it allows you to 


check their performance each step of the way.” 


Of course, there’s always the risk that Trump could end 


up taking the small deal and pretending it’s a big victory. And 


as far as our own intelligence community is concerned, Kim 


has no intention of fully denuclearizing anyway, so a small 


deal might be all we can get. 


But if it’s really all at once or nothing, the result will be a 


quick end to the diplomacy and a return to the policy of 


maximum pressure, high tensions, heated rhetoric and 


potential conflict. If the negotiations fail, that’s where we will 


end up anyway. 


The chances are slim that Pompeo and Biegun can get a 


small deal good enough for Trump to publicly defend, but they 


should be allowed to try. 


https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-


opinions/the-small-deal-is-the-only-diplomatic-way-forward-


with-north-korea/2019/07/04/abb38220-9ded-11e9-b27f-


ed2942f73d70_story.html?utm_term=.42904e600d2b 
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27. The Southern Border Needs a Wall, But Not Trump’s Kind 


A smarter approach involves the U.S. military and Homeland Security working with Mexico. 
(BLOOMBERG NEWS 03 JUL 19) ... James Stavridis 


The humanitarian crisis at the U.S. southern border is 


only getting worse in the heat of summer, with 100,000 


migrants illegally crossing monthly and more than 300,000 


asylum cases pending. It is a reaction to extreme violence, 


poverty and agricultural failures in Central America, notably 


in the “Northern Triangle” of El Salvador, Honduras and 


Guatemala, from where the vast majority of the migrants 


begin the long, dangerous journey to the Rio Grande River. 


How can we solve this problem? 


I was born in south Florida, where we had our own 


refugee crises of the Mariel boatlift from Cuba and the Haitian 


refugee flows of the early 1980s. When I headed the United 


States Southern Command, in charge of all military activity in 


the Western Hemisphere south of the U.S., I visited the border 


shared with Mexico, and spent significant time in all of the 


nations of Latin America and the Caribbean. A big part of my 


job was dealing with the flow of migrants, as well as narcotics, 


around the region. 


I’ve seen the wrenching poverty and violence from which 


these people are fleeing. I speak Spanish, so I’ve heard 


firsthand the painful stories of their lives. Those who choose 


to attempt the crossing to the U.S. flee in fear, knowing full 


well that the road ahead is dangerous. Although the Spanish 


expression for those departing on a journey is “vaya con Dios” 


(go with God), it is seldom a protective deity they encounter 


on their hazardous road. The photo of a father and daughter 


drowned in the Rio Grande last month draws a poignant line 


under the dangers, and will continue to resonate in the highly 


charged national debate. 


But there is a problem with that debate: It seems that too 


many Americans want a “single point” solution to the crisis, 


such as President Trump’s idea of building a Big, Beautiful 


Wall. But there is no silver bullet for the border problem. 


Instead, it requires a mix of tactical, operational and strategic 


policies and actions that can reduce the immediate flow of 


migrants and provide long-term solutions. 


Let’s think of this geographically, moving north along the 


tortuous path the migrants take. 


In the largely failed states of Central America, the U.S. 


needs to help with a concerted effort to address the root causes 


of the migration. These include not only counternarcotics 


cooperation, but also reducing the grip violent gangs (whose 


roots, by the way, can be traced to Los Angeles in the 1980s) 


have on the populace. This means increasing foreign aid 


broadly (sadly, the Trump administration has announced cuts 


instead); ensuring that these small, poor countries can have 


reasonable levels of free trade access via the Central 


American-Dominican Republic Free Trade Agreement; and 


providing intelligence and advice on dealing with entrenched 


gangs. 


Moving north, we come to Mexico. All solutions to the 


humanitarian crisis must involve the administration of 


President Andrés Manuel López Obrador. The U.S. 


government and military need to assist the Mexicans in their 


efforts on their southern border, with technology and advice 


and humanitarian aid; continue a high level of 


counternarcotics cooperation via our Drug Enforcement 


Agency and the Merida Initiative, which provides training and 


equipment; and create asylum-processing centers on the 


Mexican side of the U.S. border, but manned in part by U.S. 


case workers. 


As for border itself, we need a “smart wall.”  This does 


not mean a 30-foot physical barrier across nearly 2,000 miles.  


Although we could certainly build such a wall, at exorbitant 


cost, people would find other ways to get to the U.S. – 


including sailing the oceans on either end. Hundreds of 


thousands of Cubans and Haitians managed to arrive on U.S. 


shores in the 1980s, despite having a much more dangerous 


and difficult barrier – the unpredictable waters of the 


Caribbean. Some activists and officials are calling for what 


amounts to open borders, but this isn’t wise or politically 


achievable. 


What is needed is a combination of physical barriers; 


unmanned sensors in the air, on the surface and underground; 


quick-response Border Patrol teams with air mobility (light 


helicopters); intelligence-gathering that begins in Central 


America and tracks large groups in cooperation with Mexico; 


and clean, safe holding facilities for those who cross the 


border and are apprehended by U.S. authorities. There is a 


limited role for the American military in logistics and 


intelligence, but ultimately it’s the job of the Department of 


Homeland Security, which will require far more funding. 


Finally, inside the U.S. itself, the market side of the 


magnet that draws people here must be fixed. The vast 


majority of those willing to risk their lives in the journey north 


are seeking safety and economic improvement. They are 


willing to work extremely hard at low-paying jobs that few 


American citizens want. What’s needed is comprehensive 


labor and immigration reform that provides a legal path for a 


reasonable number of migrants without high-tech skills to 


come on work visas, probably on a seasonable basis. And, of 


course, lawmakers need to address the knotty challenge of the 


10 million illegal migrants living in the U.S. today. This will 


ultimately require a limited path to a legal work visa, with the 


potential for citizenship after fulfilling a series of 


requirements. Such a sweeping deal would require bipartisan 


support, which seems distant today given the polarization in 


Washington, but a long-term solution to the humanitarian 


problems on the southern border demands it. 


The U.S. needs to control the border, of course. But the 


humanitarian crisis shows that it has to do so in a way that 


makes the most of cooperation with friends and partners in the 


world to the south. 


https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-07-


03/trump-s-wall-is-the-wrong-kind-for-mexican-border 
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LONDON — The British marines and the port authorities in Gibraltar on Thursday detained a supertanker
that was carrying crude oil from Iran to Syria, a violation of European Union sanctions against Syria. The
seizure of the ship threatened to raise tensions between Iran and the West.
9. U.N. Urges Venezuela To End ‘Grave’ Human-Rights Offenses
President Nicolás Maduro’s regime jailed thousands of political opponents and carried out extrajudicial
killings, new report finds
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 04 JUL 19) ... Ryan Dube
The United Nations urged Venezuela’s authoritarian government to address what it calls grave violations
of economic, social and civil rights.
10. Fearing Iranian Attacks, Trump Aims To Rally Allies To Escort Ships In Strait Of Hormuz
(MCCLATCHY 04 JUL 19) ... Michael Wilner
WASHINGTON — The Trump administration is advancing a plan to escort or accompany ships through
the Strait of Hormuz with international assistance, fearing an increase in attacks on oil tankers by Iranian
forces.
11. Even For A Limited Nuclear Deal, North Korea May Settle For Nothing Less Than Sanctions Relief
(REUTERS 04 JUL 19) ... Josh Smith
SEOUL - A new public broadside by North Korean officials against U.S.-backed sanctions highlights the
tough road ahead as negotiators prepare for talks in the wake of Sunday’s meeting between U.S.
President Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un.
12. Iran Could Consider Talks With U.S. Only If Sanctions Lifted, Khamenei Permits: Minister
(REUTERS 04 JUL 19)
DUBAI - Iran’s intelligence minister has said Tehran and Washington could hold talks only if the United
States ended its sanctions and Iran’s top authority, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, gave his approval, state news
agency IRNA reported on Thursday.
13. Suspected Iranian Cyber Attacks Show No Sign of Slowing
As Iran and the U.S. trade cyber blows, a new warning shows that the online fight is likely to go on.
(DEFENSE ONE 03 JUL 19) ... Patrick Tucker
Tensions between the United States and Iran in the Strait of Hormuz may be cooling but, online, it
appears Iranian actors are continuing their activity against targets in the United States and elsewhere.
ALLIES & PARTNERS:
14. Ronald Reagan Strike Group Arrives In Australia For Port Visit
(CPF.NAVY.MIL 04 JUL 19) ... MC3 Codie L. Soule, Task Force 70
BRISBANE, Australia - Ships of the Ronald Reagan Strike Group arrived in Brisbane, Australia, on July 5
for a regularly scheduled port visit.
15. U.S. Upgrades Ukrainian Ports To Fit American Warships
(BREAKING DEFENSE 04 JUL 19) ... Paul McLeary
WASHINGTON: As tensions rise between Russia and Ukraine on the Black Sea, the US is upgrading
several Ukrainian naval bases to give American and NATO warships the ability to dock just miles from
Russia-controlled Crimea.
16. 4th Fleet-Led UNITAS 2019 Pacific Exercise Focuses on Sub-Hunting, Humanitarian Assistance
(USNI NEWS 04 JUL 19) ... Megan Eckstein
The U.S. Navy and its partners in Central and South America just wrapped up the UNITAS 2019 Pacific
exercise, with a U.S. destroyer leading the 13-nation force through an anti-submarine and surface
warfare drill.
17. Navy Sends Second Ship To Gulf Of Guinea In West Africa
(UPI.COM 03 JUL 19) ... Allen Cone
The U.S. Navy has dispatched a second ship, the USNS Carson City, this year to the Gulf of Guinea on
West Africa's southern coast to help deal with security needs, including piracy.
18. Navy Mark VI, Coast Guard Patrol Boats Visit Yap, Micronesia
(CPF.NAVY.MIL 04 JUL 19) ... MC2 Jasen Moreno-Garcia, Task Force 75
COLONIA, Yap - Two Mark VI patrol boats, attached to Coastal Riverine Squadron (CRS) 2, along with the
Island-class patrol boat USCGC Kiska (WPB 1336) arrived in Yap, Federated States of Micronesia (FSM),
July 3 for a port visit.
EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE:
19. President Delivers Elaborate Celebration
President’s ‘Salute to America’ featured flyovers by military jets, armored vehicles, tanks and fireworks
(WALL STREET JOURNAL 05 JUL 19) ... Alex Leary and Stephanie Armour
WASHINGTON—President Trump delivered his elaborate Fourth of July celebration, defying critics and
honoring the military.
PERSONNEL READINESS & VETERANS:



integrated into the seventh fleet combat readiness scheme and have built and maintained multinational
partnerships that have been providing regional stability and security for more than seventy years.
As an organization, NEFCPAC executes operational command and control of assigned and attached Navy
Expeditionary Combat Forces in the U.S. 7th Fleet area of operations and serves as the core Navy battle
staff for crisis response and major combat operations. They plan and execute coastal riverine, explosive
ordnance disposal, diving operations, construction and Navy expeditionary logistics operations.
NEFCPAC is capable of providing the fleet diverse warfighting capabilities such as coastal riverine support,
explosive ordnance disposal, diving, salvage and construction capabilities, as well as expeditionary
intelligence and logistics in near-shore waters, littoral regions and inland areas.
https://www.cpf.navy.mil/news.aspx/130490
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19. President Delivers Elaborate Celebration
President’s ‘Salute to America’ featured flyovers by military jets, armored vehicles, tanks and fireworks
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WASHINGTON—President Trump delivered his elaborate Fourth of July celebration, defying critics and
honoring the military.
Rain fell throughout a hot, muggy afternoon in the nation’s capital, but thousands showed up to hear the
evening address, part of Mr. Trump’s “Salute to America” that featured flyovers of booming jet fighters,
military bands, tanks, armored vehicles and fireworks. Hundreds of troops were on hand as well as
invited guests.
“Together, we are part of one of the greatest stories ever told—the story of America,” Mr. Trump said
from the Lincoln Memorial. “Today, just as it did 243 years ago, the future of American Freedom rests on
the shoulders of men and women willing to defend it.”
In a 45-minute address, Mr. Trump stuck to a script designed to celebrate nationhood and the military,
but avoided the political messaging many critics had warned he might include. Instead, the president
traced the nation’s history from the Founding Fathers to the moon landing. He reveled in a legacy of rock
’n’ roll, Western movies, the Super Bowl, the assembly line and the “mighty American automobile.” He
named key figures from Harriet Tubman to Jackie Robinson, Douglas MacArthur and John Glenn.
The president honored firefighters and law enforcement, including the border patrol, and made an appeal
for youths to “make a great statement in life” and join the military.
Mr. Trump singled out each branch of the military—the Coast Guard, Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, and
Army—recounting heroic actions and battles before pausing for flyovers by aircraft from each branch, a
band playing service songs.
“We will always be the people who defeated a tyrant, crossed a continent, harnessed science, took to the
skies and soared into the heavens,” Mr. Trump said, the crowd often responding with chants of “U.S.A.,
U.S.A., USA.”
“We will never forget that we are Americans, and the future belongs to us,” the president said.
It was among the most elaborate Independence Day events ever staged on the National Mall, and Mr.
Trump had a personal hand in the planning, predicting in a tweet it would be “one of the biggest
celebrations in the history of our Country.”
The event sought to fulfill a long-held goal of Mr. Trump to showcase the nation’s military with the similar
gusto of a Paris Bastille Day parade he watched in 2017.
“As long as we stay true to our cause, as long as we remember our great history, and as long as we
never stop fighting for a better future, then there will be nothing that America cannot do,” Mr. Trump
said.
Protesters, including activists with an 18-foot “Baby Trump” balloon, also took to the Mall with anti-
Trump and antiwar messages. The event has been the target of criticism from Democrats for its cost—
estimated in the millions of dollars but not confirmed by the administration—and the use of military
hardware for a traditionally nonpartisan celebration. The Pentagon has said it wouldn’t have cost
estimates until next week at the earliest.
The event provided a platform for Mr. Trump, who announced his re-election campaign last month, to
reach millions of potential viewers at a time when a number of polls show his approval rating at around
40%. An earlier effort by the president to stage a military parade fizzled over concerns about cost and
logistics.
The celebration included a parade earlier in the day, and planned fireworks that were donated by two
private companies. Also featured were two Bradley Fighting Vehicles and two 60-ton Abrams tanks,
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Servello was accused of making unwanted sexual passes while dressed as Santa at the party. No charges
were filed against him. He retired from the Navy last May at the rank of commander. Servello had
previously worked for Moran as a public affairs officer.
In an interview Sunday evening, Servello said he was aware of Moran's decision to retire.
"It's hard not to feel disappointment and disbelief," he said. "This is terrible news for the Navy, and
beyond that, I don't have anything to add."
Moran said his decision to decline his appointment and to instead retire was based also on what he called
an open investigation into "the nature of some of my personal email correspondence over the past couple
of years." He also cited the Servello relationship, without using his name.
"To be clear," Moran added, "my decision to maintain this relationship was in no way an endorsement or
tacit approval of" the kind of misconduct that Servello was disciplined for. "I understand how toxic it can
be to any team when inappropriate behavior goes unrecognized and unchecked. Every Sailor is entitled
to serve in an environment free of harassment or intimidation."
With Moran's departure, Richardson will extend his tenure as Navy chief and Spencer said he would
recommend a new candidate for nomination by Trump and consideration by the Senate. Richardson's
official retirement date is in September.
Moran is a naval aviator by training. He has been serving as the deputy chief of naval operations, the No.
2 uniformed position in the Navy behind Richardson. He was nominated in April to succeed Richardson
and was confirmed for the post by the Senate in May.
Moran's downfall adds to an unusually long list of leadership questions facing the Pentagon, which has
been operating without a Senate-confirm defense secretary since Jim Mattis resigned in December 2018.
There also is no confirmed deputy secretary of defense, and several other key leadership positions are
about to turn over.
Mark Esper, who had been Army secretary, is now the acting secretary of defense, but Trump has not yet
sent his nomination to the Senate.
Marine Gen. Joseph Dunford is due to step down as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff this fall. His
intended successor, Army Gen. Mark Milley, is scheduled to testify at his confirmation hearing before the
Senate Armed Services Committee on Thursday.
Also on Thursday, Gen. David Berger is scheduled to take over as commandant of the Marine Corps,
succeeding Gen. Robert Neller.
Air Force Gen. Paul Selva, the vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, is due to retire on July 31. Gen.
John Hyten has been nominated to succeed Selva, but he has not yet had a confirmation hearing.
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/admiral-lead-navy-retire-bad-judgment-cited-64184086
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21. Economy Gets Tough On Military Recruiters 
Pull of private sector increases competition 
(WASHINGTON TIMES 07 JUL 19) ... Ben Wolfgang 
 
A directive to recruit more troops coupled with a thriving U.S. economy has sparked a “perfect storm”
and created one of the toughest environments in decades for uniformed recruiters, Pentagon officials and
outside analysts say, as the military doles out bigger bonuses and tweaks its approach in order to attract
the nation’s best young talent. 
Booming employment markets — the U.S. economy added a strong 224,000 jobs in June, the
government said Friday — and soaring stock values on Wall Street traditionally have made it difficult for
military recruiters to pitch men and women on a career in the armed forces, according to researchers,
who say the correlation has held true for at least a half century. 
But the sustained strength of the U.S. economy over the past five years has taken the challenge to a
whole new level, and the true depth of the problem came into focus last year when the Army fell short of
its recruiting goal for the first time in over a decade. 
The commander in chief even took time during his Fourth of July “Salute to America” event to pitch the
idea of military service and on Friday was already claiming results. 
“Our job numbers are so good that our military has a hard time getting people,” Mr. Trump
acknowledged to reporters on the White House lawn Friday, “and I think really you’re going to see a big
spike. I’ve already heard it, a lot of people calling in.”
The Pentagon could use the help. 
The Army set a goal of 76,500 recruits and pulled in fewer than 70,000, according to Defense
Department figures. 
The Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps hit their goals last fiscal year, though the services barely cleared
the bar in some cases. The Navy’s goal was 39,000 and signed up 39,018 recruits, Pentagon numbers

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/admiral-lead-navy-retire-bad-judgment-cited-64184086
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ENVIRONMENTAL/INSTALLATIONS:
29. Deteriorated Explosives Found On SUBASE Safely Detonated
(NEW LONDON DAY 27 JUN 19) ... Erica Moser
 
Groton — Naval Submarine Base New London has resumed normal operations and reopened areas that
were closed part of Thursday following a controlled detonation of deteriorated explosives, which officials
said occurred at 3:10 p.m. after the explosives were discovered about 11 a.m.
A routine inspection of a bunker Thursday morning found that about three pounds of explosives used for
military working dog training had deteriorated, the Navy New London Public Affairs Office said in a news
release.
The base fire and security departments, along with the Explosive Ordinance Disposal team from Newport,
were immediately called to the scene, according to the release. They established safety boundaries and
began planning for the controlled detonation, which ultimately occurred in an uninhabited forest area of
the base's northeast quadrant.
Base leadership also informed Ledyard and Groton town officials of the situation.
The base's North Lake Recreation Area, Goose Run Golf Course and Thames View Marina were evacuated
until after the detonation, the public affairs office said.
The Ledyard Police Department posted on Facebook that it briefly closed Route 12 near the base as a
precautionary measure.
"We appreciate the patience and understanding of the base and local community as we safely resolved
this issue," SUBASE Commanding Officer Capt. Todd Moore said. "The Navy New London team and our
local military and community partners responded to today's event with professionalism. We train for
these type of scenarios. It all paid dividends today."
https://www.theday.com/policefirecourts/20190627/deteriorated-explosives-found-on-subase-safely-
detonated
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OUTREACH:
30. Blue Angels Will Participate In 4th Of July Event In Washington
(CNN.COM 27 JUN 19) ... Ryan Browne
 
Updated 6:30 PM ET, Thu June 27, 2019
The US Navy's flight demonstration team the Blue Angels will participate in the July Fourth celebrations in
Washington, DC, this year, US officials have confirmed to CNN.
The event is being referred to as a "Salute to America," and will feature fireworks and a speech from
President Donald Trump.
Other military assets are also expected to be involved with one military official saying that F-35 jets will
likely participate.
Interior Secretary David Bernhardt teased the squadron's participation in the event, tweeting Thursday
that a "big announcement" is coming Friday along with a photo of the Blue Angels.
Twitter Ads info and privacy
The plane used as Air Force One will also fly above the National Mall on the Fourth of July as a part of a
military flyover during the day's festivities. Since Trump will be on the ground watching rather than on
the plane, the aircraft won't officially be Air Force One.
In February, Trump told Americans to "HOLD THE DATE!" for his July Fourth plans, tweeting that there
will be a "major fireworks display, entertainment and an address by your favorite President, me!"
Earlier in his administration, Trump had announced his intent to hold a military parade in Washington,
DC, however he canceled those plansfollowing estimates that put the cost of such a parade at tens of
millions of dollars.
Trump blamed local Washington officials for the high costs of the canceled parade.
A US military official told CNN Thursday that the cost of using military assets in this year's July Fourth
celebration was estimated to be less than one million dollars and that the military personnel involved are
to be drawn from units based in the Washington area, helping to drive down costs.
The Department of Interior previously confirmed that Trump will give his "Salute to America" address on
the National Mall this July Fourth, an unusual move by the President.

https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2019/06/27/remains-of-nebraska-twins-killed-at-pearl-harbor-identified/
https://www.theday.com/policefirecourts/20190627/deteriorated-explosives-found-on-subase-safely-detonated
https://www.theday.com/policefirecourts/20190627/deteriorated-explosives-found-on-subase-safely-detonated
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MORNING NEWS OF NOTE
As of 0430 Hours, July 3

***

Tweets of Note

President Trump tweeted: "Big 4th of July in D.C. 'Salute to America.' The Pentagon & our great Military Leaders
are thrilled to be doing this & showing to the American people, among other things, the strongest and most
advanced Military anywhere in the World. Incredible Flyovers & biggest ever Fireworks!" On Latin America, U.S.
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said: "I am thankful for the important humanitarian work of @USNavy and
#USNSComfort. @StateDept proudly supports your mission to bring medical care to those in need, especially those
suffering from the crisis in #Venezuela caused by Maduro and his corrupt regime. #EnduringPromise." And U.S.
Special Representative for Afghanistan Reconciliation Zalmay Khalilzad wrote: "Yesterday @SecPompeo
unequivocally condemned the horrific attack in Kabul. On @Twitter & in media, the photos of innocent #Afghan
children, scared & hurt, drive home a sense of profound urgency to resolve remaining issues here in Doha. Afghan
people deserve an end to the violence."

***

Table of Contents

TOP NEWS

1. Pentagon says China missile test in South China Sea 'disturbing'
Reuters, July 2 | Not Attributed
The Pentagon said on Tuesday a recent Chinese missile launch in the disputed South China Sea was "disturbing"
and contrary to Chinese pledges that it would not militarize the disputed waterway.

2. Despite Turkey's assurances, U.S. still eyes sanctions, F-35 exit
Reuters, July 3 | Phil Stewart and Humeyra Pamuk
The Trump administration still plans to impose sanctions on Turkey and remove it from a critical fighter jet program
if the NATO ally acquires Russian air defenses, U.S. officials told Reuters, despite the Turkish president's
assurances to the contrary.

3. Bound for Iran, Tankers Vanish And Return Full
New York Times, July 3, Pg. A1 | Michael Forsythe and Ronen Bergman
As the Trump administration's sanctions on Iranian oil and petrochemical products have taken hold, some of the
world's shipping fleets have defied the restrictions by ''going dark'' when they pick up cargo in Iranian ports,
according to commercial analysts who track shipping data and intelligence from authorities in Israel, a country that
backs the Trump crackdown.

LETHALITY

4. The future of U.S. defense strategy: A conversation with General Paul J. Selva
Brookings.edu, July 2 | Adam Twardowski
During his tenure as 10th vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Paul J. Selva has played a central role
in helping the U.S. military harness new technologies that will shape the wars of the future. He has warned that
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Tweets of Note 


President Trump tweeted: “Big 4th of July in D.C. ‘Salute to America.’ The Pentagon & our great Military 
Leaders are thrilled to be doing this & showing to the American people, among other things, the 
strongest and most advanced Military anywhere in the World. Incredible Flyovers & biggest ever 
Fireworks!” On Latin America, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said: “I am thankful for the 
important humanitarian work of @USNavy and #USNSComfort. @StateDept proudly supports your 
mission to bring medical care to those in need, especially those suffering from the crisis in #Venezuela 
caused by Maduro and his corrupt regime. #EnduringPromise.” And U.S. Special Representative for 
Afghanistan Reconciliation Zalmay Khalilzad wrote: “Yesterday @SecPompeo unequivocally 
condemned the horrific attack in Kabul. On @Twitter & in media, the photos of innocent #Afghan 
children, scared & hurt, drive home a sense of profound urgency to resolve remaining issues here in 
Doha. Afghan people deserve an end to the violence.” (CLICK HERE FOR ALL TWEETS OF NOTE) 
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TOP NEWS 


1. Pentagon says China missile test in South China Sea ‘disturbing’ 


Reuters, July 2 | Not Attributed 


The Pentagon said on Tuesday a recent Chinese missile launch in the disputed South China Sea was 


"disturbing" and contrary to Chinese pledges that it would not militarize the disputed waterway. 


2. Despite Turkey’s assurances, U.S. still eyes sanctions, F-35 exit 


Reuters, July 3 | Phil Stewart and Humeyra Pamuk 


The Trump administration still plans to impose sanctions on Turkey and remove it from a critical fighter 


jet program if the NATO ally acquires Russian air defenses, U.S. officials told Reuters, despite the 


Turkish president's assurances to the contrary. 


3. Bound for Iran, Tankers Vanish And Return Full 


New York Times, July 3, Pg. A1 | Michael Forsythe and Ronen Bergman 


As the Trump administration's sanctions on Iranian oil and petrochemical products have taken hold, 


some of the world's shipping fleets have defied the restrictions by ''going dark'' when they pick up cargo 


in Iranian ports, according to commercial analysts who track shipping data and intelligence from 


authorities in Israel, a country that backs the Trump crackdown. 
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LETHALITY 


4. The future of U.S. defense strategy: A conversation with General Paul J. Selva 


Brookings.edu, July 2 | Adam Twardowski 


During his tenure as 10th vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Paul J. Selva has played 


a central role in helping the U.S. military harness new technologies that will shape the wars of the 


future. He has warned that China’s accelerating pace of modernization could outpace the U.S. military’s 


edge in key warfighting areas, while Russia’s efforts to offset NATO’s advantages in Europe could limit 


the alliance’s ability to deter aggression by Moscow. On June 28, the Brookings Institution hosted 


General Selva for a conversation on the future of defense technology and strategy with Senior Fellow 


Michael O’Hanlon. 


5. Navy Chief Anticipates 3D-Printed Nuclear Weapons 


National Defense Magazine Online, July 2 | Mandy Mayfield 


Other nations could use 3D printing to develop atomic arsenals, according to the chief of naval 


operations. "Much is changing here in the nuclear world," Adm. John Richardson said July 2 during 


remarks at a breakfast in Washington, D.C., hosted by the Mitchell Institute for Aerospace Studies. 


"There are more nations seeking to join the club. Some with high technology, some with low technology. 


... It's relatively simple. With the advent of additive manufacturing and 3D printing, these types of 


weapons are going to be very easy to craft in very small scale." 


6. To avoid burnout, the Air Force just made some special duty tours a lot shorter 


Air Force Times Online, July 2 | Stephen Losey 


The Air Force on Monday announced that airmen in some special duty or instructor positions will have 


a year cut from their current tour lengths. Military training instructors, military training leaders, Air 


Education and Training Command technical training instructors with an Air Force specialty code that 


has a T, J or X prefix, and stateside professional military education instructors will now serve tours of 


three years, instead of the previous four-year tour. 


7. Brand New Marine One Helicopter to Make Debut at Trump’s July 4th Parade 


DefenseOne.com, July 2 | Marcus Weisgerber 


The U.S. military’s new Marine One helicopter is scheduled to make its public debut Thursday as part 


of the military July 4 Washington flyover called for by President Trump. 


8. Navy SEAL Chief Accused of War Crimes Is Found Not Guilty of Murder 


New York Times, July 3, Pg. A18 | Dave Philipps 
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In a war-crimes trial that roiled the elite Navy SEALs and drew the attention of President Trump, a 


decorated eight-tour SEAL platoon leader was found not guilty on Tuesday of first-degree murder of a 


captive ISIS fighter and attempted murder of civilians in Iraq. 


ALLIANCES/PARTNERSHIPS 


9. U.S. Warned Israel Over Deals With China, Top Pentagon Official Tells Haaretz 


Haaretz Online (Israel), July 2 | Amos Harel 


The U.S. administration has warned Israel of security risks involved in introducing Chinese 5G cellular 


network technology, a senior Pentagon official told Haaretz. John Rood, the U.S. Under Secretary of 


Defense for Policy, claimed Tuesday the Chinese leadership has chosen to challenge the existing world 


order that has emerged since World War II in a way that threatens the national security of the United 


States. 


10. Israel says it is bracing militarily for possible U.S.-Iran escalation 


Reuters, July 2 | Not Attributed 


Israel is preparing for its possible military involvement in any escalation in the Gulf confrontation 


between Iran and the United States, the Israeli foreign minister said on Tuesday. The unraveling of the 


2015 Iran nuclear deal under U.S. diplomatic pressure, Iran's downing of a U.S. drone and its alleged 


role in the holing of oil tankers in the Gulf have driven up tensions and stirred war worries. 


11. Report: Pentagon Should Assume U.S. Satellites Are Already Hacked 


Nextgov.com, July 2 | Jack Corrigan 


The U.S. and its allies need to double down on the cybersecurity of their satellites as space 


infrastructure becomes ever more integral to national security, according to a recent report. The 


Pentagon and other western military forces rely heavily on space-based systems to guide weapons, 


gather intelligence and coordinate operations around the globe, but security gaps in their satellite 


infrastructure threaten to bring those functions to a grinding halt or worse, researchers at the London-


based think tank Chatham House found. 


12. Warship shows Japan’s determination to expand military role 


Associated Press, July 3 | Emily Wang 


One of Japan's largest warships, the helicopter carrier Izumo, is returning home from Subic port in the 


Philippines following a powerful show of Tokyo's determination to expand its military presence and 


counter China's forays into strategic waters. Subic, a former U.S. naval base, was the Izumo's final stop 


in a two-month deployment in the Indo-Pacific region at a time of prolonged tensions over maritime 
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territory. The carrier, along with the destroyers Murasame and Akebono, just finished a series of drills 


with the United States and other countries. 


REFORM 


13. Spies fear a consulting firm helped hobble U.S. intelligence 


Politico Online, July 2 | Natasha Bertrand and Daniel Lippman 


America’s vast spying apparatus was built around a Cold War world of dead drops and double agents. 


Today, that world has fractured and migrated online, with hackers and rogue terrorist cells, leaving 


intelligence operatives scrambling to keep up. So intelligence agencies did what countless other 


government offices have done: They brought in a consultant. For the past four years, the powerhouse 


firm McKinsey and Co., has helped restructure the country’s spying bureaucracy, aiming to improve 


response time and smooth communication. Instead, according to nearly a dozen current and former 


officials who either witnessed the restructuring firsthand or are familiar with the project, the multimillion 


dollar overhaul has left many within the country’s intelligence agencies demoralized and less effective. 


14. Algorithmic Warfare: DARPA’s ‘AI Next’ Program Bearing Fruit 


National Defense Magazine Online, July 2 | Yasmin Tadjdeh 


The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency made headlines last fall when it announced that it 


was pledging $2 billion for a multi-year effort to develop new artificial intelligence technology. Months 


later, DARPA’s “AI Next” program is already bearing fruit, said Peter Highnam, the agency’s deputy 


director. 


15. United Technologies’ Pratt Slow on F-35 Engines, Pentagon Says 


Bloomberg News, July 2 | Tony Capaccio 


United Technologies Corp.’s Pratt & Whitney unit is chronically late delivering engines for the 


Pentagon’s costliest program, the F-35, raising questions about whether the company is ready for a 


surge to full-rate production scheduled for next year. 


GREAT POWER COMPETITION 


16. U.S. government staff told to treat Huawei as blacklisted 


Reuters, July 3 | Not Attributed 


A senior U.S. official told the Commerce Department's enforcement staff this week that China's Huawei 


should still be treated as blacklisted, days after U.S. President Donald Trump sowed confusion with a 


vow to ease a ban on sales to the firm. Trump surprised markets on Saturday by promising Chinese 


President Xi Jinping on the sidelines of the G20 summit in Japan that he would allow U.S. companies 


to sell products to Huawei Technologies Co Ltd. 
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17. Fire kills 14 Russian sailors aboard deep-sea submersible 


Associated Press, July 2 | Vladimir Isachenkov 


Fire broke out on one of the Russian navy's deep-sea research submersibles, and toxic fumes from the 


blaze killed 14 sailors aboard, Russia's Defense Ministry said Tuesday, although it released few details 


about the disaster or the vessel involved. 


EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE 


18. Park Service to divert $2.5 million for Fourth 


Washington Post, July 3, Pg. A1 | Juliet Eilperin, Josh Dawsey and Dan Lamothe 


The National Park Service is diverting nearly $2.5 million in entrance and recreation fees primarily 


intended to improve parks across the country to cover costs associated with President Trump's 


Independence Day celebration Thursday on the Mall, according to two individuals familiar with the 


arrangement. Even as some critics questioned the White House's handling of access to the Lincoln 


Memorial, officials from the Pentagon and the Interior Department were scrambling to transform 


Trump's vision of an elaborate military and pyrotechnics display into reality. 


19. By rail and by flatbed, Pentagon prepares to bring tanks to the Mall 


Washington Post, July 3, Pg. A8 | Dan Lamothe 


Michael Rollinson rolled around a banked curve on Washington's Anacostia Riverwalk Trail on his 


bicycle Tuesday, coming to a stop on a path overlooking train tracks. He'd found his target for pictures: 


tanks and other hulking military vehicles sitting below on rail cars. Rollinson, a District resident, made 


the trip on a steamy afternoon after hearing on television that the tanks had arrived in Washington as 


part of an expanded July Fourth celebration ordered by President Trump. Rollinson said that when he 


learned the tanks were stashed at a CSX yard in Southeast Washington, he figured he might be able 


to see them from the bicycle path. 


20. US senator says Libya shipments could end UAE arms sales 


Agence France-Presse, July 2 | Not Attributed 


A Democratic senator warned Tuesday that the United States could cut off arms sales to the United 


Arab Emirates if proven that it shipped US missiles to Libyan rebels, as the US ally denied it was 


involved. 


SECURITY ENVIRONMENT 


21. Peace Talks Steer Clear Of Attack on Children 


New York Times, July 3, Pg. A6 | Fatima Faizi and Rod Nordland 
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Even by the standards of Afghanistan's long war, the Taliban attack near a school that wounded dozens 


of schoolchildren on Monday stood out as unusually brutal, and expressions of outrage came thick and 


fast from governments around the world. But from Doha, the Qatari capital where American negotiators 


were meeting with Taliban officials in a seventh round of talks, now in their fourth day, there was publicly 


only silence on the assault. 


22. France urges defiant Iran to abide by uranium limits set in nuclear deal 


Washington Post, July 3, Pg. A13 | Loveday Morris 


French President Emmanuel Macron urged Iran on Tuesday to reverse its decision to exceed the limit 


for low-enriched uranium laid out in the 2015 nuclear deal "without delay" as fellow signatories Russia 


and China called on Tehran to show restraint. 


23. U.A.E. Moves To Pull Out Of Yemen 


Wall Street Journal, July 3, Pg. A9 | Dion Nissenbaum 


The United Arab Emirates is aiming to pull most of its forces out of the Saudi-led campaign against 


Houthis in Yemen, extricating itself from a four-year war that has provoked congressional opposition 


and become a flashpoint with Iran in the region. 


24. Limited U.S. military assistance to resume to some Somali troops 


Reuters, July 2 | Katharine Houreld 


The United States is resuming some assistance to a unit of the Somali military that is not working 


directly with U.S. forces, U.S. officials said on Tuesday, around 18 months after aid was suspended to 


such units over widespread corruption concerns. 


NOTABLE COMMENTARY 


25. Behind Iran’s New Aggressiveness 


Wall Street Journal, July 3, Pg. A17 | Michael Doran 


Tehran announced Monday it had breached the uranium-enrichment limits of the 2015 nuclear deal, 


the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, a week after shooting down a U.S. drone. What prompted 


Iran's new aggressiveness, and what does it seek to achieve? Its policy combines two components: 


noncompliance with aspects of the JCPOA and so-called gray-zone activities, such as unconventional 


attacks through proxies, sabotage of tankers and oil pipelines, and the attack on the drone. The 


common view is that Iran's goal is to pressure the U.S. to relieve economic sanctions. While this view 


is not entirely wrong, it misses Tehran's most urgent priority. 


TWEETS OF NOTE 
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Twitter, July 2 


 


TOP NEWS 


 


1. Pentagon says China missile test in South China Sea ‘disturbing’ 


Reuters, July 2 | Not Attributed 


 


WASHINGTON -- The Pentagon said on Tuesday a recent Chinese missile launch in the disputed 


South China Sea was "disturbing" and contrary to Chinese pledges that it would not militarize the 


disputed waterway. 


 


The South China Sea is one of a growing number of flashpoints in the U.S.-China relationship, which 


include a trade war, U.S. sanctions and Taiwan. 


 


China and the United States have repeatedly traded barbs in the past over what Washington says is 


Beijing's militarization of the South China Sea by building military installations on artificial islands and 


reefs. 


 


A U.S. official, speaking on the condition of anonymity, said China tested multiple anti-ship ballistic 


missiles over the weekend. 


 


"Of course the Pentagon was aware of the Chinese missile launch from the man-made structures in 


the South China Sea near the Spratly Islands," Pentagon spokesman Lieutenant Colonel Dave 


Eastburn said. 


 


"I'm not going to speak on behalf of all the sovereign nations in the region, but I'm sure they agree that 


the PRC's behavior is contrary to its claim to want to bring peace to the region and obviously actions 


like this are coercive acts meant to intimidate other (South China Sea) claimants," Eastburn added. 


PRC is an acronym for the People's Republic of China. 


 


China has not confirmed the missile tests and on Tuesday the foreign ministry declined to comment, 


referring questions to the defense ministry, which did not respond to a request for comment. 


 


The Chinese government has said that the military was carrying out drills between the Spratly and 


Paracel Islands starting last weekend and ending on Wednesday, warning other shipping not to enter 


a designated area. 
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China's claims in the South China Sea, through which about $5 trillion in ship-borne trade passes each 


year, are contested by Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and Vietnam. 


 


News of the China missile test was first reported by NBC News.  


 


--Reporting by Idrees Ali; Additional reporting by Ben Blanchard in Beijing 
RETURN TO TOP 


 


2. Despite Turkey’s assurances, U.S. still eyes sanctions, F-35 exit 


Reuters, July 3 | Phil Stewart and Humeyra Pamuk 


 


WASHINGTON -- The Trump administration still plans to impose sanctions on Turkey and remove it 


from a critical fighter jet program if the NATO ally acquires Russian air defenses, U.S. officials told 


Reuters, despite the Turkish president's assurances to the contrary. 


 


After meeting U.S. President Donald Trump over the weekend in Japan, Turkish President Tayyip 


Erdogan said Ankara would be spared damaging U.S. sanctions once Russia's S-400 air defense 


system starts arriving in Turkey in coming days. 


 


Trump appeared sympathetic to Erdogan at the talks and reluctant to publicly commit to sanctions -- 


despite being repeatedly asked by reporters. 


 


But U.S. government officials told Reuters that, at least so far, the administration intends to impose 


sanctions on Turkey and pull it from the F-35 fighter jet program if it takes delivery of the Russian S-


400 system, as expected. 


 


"The United States has consistently and clearly stated that Turkey will face very real and negative 


consequences if it proceeds with its S-400 acquisition, including suspension of procurement and 


industrial participation in the F-35 program and exposure to sanctions under the Countering America's 


Adversaries through Sanctions Act (CAATSA)," a State Department spokeswoman said. 


 


At the Pentagon, spokesman Air Force Lieutenant Colonel Mike Andrews said: "Nothing has changed." 


 


"Turkey's purchase of the Russian S-400 air and missile defense system is incompatible with the F-35 


program. Turkey will not be permitted to have both systems," Andrews said. 


 


If the United States removes Turkey from the F-35 program, and imposes sanctions on the NATO ally, 


it would be one of the most significant ruptures in recent history in the relationship between the two 


nations. 
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Trump, who has shown a rapport with Erdogan, could still try to change course by seeking to issue a 


waiver and postpone sanctions. Such a move would please Ankara but upset some of Trump's allies 


in Congress. 


 


He has broken with his advisors on other foreign policy decisions. 


 


He announced plans to withdraw U.S. troops from Syria last December after another conversation with 


Erdogan, despite opposition from U.S. military advisers and U.S. allies. He later scaled back the extent 


of the withdrawal to allow some troops to remain in Syria. 


 


Speaking in Japan last week, Trump blamed former President Barack Obama's administration for failing 


to help Turkey acquire a U.S. alternative to the S-400s system -- Patriot missiles, made by Raytheon 


Co. He said Erdogan was not at fault. 


 


"He got treated very unfairly," Trump said. 


 


'NO DISCRETION' 


 


Even minor U.S. sanctions could prompt another sharp sell-off in the Turkish lira. A 30% slide in the 


currency drove the economy into recession last year, and the lira has lost another 10% this year. Hard-


hit Turkish financial assets jumped on Monday after Erdogan's latest upbeat remarks. 


 


But a Trump decision to withhold or delay sanctions would be less difficult than backtracking on U.S. 


threats to kick Turkey out of the F-35 program, experts said. 


 


The United States has said the S-400s are not compatible with NATO's defense network and could 


compromise its Lockheed Martin F-35 stealth fighter jets, an aircraft Turkey is helping to build and 


planning to buy. 


 


Republicans and Democrats in Congress are broadly opposed to allowing Turkey to have both systems. 


 


To show it is serious, Washington has already started the process of removing Turkey from the F-35 


program. It has halted training of Turkish pilots in the United States on the aircraft and refused to accept 


any others. 


 


Some experts believe Trump could try to change course, potentially using a last-minute deal on Patriots 


as a way of saving face for him and Erdogan. 


 


"Trump may try and get a waiver," Aaron Stein, Director of the Middle East program at think-tank FPRI. 
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"This may only buy 180 more days to reach a deal on Patriot, while S-400 is deployed, and Turkey is 


removed from the F-35 consortium," he said. 


 


"The end result is, in a best case scenario for Turkey, a tenuous waiver from sanctions, an angry 


Congress, and a future without an aircraft Ankara has paid well over a billion dollars to procure." 


RETURN TO TOP 


 


3. Bound for Iran, Tankers Vanish And Return Full 


New York Times, July 3, Pg. A1 | Michael Forsythe and Ronen Bergman 


 


A week ago, a small tanker ship approached the Persian Gulf after a 19-day voyage from China. The 


captain, as required by international rules, reported the ship's position, course, speed and another key 


detail: It was riding high in the water, meaning it was probably empty. 


 


Then the Chinese-owned ship, the Sino Energy 1, went silent and essentially vanished from the grid. 


 


It reported in again on Sunday, near the spot where it had vanished six days earlier, only now it was 


heading east, away from the Strait of Hormuz near Iran. If past patterns hold, the captain will soon 


report that it is riding low in the water, meaning its tanks are most likely full. 


 


As the Trump administration's sanctions on Iranian oil and petrochemical products have taken hold, 


some of the world's shipping fleets have defied the restrictions by ''going dark'' when they pick up cargo 


in Iranian ports, according to commercial analysts who track shipping data and intelligence from 


authorities in Israel, a country that backs the Trump crackdown. 


 


''They are hiding their activity,'' said Samir Madani, co-founder of TankerTrackers.com, a company that 


uses satellite imagery to identify tankers calling on Iranian ports. ''They don't want to broadcast the fact 


that they have been in Iran, evading sanctions. It's that simple.'' 


 


A maritime treaty overseen by a United Nations agency requires ships of 300 tons or more that travel 


international routes to have an automatic identification system. The gear helps avoid collisions and aids 


in search-and-rescue operations. It also allows countries to monitor shipping traffic. 


 


It is not illegal under international law to buy and haul Iranian oil or related products. The Trump 


administration's sanctions, which went into effect last November after the United States pulled out of 


the Iran nuclear agreement, are unilateral. 


 


But foreign companies doing business with American companies or banks risk being punished by the 


United States. Actions can include banning American banks from working with them, freezing assets 


and barring company officials from traveling to the United States, said Richard Nephew, a research 
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scholar at Columbia University who oversaw Iran policy on the National Security Council during the 


Obama administration. 


 


''We have sanctioned dozens of Chinese state-owned enterprises for nuclear, missile, arms and other 


forms of proliferation,'' Mr. Nephew said. ''But it is not entered into lightly.'' 


 


A State Department spokeswoman said, ''We do not comment on intelligence matters.'' 


 


Brian Hook, the United States special representative for Iran, told reporters in London on Friday that 


the United States would punish any country importing Iranian oil. Mr. Hook was responding to a 


question about reports of Iranian oil going to Asia, according to the Reuters news agency. 


 


President Trump's efforts to halt Iranian oil and petrochemical exports are at the heart of rising tensions 


between the two countries. Last month, he imposed new sanctions on Iran's leaders after it downed an 


American surveillance drone and nearly precipitated a counterstrike that was called off at the last 


minute. The attack on the drone came a week after the United States accused Iran of being responsible 


for explosions that had crippled two tankers near the Strait of Hormuz. 


 


American and Israeli intelligence agencies say the country's Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps is 


deeply entwined with its petrochemical industry, using oil revenues to swell its coffers. Mr. Trump has 


labeled the military group a terrorist organization. 


 


Iran has been trying to work around the American sanctions by offering ''significant reductions'' in price 


for its oil and petrochemical products, said Gary Samore, a professor at Brandeis University who 


worked on weapons issues in the Obama administration. 


 


When shipping companies defy the sanctions, they weaken their effectiveness, especially if the 


companies -- or the countries where they are based -- see no consequences, analysts said. Some 


shipping companies with direct Iranian ties do not try to hide their movements, according to data 


collected by the commercial tracking sites. 


 


Last month, the Salina, an Iranian-flagged oil tanker under American sanctions, docked in Jinzhou Bay, 


a port in northeastern China, according to data from VesselsValue, a website that analyzes global 


shipping information. The Salina regularly reported its position, course and speed via the automatic 


identification system. 


 


Oil tankers like the Salina, which can transport as much as a million barrels of crude, or about 5 percent 


of the daily consumption of the United States, are so big that they can call on only a limited number of 


ports. They are also more easily spotted by satellites than smaller ships like the Sino Energy 1. 
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That vessel, and its more than 40 sister ships, are far more difficult to track when they go off the grid. 


They were owned until April by a subsidiary of Sinochem, a state-owned company in China that is one 


of the world's biggest chemical manufacturers. 


 


Sinochem has extensive business ties in the United States. It has an office in Houston and works with 


big American companies including Boeing and Exxon Mobil. In March, it signed an agreement with 


Citibank to ''deepen the partnership'' between the two companies, Sinochem said. In 2013, a United 


States subsidiary of Sinochem bought a 40 percent stake in a Texas shale deposit for $1.7 billion. 


 


In April, it sold a controlling share in its shipping fleet to a private company, Inner Mongolia Junzheng 


Energy & Chemical Group Co., whose biggest shareholder is Du Jiangtao, a Chinese billionaire who 


made his fortune in medical equipment, chemicals and coal-generated power. 


 


A person answering the phone at Junzheng's investor relations office was not familiar with the newly 


acquired shipping business. For now, Junzheng owns 40 percent of Sinochem's former shipping fleet, 


with the rest owned by two Beijing companies. 


 


Frank Ning, the chairman of Sinochem, speaking in a brief interview in Dalian, China, said that shipping 


had not been central to the company's business. In a statement, the company said it had ''adopted strict 


compliance policies and governance on export control and sanctions,'' though a former employee who 


had helped manage the shipping business, speaking on the condition of anonymity, said the company 


had shipped petrochemicals from Iran for years. 


 


The tracking data also show that some of the Sinochem ships made trips to Iran before the fleet was 


sold, and both before and after the American sanctions went into effect. 


 


In April 2018, for example, one of the ships, the SC Brilliant, was moored at Asalouyeh, a major Iranian 


petrochemical depot on the Persian Gulf, according to data from VesselsValue. The SC Brilliant's 


voyage was easy to plot. Its captain made constant reports via the automatic identification system, 


broadcasting its course, speed and destination. 


 


But after Mr. Trump's announcement last August that he would reimpose sanctions on Iran's petroleum 


industry, the SC Brilliant's voyages became less transparent. 


 


In late September and early October, shortly before the sanctions took effect, the ship went off the grid 


for 10 days in the same stretch of the Strait of Hormuz where the Sino Energy 1 disappeared last week. 


When the SC Brilliant went off the grid, it appeared empty; when it re-emerged, it appeared full. 


 


The pattern was repeated in February, with the ship disappearing for four days, according to the 


tracking data. 
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That month, another Sinochem ship, the SC Neptune, stopped transmitting its position when it 


approached the Strait of Hormuz, the tracking data show. Four days later, for a brief period, it appeared 


back on the grid, transmitting its location from an export terminal on Iran's Kharg Island. It then went 


quiet for another 24 hours, reappearing on its way out of the strait. 


 


In some parts of the world, including the South China Sea, it is not uncommon for ships to go silent 


because the automatic identification system may be overloaded by the volume of vessels, said Court 


Smith, a former officer in the United States Coast Guard who is now an analyst at VesselsValue. 


Sometimes they do so for competitive reasons, he added. 


 


But in the Persian Gulf, where traffic is lighter, Mr. Smith said, vessels generally do not turn off the 


system, known in the industry as A.I.S. 


 


''If the A.I.S. signal is lost, it is almost certainly because the A.I.S. transponder has been disabled or 


turned off,'' Mr. Smith said of ships in the Persian Gulf. ''The captain has decided to turn off the A.I.S.'' 


 


Another possible clue that Iran-bound ships are disabling their reporting systems is that ships making 


trips to countries on the western part of the gulf are not going off the grid. 


 


The SC Mercury, another of the Sinochem ships, disappeared for about nine days at the end of 


December and into January, vanishing close to where the Sino Energy 1 disappeared last week, the 


tracking data show. But in early April, the ship's course through the Persian Gulf had no interruptions 


in its signal. The destination that time was the United Arab Emirates. 


 


--Rich Harris contributed reporting from New York, and Keith Bradsher from Dalian, China 
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4. The future of U.S. defense strategy: A conversation with General Paul J. Selva 


Brookings.edu, July 2 | Adam Twardowski 


 


During his tenure as 10th vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Paul J. Selva has played 


a central role in helping the U.S. military harness new technologies that will shape the wars of the 


future. He has warned that China’s accelerating pace of modernization could outpace the U.S. military’s 


edge in key warfighting areas, while Russia’s efforts to offset NATO’s advantages in Europe could limit 


the alliance’s ability to deter aggression by Moscow. 


 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAhzlGKBfK0
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On June 28, the Brookings Institution hosted General Selva for a conversation on the future of defense 


technology and strategy with Senior Fellow Michael O’Hanlon. 


 


O’Hanlon asked Selva to assess the Pentagon’s pace in developing and acquiring capabilities. Selva 


said it hasn’t been fast enough: While “this is not a judgment on the allocation of the budget or the 


effort, it’s a judgment on the cultural changes required to take advantage of the speed of change that 


is happening in the technology sector.” Long gone are the days when the U.S. government provided 


most of the capital for defense research and development—today, the private sector leads the 


Pentagon by a 10-to-1 ratio, he said. Selva cautioned that China and Russia will continue to compete 


with the United States in a myriad of warfighting areas. 


 


To frame the rest of their conversation, O’Hanlon raised a number of technology “dyads.” On the first, 


satellites and space launch vehicles, Selva said that “satellites are becoming smaller, so miniaturization 


is key to them. But it is not just miniaturization; it is integration and the capacity to make a small satellite 


that can do multiple things.” 


 


Progress on the second dyad, missiles and missile defenses, has been uneven. O’Hanlon said that 


missile defense has not made enough progress, while Selva pointed out that “the missile defense game 


is about responding to changes in your adversaries’ behavior,” giving offensive missile capabilities an 


upper hand against even the most mature hit-to-kill technology. Selva added: “I liken this to ‘what’s 


more fruitful? Killing the arrow, or killing the archer?’ I view missile defense as an end-to-end solution. 


It’s our obligation to think about, ‘What are the things that empower your opponents’ offensive 


capacity?’” 


 


In O’Hanlon’s next dyad, cyber offense and cyber defense, Selva explained: 


 


Operating at machine speed matters, because if you can’t defend all of the subsystems on a 


particular weapons system or a particular command and control network, you have to build a 


system around it, almost like the layers of an onion…and those layers must operate at a fast 


enough speed to detect intruders. Humans are not very good at this. 


 


Selva underscored the Pentagon’s challenge with cyber defense by pointing out that the United States 


must maintain the cyber security of both the newest tanker in the world, the KC-46, as well as the KC-


135, which was first designed in 1955. 


 


On the next dyad of stealth and counter-stealth, Selva explained: 


 


The value of stealth isn’t that it makes the airplane invisible, it is that it gives you an advantage 


over your adversary’s detection and targeting systems, not dissimilar to quieting in submarines. 


If it’s a competition between two submarines, the quieter submarine with the better trained crew 
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will always win. It’s not true that the quieter submarine with an inferior crew has an advantage 


over the noisier submarine if the crew is better trained. 


 


O’Hanlon’s final dyad was AI and robotics. On AI, Selva said “the current state of AI is not adaptable…to 


a condition where all the variables are changing at the same time. But there are some places where 


we are seeing developments that are quite helpful.” He went on to say that “we’re not in the position 


right now of developing robots that go out and completely autonomously do tasks without human 


intervention. And I’m convinced that we have to have a very deep conversation about when we get 


there.” 


 


Asked how evolving technology and strategic conditions have shaped military strategy, Selva pointed 


to logistics. “In most of our past war plans, logistics were an assumption. That is no longer true. In most 


of our war plans, there was an assumption that we could have significant indications and warning of a 


potential competitor’s behavior. We have shortened those timelines.” This in turn has helped to bolster 


U.S. deterrence, he argued. 


 


Selva continued: 


 


In deterrence, your adversary not only has to believe you have the capacity, but you have the 


will to resist whatever they want you to do, and that they can’t win. In lining up all of the things 


that are necessary to deter an adversary or prevent miscalculation when you are deep in 


competition, you actually have to clearly signal your intentions. And the extent that we obscure 


those intentions by burying them in assumptions and war plans, we don’t actually prepare 


ourselves for the right outcome. If all else fails, we will go to war. 


RETURN TO TOP 


 


5. Navy Chief Anticipates 3D-Printed Nuclear Weapons 


National Defense Magazine Online, July 2 | Mandy Mayfield 


 


Other nations could use 3D printing to develop atomic arsenals, according to the chief of naval 


operations. 


 


"Much is changing here in the nuclear world," Adm. John Richardson said July 2 during remarks at a 


breakfast in Washington, D.C., hosted by the Mitchell Institute for Aerospace Studies. "There are more 


nations seeking to join the club. Some with high technology, some with low technology. ... It's relatively 


simple. With the advent of additive manufacturing and 3D printing, these types of weapons are going 


to be very easy to craft in very small scale." 


 


These systems might include "dirty bombs" that use high explosives to spread radioactive materials, 


he noted. 
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The United States could be entering an era where these types of weapons are part of the strategic 


landscape, which would give other countries asymmetric capabilities to undermine U.S. military 


advantages. Meanwhile, great power adversaries such as Russia have large arsenals of low-yield 


nuclear warheads that are of great concern to Pentagon planners. 


 


Richardson noted that the 2018 Nuclear Posture Review proposed acquiring low-yield nuclear weapons 


to bolster deterrence. 


 


“In the near-term, the United States will modify a small number of existing [submarine-launched ballistic 


missile] warheads to provide a low-yield option, and in the longer term, pursue a modern nuclear-armed 


sea-launched cruise missile,” the review stated.  


 


The United States needs to continue doing research to stay ahead of the threats, Richardson said. “The 


low-yield nuclear weapons … tried to address some of these asymmetries that have emerged since we 


last really did some research,” he added. “The nuclear element of this [force] mix ... deserves a lot more 


attention in my book." 


 


Richardson's remarks come amid partisan bickering on Capitol Hill about the future of the U.S. strategic 


arsenal. 


 


The Democrat-led House Armed Services Committee's version of the fiscal year 2020 National Defense 


Authorization Act would ban the deployment of low-yield nuclear weapons on Navy submarines. 


Meanwhile, Republicans in Congress have largely backed the Trump administration's strategic 


modernization plans, including the acquisition of low-yield weapons. The Senate version of the 2020 


NDAA, which was crafted by the GOP-led Senate Armed Services Committee, authorized fully funding 


the programs. 


 


The policy differences could come to a head in the coming months when lawmakers from the House 


and Senate go into conference to negotiate a final NDAA bill that could pass both chambers of 


Congress. It's unclear what the outcome will be. 


 


Meanwhile, Richardson said the Pentagon also needs to bolster its nuclear command, control and 


communications capabilities. 


 


“We've got to make sure that we revitalize the nuclear command-and-control system … to harden it 


against all of the modern challenges" including cyber threats, he said. 
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The Navy leader's comments came just days after Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. David Goldfein said 


the Defense Department should consider using commercial low-Earth orbit satellites to create a more 


resilient NC3 architecture. 


RETURN TO TOP 


 


6. To avoid burnout, the Air Force just made some special duty tours a lot shorter 


Air Force Times Online, July 2 | Stephen Losey 


 


The Air Force on Monday announced that airmen in some special duty or instructor positions will have 


a year cut from their current tour lengths. 


 


Military training instructors, military training leaders, Air Education and Training Command technical 


training instructors with an Air Force specialty code that has a T, J or X prefix, and stateside professional 


military education instructors will now serve tours of three years, instead of the previous four-year tour. 


 


The Air Force said in a release that the shift is designed to improve airmen’s resiliency and to renew 


the service’s focus on operational readiness. 


 


“The Air Force is committed to returning our experienced and professional workforce to their operational 


career fields and reducing the unique stressors associated with these special duty tours,” Maj. Gen. 


Timothy Leahy, commander of the 2nd Air Force, said in the release. “The decision to reduce tour 


lengths is about increasing our readiness and lethality while growing today’s airmen for the force we 


need.” 


 


The change to three-year tours goes into effect immediately for airmen who begin serving in one of 


those four positions on or after July 1. Airmen who began serving in one of those positions from July 1, 


2018, through June 30, 2019, will have 30 days to decide whether they want to keep their original four-


year tour, or switch to three years. 


 


Airmen who began serving in those positions before July 1, 2018, or who are serving in overseas tours, 


no matter when they began, will serve their full four-year tour. 


 


Because it takes so long to train and certify airmen to serve as recruiters, the Air Force said their four-


year tours will not be reduced. What’s more, it’s critical for recruiters to build and maintain community 


outreach efforts over time, the Air Force said, which is why service leaders feel 48 months is the ideal 


recruiter tour length. 


 


In the release, the Air Force said that career field managers expressed concern that longer tours might 


lead to problems with retention, loss of operational expertise, and burnout related to those assignments. 
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A January 2019 survey of career field managers found “unanimous feedback” supporting a move to 


shorter, more manageable tour lengths for those four special duties. 


 


The Air Force said it also factored in thoughts from five training wings when it considered the tour 


reductions. Another 2019 survey of military training leaders and military training instructors found that 


while airmen in developmental special duties had positive experiences with those jobs, they began to 


get burned out around the three-year mark. Many survey participants reported challenges maintaining 


a work-life balance, including shift work, professional demands, and responsibilities outside typical duty 


hours. The time spent away from their operational career field was another primary stressor, those 


airmen said. 


 


The Air Force also studied how other services handle these tours, and found that in-service instructors 


and drill sergeants served three-year tours. Army training special duty assignments are also now only 


two years, with a highly selective third-year option. 


 


MTIs oversee basic military training for tens of thousands of Air Force recruits each year. The Air 


Force’s roughly 120 military training leaders then train about 30,000 new airmen, who have recently 


graduated from BMT, on how to transition from BMT to their first duty station. 


 


The move is part of the squadron revitalization initiative launched by Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Dave 


Goldfein, the release said. It also ties in with recent changes AETC made to its Basic Military Training 


curriculum, and a reduction in computer-based and ancillary training requirements. 


 


“Our military training leaders and instructors are crucial to building a stronger, ready and lethal 


professional force,” Leahy said. “The airmen who serve in developmental special duty positions are the 


epitome of professionalism and represent our Air Force core values. The Air Force needs passionate 


leaders committed to the development of our airmen, so to those who serve in these demanding roles, 


you have spoken and we have heard you. We owe it to you to make this change.” 


 


This is the biggest change to developmental special duty tour lengths since 2015, when the Air Force 


altered how first sergeants’ tours worked. Previously, first sergeants served a three-year initial tour and 


had the option of requesting a second three-year tour. But the 2015 change lengthened initial first 


sergeant tours to four years, and then gave first sergeants the option of extending their tours by one or 


two more years. This change was made because the Air Force realized it was losing talented first 


sergeants just as they were hitting their stride. 
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7. Brand New Marine One Helicopter to Make Debut at Trump’s July 4th Parade 


Other aircraft slated to fly over include the B-2 stealth bomber, F-22 Raptor and Air Force One 


DefenseOne.com, July 2 | Marcus Weisgerber 


 


The U.S. military’s new Marine One helicopter is scheduled to make its public debut Thursday as part 


of the military July 4 Washington flyover called for by President Trump. 


 


Even though it’s still in testing and not expected to fly Trump until at least late next year, the VH-92 is 


slated to join the VC-25A, a Boeing 747 better known as Air Force One when the president is on board. 


Two sources with knowledge of the military’s plans confirmed the VH-92 is scheduled to participate in 


Trump’s “Salute to America.” ABC News first reported the new helicopter would participate. 


 


An Air Force B-2 Spirit stealth bomber is also slated to fly over, CNN reports. Fighter jets, including the 


F-22 Raptor, F-35 Joint Strike Fighter and the Navy’s Blue Angels flight demonstration team is also 


slated to participate in the festivities. 


 


Even though the new VH-92 is not ready to fly the president, the rest of the aircraft already sports the 


iconic dark green livery that’s become synonymous with the aircraft of Marine Helicopter Squadron 


One. The Marines are testing three of the helicopters, made by Sikorsky, which is owned by defense 


contractor Lockheed Martin. 


 


One of the new Marine One helicopters made a series of test landings at the White House in September. 


More recently, President Trump watched one of the helicopters make a test landing on the South Lawn 


last month. 


 


While the cost of a new Air Force One plane has drawn the president’s scorn, the new Marine One 


helicopters are far from cheap. An April 11 Government Accountability Office report said it would cost 


taxpayers $4.95 billion to develop and buy 23 new helicopters. That’s more than $215 million each. But 


the cost of the project has actually fallen 4.5 percent from 2014 estimates, GAO said. 


 


Just last month, the Pentagon ordered six of the helicopters from Sikorsky. 


 


The project has been much more stable than its previous effort to replace the VH-3D Sea King 


helicopters, which have been flying presidents since the 1970s. The Pentagon spent $3.2 billion on the 


prior before then-Defense Secretary Robert Gates canceled the project in 2009. 


 


The new Marine One — based on Sikorsky’s commercial S-92, a helicopter widely used in the oil and 


gas industry to fly workers to offshore platforms — has not been without problems of its own. For 


instance, GAO revealed in April 2018 that the new presidential helicopters were so powerful that they 


could tear up the White House lawn. 
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“The program has still not fully met this requirement and its assessment of this risk has increased since 


our last report,” GAO said in its latest assessment in April. “According to program officials, Sikorsky 


expects to have a solution for this requirement by November 2020.” 


 


President Trump owns two Sikorsky S-76 helicopters, which he is not allowed to fly in as long as he is 


president. 
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8. Navy SEAL Chief Accused of War Crimes Is Found Not Guilty of Murder 


New York Times, July 3, Pg. A18 | Dave Philipps 


 


SAN DIEGO -- In a war-crimes trial that roiled the elite Navy SEALs and drew the attention of President 


Trump, a decorated eight-tour SEAL platoon leader was found not guilty on Tuesday of first-degree 


murder of a captive ISIS fighter and attempted murder of civilians in Iraq. 


 


But the platoon leader, Special Operations Chief Edward Gallagher, was convicted of one charge: 


posing for photos with the teenage captive's dead body. 


 


Chief Gallagher, 40, who was serving with SEAL Team 7, became a rallying cause of some Republicans 


in Congress and members of the conservative media. Mr. Trump said on Twitter in March that he would 


have the chief released from pretrial confinement ''in honor of his past service to our country.'' 


 


Because the maximum sentence Chief Gallagher could now face is four months, and he has spent 


more time than that in pretrial confinement, he was expected to go free on Tuesday. 


 


The chief was turned in by his own platoon last spring. Several fellow SEALs reported that their leader 


had shot civilians and killed the captive Islamic State fighter with a custom hunting knife during a 


deployment in Iraq in 2017. He was also charged with obstruction of justice by threatening to kill SEALs 


who reported him. 


 


In the SEALs, Chief Gallagher had a reputation as a ''pirate'' -- an operator more interested in fighting 


terrorists than in adhering to the rules and making rank. When members of his platoon reported his 


actions to superior officers, fissures were revealed in the polished image of the SEALs and the unwritten 


code of silence among members of the secretive force, who see themselves as a brotherhood. 


 


Some of the platoon members who spoke out were called traitors in a closed Facebook group and were 


threatened with violence. In court, some said they had started carrying weapons for self-defense. 
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From the beginning, the Navy portrayed the murder case in particular as a simple one with 


eyewitnesses to the crime and a culprit whose text messages appeared to admit guilt. But the military 


repeatedly stumbled in investigating and prosecuting the chief. 


 


The SEAL command initially downplayed the platoon members' reports about the chief, and did not 


start an investigation of the alleged crimes for more than a year, allowing the trail of evidence to grow 


cold. The lead prosecutor was removed from the case in May after he was caught improperly attaching 


tracking software to email messages sent to defense lawyers, leaving his replacement with just a few 


weeks to catch up before trial. And a key witness changed his story on the stand to favor Chief 


Gallagher. 


 


The witness, Special Operator First Class Corey Scott, a SEAL medic who was given immunity from 


prosecution by the Navy, stunned prosecutors by testifying that he, and not Chief Gallagher, had killed 


the captive, by covering a breathing tube inserted in the captive's neck. His testimony also deviated in 


other significant ways from what he had told investigators before trial; the Navy has indicated it is 


considering charging him with perjury. 


 


In a courtroom at Naval Base San Diego, close to the harbor where hulking destroyers and missile 


cruisers dock, a jury of five Marines, a member of the SEALs and a Navy officer, nearly all with combat 


experience, spent two weeks hearing testimony in the trial, including unvarnished accounts of one 


platoon in the Navy's celebrated elite commando force. They deliberated for a little more than eight 


hours before reaching a verdict. 


 


''The jury found him not guilty of the murder, not guilty of the stabbing, not guilty of the stabbings, not 


guilty of all those things,'' one of his lawyers, Timothy Parlatore, told reporters outside the courtroom. 


''They did find him guilty of taking a photograph with a dead terrorist, which we admitted from the 


beginning.'' 


 


Chief Gallagher sat stoically in the courtroom in a white dress uniform during the trial, with his wife, 


brother, mother and father, who was a West Point graduate, sitting behind him. He did not testify. 


 


Marc Mukasey, another of his lawyers, said the chief began to cry when the verdict was read. He 


described the moment as ''tears of joy, elation, freedom, absolute euphoria.'' 


 


Chief Gallagher emerged from the courthouse beaming, hugging his wife and brother as photographers 


thronged around his legal team. 


 


Bernard Kerik, the former New York police commissioner who put the team together, said it was time 


to stop second-guessing the men and women fighting overseas. 
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''Let them do their job. Eddie Gallagher did his job,'' Mr. Kerik said. ''He's a hero. He's a hero in the 


eyes of every American who followed this case.'' 


 


There was little physical evidence in the case, so the trial hinged on the credibility of the platoon 


members who testified. Prosecutors held them up as courageous whistle-blowers who broke the SEAL 


code of silence to stop a rogue chief who was on a track to higher leadership positions. The defense 


painted the accusers as scared and entitled millennials who could not meet their chief's high 


expectations, and fabricated war-crimes allegations to take him down. 


 


''He didn't coddle them,'' Mr. Parlatore told the jury, so the platoon ''fomented a plan of hate and mutiny.'' 


 


The case centered around the death of the captive fighter, who was brought in to the SEALs' command 


post near Mosul, Iraq, by Iraqi forces. SEALs testified that after giving the fighter first aid, Chief 


Gallagher, a trained medic, stabbed the fighter repeatedly in the neck. 


 


SEALs from the platoon also accused him of firing from a sniper post at unarmed civilians who posed 


no threat, including an old man and a schoolgirl. Chief Gallagher denied all the charges. 


 


About 20 minutes after the captive died, Chief Gallagher posed for what both sides in the trial described 


as trophy photos with the corpse. In one hand he held the captive's hair; in the other he held a small, 


custom-made hunting knife by the captive's bandaged neck. Some of the photos show several other 


SEALs gathered around and smiling. 


 


A few days later, Chief Gallagher texted the photo to comrades in the United States, sending one the 


message, ''Good story behind this, got him with my hunting knife.'' 


 


During two weeks of testimony, two SEALs testified that they had seen Chief Gallagher stab the captive 


in the neck for no clear reason. Several others said that they heard the chief admit to the killing that 


evening when confronted by the platoon, and that he told them, ''I thought everyone would be cool with 


it; next time, I'll do it where you can't see.'' 


 


The defense described the accusers as disgruntled conspirators who plotted in a group text chat they 


called the ''sewing circle.'' The chief's lawyers said the men were bitter because their chief was stealing 


snacks from them, needlessly exposing them to fire and then calling them cowards when they 


questioned his tactics. 


 


The defense argued that the evidence for the charges of shooting civilians was so vague that in one 


case it amounted to little more than one sniper saying he thought he saw Chief Gallagher shoot 


someone, but did not actually see Chief Gallagher pull the trigger. 
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''There is no physical proof this ever happened, no date, no day, no photos, no video,'' Mr. Mukasey 


told the jury. ''There is no proof they ever happened, period.'' 


 


In rebuttal on Monday, Lt. Scott McDonald, one of the Navy prosecutors, told the jury that the defense's 


theory of a platoon conspiracy did not make sense because Chief Gallagher's text messages of him 


posing with the corpse were not discovered until months after platoon members reported the stabbing 


to law enforcement. 


 


''An incredible coincidence,'' Lieutenant McDonald said. ''Out of all the false allegations they would 


supposedly make up, it would be the one he admitted to.'' 


 


The jury of officers and relatively high-ranking enlisted troops listened as matters the Navy probably 


did not want to air publicly were discussed in court. 


 


At one point, the classified rules of engagement that guided SEALs on who they could kill in Iraq were 


delivered in a locked black bag by an armed guard. They were not read aloud in court, but one Marine 


attached to the SEAL platoon testified about part of what they said. Regarding one section of the 


crowded city of 660,000 along the Tigris River, the Marine testified that for SEAL snipers, ''everything 


on the other side of the river was good to go, was cleared hot, were good targets.'' 


 


Other details brought out at trial cast unfavorable light on the elite SEALs. According to testimony, Chief 


Gallagher's platoon built a rooftop bar at their compound and had empty beer cans rolling around in 


their trucks; a lieutenant made a video montage for the platoon, set to music, of enemy corpses from 


the deployment; a number of SEALs and Marines besides Chief Gallagher took photos with the dead 


ISIS fighter; and one SEAL mistook a car loaded with women and children in Mosul for ISIS fighters 


and flew a hand-launched explosive drone, known as a Switchblade, into the vehicle, killing them all. 


 


Chief Gallagher could still face administrative punishment from the Navy, including an other-than-


honorable discharge 
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ALLIANCES/PARTNERSHIPS 


 


9. U.S. Warned Israel Over Deals With China, Top Pentagon Official Tells Haaretz 


China’s attempts to dominate world order and bully its neighbors are ‘largest long-term threat 


to U.S. national security,’ Under Secretary of Defense for Policy John Rood says 


Haaretz Online (Israel), July 2 | Amos Harel 


 


The U.S. administration has warned Israel of security risks involved in introducing Chinese 5G cellular 


network technology, a senior Pentagon official told Haaretz. 


 


John Rood, the U.S. Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, claimed Tuesday the Chinese leadership 


has chosen to challenge the existing world order that has emerged since World War II in a way that 


threatens the national security of the United States. 


 


One of the most senior officials in the Defense Department, which has been operating since the 


beginning of the year without a permanent secretary since James Mattis resigned, Rood is visiting 


Israel to participate in the Herzliya Conference at the Interdisciplinary Center.  


 


Rood met on Monday with senior Israeli officials, including National Security Adviser Meir Ben-Shabbat. 


As in similar meetings with senior defense and policy officials over the past year, it seems that this time, 


too, American reservations about technology deals between Israel and China took center stage. In an 


interview with Haaretz, Rood also spoke about the crisis between the United States and Iran in the 


Persian Gulf and its possible implications for Israel. 


 


Relations between the United States and China are “competitive,” said Rood. “We're going to compete 


economically, but we're not destined to be adversaries.” 


 


“The biggest issue we see is that China and its leaders have chosen to challenge the global order. 


Their ambition is to be the world's leading power. The issue there is not so much China's ambition to 


grow. We don't fear that. What we do get concerned by is that while the U.S. and Israel share the same 


set of values and outlook of the world, the kind of respect for human freedom, free commerce, free 


movement of ideas, respect for others' sovereignty, intellectual property, innovation -- what we see in 


China's case is China's leaders choosing to challenge the international order that benefits all of that,” 


said Rood. 


 


“We've watched the rise of China's military capabilities with some concern. We see China trying to 


impose control over areas in the ocean, to bully their neighbors. We don't fear a peaceful rise of China. 


It's going beyond that contains a threat. We see this is the largest long term threat to our national 


security and our way of life that we see today,” he said. 
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“We're not asking Israel to avoid all dealings with China. In Israel's case, as a growing economy, we 


certainly expect that there's going to be trade. There's an incredibly close bond between Israel and the 


U.S. Our main concerns is that we've seen China engage in predatory economics elsewhere in the 


world, in behaviors that are not purely commercial, where China's security services make use of 


economic dealings. There's a pretty close relationship between the state and the so-called private 


sector. We've told our friends in Israel about some of the experiences other states have had. It led with 


commercial dealings in ports and tele-communications and it was closely followed with security service 


involvement. We've seen China make infrastructure investments elsewhere. It hasn't been a happy 


story for many of these countries, in a number of cases,” said Rood. 


 


Rood made mention of the links between the Chinese government and the Huawei telecom giant, which 


the United States has marked as a particular risk -- and has even asked a number of close allies to 


avoid buying fifth generation cellular technology from the Chinese company. 


 


“China and Huawei have stolen technology from countries like T-Mobile. This is a substantial concern 


because of the risk to our close friend and ally Israel in terms of usage of that type of technology. The 


Israeli government has tremendous expertise in this area, so they're not unfamiliar with these concerns. 


We're having these conversations with many allies, like the U.K. and it's something that we're grappling 


with at home. It's a different kind of situation than we faced in the cold war. When trade involves things 


that can put national security at risk -- that's the area of concern,” he added. 


 


Rood declined to provide details of what was decided in his meetings with his Israeli hosts: “We have 


discussed these specific items. I would say there's a strong understanding from our partners. I'll leave 


it to the Israeli government to make any announcements about what it intends to do. I will say that we've 


had a very sympathetic hearing of our concerns. It's not a one-way dialogue.” 


 


Iran 'a valid point of concern' 


 


Rood reiterated direct American accusations against Iran on its responsibility for the series of recent 


attacks on oil tankers and petroleum-related sites in the Gulf region, saying “this is the type of behavior 


that concerns us a great deal.” 


 


“I understand the concerns of Israel and why they need to be on guard here. Israel continues to face 


the threat of Iranian-supported groups like Hezbollah. The growth of the [military] capabilities that we've 


seen certainly makes it a valid point of concern,” he added. 


 


The United States has taken certain military steps in response to the Iranian attacks, including 


deploying a naval force led by the aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln to the region along with B-52 


bombers and fighter aircraft, said Rood. “We want to send a signal that we're fully prepared to respond 
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if we're challenged or if the Iranians would be so foolish to engage in more than just provocations.” As 


U.S. President Donald Trump has said, “any harm to our soldiers would be met with a very firm 


response.” 


 


Still, Rood said: “The road to negotiations is wide open. President Trump has been very clear that he 


seeks negotiations with Iran and he's prepared to sit down and talk without pre-conditions. You can't 


be any more clear than that. He desires those talks, he's fully committed to them. The invitation has 


been extended many times for Iran to come to the table. But unfortunately, we were close to military 


action.” 


 


“The maximum pressure campaign” the United States has been conducting against Iran has begun to 


have a major impact on the Iranian economy. Rood noted that Iranian oil sales have dropped from 


about 2.5 million barrels of oil a day before the sanctions to less than 500,000 barrels a day because 


of the renewed sanctions. The Iranian economy shrank last year by 3.7 percent and this year the 


recession is expected to shrink it by another 6 percent. “The impact on the [Iranian] economy is very 


substantial,” he said. 


 


“The goal of the maximum pressure campaign has been to impose consequences on the regime for its 


behavior; we have concerns over its nuclear program, long range missiles, support for terrorism," he 


concluded. 
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10. Israel says it is bracing militarily for possible U.S.-Iran escalation  


Reuters, July 2 | Not Attributed 


 


JERUSALEM -- Israel is preparing for its possible military involvement in any escalation in the Gulf 


confrontation between Iran and the United States, the Israeli foreign minister said on Tuesday. 


 


The unraveling of the 2015 Iran nuclear deal under U.S. diplomatic pressure, Iran's downing of a U.S. 


drone and its alleged role in the holing of oil tankers in the Gulf have driven up tensions and stirred war 


worries. 


 


Israel has encouraged the Trump administration to press ahead with sanctions against its arch-foe, 


predicting that Tehran will eventually renegotiate a more limiting nuclear deal. 


 


But Foreign Minister Israel Katz told an international security forum that Iran might accidentally stumble 


out of what he termed the "gray zone" of contained confrontation. 
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"It should be taken into account that mistaken calculations by the (Iranian) regime...are liable to bring 


about a shift from the 'gray zone' to the 'red zone' - that is, a military conflagration," he said in a speech 


to the Herzliya Conference. 


 


"We must be prepared for this, and thus the State of Israel continues to devote itself to building up its 


military might for the event that it will have to respond to escalation scenarios." 


 


Israel has long threatened to take preemptive military action to deny Iran the means of making nuclear 


weapons. Tehran says it has no such designs. One of its senior lawmakers warned on Monday that 


Israel would be destroyed within "only half an hour" should the United States attack Iran. 


 


Earlier on Tuesday, Katz predicted that what he described as the U.S.-led "economic war" on Iran 


would succeed despite the misgivings of other world powers. 


 


"Iran has no chance in this war," he told Israel's Army Radio. "Therefore there is an opportunity there, 


through the tough economic pressure and the comprehensive sanctions, to prevent war, to achieve the 


objectives without war." 


 


--Reporting by Dan Williams 
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11. Report: Pentagon Should Assume U.S. Satellites Are Already Hacked 


As U.S. and its allies tether more of their military operations to government and commercial 


satellites, they need to start taking cybersecurity more seriously 


Nextgov.com, July 2 | Jack Corrigan 


 


The U.S. and its allies need to double down on the cybersecurity of their satellites as space 


infrastructure becomes ever more integral to national security, according to a recent report. 


 


The Pentagon and other western military forces rely heavily on space-based systems to guide 


weapons, gather intelligence and coordinate operations around the globe, but security gaps in their 


satellite infrastructure threaten to bring those functions to a grinding halt or worse, researchers at the 


London-based think tank Chatham House found.  


 


As adversaries like Russia and China ramp up their offensive cyber capabilities, they said the western 


world needs to lock down its space infrastructure against potentially crippling attacks. And in the 


meantime, “it would be prudent” for countries to assume their systems have already been infiltrated. 


 


“If cyberthreats are not effectively addressed, vulnerabilities in the strategic infrastructure could result 


in severe consequences for international security,” researchers wrote in a report published Monday. 
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“There is an urgent need to study and address cyber-related challenges to strategic assets within NATO 


and its key member countries, particularly the cyberthreat to space-based command and control 


systems.” 


 


While researchers stressed the importance of space cybersecurity for all NATO members, the U.S. has 


the greatest foothold in space by far. According to the United Nations, the U.S. currently has more than 


1,900 satellites in orbit around the Earth. The second highest NATO member is France, with 127. 


 


Because so many of the alliance’s global operations in both war and peacetime are coordinated through 


satellites, a cyberattack against any individual system could potentially have huge downstream effects. 


Countries base their national security strategies on the assumption that their weapons, communications 


and other systems will perform as expected, but in today’s uncertain cyberspace, “this should not be 


taken for granted.” 


 


Though they didn’t point to any specific security holes, researchers said the alliance’s current space 


infrastructure is increasingly vulnerable to attack and those weaknesses “have not yet received the 


attention [they] deserve.”  


 


One major risk they highlighted is hazy line between commercial and military space infrastructure. 


 


Beyond the supply chain risk of buying satellites from private companies, the Pentagon and other NATO 


military forces often rely on commercial satellites to gather images and other data from space, the 


report said. Often these satellites aren’t built to the same strict security standards as their military 


counterparts, and they could be vulnerable to adversary attacks. Adversaries could also infiltrate control 


stations on the ground by exploiting employees at military outposts or private companies, researchers 


wrote. 


 


“There is an increasing need to apply higher-grade military hardening and cyber protection 


specifications to civilian capabilities that have the potential to be used in support of military 


applications,” they said. 


 


Given the exposure of their space infrastructure, NATO members should assume adversaries have 


already infiltrated their systems and invest in technology that could restore satellites in the event of an 


attack, according to researchers. Artificial intelligence and machine-learning tools could be particularly 


useful in spotting and responding to the latest threats, they added. 


 


In the report, researchers also said NATO should invest in both cybersecurity as well as “active, 


persistent engagement” that could disrupt and deter attackers.  
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The report comes as the Pentagon prepares to delegate most of its space-based operations to the 


newly minted Space Force, which is expected to be up and running by 2020. 
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12. Warship shows Japan’s determination to expand military role 


Associated Press, July 3 | Emily Wang 


 


SUBIC, Philippines -- One of Japan's largest warships, the helicopter carrier Izumo, is returning home 


from Subic port in the Philippines following a powerful show of Tokyo's determination to expand its 


military presence and counter China's forays into strategic waters. 


 


Subic, a former U.S. naval base, was the Izumo's final stop in a two-month deployment in the Indo-


Pacific region at a time of prolonged tensions over maritime territory. The carrier, along with the 


destroyers Murasame and Akebono, just finished a series of drills with the United States and other 


countries. 


 


Island nation Japan's ability to project military power beyond its borders is severely constrained by the 


commitment to pacifism and rejection of use of military force in conflict enshrined in its post-World War 


II constitution, though in 2015 it was reinterpreted to allow the use of force in defending itself and its 


allies. 


 


But the Izumo's mission offers a glimpse of where its military is headed: For the first time, troops from 


a newly formed amphibious brigade of the Ground Self Defense Force participated in an extended 


naval deployment. 


 


Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has made amending the constitution to allow the military greater leeway 


one of his lifetime goals. President Donald Trump has sought to help that cause, calling repeatedly for 


Japan to do more to defend itself under its alliance with the U.S. 


 


In May, Japan conducted its first quadrilateral exercise with France, the U.S. and Australia in the Bay 


of Bengal. France deployed its flagship nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, the FS Charles de Gaulle, 


while the United States sent a missile destroyer, the William P Lawrence. Other drills have included 


Canada, India, Malaysia, Vietnam, Brunei and the Philippines. 


 


Japan is preparing to reconfigure the Izumo to accommodate U.S. stealth fighters, including F-35Bs, 


after announcing it would purchase 42 of its own. The aircraft are designed to operate with short 


takeoffs and vertical landings, such as on carriers. 


 


The purchase underscores Japan's growing role in its post-war alliance with the U.S. 
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"In order to incorporate what was not originally in the design, or something new that had not even been 


thought of , I think this would require research into many areas, otherwise it wouldn't go well," said 


Capt. Katsuyoshi Motoyama, the Izumo's commanding officer. 


 


Yasukazu Tanaka of the Amphibious Rapid Deployment Brigade, similar to the U.S. Marines, said the 


recent exercises were meant to deepen coordination between them and ground troops to facilitate use 


of the carrier for transporting troops to front lines in the future. 


 


Since the Izumo can accommodate both air and sea transport, "there are great possibilities for us to 


conduct amphibious operations," he said, though he and all others involved emphasized that the ground 


and marine troops conducted no joint exercises. 


 


Ground troops are still exploring how best to operate on longer missions, where regulations limit use of 


live-fire weapons on board. Troops practiced emergency first aid response and trained on the flight 


deck and in the aircraft carrier hangar deck, at times using guns made of rubber in battle scenarios. 


 


China has been expanding its military presence to press home its determination to defend its claim to 


virtually the entire South China Sea in the face of challenges by the U.S. and its allies, unnerving many 


in the region. 


 


The Defense Ministry says Japan's air force scrambled fighter jets 999 times in 2018, the second 


highest number since it began defending its airspace in 1958. Of that number, 64% were responses to 


Chinese aircraft. 


 


The U.S. Navy and others have angered Beijing by repeatedly sailing their ships close to Chinese-


occupied islands to assert what they say is the right to freedom of navigation. Beijing also has installed 


advanced weapons systems at several disputed locations, including seven islands it built by piling sand 


and concrete on top of coral atolls. 


 


Some of those sites are now equipped with airstrips, radar and missile stations, expanding China's 


ability to monitor and potentially control activity by other militaries in the region. 


 


So far, encounters have been peaceful, but all sides are concerned about the potential for 


miscalculations that could spark conflict. 


 


During its five-day voyage from Brunei to the Philippines, Izumo skirted near the so-called "nine-dash 


line" marking China's territorial claims while conducting its last few exercises with navies from Brunei 


and the Philippines. 
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Japan's navy also hosted a training program for young representatives from Southeast Asian nations, 


with lectures on international maritime law, humanitarian and disaster relief programs, and exercises in 


navigation and communications. Most participants were officers in their 20s and 30s. 


 


"Especially with the territorial and boundaries part, I think that would be vital information for us," said 


Muhammad Danial bin Matyussof, a junior lieutenant in the Brunei navy. "We have neighboring 


boundaries with Malaysia and Vietnam, so it could provide insight every time we do patrols." 


 


While the backdrop of the exercises was evident, given China's rising profile, "This Indo-Pacific 


deployment is not an operation that is aimed at any one specific country," said Hiroshi Egawa, 


commander of Escort Flotilla One. 
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REFORM 


 


13. Spies fear a consulting firm helped hobble U.S. intelligence 


Insiders say a multimillion dollar McKinsey-fueled overhaul of the country’s intelligence 


community has left it less effective 


Politico Online, July 2 | Natasha Bertrand and Daniel Lippman 


 


America’s vast spying apparatus was built around a Cold War world of dead drops and double agents. 


Today, that world has fractured and migrated online, with hackers and rogue terrorist cells, leaving 


intelligence operatives scrambling to keep up. 


 


So intelligence agencies did what countless other government offices have done: They brought in a 


consultant. For the past four years, the powerhouse firm McKinsey and Co., has helped restructure the 


country’s spying bureaucracy, aiming to improve response time and smooth communication. 


 


Instead, according to nearly a dozen current and former officials who either witnessed the restructuring 


firsthand or are familiar with the project, the multimillion dollar overhaul has left many within the 


country’s intelligence agencies demoralized and less effective. 


 


These insiders said the efforts have hindered decision-making at key agencies — including the CIA, 


National Security Agency and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence. 


 


They said McKinsey helped complicate a well-established linear chain of command, slowing down 


projects and turnaround time, and applied cookie-cutter solutions to agencies with unique cultures. In 


the process, numerous employees have become dismayed, saying the efforts have at best been a 


waste of money and, at worst, made their jobs more difficult. It’s unclear how much McKinsey was paid 
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in that stretch, but according to news reports and people familiar with the effort, the total exceeded $10 


million. 


 


Additionally, some of McKinsey’s multimillion dollar contracts were awarded without a competitive 


bidding process, a move meant to speed up timelines but one that critics said enabled the consulting 


firm to offer formulaic fixes without fear of losing any business. 


 


The result, analysts and agents said, is that some officials are being frustrated in their attempts to battle 


increasingly swift and complex threats — Russia is launching disinformation campaigns that reach 


thousands of people in seconds on social media, Iran is hammering oil and gas companies in 


cyberspace, Chinese hackers are pilfering government records, terrorist networks have fractured and 


retreated to encrypted networks, and North Korea is furtively building out its nuclear program. 


 


In each case, bureaucratic changes that slow response time or hamper intelligence collection 


capabilities could cause the loss of company secrets, private government data, the democratic process 


and even American lives. Already, some projects at the NSA have been cut or delayed as a result of 


disgruntled employees leaving the agency. 


 


“At CIA, they shattered longstanding structural constructs that people had invested their whole careers 


in,” said Larry Pfeiffer, a 32-year intelligence veteran who now serves as the director of the Michael V. 


Hayden Center for Intelligence, Policy and International Security at George Mason University. It 


resulted in “a coordination nightmare” widely considered to be “very heavy-handed,” added Pfeiffer, 


who left government before the restructuring but remains in close contact with current officials. 


 


Pfeiffer said he doesn’t know “a soul at CIA or NSA who would tell you that the reorganizations have 


made things better.” 


 


“That’s exactly what happened,” a former CIA operations officer said. 


 


The issue has made its way to Capitol Hill, where an aide to the House Intelligence Committee said the 


panel, which oversees the nation’s intelligence apparatus, "is following and doing oversight over" the 


complaints about the reorganizations and McKinsey's role in them. 


 


McKinsey declined to comment on any of its work for the intelligence community, citing a policy of not 


discussing its clients publicly. 


 


Agency spokespeople and a former official pushed back on the criticism, arguing that it was too early 


to judge the results of the changes and insisting that McKinsey positively assisted in a supporting 


capacity. 
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The restructuring is “a work in progress,” an ODNI spokesman said, but one that has shown “a number 


of positive early returns.” And while the Office of the Director of National Intelligence has leveraged 


McKinsey’s expertise in “change management and organizational design,” the firm’s role was “limited,” 


he said, and the project was run primarily by ODNI’s internal leadership team. The sentiment was 


echoed both by an NSA spokesperson and a former CIA official. 


 


McKinsey is one of the world’s most successful consulting firms. Nearly a century old, the elite firm has 


more than 100 offices worldwide, nearly 30,000 employees and has advised presidents and fueled Wall 


Street’s rise. McKinsey has also produced some of America’s most high-profile corporate executives, 


including Facebook’s Sheryl Sandberg and Google CEO Sundar Pichai, not to mention Democratic 


presidential hopeful Pete Buttigieg, mayor of South Bend, Ind. 


 


But the firm, which even has an internal hedge fund, has also come under scrutiny in recent years for 


its work with authoritarian and corruption-plagued governments in China, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and 


South Africa. And in the U.S., activists have criticized the company’s work with U.S. Immigration and 


Customs Enforcement, although McKinsey has said its work at ICE does not involve implementing the 


Trump administration’s immigration policy. Last year, McKinsey was also awarded a multimillion dollar 


contract with the U.S. Customs and Border Protection. 


 


Bad headlines McKinsey has faced in the past year have led to “soul-searching” for some employees, 


according to one person who left the firm in 2017 but remains in touch with his former colleagues. 


“Should we be serving X client in Y country and Z country?” this person said. “Those are questions that 


they should be asking.” 


 


Still, when the intelligence community started looking for outside consultants to help with its 


reorganization, McKinsey was a logical choice, given its long history of helping government agencies 


with all manner of logistical challenges. Intelligence agencies were angling to break down any 


communication silos, given the modern threats that cut across numerous corners of the spying world. 


 


The NSA hired McKinsey to help with a restructuring project nicknamed “NSA21,” launched in 2016 


during Adm. Mike Rogers’ time leading the agency. 


 


One outcome was to merge the agency’s offensive and defensive cybersecurity teams, a nod to the 


increasingly complex nature of digital threats. But the decision exacerbated simmering tensions with 


the private sector. 


 


Pfeiffer said McKinsey complicated this restructuring, pushing changes that led to an overabundance 


of voices and perceived inefficiencies. And the reorganization made the mission more muddled, former 


employees said, expressing frustration with new “mission centers” that combine the traditionally 


separate analysts and operators. 
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As a result, some projects intended to make intelligence collection more effective were pushed back or 


put on ice altogether, The Washington Post reported last year, as disgruntled employees left the 


agency. 


 


The current NSA director, Gen. Paul Nakasone, is trying to reverse some of the restructuring that has 


occurred in recent years, according to one former official. “It’s seen as a nod by Nakasone that the 


Rogers reorganization went too far,” he said. 


 


Greg Julian, an NSA spokesman, pushed back on the characterization of the restructuring. 


 


“NSA21 was the first major corporate reorganization of the Agency in nearly two decades,” Julian said 


in a statement. “The organizational changes, completed more than three years ago, made NSA stronger 


and enabled it to remain positioned to defend against threats facing our nation.” 


 


Julian added that “as is the case with any organization, we continue to refine and make adjustments 


as NSA must be poised to nimbly respond to an ever changing adversarial landscape. Our work to help 


secure the 2018 midterm election is a prime example of ever changing mission priorities.” 


 


Another government official with direct knowledge of NSA21 also downplayed McKinsey’s role in the 


project. While McKinsey provided “consulting support to aid in the standup of the new structure, NSA 


leadership came up with the blueprint,” the person said. 


 


The CIA, which hired McKinsey in 2015, went through similar changes that irked many at the agency, 


according to current and former employees. 


 


A former senior intelligence official who witnessed CIA’s reorganization, for example, said the changes 


there affected turnaround time for intelligence reports, which is a critical factor in decision-making. He 


also complained about the newly created “mission centers,” saying that, ironically, he had “greater 


connectivity” to analysts before they were forced to share a room. 


 


“It’s become a place there that having meetings passes for making progress,” the former official added. 


 


But not everyone agreed with how much of a role McKinsey had in the restructuring, or with the negative 


assessment of the changes. 


 


A former CIA official who witnessed the transformation said the reorganization “was overwhelmingly 


led by a team of senior CIA officers” and noted that the CIA changes “were big and have largely 


survived” under President Donald Trump “because they were needed and were very widely accepted 


and praised.” 
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Notably, the CIA, now led by Director Gina Haspel, hasn’t reversed the changes. Doing so would only 


have created more headaches for the agency, according to the former senior intelligence official who 


witnessed CIA’s reorganization. 


 


“I remember Gina saying it would be too disruptive. You’ve spent a lot of money, and you’ve turned the 


organization on its head and then you’re going to give the organization whiplash and you’ve got a 


mission to do,” he said. 


 


Another former CIA official said organizational change “takes an average of seven years, so any 


attempts” to evaluate its effectiveness “prior to 2022 will neither accurately evaluate impact nor serve 


the interests of the IC.” 


 


ODNI, which also brought McKinsey on board for restructuring, suffered from many of the same issues 


that employees complained about at the NSA and CIA, according to several current and former 


intelligence officials. 


 


One person who witnessed the changes at ODNI said “there’s a lot of people inside these organizations 


asking, ‘Why did we need to hire a consulting firm to conduct a reorganization when there was no 


problem to solve?’” 


 


In all, the firm has secured close to $1 billion in government contracts in just the past 10 years. Its work 


with the intelligence community goes back at least a decade — the firm played a central role in helping 


the FBI transform its intelligence mission in 2005 in response to pressure from the White House to 


restructure the bureau’s budget. 


 


“They were receiving a generous consulting fee, but did not appear from my vantage to bring any 


particular expertise to the task,” said Stephen Slick, a veteran intelligence official who served as the 


National Security Council’s senior director for intelligence programs and reform in 2005. 


 


With the more recent intelligence community restructuring, officials have also been vexed by what 


appears to be a lack of a competitive bidding process — McKinsey seemed to seamlessly transition 


from working with CIA, to NSA, to ODNI via no-bid contracts, these people said, despite lingering 


skepticism over the firm’s effectiveness. 


 


A no-bid, or “sole source,” contract is a contract awarded without competitive bidding. The former senior 


intelligence official who witnessed the CIA reorganization said that “really struck people.” 
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Ross Marchand, director of policy at the Taxpayers Protection Alliance, said no-bid contracts are 


becoming increasingly common across the federal government, especially at the Pentagon — which 


has awarded McKinsey millions of dollars worth of contracts over the past decade. 


 


“It’s a way for the government to cut corners, because a competitive bidding process can take a lot 


longer than just awarding a contract,” Marchand said. He noted that the practice tends to facilitate 


complacency on both sides. 


 


Indeed, the former senior intelligence official who witnessed CIA’s reorganization said McKinsey 


“usually comes in with a goddamned formula." 


 


"They claim to customize, but they don’t," the former official said. "They are extremely formulaic. You 


can tell that they’re following a script.” 


 


The former McKinsey employee defended the practice, describing the system as simply “sharing best 


practices” from one organization to another. But Duff McDonald, a business journalist and author of 


"The Firm: The Story of McKinsey and Its Secret Influence on American Business," characterized it as 


a deliberate strategy to win repeat business. 


 


“Once they get their hooks into you, they may be the best service organization there is at creating new 


work for themselves,” McDonald said of McKinsey. “Their repeat business is a sight to behold.” 


 


But it’s also a way for agency leaders to “outsource tough decisions,” he added. “They are a scapegoat 


for hire.” 
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14. Algorithmic Warfare: DARPA’s ‘AI Next’ Program Bearing Fruit 


National Defense Magazine Online, July 2 | Yasmin Tadjdeh 


 


The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency made headlines last fall when it announced that it 


was pledging $2 billion for a multi-year effort to develop new artificial intelligence technology. 


 


Months later, DARPA’s “AI Next” program is already bearing fruit, said Peter Highnam, the agency’s 


deputy director. 


 


DARPA — which has for decades fostered some of the Pentagon’s most cutting-edge capabilities — 


breaks down AI technology development into three distinct waves, he said during a meeting with 


reporters in Washington, D.C. 
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The first wave, “describe,” focused on developing platforms that employed a rules-based system. These 


AI platforms are the basis of commercial products such as TurboTax, he noted. 


 


The second wave is “recognize,” and is made up of the machine learning systems that are prevalent 


today. Such systems can classify objects of interest and take the burden off of human analysts who 


often must pore through mounds of data and turn it into actionable information. However, while the 


theory behind these second wave technologies was established in the 1970s, much more work still 


needs to be done to mature them, he added. 


 


The third wave, “explain,” is where the future of AI is headed and focuses on adding context and trust 


to artificial intelligence platforms, Highnam said. 


 


“We haven’t completed the second wave of technologies, … there’s a lot more to do,” he said. “‘Explain’ 


is where we’re going now.” 


 


DARPA’s AI Next program has three thrusts: to increase the robustness of second wave AI 


technologies, to aggressively apply second wave systems to new applications and to further examine 


third wave technologies, he said. 


 


Second wave AI technologies still lack robust underpinnings, he noted. 


 


“We have a lot of really good examples of successes, but the notion of being able to use a second 


wave technology in a safety critical situation on its own isn’t there yet,” he said. 


 


“We have a lot of robustness work to do, a lot of basic theory, a lot of AI system engineering to be 


developed.” 


 


The agency has been employing a variety of contracting methods to get at the development of new 


second and third wave systems, he said. It has already released 10 broad agency announcements for 


AI-related programs that will require major research proposals and multi-year work. 


 


But alongside that are what are known as AI exploration, or AIE, awards which are meant to fast-track 


new and emerging technologies, Highnam said. 


 


“We don’t know what the third wave is going to look like yet, so at that intersection, we have … AI 


exploration awards,” he said. The agency posts a topic of interest on its website and interested parties 


are given 30 days to respond. Within 60 days of that deadline, DARPA awards another transaction 


authority agreement, which has become an increasingly popular contracting method as acquisition 


officials look to cut through bureaucratic red tape. The process is completed within 90 days. 
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“If you deal with government acquisition, you know this is fast,” Highnam said. “But it’s being done very 


intentionally.” 


 


AIE awards are worth up to $1 million each and last between 18 months and two years. DARPA has 


already awarded about $50 million since September, he said. 


 


This is a particularly appealing approach for those in academia, Highnam said. 


 


“We have huge interest in the research community because if you’re a graduate student, you can think 


about … entering a master’s program and being involved in a proposal, getting the funds to proceed, 


[purchasing] new equipment and so on, within three months of starting,” he said. “You can actually do 


[that] within the life of your one- or two-year degree.” 


 


Small businesses have also been keen on the AIE awards, he said during a hearing on artificial 


intelligence in March before the Senate Armed Services subcommittee on emerging threats and 


capabilities. 


 


AIE program topics include a variety of efforts such as examining how to apply physics and social 


sciences to artificial intelligence, Highnam said. 


 


Neural technology is another area of interest, he added. For example, AI can be employed when 


conducting mapping when neurons fire signals in the brain to sensors in a system controlling an arm 


and back again. 


 


“Those are machine learned interfaces and they have to be recalibrated continuously,” he said. Utilizing 


artificial intelligence is “one way of doing it.” 


 


Highnam noted that about one-third of DARPA’s 250 programs include building new AI technologies, 


making such systems more robust or applying them to new areas. 


 


“It’s not a casual thing for us really across the board now,” he added. 


 


As DARPA develops new technology alongside its industry partners, one key aspect it considers is how 


to transition a product to the armed services, Highnam said. 


 


“We want industry to make these technologies as they’re proven to work, to be commercial, to be 


incorporated into other products, that then the [Defense] Department can buy back,” he said. 
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The recent establishment of the Pentagon’s Joint Artificial Intelligence Center will make it even more 


likely that AI technology developed at DARPA will move forward and be transferred to the services, he 


said. 


 


AI technologies often have many sustainment and deployment challenges, he said. “I personally, as an 


R&D guy, am really happy to now have the JAIC stand up as a partner to take on … that engineering, 


deployment, sustainment tail because … I expect it will make transitions … more straightforward.” 
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15. United Technologies’ Pratt Slow on F-35 Engines, Pentagon Says 


Bloomberg News, July 2 | Tony Capaccio 


 


WASHINGTON -- United Technologies Corp.’s Pratt & Whitney unit is chronically late delivering 


engines for the Pentagon’s costliest program, the F-35, raising questions about whether the company 


is ready for a surge to full-rate production scheduled for next year. 


 


Pratt remains under a previously unreported “Corrective Action Request” from the Defense Contract 


Management Agency that cites “poor delivery performance” on its current batch of engines for the 


fighter jet, including for the most complicated version used by the Marine Corps and the U.K. for vertical 


takeoffs and landings. 


 


The agency’s action is likely to be watched not only by the Pentagon and international buyers of the F-


35 but also by shareholders and investors assessing United Technologies’ planned merger with 


Raytheon Co., which would fortify the combined company’s standing as one of the top U.S. defense 


contractors. The F-35 engines would be one of the new company’s top revenue producers. 


 


The company, which is the sole supplier of engines for the fighter built by Lockheed Martin Corp., must 


demonstrate by year-end that it has delivered on promised improvements to solve the problems that 


led to the agency’s formal request in December, spokesman Mark Woodbury said in a statement 


outlining the issues. 


 


Full Production 


 


The $428 billion F-35 program is scheduled for approval next year to enter full-rate production, the most 


lucrative phase of a weapons program for contractors. The decision is contingent on an assessment 


during the aircraft’s current round of intensive combat testing that it’s effective and can be maintained. 


 


Of the $428 billion, as much as $66 billion is to be spent on at least 2,470 engines -- designated the 


F135 -- for U.S. jets, including $53.4 billion in procurement, according to the Defense Department’s 


latest Selected Acquisition Report on the F-35. 
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Pentagon budget documents indicate the engine program is valued at about $2 billion annually for Pratt, 


according to Bloomberg Intelligence analyst Douglas Rothacker. 


 


John Thomas, a spokesman for Pratt, said in an emailed statement that “we take seriously our 


responsibility to meet F135 production commitments. The corrective action plan submitted earlier this 


year lays out how we are doing that. Over the past year, we have invested more than $200 million for 


additional capacity, and currently have over 100 Pratt & Whitney employees deployed to our supplier 


facilities in support of production obligations.” 


 


Revenue Potential 


 


Pratt & Whitney President Bob Leduc underscored the engine’s revenue potential to analysts June 17 


at the Paris Air Show. 


 


“So another way to think about the F135 is a year ago we made about eight engines a month,” he said. 


“Right now we are between 13 and 14 engines a month. But when you think about the F135, it’s 16 


engines a month for the next 30 years. There will be over 4,000 of these airplanes when it’s all said 


and done,” including foreign sales. 


 


The primary issues resulting in late engine deliveries “have been related to supply-chain capacity, 


material shortages” and production issues, according to the contract management agency. 


 


“Engine test failures due to high vibrations and foreign object debris continues to plague” production, 


the agency said in an internal quarterly assessment for January through March. Deliveries of the Marine 


Corps model engines “have been consistently late,” it said. 


 


As of early June, Pratt & Whitney was contractually required to deliver 108 engines in the latest 


production contract, the program’s 11th. Of the 90 delivered, 88 were “late by an average of 40 days,” 


Woodbury said in his statement. The Pentagon is close to finalizing the award of the 12th and largest 


F-35 contract to date with Lockheed and Pratt. 


 


Spotty Record 


 


The current delays add to Pratt & Whitney’s spotty track record. Even as deliveries increased to 81 in 


2018 from 48 in 2012, 86% of those were delivered late, up from 48% in late 2017, according to an 


April report from the Government Accountability Office. 
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Asked whether the contract management agency has confidence Pratt will be ready for a full-production 


decision, Woodbury said the agency is monitoring milestones in Pratt’s corrective action plan and needs 


to see progress before making that judgment. 


 


The agency’s assessment said that in light of Pratt & Whitney’s track record it believes the company 


“will encounter issues keeping up with demand for any future low-rate and full-rate production contract” 


that increases quantities. 


 


--With assistance from Richard Clough 
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16. U.S. government staff told to treat Huawei as blacklisted 


Reuters, July 3 | Not Attributed 


 


WASHINGTON -- A senior U.S. official told the Commerce Department's enforcement staff this week 


that China's Huawei should still be treated as blacklisted, days after U.S. President Donald Trump 


sowed confusion with a vow to ease a ban on sales to the firm. 


 


Trump surprised markets on Saturday by promising Chinese President Xi Jinping on the sidelines of 


the G20 summit in Japan that he would allow U.S. companies to sell products to Huawei Technologies 


Co Ltd. 


 


In May, the company was added to the so-called Entity List, which bans American firms from selling to 


it without special permission, as punishment for actions against U.S. national security interests. 


 


Trump's announcement on Saturday - an olive branch to Beijing to revive stalled trade talks - was 


cheered by U.S. chipmakers eager to maintain sales to Huawei, the world's largest telecoms equipment 


maker and a key U.S. customer. 


 


But Trump's comments also spawned confusion among industry players and government officials 


struggling to understand what Huawei policy he had unveiled. 


 


In an email to enforcement staff on Monday that was seen by Reuters, John Sonderman, Deputy 


Director of the Office of Export Enforcement, in the Commerce Department's Bureau of Industry and 


Security (BIS), sought to clarify how agents should approach license requests by firms seeking approval 


to sell to Huawei. 
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All such applications should be considered on merit and flagged with language noting that "This party 


is on the Entity List. Evaluate the associated license review policy under part 744," he wrote, citing 


regulations that include the Entity List and the "presumption of denial" licensing policy that is applied to 


blacklisted companies. 


 


He added that any further guidance from BIS should also be taken into account when evaluating 


Huawei-related license applications. 


 


Huawei told Reuters earlier on Wednesday that founder and CEO Ren Zhengfei had said Trump's 


statements over the weekend were "good for American companies". 


 


"Huawei is also willing to continue to buy products from American companies. But we don't see much 


impact on what we are currently doing. We will still focus on doing our own job right," a Huawei 


spokesman said in an email. 


 


The Commerce Department did not immediately respond to a request for comment. 


 


A person familiar with the matter said the letter was the only guidance that enforcement officials had 


received after Trump's surprise announcement on Saturday. A presumption of denial implies strict 


review and most licenses reviewed under it are not approved. 


 


It is unclear when the Commerce Department will provide its enforcement staff with additional guidance, 


based on Trump's promises, and how that might alter the likelihood of obtaining licenses. 


 


The internal memo, not previously reported, came as White House advisers also scrambled to shed 


light on Trump's announcement. 


 


White House trade adviser Peter Navarro noted on Tuesday that the government would allow "lower 


tech" chip sales to the company, which don't impact national security. 


 


The United States has accused Huawei of stealing American intellectual property and violating Iran 


sanctions. 


 


It has launched a lobbying effort to convince U.S. allies to keep Huawei out of next-generation 5G 


telecommunications infrastructure, citing concerns the company could spy on customers. Huawei has 


denied the allegations.  


 


--Reporting by Alexandra Alper; Additional Reporting by Karen Freifeld in New York and Stephen Nellis 
in San Francisco 
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17. Fire kills 14 Russian sailors aboard deep-sea submersible 


Associated Press, July 2 | Vladimir Isachenkov  


 


MOSCOW -- Fire broke out on one of the Russian navy's deep-sea research submersibles, and toxic 


fumes from the blaze killed 14 sailors aboard, Russia's Defense Ministry said Tuesday, although it 


released few details about the disaster or the vessel involved. 


 


The Defense Ministry did not say how many sailors were aboard the vessel during Monday's fire, 


whether there were any survivors or if it was submerged at the time. But Russian media reported it was 


the country's most secret submersible, a nuclear-powered vessel designed for sensitive missions at 


great depths. 


 


President Vladimir Putin, who came under criticism for his handling of the Kursk nuclear submarine 


disaster in 2000 that killed 118 sailors, canceled a scheduled appearance and immediately summoned 


Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu for a briefing on the blaze, which was under investigation. 


 


"Fourteen submariners have died of poisoning by fumes from the fire," Shoigu told Putin during a 


televised meeting. "The fire was extinguished thanks to the crew's resolute action." 


 


Putin ordered Shoigu to fly to the Arctic port of Severomorsk, the main base for Russia's Northern Fleet 


where the vessel was brought, to oversee the investigation and report back to him personally. 


 


"It's a huge loss for the navy," Putin said. "I offer my sincere condolences to the families of the victims." 


 


He added that the vessel had a special mission and an elite crew. 


 


"It's isn't a regular vessel. It's a research vessel with a highly professional crew," Putin said, adding that 


seven of the dead had the rank of captain and two were awarded the nation's highest medal, the Hero 


of Russia. 


 


The fire occurred while the submersible was measuring sea depths in Russia's territorial waters, the 


ministry said, adding that the vessel also is used for studying the seabed. 


 


Russia's RBC online news outlet and the Novaya Gazeta newspaper identified it as the nuclear-


powered AS-12 Losharik. 


 


The vessel is the most advanced Russian submersible, under a heavy veil of secrecy, and it is believed 


to have entered service in 2010. It is named after a Soviet-era animated cartoon horse that is made up 


of small spheres. 
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The name is apparently derives from the unique design of its interior hull, which is made of titanium 


spheres capable of withstanding high pressure at great depths. 


 


In 2012, the Losharik was involved in research intended to prove Russia's claim on the vast Arctic 


seabed. It collected samples from the depth of 2,500 meters (8,202 feet), according to official 


statements at the time. Regular submarines can typically dive to depths of up to 600 meters (2,000 


feet). 


 


Some observers speculated the Losharik was even capable of going as deep as 6,000 meters (19,685 


feet), but the claims couldn't be independently confirmed. Analysts suggested that one of its possible 


missions could be disrupting communication cables on the seabed. 


 


The Losharik is carried under the hull of a mother submarine, the nuclear-powered Orenburg, and 


reportedly has a crew of 25, all of them officers. 


 


Russian news reports said that while the Losharik officially belongs to the Northern Fleet, it answers 


directly to the Defense Ministry's Department for Deep-Sea Research, reflecting the high sensitivity of 


its missions. 


 


The vessel has been surrounded by tight secrecy, but in 2015, it was accidentally caught on camera 


by a photographer from a motoring magazine doing a photo session on the White Sea coast. 


 


Igor Britanov, who commanded the Soviet K-219 nuclear submarine that suffered an explosion in one 


of its missile tubes in 1986 that killed four of its crew, was quoted as saying by Severpost news outlet 


that Monday's blaze could have been caused by a short circuit or a flammable liquid getting into an air 


filter - the two most common causes of submarine fires. 


 


The Russian navy also uses simpler Priz-class and Bester-class deep water vehicles, which have a 


hull built of titanium and are capable of operating at a depth of 1,000 meters (3,281 feet). The small 


vehicles have a crew of two and are primarily intended for rescuing submariners in case of incidents. 


Such vessels are transported to the area of operation by a carrier vessel and can operate autonomously 


for up to 120 hours. 


 


The blaze marks the most serious Russian naval disaster since 2008, when 20 crewmembers died 


aboard the nuclear-powered Nerpa submarine in the Pacific Fleet after a firefighting system was 


accidentally initiated while it was undergoing sea trials. 


 


The accident involving the Kursk was the worst naval disaster in post-Soviet Russia. It occurred on 


Aug. 12, 2000, when the nuclear submarine exploded and sank during maneuvers in the Barents Sea, 
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killing all 118 crewmembers. Putin, who was in his first year of his presidency, came under heavy 


criticism at the time when he failed to immediately interrupt his vacation to take charge of the disaster. 
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18. Park Service to divert $2.5 million for Fourth 


Washington Post, July 3, Pg. A1 | Juliet Eilperin, Josh Dawsey and Dan Lamothe 


 


The National Park Service is diverting nearly $2.5 million in entrance and recreation fees primarily 


intended to improve parks across the country to cover costs associated with President Trump's 


Independence Day celebration Thursday on the Mall, according to two individuals familiar with the 


arrangement. 


 


Trump administration officials have consistently refused to say how much taxpayers will have to pay 


for the expanded celebration on the Mall this year, which the president has dubbed the "Salute to 


America." The two individuals, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of 


the matter, confirmed the transfer of the Park Service funds Tuesday. 


 


The diverted park fees represent just a fraction of the extra costs the government faces as a result of 


the event, which will include displays of military hardware, flyovers by an array of jets including Air 


Force One, the deployment of tanks on the Mall and an extended pyrotechnics show. By comparison, 


according to former Park Service deputy director Denis P. Galvin, the entire Fourth of July celebration 


on the Mall typically costs the agency about $2 million. 


 


For Trump's planned speech at the Lincoln Memorial, the White House is distributing VIP tickets to 


Republican donors and political appointees, prompting objections from Democratic lawmakers who 


argue that the president has turned the annual celebration into a campaign-like event. 


 


The Republican National Committee and Trump's reelection campaign confirmed Tuesday that they 


had received passes they were handing out for the event. 


 


"We've never seen anything like this," Sen. Tom Udall (N.M.), the top Democrat on the Senate 


Appropriations subcommittee on the interior, environment and related agencies, said in a phone 


interview. "No ticketed political event should be paid for with taxpayer dollars." 


 


The White House referred questions about the celebration to the Interior Department, which declined 


to comment. 
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Even as some critics questioned the White House's handling of access to the Lincoln Memorial, officials 


from the Pentagon and the Interior Department were scrambling to transform Trump's vision of an 


elaborate military and pyrotechnics display into reality. 


 


Two Abrams tanks, two Bradley Fighting Vehicles and an M88 recovery vehicle sat on train tracks in 


Southeast Washington on Tuesday, destined for the Mall. Administration officials were finalizing 


aspects of Thursday's schedule, according to a senior White House official, including a plan to have 


one of the planes in Air Force One's fleet zoom overhead as Trump takes the stage. 


 


Separately, according to two individuals familiar with the matter, the White House was negotiating with 


Park Service officials over whether to project an image from the 1969 Apollo 11 moon mission onto the 


Washington Monument for the event. Typically the agency does not allow projected images on 


monuments or historic structures, on the grounds that they should be preserved in their original form. 


 


By tapping entrance fees to cover the presidential event, Interior is siphoning money that is typically 


used to enhance the visitor experience either on the Mall or at smaller parks across the country, with 


projects ranging from road and bridge repair to habitat restoration. The transfer amounts to nearly 5 


percent of the funds that less-profitable parks used last year for upgrades, according to budget 


documents. 


 


"This is a breach of trust with the public," Theresa Pierno, president and CEO of the National Parks 


Conservation Association, said in an email. "The public pays parks fees to fix national parks and for 


educational programs, not the president's parade." 


 


Udall said Interior Secretary David Bernhardt had yet to respond to a request he and two other Senate 


Democrats made two weeks ago for a full accounting of how the event would be conducted and what 


it would cost. 


 


Amanda Yanchury, a spokeswoman for Rep. Betty McCollum (D-Minn.), chairwoman of the House 


Appropriations subcommittee that oversees the Interior Department, said in an email that McCollum 


"takes her oversight responsibilities seriously and will exercise her role as chair to get a full accounting 


of the taxpayer costs incurred by this event." 


 


The awarding of tickets to GOP supporters, which was first reported by HuffPost, has exacerbated 


tensions between the Trump administration and Democratic lawmakers. The White House has also 


provided a select number of tickets to top staffers at federal agencies, who are free to distribute them 


as they would like. 
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An official from the RNC, who spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss the group's inner 


workings, said in an email that the Democratic National Committee had received passes to White House 


events when a Democrat was in the Oval Office. 


 


"It's standard practice for the RNC to receive a small number of tickets to events just as the DNC did 


under Democrat Presidents," the official wrote. "This is routine for events like the White House 


Christmas Open Houses, Garden Tours in spring and fall, etc." 


 


Tim Murtaugh, communications director for Trump's reelection campaign, said in an email that his staff 


also received passes to the president's Lincoln Memorial address. 


 


"As a courtesy, the campaign was provided tickets for staff and their families and friends, much like for 


the Easter Egg Roll or White House garden tours," Murtaugh said. 


 


While the White House has hosted limited tours for years, this year's gathering on the Mall marks a 


departure because presidents have not traditionally participated in the nation's Independence Day 


celebration. 


 


Brendan Fischer, federal reform director for the Campaign Legal Center, said in an interview that while 


it may not violate federal ethics law to distribute limited tickets to the president's speech to party 


contributors, "it certainly looks bad." 


 


"Limiting public access to a public monument on Independence Day in favor of wealthy donors just 


sends a signal that our political system favors the wealthy and well-connected," he said. 


 


Since federal appropriations law prohibits using public money for political purposes, Fischer noted, the 


issue will depend on what Trump says in his speech. If he refers to some of the 2020 presidential 


hopefuls, or polling related to the race, Trump's reelection campaign may be required to reimburse the 


U.S. Treasury. 


 


"The content of the event, and the nature of the event, is probably the determining factor," as opposed 


to donors getting to see Trump up close, he said. 


 


A U.S. defense official, speaking on the condition of anonymity to talk frankly, said the Pentagon was 


not planning for tanks to be involved in the July Fourth event until late last week. But after the president 


requested them, they were shipped up by rail from Fort Stewart in Georgia and first spotted by an 


Associated Press photographer Monday night. 


 


The list of fighter jets and other planes involved in Thursday's military flyover also has grown, with the 


Pentagon carrying out requests from the White House while Interior officials organize the overall 
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celebration. As late as last week, according to two defense officials, the military was planning to have 


only about 300 service members involved in the celebration, primarily from drill teams and bands. 


 


"The military isn't in charge of this thing," said one defense official, who also spoke on the condition of 


anonymity because of the sensitivity of the issue. "This is a Department of Interior event that DOD is 


giving support to, and the White House is giving guidance on how they'd like us to celebrate the Fourth." 


 


The "Salute to America" marks the culmination of Trump's two-year quest to mount a military-style 


extravaganza inspired by his visit to a Bastille Day celebration in Paris in 2017. His previous efforts to 


stage a Veterans Day military parade down Pennsylvania Avenue in 2018 were scuttled after estimated 


costs ballooned to the tens of millions of dollars. 


 


The Pentagon has referred virtually all questions about the celebration and the military's involvement 


to the White House - a function, officials said, of the president's desire to have some surprises during 


the event. 


 


"We are referring everyone to the White House, who will be making announcements about the event 


timeline and participants," said Jonathan Rath Hoffman, the Pentagon's chief spokesman. 


 


But the department is devoting significant resources to the celebration that are likely to measure in the 


millions of dollars, given the additional construction, transportation of heavy equipment and personnel, 


additional security, the price of fuel, and overtime pay that federal employees will receive. 


 


The event will include appearances by the Blue Angels, an F-35 jet from the Navy, at least one aircraft 


from Marine Helicopter Squadron One and one of the planes used in the fleet for Air Force One, the 


specialized airliner that carries the president. 


 


It will also include a B-2 stealth bomber, the batwing-shaped jet that debuted in the 1990s, and F-22 


Raptor fighter jets, said a defense official, speaking on the condition of anonymity to discuss plans 


before they are announced. Those details were first reported Tuesday by CNN. 


 


--Michelle Ye Hee Lee and Damian Paletta contributed to this report 
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19. By rail and by flatbed, Pentagon prepares to bring tanks to the Mall 


Washington Post, July 3, Pg. A8 | Dan Lamothe 


 


Michael Rollinson rolled around a banked curve on Washington's Anacostia Riverwalk Trail on his 


bicycle Tuesday, coming to a stop on a path overlooking train tracks. He'd found his target for pictures: 


tanks and other hulking military vehicles sitting below on rail cars. 


 


Rollinson, a District resident, made the trip on a steamy afternoon after hearing on television that the 


tanks had arrived in Washington as part of an expanded July Fourth celebration ordered by President 


Trump. Rollinson said that when he learned the tanks were stashed at a CSX yard in Southeast 


Washington, he figured he might be able to see them from the bicycle path. 


 


"It's a little over the top," Rollinson said. "A lot of things the president does are a little over the top. But 


I think military hardware is cool, so I'm interested in it. I understand a lot of people aren't, and I 


understand the reservations other people have. I respect that." 


 


The scene captured the unusual nature of what is to come: Tanks and Bradley Fighting Vehicles will 


be trucked to the Mall to be displayed during an extravaganza that also will feature appearances by 


military bands, drill teams, and a rare collection of aircraft that is expected to include the B-2 stealth 


bomber and the F-22 fighter. 


 


But perhaps no part of the event has polarized people more than the use of two M1A2 Abrams tanks, 


which weigh about 70 tons each and were shipped on rail from Fort Stewart in Georgia. Their expected 


appearance has caused some critics to compare the celebration to events more common in dictator-


led nations like North Korea, while others have expressed excitement about the planned display of 


military might. 


 


Part of the concern is that the vehicles will pulverize pavement in Washington, as they did during a 


parade in June 1991 after the Gulf War, and that the city will be left with the bill. This time, the tanks 


will be stationary and moved into place on flatbeds pulled by heavy-hauler trucks. 


 


Maj. Christian Mitchell, a Pentagon spokesman, said Tuesday in an email that the movement of the 


trucks will be coordinated with the Department of Transportation and carried out in a way to "protect 


streets in the District." The exact location they will be placed, he said, "is still under consideration." 


 


The scene taking shape at the rail yard provided some clarity. Massive trucks pulling flatbed trailers 


rolled past softball fields in Anacostia Park onto a dirt path leading to the tanks, painted green, and 


Bradley Fighting Vehicles, painted desert tan. 
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Several active-duty and retired Army officers who have worked around tanks said that transporting 


them into downtown Washington will be complicated but that it can be done without causing significant 


damage. 


 


Thomas Spoehr, a retired general who is now the director of the Heritage Foundation's Center for 


National Defense, said soldiers are trained to not tear up the roads on bases like Fort Stewart when 


transporting tanks. While some roads cannot handle the weight of a tank on a big rig, most major 


modern ones can, especially when the pressure is distributed across the numerous tires on a flatbed 


trailer. 


 


"The tank kind of hangs off a smidge on either side, so it takes up more than a lane when driving," 


Spoehr said. "You're going to want to do it at a time of low traffic." 


 


The Army has a specific big rig with a trailer made by Oshkosh Defense to carry Abrams tanks on 


roads. Known as the Heavy Equipment Transporter system, it has a "lowboy" trailer that allows tanks 


and other vehicles to roll on. There also are civilian equivalents that could carry the tanks, Spoehr said. 


 


One thing to watch, he added: turns in the city. If a trailer wheel rolls over a sidewalk, he said, "you'll 


crush it." 
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20. US senator says Libya shipments could end UAE arms sales 


Agence France-Presse, July 2 | Not Attributed 


 


A Democratic senator warned Tuesday that the United States could cut off arms sales to the United 


Arab Emirates if proven that it shipped US missiles to Libyan rebels, as the US ally denied it was 


involved. 


 


In a letter to Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, Robert Menendez, the top Democrat on the Senate 


Foreign Relations Committee, demanded an investigation and asked for explanations by July 15 on 


arms agreements with the UAE. 


 


"You are surely aware that if these allegations prove true you may be obligated by law to terminate all 


arms sales to the UAE," Menendez said. 


 


He warned that the transfer would be a "serious violation" of US law and "almost certainly" break the 


UN arms embargo on Libya. 
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The New York Times reported on Friday that forces loyal to Libya's unity government had discovered 


four Javelin missiles at a base used by men under the command of Khalifa Haftar, who has waged a 


months-long offensive to take Tripoli. 


 


The newspaper said that markings on the US-made missiles indicated they had been sold to the United 


Arab Emirates in 2008. 


 


The UAE foreign ministry on Monday said it was committed to the UN resolutions on the arms embargo 


and said it was "denying the ownership of weapons found in Libya." 


 


"The UAE also urges all parties to de-escalate tensions and to re-engage in the UN's political process," 


it said in a statement. 


 


The State Department earlier said that it took allegations of misuse of US weapons seriously and was 


seeking answers. 


 


Menendez told Pompeo that the alleged arms transfer to Libya was "particularly alarming" as it came 


shortly after President Donald Trump's administration bypassed Congress to approve $8.1 billion in 


arms sales to Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. 


 


Lawmakers fear that the weapons will be used to kill civilians in Yemen, where millions are on the brink 


of starvation and schools and hospitals have been hit in a Saudi and Emirati offensive. 


 


Pompeo said that the sale was an emergency because of tensions with Iran, which backs Yemen's 


Huthi rebels. 


 


Democratic senators and a handful of Republicans last month voted to block the sale but they did not 


have enough votes to override a veto by Trump. 
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21. Peace Talks Steer Clear Of Attack on Children 


New York Times, July 3, Pg. A6 | Fatima Faizi and Rod Nordland 


 


KABUL, Afghanistan -- Even by the standards of Afghanistan's long war, the Taliban attack near a 


school that wounded dozens of schoolchildren on Monday stood out as unusually brutal, and 


expressions of outrage came thick and fast from governments around the world. 
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But from Doha, the Qatari capital where American negotiators were meeting with Taliban officials in a 


seventh round of talks, now in their fourth day, there was publicly only silence on the assault. 


 


Several of the earlier rounds of talks, which began in earnest this year, also coincided with attacks in 


Afghanistan, where more than 32,000 civilians have been killed in the last decade of the war, now in 


its 18th year. Most of those deaths have been blamed on the insurgents, a result of indiscriminate 


bombings and suicide attacks. 


 


In earlier rounds this year, American negotiators had brought up the violence at the negotiating table, 


according to officials with knowledge of the talks, speaking on condition of anonymity because of 


diplomatic sensitivities. But now they have stopped doing so, the officials said, in a possible sign of just 


how keen negotiators have become to seal a deal that would set a timeline for an American troop 


withdrawal in exchange for a Taliban promise not to let terrorists operate from Afghanistan. 


 


At most, there have been condemnations on the margins of the earlier sessions. That happened again 


after Monday's attack, which was apparently aimed at a government facility in Kabul, the Afghan capital, 


but badly damaged a nearby school, museum and television station. 


 


In addition to wounding 51 children and killing one, the militants also took the lives of another 39 people, 


most of them civilians, according to Afghan authorities. In all, 116 people were hospitalized with serious 


injuries, 26 of them children and six women, according to Wahidullah Mayar, the spokesman for the 


ministry of public health in Kabul. 


 


The State Department condemned the attack on Tuesday, calling it ''particularly barbarous'' and 


demanding the Taliban cease attacks on civilians. But in Doha, American envoys gave no public 


statement about the assault. 


 


During previous negotiating sessions, American efforts to complain about Taliban violence sometimes 


turned into shouting matches, according to the officials. The Americans would challenge the Taliban 


about killing civilians, and the Taliban would accuse the Americans of doing the same by bombing 


villages and homes. As the Taliban mounted an offensive this spring, the Americans and the Afghan 


government increased attacks as well, leaving both sides blaming one another for the surge in violence. 


 


Sediq Seddiqi, the spokesman for President Ashraf Ghani, predicted that Monday's attack would have 


repercussions in Doha, saying, ''Not only the United States but the entire world is condemning it, 


obviously it will have its repercussions on the results of the ongoing talks.'' 


 


There was no outward sign of that, however. The officials with knowledge of the talks said that the issue 


did not come up at the Doha peace talks themselves, although American negotiators raised the violence 


with senior Taliban officials informally on the sidelines of the talks Monday. 
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The Taliban said it did not deliberately target the Uzair High School, whose 300 students, in first through 


12th grade, used the lower floors of an 11-story building near a Ministry of Defense facility. Many 


witnesses of the attack said the insurgents entered the school so they could reach the tower's rooftop, 


which they used as a firing position. 


 


Ahamadullah Darwish, 25, an English teacher at the school, described the scene after an initial 


explosion. ''After a few minutes I thought to myself that I am the teacher, I must take over and control 


the children and get them out of the classroom,'' he said. ''Many students were injured and covered in 


blood.'' 


 


The blast was from a Taliban car bomb, which destroyed much of the school's outer wall -- a tactic that 


drew condemnation from rights workers, who said the insurgents should not have used such an 


indiscriminate weapon so close to civilians. 


 


''Schools should be havens of peace,'' said Erica Vogel, a spokeswoman for Unicef, the United Nations 


Children's Fund. ''Violence in or around schools is never acceptable.'' 


 


The top United Nations official in Kabul, Tadamichi Yamamoto, said it was clear that the attackers were 


aware of the school. 


 


''The attack in Kabul took place when children were arriving at nearby schools, indicating that those 


who planned and launched it at that time showed a reckless disregard for the safety of innocent lives,'' 


he said. 


 


The head teacher of the school, Aziza Sayar Amiri, 55, said students recalled the attackers telling the 


children to stay out of the way. The students included five of her grandchildren, one of whom was 


injured. 


 


''The attacker told them, 'You are good human beings, you have nothing to do with this, get out of here. 


You are here to study, we won't do anything to you,'' she said. 


 


According to a United Nations report on Afghanistan for 2018, 28 percent of all civilian casualties were 


children, a total of 927 deaths and 2,135 injuries. The agency blamed most of those on ''antigovernment 


elements,'' a term that in most cases refers to the Taliban. There were 18 attacks on educational 


facilities in the first three months of 2019, according to a more recent, quarterly report. 


 


Bombs were the biggest killers, the data showed. ''A staggering 80 percent of conflict-related child 


deaths in Afghanistan are the result of explosive weapons,'' said Onno van Manen, country director for 
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Save the Children. ''Children's smaller bodies sustain more serious injuries than adults, particularly to 


the head and chest. These injuries can kill or cause life-changing disabilities.'' 


 


Symptoms of psychological distress appeared immediately after Monday's attack. Sayed Adel, 11, 


bleeding from his ears, was led home by his 12-year-old brother, who was also at the school. 


 


''Sayed Adel was so shocked and the entire night he could not sleep and didn't allow us to sleep either,'' 


said his grandmother and the head teacher, Ms. Amiri. ''He kept telling us that he doesn't want to go to 


school anymore. He was saying that something is eating him from inside.'' 


 


A fifth-grade religion teacher at the bombed school, Safiullah, 24, woke up in a hospital bed after the 


explosion. (Like many Afghans, he uses only one name.) ''I am really worried about my students,'' he 


said. ''They are just 10 and 12, they have no idea about war and peace. It is a dirty game by the 


Americans and the Taliban.'' 


 


The Taliban said the attack was aimed at the military facility. In an unusual admission, however, the 


insurgents acknowledged there were civilian casualties. 


 


''According to some reports, some civilians have been slightly wounded,'' Taliban spokesman 


Zabihullah Mujahid said. ''But civilians were not the target.'' 


 


Mr. Ghani's government has so far been excluded from the peace talks, although the Americans have 


insisted that once a deal is made the next step would be talks between the Afghan government and the 


Taliban. 


 


The Afghan government used the attack on the school as evidence of Taliban bad faith. ''This shows 


they are not committed to peace,'' Mr. Seddiqi said. 


 


Mr. Darwish, the English teacher, said he is having trouble sleeping. ''Yesterday all the students were 


screaming, 'Mom, please come and save me,' and I was hearing that again and again,'' Mr. Darwish 


said. 
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22. France urges defiant Iran to abide by uranium limits set in nuclear deal 


Washington Post, July 3, Pg. A13 | Loveday Morris 


 


DUBAI -- French President Emmanuel Macron urged Iran on Tuesday to reverse its decision to exceed 


the limit for low-enriched uranium laid out in the 2015 nuclear deal "without delay" as fellow signatories 


Russia and China called on Tehran to show restraint. 
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In a statement, Macron called on Iran to refrain from taking "extra measures" that would cast doubt on 


its commitment to the deal. The appeal came a day after Tehran announced that it had surpassed the 


accord's 300-kilogram (660-pound) stockpile limit for low-enriched uranium, with the United Nations' 


nuclear watchdog confirming Iran's declaration. 


 


Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov called on Iran to "observe key provisions of the deal" and "in 


no way be subjected to emotions." China expressed "regret" over Iran's decision but blamed the United 


States' campaign of "maximum pressure" against Iran for the escalating tension. 


 


The Trump administration has reintroduced sanctions on Iran since pulling out of the nuclear agreement 


last year, reneging on a deal reached between Tehran and six world powers under the Obama 


administration. Tehran says the sanctions prevent it from obtaining the economic benefits of curbing its 


nuclear program that are outlined in the deal, formally known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of 


Action. It cited that circumstance in announcing its decision Monday to reduce its commitments under 


the deal by increasing its enriched-uranium stockpile. 


 


Iran argues that the remaining signatories are not upholding their side of the accord, as Europe has 


struggled to find a workaround that would allow European trade with Iran to continue without companies' 


running afoul of U.S. sanctions. 


 


In calling on Iran to show restraint, the remaining signatories to the deal did not raise the prospect of 


reimposing European sanctions. European diplomats have indicated that they see Iran's move as 


reversible and part of a negotiating tactic to gain economic relief. 


 


President Trump on Monday accused Tehran of "playing with fire" in breaching the deal that he himself 


had repeatedly criticized. 


 


U.S. officials have argued that American sanctions should be no excuse for Iran to increase its 


enrichment levels. The White House went a step further Monday by saying that Iran should not be 


allowed to enrich uranium at all. 


 


In its statement, the White House said there was "little doubt" that "even before the deal's existence, 


Iran was violating its terms." 


 


Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif had a one-word quip in response to that on Tuesday. 


"Seriously?" he posted on Twitter, attaching the statement. Before Monday, inspectors from the 


International Atomic Energy Agency had said Iran was abiding by its commitments. 


 


Officials in Iran remained defiant. Trump has misread Iran, parliamentary Speaker Ali Larijani said 


Tuesday in comments carried by the state news agency. 
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"Trump needs to know that as long as he speaks the language of coercion with a civilized nation, they 


will only grow closer and more unified," he said. 


 


The "errors, mistakes and paradoxical comments" from Washington have increased during the tenure 


of the "current weird president" of the United States, he added. 


 


Europe appears likely to be forced to take a tougher stance if Tehran moves ahead with threats to 


further reduce its commitments under the deal. 


 


Before it can be used to produce energy in a nuclear reactor, uranium has to be enriched. The 


enrichment level is fairly low for reactor fuel, but uranium that is enriched to much higher levels can be 


turned into fissile material for a nuclear weapon. The nuclear deal with Iran was meant to head off such 


a development. 


 


Increasing the stockpile of uranium enriched to 3.67 percent does not put Tehran significantly closer to 


nuclear weapons and falls far short of the weapons-grade enrichment level of more than 90 percent 


needed for a nuclear bomb. 


 


But Iran has said it may go further, by enriching uranium to a grade of as much as 20 percent if it does 


not receive sanctions relief by a July 7 deadline. Such a move could draw a stronger response from 


Europe, possibly triggering European sanctions. 


 


The United States has been trying to persuade Europe to join its tactic of exerting maximum pressure 


on Tehran, but European nations see the nuclear deal as key to maintaining regional security. Some 


analysts have linked the soaring tensions in the Persian Gulf to the biting economic pressure against 


Iran, as Tehran shows that it can push back. 


 


Trump said he came close to striking Iran last month after Tehran shot down a U.S. surveillance drone 


over the Strait of Hormuz. Washington has also accused Tehran of attacking oil tankers in the Gulf of 


Oman, a charge it denies. 
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23. U.A.E. Moves To Pull Out Of Yemen 


Wall Street Journal, July 3, Pg. A9 | Dion Nissenbaum 


 


WASHINGTON -- The United Arab Emirates is aiming to pull most of its forces out of the Saudi-led 


campaign against Houthis in Yemen, extricating itself from a four-year war that has provoked 


congressional opposition and become a flashpoint with Iran in the region. 
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In recent weeks, Abu Dhabi has begun pulling tanks and attack helicopters out of the country, according 


to Western officials. It also has withdrawn hundreds of soldiers from the Red Sea coast, including those 


close to the port city of Hodeidah that serves as the country's main gateway for humanitarian aid, the 


officials added. 


 


The U.A.E. has been the most important partner in the Saudi Arabia-led military alliance fighting against 


the Iran-aligned Houthi rebels since March 2015. The war has left thousands dead and fueled what the 


United Nations calls the world's worst humanitarian crisis, evoking widespread international criticism. 


 


Tensions in the Middle East have soared since the U.S. warned of threats from Iran and its allies and 


sent more forces to the region last month. While both Washington and Tehran have said they don't 


want a war, a spate of attacks -- including on commercial ships off the Emirati coast -- has kept the 


region on edge. U.S. officials have blamed Iran for the tanker attacks, which Tehran has denied. 


 


The U.A.E. has been stung by the expanding opposition in Washington to the military campaign and 


fears their country would be one of Tehran's first retaliatory targets if President Trump orders military 


strikes on Iran, the officials and others briefed on the U.A.E.'s plans said. 


 


The country is instead aiming to focus its efforts in Yemen on battling al Qaeda, Islamic State and other 


extremist groups, these officials said. 


 


U.A.E. officials said they couldn't comment on the military drawdown described by Western officials. 


U.A.E. officials have briefed Western and Gulf allies, according to these officials, but they have yet to 


publicly discuss the drawdown, earlier reported by Reuters. 


 


Saudi officials said they couldn't comment. 


 


The move has prompted some concerns from its U.S. and Saudi partners that the drawdown could be 


framed as a victory by the Houthi insurgents and their Iranian supporters, the officials said. 


 


It isn't clear how Saudi Arabia or the military coalition it leads will respond to the Emirati moves. The 


U.A.E. has been Riyadh's most important ally in the coalition, joining in the air campaign in Yemen, 


gathering intelligence, carrying out some military operations, and providing vital support for Yemeni 


forces battling the Houthis. 


 


Strains between the two Gulf nations over strategy in Yemen have created fissures. Peter Salisbury, a 


Yemen specialist with the International Crisis Group, a non-profit group that focuses on public policy, 


said the military moves are a clear signal from the Emiratis that they want to focus on diplomacy and 


extract themselves from an unpopular war. 
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"It definitely adds a new layer of complexity," he said. "This lays bare some of the divisions between 


some of the anti-Houthi groups." 


 


The U.A.E. has been trying to reduce its military role in Yemen for more than a year, a desire that has 


intensified because the fight has undermined the country's stature in Washington. 


 


While the Trump administration sees Saudi Arabia and U.A.E. as central allies in the fight against Iran, 


more lawmakers in Congress view the Gulf nations as architects of a flawed war plan in Yemen. 


 


More than 90,000 people have been killed in the Yemen conflict, according to Armed Conflict Location 


and Event Data Project. The Saudi-led airstrike campaign has killed more than 8,000 civilians, the 


group found, a track record that has raised major concerns in Washington. Cholera and famine are 


major risks in Yemen. 


 


The Saudi-led coalition has expressed regret for some strikes where civilians have been killed and said 


that it has taken steps to try to prevent more errant strikes. But Emirati officials are increasingly 


concerned about the impact the war is having on the country's influence and reputation in Washington. 


 


In April, Democrats and Republicans united in Congress to pass a resolution calling for the U.S. to 


curtail its limited military support for the Saudi-led campaign in Yemen, including intelligence gathering 


and advice on how to carry out airstrikes. Mr. Trump vetoed the measure, which Congress failed to 


override. Lawmakers are now trying to thwart Trump administration efforts to fast-track billions in arms 


sales to Saudi Arabia and the U.A.E. 


 


The U.N. has brokered a fragile deal to contain the fighting in Yemen, but diplomatic efforts to end the 


conflict face major hurdles. Negotiators have yet to agree on the next steps in the deal, and there is 


widespread dissatisfaction with Abed Rabbo Mansour Hadi, the Yemeni president forced from the 


capital San'a by the Houthis in 2015. 


 


The Hadi government, meanwhile, has accused the U.N. of siding with the Houthis in Hodeidah. U.N. 


officials worked furiously last year to avert a U.A.E.-backed assault on Hodeidah by brokering a peace 


deal in Stockholm. 


 


Under the agreement, the Houthis agreed to cede control of the port to local forces accepted by both 


sides -- a move that eased fears that the U.A.E. would try to seize Hodeidah. 
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24. Limited U.S. military assistance to resume to some Somali troops 


Reuters, July 2 | Katharine Houreld 


 


NAIROBI -- The United States is resuming some assistance to a unit of the Somali military that is not 


working directly with U.S. forces, U.S. officials said on Tuesday, around 18 months after aid was 


suspended to such units over widespread corruption concerns. 


 


The assistance, part of U.S. military aid to the country aimed at helping the government fend off Islamist 


insurgents, was suspended in December 2017 after the Somali military was unable to account for food 


and fuel. 


 


U.S. and Somali investigators visiting bases also found far fewer soldiers than had been reported. Many 


of the men present were missing their guns, indicating they were not ready for active duty. 


 


The resumption of assistance of units not working directly with U.S. forces will be on a pilot basis, a 


press release from the U.S. embassy in Mogadishu said. 


 


"On the basis of internal reforms made by the Federal Government of Somalia and an inspection of the 


recipient unit, the United States assesses that the Federal Government of Somalia and the SNA (Somali 


National Army) have undertaken significant efforts to improve accountability over donor resources," the 


release said. 


 


The aid would include food, fuel and limited non-lethal equipment to a single unit of the Somali National 


Army, a spokeswoman for the embassy told Reuters in an email. 


 


"The Department (of State) intends to implement a robust monitoring and verification mechanism to 


ensure accountability, including through the use of third-party monitors to conduct physical site 


inspections to confirm end-user receipt and use," she said. 


 


The aid suspension did not affect some Somali military units, like the Special Forces group Danab that 


is trained directly by U.S. forces. 


 


Somalia has been riven by civil war since 1991, when warlords overthrew a clan dictator then turned 


on each other. The U.S. also helps fund an African Union force that is supporting the weak, U.N.-


backed government against Islamist insurgent group al Shabaab. 
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NOTABLE COMMENTARY 


 


25. Behind Iran’s New Aggressiveness 


Wall Street Journal, July 3, Pg. A17 | Michael Doran 


 


Tehran announced Monday it had breached the uranium-enrichment limits of the 2015 nuclear deal, 


the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, a week after shooting down a U.S. drone. What prompted 


Iran's new aggressiveness, and what does it seek to achieve? Its policy combines two components: 


noncompliance with aspects of the JCPOA and so-called gray-zone activities, such as unconventional 


attacks through proxies, sabotage of tankers and oil pipelines, and the attack on the drone. The 


common view is that Iran's goal is to pressure the U.S. to relieve economic sanctions. While this view 


is not entirely wrong, it misses Tehran's most urgent priority. 


 


Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the supreme leader, is provoking a crisis to imbue European leaders with fear 


of war and economic disruption so that they will lobby the U.S. to give Iran what it wants. Mr. Khamenei 


timed the pressure campaign so that the European lobbying would begin at the Group of 20 summit in 


Osaka, Japan, last weekend. Specifically, Mr. Khamenei wants seven waivers by Aug. 1. They pertain 


not to banking and the sale of oil -- that is, economic sanctions -- but instead to Iran's international 


partnerships at its nuclear sites. 


 


The JCPOA gave Iran two big concessions: economic sanctions relief and an international blessing for 


its "peaceful" nuclear program. Last November the U.S. Treasury fulfilled President Trump's order to 


end the JCPOA by taking away Iran's economic sanctions relief. But the State Department, in response 


to European lobbying, issued seven waivers whose purpose was to support international partnerships 


on the nuclear projects generated by the JCPOA. 


 


These partnerships include, to give one example, a Russian-led initiative to help produce stable 


isotopes, ostensibly for medical purposes, inside the Fordow facility. A fortified bunker under a 


mountain, Fordow's original purpose was to camouflage and protect centrifuges that would produce 


weapons-grade uranium. The Russian partnership preserves the facility so it can later be used in the 


production of nuclear weapons. 


 


On May 3, 2019, the State Department revoked two of the seven waivers, pertaining to the export of 


enriched uranium to Russia and heavy water to Oman. It was that action, not the tightening of economic 


sanctions in April, that led Iran to adopt an aggressive strategy. 


 


For Mr. Khamenei, the waivers constitute a fortress of international protection for programs that are 


anything but "peaceful" and "civilian." Simply put, the fight over the waivers is a fight for Iran's nuclear 
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weapons program, which Mr. Khamenei has always valued more than any practical economic 


consideration. 


 


To be sure, the economic sanctions now imposed by Mr. Trump may prove strong enough to force Mr. 


Khamenei eventually to rethink his priorities, but only eventually -- and not until after the 2020 U.S. 


election. A Democratic president would almost certainly give Iran everything it wants, free. On the 


economic sanctions, therefore, Mr. Khamenei seeks to buy time. 


 


On the seven waivers, however, he can't afford to wait. He needs to persuade the State Department to 


restore the two revoked waivers and to promise not to touch the remaining five, which come up for 


renewal Aug. 1. 


 


In addition to the waivers, he seeks a commitment from Mr. Trump not to invoke the multilateral 


"snapback" option that the United Nations Security Council created when it endorsed the JCPOA. This 


mechanism allows any party to the agreement that thinks that Iran is in violation of the deal to restore 


all U.N. resolutions that were in place before President Obama began engaging Iran. On Monday, 


Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Sen. Ted Cruz called for use of the multilateral 


"snapback." 


 


If Mr. Trump invokes this option, it would not only end the international cooperation that the seven 


waivers make possible, but also place Iran's nuclear program back outside the bounds of international 


law. Iran's greatest achievement in the JCPOA was not relief from economic sanctions but winning 


international legitimacy for its nuclear-weapons programs. 


 


In seeking to restore the two lost waivers and safeguard the other five, Mr. Khamenei believes he has 


an ace up his sleeve: Trump's desire for re-election. The president campaigned in 2016 on a peace-


and-prosperity platform, and he hopes to go before the electorate in 2020 claiming to have made good 


on his promise not to drag the U.S. into needless wars in the Middle East. Mr. Khamenei thinks he can 


cause enough disruption to hold that claim hostage. 


 


The JCPOA established a legal pathway for Iran to pursue a nuclear bomb and a set of international 


partners that, whether they realize it or not, are protecting Iran's nuclear programs. Whatever else Mr. 


Khamenei may want, his overriding goal is this: to keep that protection. 


 


--Mr. Doran, a senior fellow at the Hudson Institute and the author of "Ike's Gamble: America's Rise to 
Dominance in the Middle East." is a former deputy assistant secretary of defense and a former senior 
director of the National Security Council 
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TWEETS OF NOTE  


 


Twitter, July 2 


 


President Trump, @realDonaldTrump: “Big 4th of July in D.C. “Salute to America.” The Pentagon & 


our great Military Leaders are thrilled to be doing this & showing to the American people, among other 


things, the strongest and most advanced Military anywhere in the World. Incredible Flyovers & biggest 


ever Fireworks!” (7/2, 1025) 


 


Rep. Ro Khanna (D-CA), @RoKhanna: “Only Congress has the constitutional right to decide on 


matters of war and peace. If Trump tries to bypass Congress to go to war with Iran, my NDAA 


amendment will block the funding for military action.” (7/2, 2022) 


 


Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), @SpeakerPelosi: “.@realDonaldTrump must take 


immediate action to improve conditions for children & families at the border.” (7/2, 1656) 


 


Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC), @LindseyGrahamSC: “To be clear – the situation at the southern 


border is out of control because Congress won’t do its job and change our laws.” (7/2, 1634) 


 


Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC), @LindseyGrahamSC: “The men and women serving our nation at the 


border are American heroes who are being slandered by certain politicians who have never solved a 


problem in their political lives. The men and women serving at the border deserve to be respected, not 


slandered.” (7/2, 1635) 


 


U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton, @AmbJohnBolton: “The United States continues to 


provide humanitarian assistance to the region.  We stand with Interim President Juan Guaido and the 


democratically-elected National Assembly as they seek to rid Venezuela of Maduro’s repression and 


pursue free and fair elections.” (7/2, 1549) 


 


U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton, @AmbJohnBolton: “Great meeting today with FM 


Atamkulov from Kazakhstan to strengthen our already robust relationship.  Kazakhstan is a highly-


valued partner in Central Asia, working with us to advance energy, economic, security and other 


regional priorities.” (7/2, 1506) 


 


U.S. Special Representative for Afghanistan Reconciliation Zalmay Khalilzad, 


@US4AfghanPeace: “Yesterday @SecPompeo unequivocally condemned the horrific attack in Kabul. 


On @Twitter & in media, the photos of innocent #Afghan children, scared & hurt, drive home a sense 


of profound urgency to resolve remaining issues here in Doha. Afghan people deserve an end to the 


violence” (7/2, 1547) 
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U.S. Special Representative for Ukraine Negotiations Kurt Volker, @SpecRepUkraine: “Poland 


and the U.S. share an interest in a strong, secure Ukraine integrated in the region and within Trans-


Atlantic community.  Minister Czaputowicz @PolandMFA and I discussed how strengthen efforts to 


support reform and create an open, dynamic Ukraine.” (7/2, 1501) 


 


Rep. Seth Moulton (D-MA), @sethmoulton: “Donald Trump has already been deporting veterans. 


Now he's coming after their families. We have never had a more unpatriotic president.” (7/2, 1105) 


 


U.S. Ambassador to NATO Kay Bailey Hutchison, @USAmbNATO: “Senator @RoyBlunt paid a 


visit to @USNATO recently and it was my pleasure to show him around the @NATO HQ. The Alliance 


plays a crucial role for 🇺🇸 national security and I am pleased that our lawmakers value our work with 


#NATO Allies here in #Brussels.” (7/2, 0948) 


 


U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, @SecPompeo: “I am thankful for the important humanitarian 


work of @USNavy and #USNSComfort. @StateDept proudly supports your mission to bring medical 


care to those in need, especially those suffering from the crisis in #Venezuela caused by Maduro and 


his corrupt regime. #EnduringPromise” (7/2, 0943) 


 


U.S. Mission to NATO, @USNATO: “#DYK that @ExSeaBreeze kicked off yesterday with total 19 


Allies + partners participating. [U.S.] & [Ukraine] forces lead exercises on the 2nd day of the exercise, 


promoting regional stability in the #BlackSea, helping maintain a credible & capable defensive posture 


in the region.” (7/2, 0911) 


 


*** 


 


Office of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, @IsraeliPM: “I look  forward to  work  with 


President Trump  and  his administration  to advance  peace, prosperity and security.” (7/2, 1645) 


 


Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif, @JZarif: “Iran is committed to the full implementation of the 


#JCPOA: as long as E3/EU implement THEIR economic commitments. So moving forward, Iran will 


comply with its commitments under the JCPOA in exactly the same manner as the EU/E3 have—and 


will—comply with theirs. Fair enough?” (7/2, 1401) 


 


NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg, @jensstoltenberg: “Looking forward to working with 


the new #EU leadership. In an unpredictable world, #NATO-EU cooperation is more important & closer 


than ever.” (7/2, 1338) 
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German Foreign Office, @GermanyDiplo: “[Germany, France, U.K., EU] Statement on Iran breaking 


the JCPoA stockpile limit for low enriched uranium. We urge Iran to reverse this step and refrain from 


further measures. Will determine next steps in close coordination with other JCPoA participants.” (7/2, 


1322) 


 


Estonian Defense Ministry, @MoD_Estonia: “#Estonia and #US weapon manufacturer LMT Defense 


from #Iowa sign an agreement to deliver new generation rifles for the Estonian Defence Forces and 


help strengthen the #transatlantic relationship and @NATO #WeAreAllies” (7/2, 0900) 


 


Afghan National Security Adviser Hamdullah Mohib, @hmohib: “It was heartbreaking to see 


children as young as 7 injured by the horrific & inhumane attack by #Taliban, even as their leaders satd 


down to discuss #peace outside of the country. The spirity of our wounded soldiers however was high...” 


(7/2, 0509) 


 


Afghan National Security Adviser Hamdullah Mohib, @hmohib: “… & reflects the strong resolve of 


the #ANDSF & the Afghan people to defeat terrorism. The #Afghan people stand for peace, stability, 


freedom & security. We face the enemies of peace united & determined.” (7/2, 0512) 
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MORNING NEWS OF NOTE 

A s  o f  0 4 3 0  H o u r s ,  J u l y  3  

Tweets of Note 

President Trump tweeted: “Big 4th of July in D.C. ‘Salute to America.’ The Pentagon & our great Military 
Leaders are thrilled to be doing this & showing to the American people, among other things, the 
strongest and most advanced Military anywhere in the World. Incredible Flyovers & biggest ever 
Fireworks!” On Latin America, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said: “I am thankful for the 
important humanitarian work of @USNavy and #USNSComfort. @StateDept proudly supports your 
mission to bring medical care to those in need, especially those suffering from the crisis in #Venezuela 
caused by Maduro and his corrupt regime. #EnduringPromise.” And U.S. Special Representative for 
Afghanistan Reconciliation Zalmay Khalilzad wrote: “Yesterday @SecPompeo unequivocally 
condemned the horrific attack in Kabul. On @Twitter & in media, the photos of innocent #Afghan 
children, scared & hurt, drive home a sense of profound urgency to resolve remaining issues here in 
Doha. Afghan people deserve an end to the violence.” (CLICK HERE FOR ALL TWEETS OF NOTE) 
 

Table of Contents 
TOP NEWS 

1. Pentagon says China missile test in South China Sea ‘disturbing’ 

Reuters, July 2 | Not Attributed 

The Pentagon said on Tuesday a recent Chinese missile launch in the disputed South China Sea was 

"disturbing" and contrary to Chinese pledges that it would not militarize the disputed waterway. 

2. Despite Turkey’s assurances, U.S. still eyes sanctions, F-35 exit 

Reuters, July 3 | Phil Stewart and Humeyra Pamuk 

The Trump administration still plans to impose sanctions on Turkey and remove it from a critical fighter 

jet program if the NATO ally acquires Russian air defenses, U.S. officials told Reuters, despite the 

Turkish president's assurances to the contrary. 

3. Bound for Iran, Tankers Vanish And Return Full 

New York Times, July 3, Pg. A1 | Michael Forsythe and Ronen Bergman 

As the Trump administration's sanctions on Iranian oil and petrochemical products have taken hold, 

some of the world's shipping fleets have defied the restrictions by ''going dark'' when they pick up cargo 

in Iranian ports, according to commercial analysts who track shipping data and intelligence from 

authorities in Israel, a country that backs the Trump crackdown. 
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7. Brand New Marine One Helicopter to Make Debut at Trump’s July 4th Parade 

Other aircraft slated to fly over include the B-2 stealth bomber, F-22 Raptor and Air Force One 

DefenseOne.com, July 2 | Marcus Weisgerber 

 

The U.S. military’s new Marine One helicopter is scheduled to make its public debut Thursday as part 

of the military July 4 Washington flyover called for by President Trump. 

 

Even though it’s still in testing and not expected to fly Trump until at least late next year, the VH-92 is 

slated to join the VC-25A, a Boeing 747 better known as Air Force One when the president is on board. 

Two sources with knowledge of the military’s plans confirmed the VH-92 is scheduled to participate in 

Trump’s “Salute to America.” ABC News first reported the new helicopter would participate. 

 

An Air Force B-2 Spirit stealth bomber is also slated to fly over, CNN reports. Fighter jets, including the 

F-22 Raptor, F-35 Joint Strike Fighter and the Navy’s Blue Angels flight demonstration team is also 

slated to participate in the festivities. 

 

Even though the new VH-92 is not ready to fly the president, the rest of the aircraft already sports the 

iconic dark green livery that’s become synonymous with the aircraft of Marine Helicopter Squadron 

One. The Marines are testing three of the helicopters, made by Sikorsky, which is owned by defense 

contractor Lockheed Martin. 

 

One of the new Marine One helicopters made a series of test landings at the White House in September. 

More recently, President Trump watched one of the helicopters make a test landing on the South Lawn 

last month. 

 

While the cost of a new Air Force One plane has drawn the president’s scorn, the new Marine One 

helicopters are far from cheap. An April 11 Government Accountability Office report said it would cost 

taxpayers $4.95 billion to develop and buy 23 new helicopters. That’s more than $215 million each. But 

the cost of the project has actually fallen 4.5 percent from 2014 estimates, GAO said. 

 

Just last month, the Pentagon ordered six of the helicopters from Sikorsky. 

 

The project has been much more stable than its previous effort to replace the VH-3D Sea King 

helicopters, which have been flying presidents since the 1970s. The Pentagon spent $3.2 billion on the 

prior before then-Defense Secretary Robert Gates canceled the project in 2009. 

 

The new Marine One — based on Sikorsky’s commercial S-92, a helicopter widely used in the oil and 

gas industry to fly workers to offshore platforms — has not been without problems of its own. For 

instance, GAO revealed in April 2018 that the new presidential helicopters were so powerful that they 

could tear up the White House lawn. 
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killing all 118 crewmembers. Putin, who was in his first year of his presidency, came under heavy 

criticism at the time when he failed to immediately interrupt his vacation to take charge of the disaster. 

RETURN TO TOP 

 

EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE 

 

18. Park Service to divert $2.5 million for Fourth 

Washington Post, July 3, Pg. A1 | Juliet Eilperin, Josh Dawsey and Dan Lamothe 

 

The National Park Service is diverting nearly $2.5 million in entrance and recreation fees primarily 

intended to improve parks across the country to cover costs associated with President Trump's 

Independence Day celebration Thursday on the Mall, according to two individuals familiar with the 

arrangement. 

 

Trump administration officials have consistently refused to say how much taxpayers will have to pay 

for the expanded celebration on the Mall this year, which the president has dubbed the "Salute to 

America." The two individuals, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of 

the matter, confirmed the transfer of the Park Service funds Tuesday. 

 

The diverted park fees represent just a fraction of the extra costs the government faces as a result of 

the event, which will include displays of military hardware, flyovers by an array of jets including Air 

Force One, the deployment of tanks on the Mall and an extended pyrotechnics show. By comparison, 

according to former Park Service deputy director Denis P. Galvin, the entire Fourth of July celebration 

on the Mall typically costs the agency about $2 million. 

 

For Trump's planned speech at the Lincoln Memorial, the White House is distributing VIP tickets to 

Republican donors and political appointees, prompting objections from Democratic lawmakers who 

argue that the president has turned the annual celebration into a campaign-like event. 

 

The Republican National Committee and Trump's reelection campaign confirmed Tuesday that they 

had received passes they were handing out for the event. 

 

"We've never seen anything like this," Sen. Tom Udall (N.M.), the top Democrat on the Senate 

Appropriations subcommittee on the interior, environment and related agencies, said in a phone 

interview. "No ticketed political event should be paid for with taxpayer dollars." 

 

The White House referred questions about the celebration to the Interior Department, which declined 

to comment. 
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celebration. As late as last week, according to two defense officials, the military was planning to have 

only about 300 service members involved in the celebration, primarily from drill teams and bands. 

 

"The military isn't in charge of this thing," said one defense official, who also spoke on the condition of 

anonymity because of the sensitivity of the issue. "This is a Department of Interior event that DOD is 

giving support to, and the White House is giving guidance on how they'd like us to celebrate the Fourth." 

 

The "Salute to America" marks the culmination of Trump's two-year quest to mount a military-style 

extravaganza inspired by his visit to a Bastille Day celebration in Paris in 2017. His previous efforts to 

stage a Veterans Day military parade down Pennsylvania Avenue in 2018 were scuttled after estimated 

costs ballooned to the tens of millions of dollars. 

 

The Pentagon has referred virtually all questions about the celebration and the military's involvement 

to the White House - a function, officials said, of the president's desire to have some surprises during 

the event. 

 

"We are referring everyone to the White House, who will be making announcements about the event 

timeline and participants," said Jonathan Rath Hoffman, the Pentagon's chief spokesman. 

 

But the department is devoting significant resources to the celebration that are likely to measure in the 

millions of dollars, given the additional construction, transportation of heavy equipment and personnel, 

additional security, the price of fuel, and overtime pay that federal employees will receive. 

 

The event will include appearances by the Blue Angels, an F-35 jet from the Navy, at least one aircraft 

from Marine Helicopter Squadron One and one of the planes used in the fleet for Air Force One, the 

specialized airliner that carries the president. 

 

It will also include a B-2 stealth bomber, the batwing-shaped jet that debuted in the 1990s, and F-22 

Raptor fighter jets, said a defense official, speaking on the condition of anonymity to discuss plans 

before they are announced. Those details were first reported Tuesday by CNN. 

 

--Michelle Ye Hee Lee and Damian Paletta contributed to this report 
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TWEETS OF NOTE  

 

Twitter, July 2 

 

President Trump, @realDonaldTrump: “Big 4th of July in D.C. “Salute to America.” The Pentagon & 

our great Military Leaders are thrilled to be doing this & showing to the American people, among other 

things, the strongest and most advanced Military anywhere in the World. Incredible Flyovers & biggest 

ever Fireworks!” (7/2, 1025) 

 

Rep. Ro Khanna (D-CA), @RoKhanna: “Only Congress has the constitutional right to decide on 

matters of war and peace. If Trump tries to bypass Congress to go to war with Iran, my NDAA 

amendment will block the funding for military action.” (7/2, 2022) 

 

Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), @SpeakerPelosi: “.@realDonaldTrump must take 

immediate action to improve conditions for children & families at the border.” (7/2, 1656) 

 

Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC), @LindseyGrahamSC: “To be clear – the situation at the southern 

border is out of control because Congress won’t do its job and change our laws.” (7/2, 1634) 

 

Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC), @LindseyGrahamSC: “The men and women serving our nation at the 

border are American heroes who are being slandered by certain politicians who have never solved a 

problem in their political lives. The men and women serving at the border deserve to be respected, not 

slandered.” (7/2, 1635) 

 

U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton, @AmbJohnBolton: “The United States continues to 

provide humanitarian assistance to the region.  We stand with Interim President Juan Guaido and the 

democratically-elected National Assembly as they seek to rid Venezuela of Maduro’s repression and 

pursue free and fair elections.” (7/2, 1549) 

 

U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton, @AmbJohnBolton: “Great meeting today with FM 

Atamkulov from Kazakhstan to strengthen our already robust relationship.  Kazakhstan is a highly-

valued partner in Central Asia, working with us to advance energy, economic, security and other 

regional priorities.” (7/2, 1506) 

 

U.S. Special Representative for Afghanistan Reconciliation Zalmay Khalilzad, 

@US4AfghanPeace: “Yesterday @SecPompeo unequivocally condemned the horrific attack in Kabul. 

On @Twitter & in media, the photos of innocent #Afghan children, scared & hurt, drive home a sense 

of profound urgency to resolve remaining issues here in Doha. Afghan people deserve an end to the 

violence” (7/2, 1547) 
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MORNING NEWS OF NOTE
As of 0430 Hours, July 5

***

Tweets of Note

Vice President Pence said: “It was wonderful to see our military celebrating #IndependenceDay at the Salute to
America. Thank you to our military and their families for their patriotic sacrifices made to protect our great Nation.
God bless our troops!” Separately, Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) tweeted: “Incredible #July4th2019 experience
being with the men and women of the aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln. To witness carrier flight operations up
close is a once in a lifetime — never to be forgotten — experience.” And U.S. National Security Adviser John
Bolton wrote: “Excellent news: UK has detained the supertanker Grace I laden with Iranian oil bound for Syria in
violation of EU sanctions. America & our allies will continue to prevent regimes in Tehran & Damascus from
profiting off this illicit trade.”

***

Table of Contents

TOP NEWS

1.      Military spectacle, and nonpartisan performance
Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A1 | Toluse Olorunnipa and Anne Gearan
With fighter jets soaring above him as he extolled American greatness in a speech at the Lincoln Memorial,
President Trump finally got the kind of military celebration he has sought for the past two years.

2.      Missile Defense May Get Assist From Alliance
New York Times, July 5, Pg. A1 | Julian E. Barnes
NATO military officials are exploring whether to upgrade their defenses to make them capable of shooting down
newly deployed Russian intermediate-range nuclear missiles after a landmark arms treaty dissolves next month,
according to three European officials.

3.      Gibraltar Detains Oil Supertanker Bound for Syria
New York Times, July 5, Pg. A7 | Palko Karasz and Raphael Minder
The British marines and the port authorities in Gibraltar on Thursday detained a supertanker that was carrying crude
oil from Iran to Syria, a violation of European Union sanctions against Syria. The seizure of the ship threatened to
raise tensions between Iran and the West. Spain said the vessel had been detained at the request of the United States,
and Iran summoned the British ambassador over what a Foreign Ministry spokesman called an ''illegal'' seizure.

LETHALITY

4.      In Trump’s ‘Salute to America,’ the promoter in chief makes a recruiting pitch for the military
Washington Post Online, July 5 | Dan Lamothe
Flanked by armored vehicles and a coterie of senior military officers, President Trump made an Independence Day
pitch at the Lincoln Memorial: Join the U.S. military.

5.      Southern California rocked by strongest quake in two decades
Agence France-Presse, July 4 | Not Attributed
Southern California was rocked by its largest earthquake in two decades on Thursday, a 6.4-magnitude tremblor that
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MORNING NEWS OF NOTE 


A s  o f  0 4 3 0  H o u r s ,  J u l y  5  
Tweets of Note 
Vice President Pence said: “It was wonderful to see our military celebrating #IndependenceDay at the 
Salute to America. Thank you to our military and their families for their patriotic sacrifices made to protect 
our great Nation. God bless our troops!” Separately, Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) tweeted: “Incredible 
#July4th2019 experience being with the men and women of the aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln. To 
witness carrier flight operations up close is a once in a lifetime — never to be forgotten — experience.” 
And U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton wrote: “Excellent news: UK has detained the supertanker 
Grace I laden with Iranian oil bound for Syria in violation of EU sanctions. America & our allies will continue 
to prevent regimes in Tehran & Damascus from profiting off this illicit trade.” (CLICK HERE FOR ALL 
TWEETS OF NOTE) 
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Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A1 | Toluse Olorunnipa and Anne Gearan 


With fighter jets soaring above him as he extolled American greatness in a speech at the Lincoln 
Memorial, President Trump finally got the kind of military celebration he has sought for the past two 
years. 


2. Missile Defense May Get Assist From Alliance 


New York Times, July 5, Pg. A1 | Julian E. Barnes 


NATO military officials are exploring whether to upgrade their defenses to make them capable of 
shooting down newly deployed Russian intermediate-range nuclear missiles after a landmark arms 
treaty dissolves next month, according to three European officials. 


3. Gibraltar Detains Oil Supertanker Bound for Syria 


New York Times, July 5, Pg. A7 | Palko Karasz and Raphael Minder 


The British marines and the port authorities in Gibraltar on Thursday detained a supertanker that was 
carrying crude oil from Iran to Syria, a violation of European Union sanctions against Syria. The seizure 
of the ship threatened to raise tensions between Iran and the West. Spain said the vessel had been 
detained at the request of the United States, and Iran summoned the British ambassador over what a 
Foreign Ministry spokesman called an ''illegal'' seizure. 
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LETHALITY 


4. In Trump’s ‘Salute to America,’ the promoter in chief makes a recruiting pitch for the 
military 


Washington Post Online, July 5 | Dan Lamothe 


Flanked by armored vehicles and a coterie of senior military officers, President Trump made an 
Independence Day pitch at the Lincoln Memorial: Join the U.S. military. 


5. Southern California rocked by strongest quake in two decades 


Agence France-Presse, July 4 | Not Attributed 


Southern California was rocked by its largest earthquake in two decades on Thursday, a 6.4-magnitude 
tremblor that caused "substantial damage" at a military facility but otherwise only minor injuries in the 
sparsely populated area. Thursday's epicenter was in or on the edge of the US Navy's sprawling desert 
bomb testing range known as China Lake. An official at China Lake told AFP there was "substantial 
damage" to their facilities, including fires, water leaks and spills of hazardous materials. 


6. Danger Grows for U.S. Military Drones 


Wall Street Journal, July 5, Pg. A7 | Ben Kesling 


Unmanned U.S. surveillance aircraft, with their suites of advanced technology, are the high-price 
product of years of domestic drone development during an era of nearly uncontested airspace. So when 
Iran on June 20 shot down one of the Pentagon's top spy drones, it signaled the U.S. may need a new 
strategy for rivals who are better-prepared than the extremist groups it has become accustomed to 
operating against. 


7. After Navy SEAL’s Acquittal, Fears That War Crimes Will Go Unreported 


New York Times, July 4, Pg. A13 | Dave Philipps 


Edward Gallagher, a decorated member of the Navy SEALs, was pleased and relieved when he 
emerged from his court-martial on Wednesday with just a demotion and time served, and not the life 
sentence he could have faced if convicted on the most serious charges. But many in the Navy were in 
no mood to celebrate. 


ALLIANCES/PARTNERSHIPS 


8. U.S. Upgrades Ukrainian Ports To Fit American Warships 


BreakingDefense.com, July 3 | Paul McLeary 
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As tensions rise between Russia and Ukraine on the Black Sea, the US is upgrading several Ukrainian 
naval bases to give American and NATO warships the ability to dock just miles from Russia-controlled 
Crimea. 


9. 4th Fleet-Led UNITAS 2019 Pacific Exercise Focuses on Sub-Hunting, Humanitarian 
Assistance 


U.S. Naval Institute News, July 4 | Megan Eckstein 


The U.S. Navy and its partners in Central and South America just wrapped up the UNITAS 2019 Pacific 
exercise, with a U.S. destroyer leading the 13-nation force through an anti-submarine and surface 
warfare drill. In the 60th iteration of the annual exercise in U.S. 4th Fleet, the forces melded sea- and 
air-control skills with humanitarian assistance and disaster relief practice, to ensure the partners could 
come together if needed for a range of missions. 


REFORM 


10. The Pentagon’s new space agency has an idea about the future 


C4ISRNET.com, July 3 | Nathan Strout 


The Defense Department’s next generation space architecture would consist of several layers based 
around a mesh network of small communications satellites, according to a document released by the 
Space Development Agency July 1. 


GREAT POWER COMPETITION 


11. Russia: Nuclear reactor safe on fire-hit submersible 


Associated Press, July 4 | Vladimir Isachenkov 


The nuclear reactor on one of the Russian navy's research submersibles hasn't been damaged in a fire 
that killed 14 seamen, Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu said Thursday, adding that the vessel would be 
put back into service after repairs. 


EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE 


12. Trump’s July 4 celebration will cost millions — and it will take a while to know how much 


Washington Post Online, July 4 | Dan Lamothe and Colby Itkowitz 


The B-2 bomber could cost $700,000. Two F-22s fighters, about $300,000. The Blue Angels 
demonstration team, close to $320,000. And two F-35 jets, upward of $660,000. These figures, based 
on a conservative analysis using Pentagon flight-cost estimates and other military data about the 
aircraft, highlight something the Trump administration has left murky as it plans its Independence Day 
celebration in Washington: how much it will cost. 
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13. Appeals court: Trump can’t use Pentagon cash for border wall 
Associated Press, July 4 | Elliot Spagat 


An appeals court on Wednesday upheld a freeze on Pentagon money to build a border wall with Mexico, 
casting doubt on President Donald Trump's ability to make good on a signature campaign promise 
before the 2020 election. 


14. White House faces time crunch with Trump’s top Pentagon pick 


The Hill Online, July 3 | Ellen Mitchell 


The White House is racing against the clock to install a permanent Pentagon chief. Acting Defense 
Secretary Mark Esper, President Trump’s pick for the top defense post, is not permitted to serve in his 
current role beyond July 30. That’s because a federal law known as the Vacancies Act prohibits officials 
from serving in acting capacities for more than 210 days. 


15. Space Force envisioned by Congress to cost about $3.6 billion 


FederalNewsNetwork.com, July 3 | Scott Maucione 


After tweaks from Congress, the Space Force is getting a new price tag from the Congressional Budget 
Office. The CBO estimates the Space Force, as envisioned by the House 2020 defense authorization 
bill, will cost $3.6 billion over the next five years in one-time and recurring costs. 


SECURITY ENVIRONMENT 


16. U.S., Taliban scramble to finalize draft on troop withdrawal 
Associated Press, July 4 | Kathy Gannon 


Taliban and U.S. negotiators are scrambling to finalize a draft agreement that will outline the withdrawal 
of American and NATO troops from Afghanistan and a verifiable Taliban guarantee to fight terrorism 
ahead of an all-Afghan peace conference Sunday. 


17. Trump administration lays broad legal grounds for military strike on Iran 


Washington Post, July 4, Pg. A10 | Karen DeYoung and Missy Ryan 


As it has contemplated military action against Iran, the Trump administration has opened the door to 
virtually every legal authority it might use to justify an attack, from tying Iran to al-Qaeda, to President 
Trump's assertion that it would not involve American ground troops and "wouldn't last very long." 


18. Iran Hits Back as Sanctions Pressure Economy 


Wall Street Journal, July 5, Pg. A1 | Sune Engel Rasmussen 
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Tighter new U.S. sanctions have proved more punishing than Iran's leaders expected, driving Tehran 
to hit back militarily and breach limits it had agreed to put on its nuclear program. This increasingly 
confrontational approach aims to raise the costs to the U.S. of its maximum-pressure campaign and to 
push Western European nations to offer economic relief, according to former Iranian officials and 
analysts. 


19. Target of Both Sides in Standoff With Iran: Its Main Negotiator 


New York Times, July 5, Pg. A1 | Farnaz Fassihi and David D. Kirkpatrick 


Iranian hard-liners have long mocked their foreign minister, Mohammad Javad Zarif, as the make-
believe American, after a character in a comic Iranian movie who puts on an accent, wardrobe and 
lifestyle to live out a fantasy of American life. Now, with the nuclear deal on the brink of collapse, with 
the Trump administration reimposing crushing sanctions on Iran, and with Tehran threatening to restart 
elements of its nuclear program, Mr. Zarif is coming under renewed fire not only from hard-liners in 
Tehran but also from Washington. White House officials say that President Trump has requested 
sanctions specifically against the Iranian foreign minister, stirring debate in both countries about the 
administration's intentions. 


20. Tripoli Accuses U.A.E. of Deadly Airstrike 


Wall Street Journal, July 5, Pg. A7 | Jared Malsin and Amira El-Fekki 


Libya's United Nations-backed government blamed the United Arab Emirates for an airstrike that killed 
more than 50 people in Tripoli this week, suggesting a new level of foreign intervention in the battle for 
the capital. The U.A.E. used an American-made F-16 jet fighter in the strike, said Interior Minister Fathi 
Bashagha of the Government of National Accord, citing an assessment of the sound of the warplane's 
engines and the size of the explosion. 


21. Venezuela Has Killed Thousands, U.N. Reports 


New York Times, July 5, Pg. A5 | Nick Cumming-Bruce 


Venezuelan special forces have carried out thousands of extrajudicial killings in the past 18 months 
and then manipulated crime scenes to make it look as if the victims had been resisting arrest, the United 
Nations said on Thursday in a report detailing wide-ranging government abuses targeting political 
opponents. 


22. Ex-Venezuela spy chief says Maduro ordered illegal arrests 


Associated Press, July 4 | Luis Alonso Lugo 


Cruising around Caracas in a convoy with five cellphones full of valuable contacts, Gen. Manuel 
Cristopher Figuera displayed trappings that befitted his reputation as a loyal soldier who rose from an 
upbringing in a dirt-floored hut to become Venezuela's spy chief. Now one of the most prominent 
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defectors in two decades of socialist rule in Venezuela has come to Washington seeking revenge 
against his former boss. He is looking to help the same U.S. "empire" he was taught to hate investigate 
human-rights violations and corruption. On Tuesday, he met with the U.S. special envoy to Venezuela, 
Elliott Abrams. 


23. Federal police in Mexico threaten to strike over plan for National Guard 


Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A12 | Mary Beth Sheridan 


Mexican President Andrés Manuel López Obrador struggled Thursday to contain an uprising by federal 
police over the government's plan to move them into a massive new security force that will crack down 
on criminal gangs and U.S.-bound migrants. 


NOTABLE COMMENTARY 


24. Defending freedom is the American way 


Washington Examiner Online, July 4 | Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-IA) 


As the United States gets ready to celebrate its 243rd birthday, I’m reminded of moments in American 
history that distinguish our nation as the land of the free and home of the brave. These moments have 
shown how America’s quest for independence paved the way for freedom from tyranny at home and 
abroad. 


25. The only diplomatic way forward with North Korea 


Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A15 | Josh Rogin 


The United States and North Korea are resuming negotiations in the wake of President Trump's 
impromptu meeting with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un last weekend. The fight over North Korea 
policy within the Trump administration is reviving, too. In fact, though, the underlying dynamics are not 
new. What we're seeing now is a return to the idea of a step-by-step approach, known as the "small 
deal," which is the only diplomatic path with any chance of success. 


TWEETS OF NOTE 


Twitter, July 3-4 
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TOP NEWS 
 
1. Military spectacle, and nonpartisan performance  
Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A1 | Toluse Olorunnipa and Anne Gearan 
 
With fighter jets soaring above him as he extolled American greatness in a speech at the Lincoln 
Memorial, President Trump finally got the kind of military celebration he has sought for the past two 
years. 
 
The Fourth of July extravaganza was created at Trump's request and designed to suit his whims, but 
the president largely refrained from using it to praise himself - abandoning his typical self-promotional 
style to applaud the military and ordinary Americans who have contributed to the nation's advancement. 
 
"As we gather this evening in the joy of freedom, we remember that all share a truly extraordinary 
heritage," Trump said in a 47-minute speech that was dampened and delayed by a downpour on the 
Mall. "Together, we are part of one of the greatest stories ever told - the story of America. It is the epic 
tale of a great nation whose people have risked everything for what they know is right and what they 
know is true." 
 
Trump's "Salute to America" was clouded in controversy in part amid complaints that the president was 
inserting himself into a typically nonpolitical event and using a taxpayer-funded celebration of military 
power to pursue his own partisan objectives. The event featured a VIP section for Republican donors 
and supporters, and a display of military tanks and aircraft Trump had personally ordered, despite 
reluctance from some defense officials concerned about politicizing the Pentagon. 
 
But Trump largely steered clear of partisanship and instead spoke of the history of America's founding 
while reveling in the displays of military might from the U.S. armed forces. 
 
For months, the president had taken special interest in the event, receiving regular briefings and 
requesting specific features, from M1 Abrams tanks to Air Force One. When it was over, Trump got the 
sweeping visuals he might want for 2020 campaign ads in aerial shots of crowds lining the Mall. Shortly 
after returning to the White House after the speech, the president took to Twitter to attack his critics, 
decry flag-burning "communists," and post photos of the crowd size at his speech. 
 
"July 4th is being turned into a big campaign event," Julian Zelizer, a professor of history and public 
affairs at Princeton, said on Twitter Thursday before Trump's speech. 
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During his remarks, Trump introduced the five branches of the U.S. military as aircraft from the Army, 
Navy, Marines, Coast Guard and Air Force flew overhead. Abrams tanks and Bradley Fighting Vehicles 
were also stationed on the Mall, as a B-2 bomber, F-22 fighter jets and other aircraft filled the sky. 
 
Trump spoke to a crowd that was divided between the VIP section near the stage and an area for the 
general public held at bay by chain-link fences farther away. All together, thousands of people gathered 
to witness the flyovers, musical performances and a 35-minute fireworks show. 
 
Before the address, heavy rain drenched much of Washington, leaving many attendees on the Mall 
soaked or scrambling to find shelter. 
 
The president, who has long obsessed over crowd size, highlighted the crowd in several tweets after 
the event, including one with a picture of thousands of people on the Mall. 
 
"A great crowd of tremendous Patriots this evening, all the way back to the Washington Monument!" 
he wrote. In several retweets after the speech, Trump highlighted praise of his performance from 
supporters, including one image morphing his face with Abraham Lincoln's. 
 
During his remarks, however, Trump steered clear of personal boasting. Instead, he referred to several 
people in the crowd - an astronaut, a nun, a hurricane volunteer, a 1960s civil rights activist and others 
- in telling stories of individual heroism. 
 
"Americans love our freedom, and no one will ever take it away from us," he said. "For Americans, 
nothing is impossible." 
 
The president name-checked the women's suffrage movement and the civil rights movement, referring 
to several prominent American historical figures. 
 
A brief reference to Betsy Ross was the closest Trump came to offering political red meat to his base. 
Ross, who created the first American flag, became the subject of controversy this week after Nike halted 
the sale and production of sneakers sporting the Betsy Ross flag. Former NFL quarterback Colin 
Kaepernick - a Nike spokesman - told the company the design was offensive, the Wall Street Journal 
reported. 
 
Conservatives have rallied in defense of the Ross flag in recent days. 
 
Trump administration officials have declined to say how much taxpayers are paying for the expanded 
celebration on the Mall this year. The Washington Post reported Tuesday that the National Park Service 
diverted almost $2.5 million in fees - primarily intended to improve U.S. parks - to cover some of the 
costs associated with the event. 
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Those fees represent just a fraction of the extra costs the government is incurring for the event, which 
also includes a sizable mobilization of military hardware, and the spending is drawing increased scrutiny 
from congressional investigators. 
 
Democrats have accused the president of using the Fourth of July celebration for political purposes, 
and some have publicly decried the display of military might as a reflection of Trump's authoritarian 
impulses. Aides say Trump first got the idea for a military parade while attending a Bastille Day 
celebration in Paris in 2017. 
 
Pete Buttigieg, the South Bend, Ind., mayor who is vying to be the Democratic presidential nominee in 
2020, said Thursday that Trump's planned military display was divisive. 
 
"Reducing our nation to tanks and shows of muscle, just makes us look like the loudmouth guy at the 
bar instead of the extremely diverse and energetic nation that we are," he told reporters in Sioux City, 
Iowa. "Unfortunately we have one more moment of division at the very date when we are supposed to 
be celebrating what unifies us." 
 
Trump's defenders view it differently. "The president's simply fulfilling what our Founding Fathers 
intended for this great nation," Robert Jeffress, a Dallas pastor and evangelical adviser to Trump, said 
this week on Fox Business Network. 
 
Trump, who did not serve in the military and received several deferments to avoid the draft - including 
with a diagnosis of bone spurs - used the event to pitch military service. 
 
"To young Americans across our country, now is your chance to join our military and make a truly great 
statement in life," he said. "And you should do it." 
 
He also called acting defense secretary Mark Esper and Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Joseph F. 
Dunford Jr. on to "please join me" onstage, a step some officials feared would be inappropriate. 
 
In a city where Trump garnered less than 5 percent of the vote in 2016, Trump also faced 
demonstrations against his appearance on the Mall, including a giant inflatable "Baby Trump" set up by 
the activist group Code Pink. 
 
The president's previous attempt to stage a Veterans Day military parade in Washington was thwarted 
last year after projected costs spiked as high as $92 million. 
 
Trump has pushed back against criticism that the Independence Day program is a waste of taxpayer 
funds. 
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In fact, many of the planes and other equipment are based hundreds of miles away from Washington 
and had to be transported for the Fourth of July event. 
 
Russell Riley, a presidential historian at the University of Virginia's Miller Center, said the president's 
fascination with the show is reflective of a presidency more concerned with style than substance. 
 
"This is a president who came to the office primarily because he's a showman, and he loves this stuff," 
he said. "There's almost a childlike joy at being able to move the tanks and the airplanes around on the 
board." 
 
--Juliet Eilperin, Josh Dawsey, Laura Hughes and Dan Lamothe contributed to this report 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
2. Missile Defense May Get Assist From Alliance 
New York Times, July 5, Pg. A1 | Julian E. Barnes 
 
BRUSSELS -- NATO military officials are exploring whether to upgrade their defenses to make them 
capable of shooting down newly deployed Russian intermediate-range nuclear missiles after a 
landmark arms treaty dissolves next month, according to three European officials. 
 
Any change to the stated mission of NATO's current missile defense system -- aimed at threats from 
outside the region, like Iran -- would probably divide the alliance's member countries and enrage 
Russia, which has long said it views NATO's missile defense site in Romania and one under 
construction in Poland as a threat to its nuclear arsenal and a source of instability in Europe. 
 
''It would be a point of no return with the Russians,'' said Jim Townsend, a former Pentagon official and 
expert on the alliance. ''It would be a real escalation.'' 
 
The United States announced in February its intention to withdraw from the 31-year-old Intermediate-
Range Nuclear Forces Treaty, signed in 1987 in the waning years of the Cold War, citing Moscow's 
years of violations, a step the NATO alliance supported. 
 
The treaty, which prohibits missiles with a range of 310 to 3,420 miles from Europe, will be terminated 
on Aug. 2 unless Moscow and Washington come to agreement to revive it in the next few weeks. 
 
NATO ambassadors will make one last attempt to push Russia to withdraw its new cruise missiles and 
revive the treaty on Friday in Brussels. 
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Discussions about new missile defense measures are at their earliest stages, officials cautioned. 
NATO's chief spokeswoman, Oana Lungescu, denied that any studies of the feasibility of upgrading 
the ballistic missile defenses were underway. She said the alliance had repeatedly made clear that the 
existing ballistic missile defense system ''is neither designed nor directed against Russia.'' 
 
But the alliance is considering new air and missile defenses, Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg 
announced last week without revealing details. And given the rising threat of the Russian cruise 
missiles, NATO members are expected to order the alliance to study defense options, either after the 
October defense ministers' meeting or the December leaders' summit, a senior alliance official said. 
 
Such an order would require all 29 allies to agree to it. But some officials think that if the treaty ends, 
the allies will at least be willing to examine the options. The senior official said that if the allies ultimately 
could not agree on shifting the mission of the ballistic missile defense sites, they may be open to a 
compromise that would introduce new systems to defend against Russian cruise missiles. 
 
The push for improved defenses is fueled by Russia's fielding of a new class of missiles as well as the 
expected demise of the treaty -- a casualty of deteriorating relations between Russia and the United 
States. Eastern European countries, particularly Poland and the Baltic states, believe they are under 
growing threat of nuclear bullying by Moscow and have been eager to see the alliance develop new 
defenses. 
 
Based on intelligence from multiple allied agencies, NATO countries have forged a consensus that the 
new Russian nuclear-capable cruise missiles pose a threat. The missiles, some American and 
European analysts fear, could give Moscow significant leverage, using the threat of attack to force other 
countries to de-escalate or give in to Russian demands during a crisis. 
 
The relationship between Russia and the West has spiraled downward since Moscow's 2014 
annexation of Crimea. Russia's destabilization of Ukraine forced the alliance to reinforce its eastern 
flank with new troop deployments and military exercises. Moscow responded with its own military 
upgrades, ultimately including the deployment of a new class of ground-based cruise missiles that the 
West said violated the I.N.F. treaty. Russia's election interference, its intervention in Syria and the 
attempted poisoning of a former Russian intelligence officer in Britain further heightened tensions. 
 
Any move by NATO to redirect its missile defenses or expand its system with new capabilities could be 
a tipping point. Russians have never believed the alliance's denials that its interceptor system would 
not eventually be used to shoot down Russian missiles. The system has remained a persistent irritant 
for Moscow, which questioned why the alliance still needed it after Iran agreed in 2015 to pause its 
nuclear enrichment program and threatened to direct missiles at the alliance interceptor sites. 
 
Officials at Russia's NATO embassy did not return requests for comment. 
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Last week, allied defense ministers approved an examination of potential responses to the Russian 
deployment of so-called SSC-8 cruise missiles, the weapon NATO accuses Moscow of deploying in 
violation of the treaty, according to three NATO officials. They include expanding existing deterrence 
exercises and publicizing the alliance's nuclear exercises, which are highly secretive. Drawing more 
attention to the allied nuclear exercises and arsenal would help deter Moscow's use of its own weapons, 
some officials think. 
 
NATO will probably need to examine more broadly what defenses it needs against the cruise missiles. 
Such work, if approved this year, would include exploring whether it can upgrade its Aegis Ashore radar 
and interceptor sites in Romania and Poland and looking at new radar or air defense capabilities against 
the cruise missiles. 
 
Upgrading existing ballistic missile defense capabilities, including its two Aegis Ashore sites, would be 
complex. The NATO Aegis systems in Romania and Poland are incapable of firing the interceptor used 
to strike intermediate-range missiles. And given their close positions to Russia, the systems have 
significantly less time to detect, lock onto and attempt to intercept the missiles. 
 
The United States Missile Defense Agency has examined how existing Aegis Ashore missile defense 
systems could be upgrade with new radar, software and interceptors to allow them to strike intermediate 
ballistic missiles and potentially cruise missiles, according to current and former officials briefed on the 
discussions. 
 
Newer technologies like high-velocity projectiles and directed-energy lasers are likely to provide a far 
better defense long term, experts said. Ballistic missile defenses intercept missiles high in the 
atmosphere, while cruise missiles fly relatively low to the ground. 
 
Fielding new systems to defend against a cruise missile threat, rather than upgrading the existing 
ballistic missile defense, may also prove more politically palatable. ''If NATO is to update its systems, 
it may undermine its yearslong claim that the launchers were never meant to counter Russia,'' said 
Bruno Lété, a defense analyst in the Brussels office of the German Marshall Fund of the United States. 
 
But many Europeans see themselves as in the line of fire with the new Russian cruise missile 
deployments, he said. ''There is a clear incentive for NATO to see if they can upgrade the existing 
systems to counter Russian intermediary missiles,'' Mr. Lété said. ''From a military perspective, this 
would be a relatively simple, decisive and cost-effective step.'' 
 
Russian military doctrine, according to American and European military strategists, is increasingly 
focused on using limited nuclear strikes to quickly end a potential conflict in Moscow's favor. Such a 
use of nuclear weapons for a battlefield effect is unthinkable to European politicians and has made 
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some allied officials more open to examining the practicality of using the existing missile defense 
system to defend against Russia. 
 
''We want to make sure the Russians don't want to exercise nuclear blackmail, and missile defense is 
the way to take away that intimidation, to deter that intimidation,'' Mr. Townsend said. 
 
American officials have focused on trying to deter Russian intermediate-range missiles by quickly 
developing their own ground-launched cruise missile, a class the I.N.F. treaty has banned. Many in the 
alliance oppose deploying new offensive weapons. NATO planners are not expecting a directive to add 
offensive capabilities, only to expand defensive measures, the senior allied official said. 
 
Since April, the Aegis site in Romania has been undergoing an upgrade. Officials said it was long 
planned and did not involve recalibrating the system. 
 
If the alliance wants to counter Russian cruise missiles, it may make more sense to deploy new 
technologies like directed-energy lasers, microwaves or electronic warfare measures, said Mark 
Gunzinger, an analyst at the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments. 
 
''We have invested in ballistic missile defenses, but frankly the cruise missile threat is a growing threat 
and we just haven't fielded the capabilities to deal with it,'' Mr. Gunzinger said. 
 
Even if the alliance opts not to upgrade its Aegis Ashore sites, Mr. Gunzinger said, Russia's new 
weapons will force it to field new air and missile defenses. Without them, it would be difficult to reinforce 
its front-line troops during a conflict, he said. 
 
''Deterring Russia is going to take a different posture in Europe,'' Mr. Gunzinger said. ''It will take air 
and missile defenses to counter their salvos, it will take electronic warfare capabilities, it will take long-
range precision strike.'' 
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3. Gibraltar Detains Oil Supertanker Bound for Syria 
New York Times, July 5, Pg. A7 | Palko Karasz and Raphael Minder 
 
LONDON -- The British marines and the port authorities in Gibraltar on Thursday detained a 
supertanker that was carrying crude oil from Iran to Syria, a violation of European Union sanctions 
against Syria. The seizure of the ship threatened to raise tensions between Iran and the West. 
 
Spain said the vessel had been detained at the request of the United States, and Iran summoned the 
British ambassador over what a Foreign Ministry spokesman called an ''illegal'' seizure. 
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The Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman, Seyed Abbas Mousavi, confirmed on Thursday that the 
detained ship, the Grace 1, was carrying crude oil from Iran, according to Iran's official Islamic Republic 
News Agency. 
 
Although President Trump has imposed sanctions to choke off Iran's exports of oil and petrochemical 
products, the British and Gibraltar authorities cited not those sanctions but the European Union ones 
against sanctions on Syria as the reason for detaining the tanker. 
 
''We have reason to believe that the Grace 1 was carrying its shipment of crude oil to the Banyas 
Refinery in Syria,'' Fabian Picardo, the chief minister of Gibraltar, said in a statement. ''That refinery is 
the property of an entity that is subject to European Union sanctions against Syria.'' 
 
Spain's acting foreign minister, Josep Borrell, told Spanish news media that the oil tanker had been 
seized following ''a request from the United States to the United Kingdom.'' He said that Spain had been 
kept informed about the seizure, but offered no details to support his assertion about an American 
request. 
 
Although it is not illegal under international law to buy or ship Iranian oil or related products, foreign 
companies that do so risk punishment by the United States. Iran has been largely cut off from European 
markets by the American sanctions, which were imposed by the Trump administration after it withdrew 
the United States from the nuclear accord. 
 
The European parties to the nuclear accord, including Britain, have tried to preserve the fraying deal, 
which had promised economic relief in exchange for limits to Iran's nuclear program. But Tehran 
exceeded a critical limit of the accord on Monday, and threatened to breach another as early as Sunday, 
after weeks of escalating tensions with the United States and months of increasingly dire economic 
conditions in Iran. 
 
Some of the world's shipping fleets have defied the sanctions to continue doing business with Iran. 
Companies that monitor international shipping say that the Grace 1 turned off its electronic tracking 
devices as it sailed into Iranian waters, then turned them on again after leaving -- a tactic often used to 
evade the sanctions, though ships can still be followed through satellite photography. 
 
The British Foreign Office had no immediate response on Thursday afternoon. On Twitter, Foreign 
Secretary Jeremy Hunt praised Gibraltar and the British marines ''for this bold move to enforce Syria 
sanctions.'' He said they had denied ''valuable resources'' to the Syrian government. 
 
The State Department and the United States National Security Council also did not immediately 
respond to a request for comment. 
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Mr. Mousavi, the Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman, said in a post on Twitter that Britain's 
ambassador to Iran, Rob Macaire, had been summoned to the Iranian Embassy over the seizure. ''We 
told the ambassador that their action is very strange because these sanctions are not imposed by the 
Security Council and Iran rejects them,'' Mr. Mousavi said, according to the Islamic Republic News 
Agency. 
 
Mr. Mousavi said that Britain's seizure signaled ''a kind of cross-border sanctions enforcement that the 
European Union always opposed.'' 
 
Samir Madani, a founder of TankerTrackers.com, which follows maritime traffic using satellite data, said 
the ship was anchored near the Iranian oil terminal at Kharg Island in the Persian Gulf in mid-April. 
Later, he said, it sat deep in the water, indicating that it was carrying oil from Iran. 
 
The tanker, which exceeds the size limits for the Suez Canal, sailed around Africa to reach the 
Mediterranean, ending up in Gibraltar for unexplained reasons. 
 
''For some odd reason they decided to go to Gibraltar,'' Mr. Madani said. 
 
Various shipping websites list the tanker as a 300,000-ton vessel more than 1,000 feet long, built in the 
1990s and flying the flag of Panama. 
 
The seizure also threatened to aggravate a dispute between Britain and Spain over Gibraltar, a British 
territory that Spain contests. 
 
Mr. Borrell, who is set to take over as the European Union's foreign policy chief, said that the Spanish 
government would study whether Britain's actions had violated its territorial water claims. Spain does 
not recognize Britain's sovereignty over Gibraltar, which dates to a 1713 treaty. 
 
''We're looking at which way this affects our sovereignty, in as far as it took place in waters whose 
sovereignty we understand to belong to Spain,'' Mr. Borrell said, according to the Europa Press news 
agency and other news reports. 
 
--Stanley Reed and Farnaz Fassihi contributed reporting 
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LETHALITY 
 
4. In Trump’s ‘Salute to America,’ the promoter in chief makes a recruiting pitch for the military 
Washington Post Online, July 5 | Dan Lamothe 
 
Flanked by armored vehicles and a coterie of senior military officers, President Trump made an 
Independence Day pitch at the Lincoln Memorial: Join the U.S. military. 
 
It was an unexpected turn in the "Salute to America," an event he envisioned and planned. Steeped in 
military history and appreciation, the address lauded specific achievements in each service's past, 
acknowledged the presence of Medal of Honor recipients in the crowd and urged youths to serve in 
uniform in the future. 
 
"They and thousands before us served with immense distinction, and they loved every minute of that 
service," Trump said of the veterans decorated for valor. "To young Americans across our country, now 
is your chance to join our military and make a truly great statement in life. And you should do it." 
 
The remark garnered some cheers from the crowd gathered before him. But it also hit on a reality for 
the Pentagon: Military officials are increasingly concerned about finding recruits. The challenges 
include increasing obesity across the nation, a growing economy that has provided other job 
opportunities, and an overall declining desire among young Americans to serve. 
 
Enter Trump. While the size, scope and multimillion-dollar cost of his Fourth of July extravaganza 
proved controversial, it also put the military front and center. The Pentagon spent weeks fending off 
questions about the president's wish to have a full air show and tanks parked in Washington, but it also 
will likely benefit from the exposure. 
 
In a Defense Department that spends millions of dollars each year to advertise for recruits, military 
officials quietly carried out the White House's directives for the event, setting aside flight hours 
designated for training to fly aircraft in the Salute, two defense officials said, speaking on the condition 
of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the issue. 
 
It isn't uncommon for the Pentagon to do the same for a flyover at an event like the Super Bowl, but 
this was unique in that it effectively included seven flyovers — one for each of the five military services, 
plus Air Force One leading off the evening and the Blue Angels closing the event. It also included 
aircraft that are rarely seen, including the B-2 stealth bomber and the Marine Corps' new VH-92 
presidential helicopter. 
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For months, the Pentagon was mum about how large its involvement on Independence Day would be 
— a symptom, defense officials said, of the president's desire to inject showmanship and spring 
surprises on observers. That largely held up, until some officials began disclosing details to the media 
out of concern that it looked like the Pentagon was not prepared to meet Trump's whims and was 
scrambling to keep up. 
 
To be sure, Trump is not a perfect messenger for the military. 
 
The president, who avoided military service in Vietnam through five deferments, has made 
inflammatory statements that have divided veterans, including verbally attacking the parents of Army 
Capt. Humayun Khan, a U.S. soldier who was killed in Iraq. He also said he did not think Sen. John 
McCain (R.-Ariz.) was a war hero because "I like people who weren't captured." McCain, who suffered 
in captivity in North Vietnam for more than five years and died last year, received a Silver Star for valor. 
 
Trump also has a history of making partisan attacks in front of active-duty service members, a habit 
that critics see as overtly politicizing the military. 
 
Last month, the Pentagon directed the White House's military office not to politicize events involving 
the military after an uproar that was created by a White House staff member directing Navy personnel 
in Japan to obscure the USS John S. McCain, a ship named after three generations of McCains, ahead 
of a presidential visit. 
 
With Marine Gen. Joseph F. Dunford Jr., the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and acting defense 
secretary Mark Esper alongside Trump on Thursday night, the Pentagon would have been put in a 
difficult position if the president had let loose with political attacks. 
 
But Trump steered clear of doing so. Instead, he paid tribute to American heroes ranging from Frederick 
Douglass to Billy Mitchell, who is considered the father of the modern Air Force. 
 
The president's softer tone Thursday is unlikely to dissuade some detractors. Protesters could be found 
up and down the Mall, with balloons of "Baby Trump" — bearing the president's likeness in a diaper — 
and signs decrying the militarization of Independence Day both common. 
 
"It's divisive," said Stephen Samuels, a Washington resident who protested on Thursday afternoon 
along with his wife, Joanna Pratt. "He's turned it into a political event, and it never has been before." 
 
But the event had a smaller military presence on the ground than the military parade Trump originally 
envisioned. It also managed to capture the attention of thousands of people in person, and even more 
on television. 
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For the Pentagon, it likely resulted in a best possible outcome. 
RETURN TO TOP 


 
5. Southern California rocked by strongest quake in two decades 
Agence France-Presse, July 4 | Not Attributed 
 
Southern California was rocked by its largest earthquake in two decades on Thursday, a 6.4-magnitude 
tremblor that caused "substantial damage" at a military facility but otherwise only minor injuries in the 
sparsely populated area. 
 
The shallow quake, followed by dozens of aftershocks, struck in the Mojave Desert six miles (10 
kilometers) from the small city of Ridgecrest at 10:33 am (1733 GMT). 
 
It was felt 160 miles away in Los Angeles and even as far afield as Las Vegas in the neighboring state 
of Nevada, as the United States celebrated its July 4 Independence Day holiday. 
 
Although the quake in the most populous US state of California revived fears of the "Big One" -- a 
powerful tremor along the San Andreas Fault that could devastate major cities in Southern California -
- President Trump was quick to reassure that this wasn't it. 
 
"All seems to be very much under control!" he tweeted two hours after the quake in the Searles Valley 
of San Bernardino County. 
 
The area "will continue having a lot of aftershocks," some maybe as strong as magnitude five, California 
Institute of Technology seismologist Lucy Jones told a press conference. 
 
The earthquake was the largest in Southern California since 1999 when a 7.1-magnitude quake struck 
the Twentynine Palms Marine Corps base, according to The Los Angeles Times. 
 
Thursday's epicenter was in or on the edge of the US Navy's sprawling desert bomb testing range 
known as China Lake. 
 
The Naval Air Weapons Station covers 1.1 million acres (445,000 hectares) and strictly controls the 
airspace above it. Inside, the Navy develops and tests missiles, bombs, artillery shells and other war 
ordnance, and the aircraft used to deliver it. 
 
An official at China Lake told AFP there was "substantial damage" to their facilities, including fires, 
water leaks and spills of hazardous materials. 
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Paul Dale, the station's commanding officer, said later at a news conference that officials were making 
"damage assessments," and declined to elaborate. 
 
David Witt, the fire chief in Kern County which includes Ridgecrest, reported "minor, minor injuries," 
stemming from broken glass and shelves falling down in supermarkets. 
 
He was not able to provide an exact number of casualties. 
 
Peggy Breeden, mayor of Ridgecrest which has a population of 28,000, said the local hospital had been 
evacuated as a precaution, and she had received reports of a handful of house fires. 
 
Some areas of the city had lost power, while gas had been cut due to ruptured lines, she said. 
 
The San Bernardino County Fire Department said that "buildings and roads have sustained varying 
degrees of damage." 
 
This included "buildings with minor cracks, broken water mains, power lines down, rock slides on certain 
roads." 
 
The quake struck at a depth of 6.6 miles (10.7 kilometers) in the vast desert region. 
 
Residents told local TV that the shaking set off panic, while sending televisions plunging to the ground 
and causing drawers to fall open. 
 
AFP reporters in Los Angeles clearly felt the earthquake for about 10 seconds. 
 
Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti said there was no significant damage in the second-largest US city. 
 
Jones said there is a small possibility this quake is the prelude to a larger one. 
 
"There is about a one-in-20 chance that this location will be having an even bigger earthquake within 
the next few days, that we have not yet seen the biggest earthquake of the sequence," she said. 
 
"There have been hundreds of earthquakes today," she said, including more than 100 that the United 
States Geological Survey measured at greater than magnitude 2.5. 
 
But Jones noted that the quake was not along the San Andreas fault. 
 
"It is an area with a lot of little faults but no long fault," she tweeted. 
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For filmmaker Ava DuVernay, a lifelong resident of Los Angles, "that was the longest earthquake I've 
ever experienced. Not jerky. Smooth and rolling. But it was loooong." 
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6. Danger Grows for U.S. Military Drones 
American tech once dominated, but China, Russia and others now have fleets 
Wall Street Journal, July 5, Pg. A7 | Ben Kesling 
 
WASHINGTON -- Unmanned U.S. surveillance aircraft, with their suites of advanced technology, are 
the high-price product of years of domestic drone development during an era of nearly uncontested 
airspace. 
 
So when Iran on June 20 shot down one of the Pentagon's top spy drones, it signaled the U.S. may 
need a new strategy for rivals who are better-prepared than the extremist groups it has become 
accustomed to operating against. 
 
Until recently, American technology dominated the skies. But military powers like China and Russia 
now field fleets of their own drones, say experts and officials, and even nonstate actors like Islamic 
State and Yemen's Houthi rebels have unleashed small fleets. All the while, antiaircraft defense 
systems have proliferated among major players, including Iran, and grown in sophistication. 
 
"We've taken air superiority for granted across the board," said Thomas Karako, a senior fellow at the 
Center for Strategic and International Studies, a Washington defense think tank. "Iran just 
demonstrated the ability to reach out into international airspace and touch one of our aircraft. Russia 
and China have geometrically better abilities." 
 
The drone, identified by U.S. Central Command as an RQ-4 Global Hawk, was shot down by what 
Iranians claimed was a Khordad 3 surface-to-air missile, technology developed domestically. 
 
It wasn't the first U.S. drone downed in the region. Earlier in the month, rebels in Yemen shot down a 
U.S. MQ-9 Reaper surveillance drone using an SA-6 missile, according to U.S. Central Command, an 
attack the command maintained had Iranian assistance. 
 
The U.S. military fields everything from small, relatively cheap drones to jet aircraft that require runways. 
Pentagon plans for 2019 called for $9 billion in development and procurement for more than 30 different 
types of unmanned systems, according to an analysis by the Center for the Study of the Drone at New 
York's Bard College. 
 
Spending on military drones has risen from $5.4 billion in 2013, said Dan Gettinger, co-director of the 
center. 
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The best-known unmanned aircraft in the Pentagon's arsenal, such as Predators and Reapers, have 
been conducting surveillance and airstrikes for nearly 20 years, representing ever-present threats to 
insurgents in the Middle East and elsewhere. 
 
The Broad Area Maritime Surveillance Demonstrator -- or BAMS-D -- aircraft that was shot down by 
Iran last month is an unarmed, unmanned plane carrying an array of sensors and cameras to provide 
real-time surveillance and reconnaissance. The drone is considered to be a strategic asset, unlike a 
Predator, which is used for tactical purposes. 
 
The jet-powered aircraft is more than 40 feet long, according to the Navy, with a wingspan of more than 
116 feet, similar to a Boeing 737 airliner. It can fly up to an altitude of 60,000 feet and remain airborne 
longer than 30 hours at a time, for a range of more than 12,000 nautical miles. It can loiter near a 
surveillance target, gathering photos, infrared images or radar images, while remaining too high to be 
readily seen by the naked eye. 
 
Manufacturer Northrop Grumman Corp. referred requests to comment to U.S. Central Command, which 
oversees U.S. forces in the Middle East. 
 
Estimates of the aircraft's cost range from $100 million to $170 million apiece, factoring in the cost of 
development. 
 
The idea for unmanned aircraft goes back nearly as far as the airplane itself, according to a 2010 official 
Army history. Near the end of World War I, engineers were at work on a flying bomb that would have a 
timing mechanism to control where it fell. Before World War II, engineers developed rudimentary radio-
controlled planes. 
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7. After Navy SEAL’s Acquittal, Fears That War Crimes Will Go Unreported 
New York Times, July 4, Pg. A13 | Dave Philipps 
 
SAN DIEGO -- Edward Gallagher, a decorated member of the Navy SEALs, was pleased and relieved 
when he emerged from his court-martial on Wednesday with just a demotion and time served, and not 
the life sentence he could have faced if convicted on the most serious charges. But many in the Navy 
were in no mood to celebrate. 
 
In the two-week trial, Mr. Gallagher was accused by fellow SEALs of committing a string of war crimes 
in Iraq in 2017, including stabbing a wounded captive to death and shooting unarmed civilians with a 
sniper rifle. The jury found him not guilty of those charges, and convicted him only of posing for 
inappropriate photos with the captive's corpse. 
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The military depends on its own to speak up and report crimes committed on the battlefield, holding 
one another accountable in environments where no one else can. But some SEAL commanders are 
worried that the verdict in this case will send a damaging message, discouraging SEALs from reporting 
similar crimes in the future. And SEALs who served under Mr. Gallagher now wonder whether special 
operations troops serving in combat will feel more free to cross the line, as they say he did. 
 
The war crimes trial attracted wide attention and became a rallying cause for conservative politicians 
and media outlets. President Trump intervened to order that Mr. Gallagher be released from pretrial 
detention. On Wednesday, despite the conviction and demotion, Mr. Trump congratulated Mr. 
Gallagher on the outcome of the trial in a Twitter message and added, ''Glad I could help!'' 
 
Six members of Alpha Platoon, SEAL Team 7, came forward to report the crimes they said they saw 
Mr. Gallagher commit. They worked with Navy investigators and prosecutors for more than a year 
despite pressure from peers to keep mum and warnings from commanders about harm to their careers. 
One SEAL sniper said on the witness stand last week that testifying publicly would probably cost him 
his current position in SEAL Team 6, the most elite commando unit in the Navy. 
 
The lead Navy prosecutor in the trial, Cmdr. Jeff Pietrzyk, told the jury that believing the SEALs' 
testimony was crucial not just to the case before them, but to the Navy's ability to continue to attract 
top-quality recruits. 
 
''If the truth can't get out,'' he said, ''who's going to let their kids enlist?'' 
 
A Navy SEAL official said top commanders who were watching the Gallagher case unfold were stunned 
at the outcome. 
 
''We don't bring these charges lightly,'' the official said, speaking on condition of anonymity because 
the Navy is still investigating aspects of the case. ''But we need to show that when young SEALs come 
forward, they will be listened to.'' 
 
Rear Adm. Collin Green, who heads the Navy's Special Warfare Command, said in a statement on 
Wednesday that the SEALs ''take allegations of misconduct seriously.'' 
 
''Our community will learn from this experience through critical self-examination and be better for it,'' he 
added. ''We must always continue to uphold the highest ethical and professional standards to ensure 
we preserve the trust and legitimacy with our nation and our global partners.'' 
 
The Gallagher court-martial offered a counternarrative to the often heroic image of the SEALs, and 
exposed a rift in the force between so-called pirates -- operators who believed they should have free 
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rein to execute tough combat missions with limited oversight -- and others called boy scouts, who saw 
oversight and strict adherence to ethics as essential to accomplishing those missions. 
 
Members of Alpha Platoon say they reported the captive's killing to superior officers soon after it 
happened in 2017, but several leaders in SEAL Team 7's chain of command either did nothing for 
months or actively worked to stop an investigation. 
 
In testimony last week, Master Chief Brian Alazzawi said his commander, Lt. Cmdr. Robert Breisch, 
ordered him to stop platoon members from reporting Mr. Gallagher to a commodore outside the SEAL 
team. 
 
One relatively junior SEAL officer, Lt. Jacob Portier, has been charged with failing to report the 
allegations. He has pleaded not guilty and denies the charges; his trial is scheduled for September. 
 
A day after finding Mr. Gallagher not guilty of murder, attempted murder, obstruction of justice and other 
charges, the military jury of five Marines and two sailors sentenced him to four months confinement -- 
the maximum sentence they could impose -- over the inappropriate photos. They also demoted him to 
special operator first class, from special operations chief; reduced his pay grade; and ordered that he 
forfeit some pay. The reduction in rank will significantly reduce his retirement pay. 
 
His sentence of four months' confinement was shorter than the time he had already been held in pretrial 
detention, so he left the courtroom a free man. 
 
On hearing the sentence, Mr. Gallagher looked back at his wife, made a gesture of removing the anchor 
pins on his collar signifying his rank, shrugged and smiled. Then they hugged. 
 
Standing before the jury during the sentencing hearing Wednesday morning, Mr. Gallagher said he was 
wrong to have posed for photos with the corpse but did not acknowledge any other wrongdoing. 
 
''I put a black eye on the two communities I love, the United States Marine Corps, the United States 
Navy -- specifically the SEAL community,'' he said. 
 
He told the jury that he could do better. ''I've made mistakes in my 20-year career -- tactical, ethical, 
moral -- I'm not perfect,'' he said. ''But I've always bounced back from my mistakes.'' 
 
The jury deliberated for about two hours before announcing the sentence. 
 
The verdict shocked the platoon members who testified in the trial, according to one platoon member 
who asked not to be named because he has received death threats from fellow SEALs for participating 
in the trial. 
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The witnesses spoke up despite the code of silence in the close-knit SEAL community and the stigma 
attached to reporting on a fellow member of the SEALs, the platoon member said, only to face a wide 
backlash in the ranks and be portrayed by conservative media outlets as cowards and conspiratorial 
liars. 
 
''A lot of the 'head shed' are saying we did the right thing,'' the platoon member said, referring to the 
SEAL leadership. ''But the mafia, the enlisted guys, they are out for blood.'' 
 
He said many of the SEALs who testified now fear they will be sidelined or pushed out of the SEALs. 
 
''There is a dark cloud hanging over every single one of those guys,'' the platoon member said. 
''Everyone is getting squeezed. Some guys decided it wasn't worth it, and changed their stories. Maybe 
I was naïve to think that justice would be served.'' 
 
Though his court-martial is over, Mr. Gallagher could still face further administrative punishment by the 
Navy over violations of regulations that came to light during the war crimes investigation. The SEAL 
leadership was still reviewing the case on Wednesday. 
 
Among other things, a search of his house found a live Navy training grenade in his garage. 
Investigators combing through text messages sent on his phone found detailed conversations about 
buying and using marijuana and prescription narcotics with other SEALs. 
 
Those infractions could cost him his coveted Trident pin and his status as a SEAL, according to the 
Navy official who spoke on condition of anonymity. 
 
Mr. Gallagher appeared Wednesday morning on ''Fox & Friends,'' a cable television program that has 
championed his cause for months. Asked by the host what message he had for future SEALs, he 
paused for a moment and then said: ''To future Navy SEALs, loyalty is a trait that seems to be lost, and 
I would say, bring that back. You are part of a brotherhood. You are there to watch your brother's back, 
he's there to watch your back -- you just stay loyal.'' 
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ALLIANCES/PARTNERSHIPS 
 
8. U.S. Upgrades Ukrainian Ports To Fit American Warships 
BreakingDefense.com, July 3 | Paul McLeary 
 
WASHINGTON -- As tensions rise between Russia and Ukraine on the Black Sea, the US is upgrading 
several Ukrainian naval bases to give American and NATO warships the ability to dock just miles from 
Russia-controlled Crimea.  
 
Centered at the Ochakiv Naval Base and the military facility at Mykolaiv — 40 miles east of Odessa 
and less than 100 northwest of Crimea — the American-funded effort includes reinforcing and 
upgrading existing piers and adding a new floating dock, security fencing around the bases, ship repair 
facilities, and a pair of brand-new Maritime Operations Centers from which Ukrainian and NATO forces 
can direct exercises and coordinate activities. 
 
The upgrades come after last November’s incident where Russian warships fired on and seized three 
Ukrainian navy vessels in the Kerch Strait between Russia and Ukraine. Russia is still holding the 
crews. 
 
The new American effort in Ukraine will likely rankle Moscow.  
 
Since the Cold War, “the Russian military command has always held the fear that one day Ukraine 
would leave Russia and eventually there would be a NATO naval base on Moscow’s doorstep,” said 
Michael Kofman, an expert on the Russian military at CNA in Washington. “That fear led to Russia 
seizing and annexing Crimea, from which they could contest practically the entire Black Sea.” 
 
While Ukraine isn’t a NATO member, it does receive training from NATO forces and is currently hosting 
the annual Sea Breeze exercise that includes US and allied warships and several hundred Marines. 
 
The exercise and the US support comes in direct response to Russia’s military buildup in Crimea. Since 
taking it by force in 2014, Moscow has sent some of its most advanced military kit to the peninsula, 
including five S-400 anti-aircraft battalions, ten warships, six Kilo-class submarines, and new fighter 
aircraft, thereby allowing Moscow to project power across the Black Sea.  
 
Romania, which sits just 150 miles across the water from Crimea, is buying the Patriot air defense 
system from the US, and Romanian and American forces recently held a series of air defense drills in 
the Black Sea that simulated shooting down drones. 
 
Russia’s moves haven’t gone unnoticed in the rest of Europe.  
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While visiting Washington earlier this year, NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said the alliance 
was discussing “what more we can do to enhance our security in the Black Sea region,” adding the 
allies had already agreed on “a package of measures to improve our situational awareness, and to step 
up our support for both Georgia and Ukraine.” The focus will be on training of maritime forces and coast 
guards, along with increased port visits and exercises. 
 
A majority of the effort is taking place at the Ochakiv, which has seen a series of visits from US Navy 
construction teams over the past few years. The work at Ochakiv won’t be wrapped up until August, Lt. 
Spencer Bull, operations officer for Underwater Construction Team 1 currently in Ukraine assessing 
the piers, told me. “The intent is to be able to use it for US and allied exercises,” he said, adding that 
his team of divers will work to reinforce existing piers, map out the seafloor to make sure bigger ships 
can dock there, and discuss where to place the planned floating dock. 
 
Operation Sea Breeze 
 
All of this is happening in conjunction with the annual Sea Breeze exercise in Ukraine and the Black 
Sea. Over the past week, guided missile destroyer USS Carney and expeditionary fast transport USNS 
Yuma entered the waterway, transits which will no doubt be followed keenly by Russian forces 
operating nearby.  
 
The arrival of Carney marks the fifth US ship to visit the Black Sea in 2019, and the first since the 
guided missile destroyer USS Ross was there in April. While there, the Ross participated in three 
interoperability exercises with the Bulgarian Navy, Georgian Coast Guard, and Turkish Navy. 
 
As part of Sea Breeze, the US Navy has also deployed a contingent of Marines, Navy divers, and a P-
8A Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft. They’ll work with warships from Ukraine, Romania, Bulgaria and 
Turkey, all of which are part of Standing NATO Maritime Group Two. 
 
The ongoing NATO maritime exercises with Ukrainian forces in the Black Sea “seek to build combined 
capability and capacity in order to improve regional security and stability,” Lt. Cdr. Amelia Umayam, a 
6th Fleet spokeswoman, told me in an email. “Our exercises in the Black Sea serve as a venue to work 
side-by-side with allies and partners to deter aggression and enhance our ability to work together.” 
 
The size of the US presence in the Black Sea will always be limited to the confines of the Montreux 
Convention, which limits the ship size and length of stay in the waterway of any warships from non-
Black Sea nations. The aggregate tonnage of all non-Black Sea warships in the Black Sea must not 
exceed 30,000 tons and can only stay up to twenty-one days.  
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While there are limits to the American presence in the waterway, having new port facilities in Ukraine 
will allow US and NATO warships to sail, and dock, closer to Crimea than ever before, however. And 
the dual Maritime Operations Centers will give the Ukrainians the ability to track Russian activities while 
putting some US observers in the seat while American ships operate in the Black Sea.  
 
The USS Carney’s visit to the Black Sea “reaffirms the US Navy’s commitment to this vital region,” Vice 
Adm. Lisa Franchetti, commander of U.S. 6th Fleet, said in a statement. “In this dynamic security 
environment, our naval forces throughout Europe remain steadfast and continue to operate routinely 
with our allies and partners in the Black Sea.” 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
9. 4th Fleet-Led UNITAS 2019 Pacific Exercise Focuses on Sub-Hunting, Humanitarian 


Assistance 
U.S. Naval Institute News, July 4 | Megan Eckstein 
 
The U.S. Navy and its partners in Central and South America just wrapped up the UNITAS 2019 Pacific 
exercise, with a U.S. destroyer leading the 13-nation force through an anti-submarine and surface 
warfare drill. 
 
In the 60th iteration of the annual exercise in U.S. 4th Fleet, the forces melded sea- and air-control 
skills with humanitarian assistance and disaster relief practice, to ensure the partners could come 
together if needed for a range of missions. 
 
“For an exercise to be able to run for 60 years shows its value, I think, that the nations keep coming 
back every year because they get something back for it. What they get back is proficiency in their 
teams, the ability to come together in a crisis and already know how to connect on a human level and 
on a system level to work on harder problems,” 4th Fleet Commander Rear Adm. Don Gabrielson told 
USNI News on July 3. 
 
The exercise included more than 1,800 people, including more than 600 from the United States and 
600 from host nation Chile, he said. U.S. forces included Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer 
USS Michael Murphy (DDG-112), P-8A Poseidons from Patrol Squadron (VP) 4, divers from Mobile 
Diving and Salvage Unit 2, Destroyer Squadron 40 staff leading the at-sea portion of the exercise, and 
4th Fleet staff running the exercise overall. Gabrielson said Michael Murphy was the largest ship in the 
exercise, but he also commanded a force that included “everything from small patrol boats up to 
corvette- and frigate-sized ships.” 
 
Michael Murphy Commanding Officer Cmdr. Christopher Forch told USNI News in a separate July 3 
interview that his crew had the chance to perform close-quarter shiphandling operations such as a 
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photo exercise and gunnery exercises, personnel cross-decking and other activities with partners that 
the Hawaii-based destroyer typically doesn’t have a chance to work with. 
 
He said the destroyer also got to practice hunting for diesel submarines – a unique opportunity, since 
the U.S. Navy has only nuclear-powered submarines and therefore the usual force-on-force exercises 
within the Navy can’t fully replicate hunting for a diesel-powered sub. 
 
“The sailors of Michael Murphy are absolutely enjoying this UNITAS exercise. We’ve got to practice a 
lot of skills that we normally don’t get to, gotten to operate with the superb naval force that’s the 
Chileans,” Forch said, adding that the destroyer would also stick around for a week-long Teamwork 
South bilateral exercise with the Chilean Navy that would include anti-submarine, surface and air 
warfare activities. The DDG will begin making its way back home to Pearl Harbor later this month after 
the exercises wrap up. 
 
Asked how the partner nations’ regional security concerns in 4th Fleet compare to those in Michael 
Murphy’s typical operating areas – U.S. 3rd and 7th fleets – Forch said the UNITAS 2019 Pacific 
partners were concerned with “protecting their sea lines of communications, protecting their natural 
resources. There are various countries at play throughout the world who are encroaching on those 
natural resources, and the U.S. providing a presence here definitely helps solidify our mutual goals to 
each nation so they understand we’re here to help you out, we’re here to make sure you can guard 
your resources, and if you ever are in need of anything the United States will come down and help you 
out.” 
 
Gabrielson echoed those comments, noting the importance of the U.S. being now and into the future 
the preferred partner for Central and South American militaries to want to work with. 
 
“In this complex world we need to be able to work together with other nations. Most of the problems we 
face today are not unilateral problems, they’re shared problems between different nations. So we come 
together to work on our ability to connect together out at sea and operate together,” he said. 
 
“As I mentioned already, anti-submarine warfare, surface warfare, some air defense, the ability to 
control sea space and the ability to control air space, the ability to go out and help others in need – 
whether it’s search and rescue, whether it’s diving and salvage, whether it’s helping people ashore after 
a disaster or some other kind of condition that requires response. Those are all the things that people 
are interested in each year.” 
 
This year’s UNITAS Pacific exercise sought to incorporate all those operations together. During the 
free-play phase at the end of the exercise, Forch said, the scenario was that the fictional country of 
Orange had a humanitarian assistance/disaster relief situation brewing on its shores but didn’t want the 
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U.S.-led forces to come ashore to provide aid. Michael Murphy led a force through submarine-hunting 
activities to ensure the waters were cleared for forces to go ashore and provide aid to those in need. 
 
While the activities within UNITAS provided experience and lessons learned for the participating forces, 
so too did the sheer presence of a U.S. destroyer in the 4th Fleet area of responsibility (AOR). With 4th 
Fleet not having any ships forward-deployed to its waters or regularly cycling through on deployment, 
having a destroyer off the western coast of South America provided some lessons learned for future 
ships operating in the area. 
 
On the logistics of operating there, Forch said, “there are only limited places where we were able to get 
fuel in this AOR. Luckily, Chile has got a reliable source: they’ve got oilers, we were able to do unreps 
with the oilers. We did an unrep with the Araucano (AO-53). … And we also were able get fuel in 
Panama, and we’re planning to get fuel in Peru when we pull in,” he said, but the limitations on where 
the ships can fuel up complicate planning efforts compared to some other theaters where the Navy is 
more accustomed to operating and has a more established logistics chain. 
 
“Mail and those things are all basically taken to Florida, all of our parts and everything are routed 
through Florida into the AOR, and so there’s a time delay in getting those materials to us.” 
 
The weather, too, is vastly different than operating in other theaters and took some adjustment for the 
DDG crew. 
 
“We are operating in the Southern Hemisphere; there is not as much land mass in the Southern 
Hemisphere as there is in the Northern Hemisphere, so storms and distant weather phenomenon 
actually carries further than it does in the Northern Hemisphere. The seas are rougher, the winds and 
seas are a little bit more difficult to deal with,” Forch continued. 
 
“The other thing you have to deal with is, due to the location of Chile, there’s the potential for 
earthquake, tsunamis; we’re on a 30-minute requirement to get underway at all times from Valparaiso 
due to the nature of the harbor and the way it’s designed and the potential for a tsunami.” 
 
Forch said the weather cooperated for the free-play phase, but early on in the exercise the destroyer’s 
helicopters were limited in their operations due to the wind and sea states. Many of the sailors on his 
crew were also sea sick early on because “the seas were definitely rougher than what we normally 
operate in.” 
 
Planning is already underway for UNITAS 2020 Pacific, which Ecuador will host for the first time. In the 
more immediate future, Brazil will host next month’s Atlantic portion of UNITAS 2019. 
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“They’re not the same exercise and they’re not the same operators within the exercise,” Gabrielson 
said, noting that the host countries help shape the goals of each iteration of the exercise. 
 
“The Atlantic version we will be doing … will have an amphibious portion of the exercise because that’s 
what our partners wanted to take a look at, so we’ll include some other capabilities from the U.S. side, 
including our Marine Corps and other amphibious capabilities from ships and sailors.” 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
REFORM 
 
10. The Pentagon’s new space agency has an idea about the future 
C4ISRNET.com, July 3 | Nathan Strout 
 
The Defense Department’s next generation space architecture would consist of several layers based 
around a mesh network of small communications satellites, according to a document released by the 
Space Development Agency July 1. 
 
A request for information lays out an early outline of what that new satellite architecture would look like 
and how the commercial sector can contribute to the effort. 
 
The SDA is a new entity that the Pentagon established less than four months ago as part of the Trump 
administration’s focus on reorganizing the military’s space structure. The agency’s initial goal is to 
develop a next generation space architecture for military satellites in the face of near-peer adversaries’ 
growing interest in space. 
 
“In an era of renewed great power competition with an emergent China and a resurgent Russia, 
maintaining our advantage in space is critical to winning these long-term strategic competitions,” read 
a request for information posted to the Federal Business Opportunities web site. “These potential 
adversaries are developing and demonstrating multi-domain threats to national security much faster 
than we can deploy responsive, space-based capabilities.” 
 
The agency wants the new architecture to provide eight essential capabilities identified in a 2018 
Pentagon report. In addition, the Pentagon wants to include development of deterrent capability, space 
situational awareness, a resilient common ground-based space support infrastructure, command and 
control systems and artificial intelligence-enabled global surveillance. 
 
The Space Development Agency’s notional architecture is made up of several layers, each of which 
would contribute to at least one of the eight essential capabilities. They include: 
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• A space transport layer: A global mesh network providing 24/7 data and communications. 
 


• A tracking layer: Provides tracking, targeting and advanced warning of missile threats. 
 


• A custody layer: Provides “all-weather custody of all identified time-critical targets.” 
 


• A deterrence layer: Provides space situational awareness—detecting and tracking objects in 
space to help satellites avoid collisions. 


 
• A navigation layer: Provides alternative positioning, navigation and timing services in case GPS 


is blocked or unavailable. 
 


• A battle management layer: A command, control and communications network augmented by 
artificial intelligence that provides self-tasking, self-prioritization, on-board processing and 
dissemination. 


 
• A support layer: Ground command and control facilities and user terminals, as well as rapid-


response launch services. 
 
The SDA’s immediate goal is the development of a transport layer consisting of a mesh network for 
communications and data in low earth orbit. As the agency has stated previously, that effort will rely 
heavily on DARPA’s Blackjack program - a project that will establish an initial transport layer with a 20 
satellite constellation. The SDA wants to build sub-constellations around the Blackjack program to meet 
some of the needs it has identified, such as missile defense warnings and targeting, alternative 
positioning, navigation and timing services, and more. The constellation and associated sub-
constellations will be made up of small mass-produced satellites in the agency’s vision, ranging from 
50 to 500kg. 
 
The next-generation space architecture posting is the first request for information that the agency has 
posted in its brief existence, and sets a tone for what it’s looking for from the commercial sector. 
Specifically, the SDA wants to know what capabilities and concepts the commercial sector can bring to 
bear on satellite buses, payloads, appliques and launches. Any proposal should fall into at least one of 
the suggested layers, the SDA stated. 
 
“SDA intends to leverage investments made by the private sector in space capabilities (...), as well as 
industry best practices (e.g., mass production techniques for spacecraft buses, sensors, and user 
terminals),” stated the agency. 
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Among other things, the agency wants proposals for the following items: Small and cheap payloads 
that can provide high-bandwidth links between satellites; software that can track missiles from low earth 
orbit; software that can facilitate autonomous space sensor collection, processing and dissemination, 
and alternative methods for positioning, navigation and timing in case GPS is unavailable. In addition, 
the SDA wants feedback on the overall structure of its notional architecture. The SDA is also interested 
in industry concerns about data rights, security and protection, acquisition approaches and more. 
 
In building this new architecture, the SDA is clear that it wants to be agile and flexible in adapting to 
new technology and threats, meaning it wants to be able to integrate upgrades within two year windows. 
While it’s not clear in the document how quickly the SDA wants to have the new architecture in place, 
the agency does emphasize that it is looking for efforts that can be demonstrated in less than 18 
months. 
 
Responses are due on August 5. The SDA plans to hold an Industry Day to connect with the commercial 
sector in the near future. 
 
The document’s release comes shortly on the heels of Space Development Agency Director Fred 
Kennedy’s resignation in late June. Kennedy was the agency’s first director, having been originally 
appointed to the position by acting Defense Secretary Patrick Shanahan when the agency was stood 
up March 12. Derek Tournear, the assistant director for space within the Office of the Under Secretary 
of Defense for Research & Engineering, was named the acting director of the agency June 24. Prior to 
taking the assistant director position, Tournear was the director of Harris Space and Intelligence 
research and development. He has also served stints at the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects 
Activity and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. 
 
A Department of Defense spokesperson stated that Kennedy stepping down would not change the 
mission of activities of the agency. 
 
All of this comes as the U.S. military has worked to revamp its efforts in space. In addition to the stand 
up of the SDA, the Trump administration is also pushing for the creation of Space Force, a proposed 
sixth branch of the military that would be housed within the Air Force. While the Senate Armed Services 
Committee endorsed a version of Space Force, the House Armed Services Committee proposed a 
Space Corps, which would not be an independent branch of the military. 
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GREAT POWER COMPETITION 
 
11. Russia: Nuclear reactor safe on fire-hit submersible 
Associated Press, July 4 | Vladimir Isachenkov 
 
MOSCOW -- The nuclear reactor on one of the Russian navy's research submersibles hasn't been 
damaged in a fire that killed 14 seamen, Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu said Thursday, adding that 
the vessel would be put back into service after repairs. 
 
The Defense Ministry said the 14 seamen were killed by toxic fumes from Monday's blaze, the navy's 
worst accident in more than a decade. It said some others survived the blaze, but there was no 
information on how many crew members have been rescued. 
 
The ministry didn't name the vessel, and the Kremlin refused to divulge any details about it, saying the 
information is highly classified. Russian media reported that it was the country's most secret 
submersible, a nuclear-powered research submarine called the Losharik intended for sensitive 
missions at great depths. 
 
Replying to questions from President Vladimir Putin about the nuclear reactor's condition, Shoigu said 
the vessel was designed so that its reactor is fully isolated and autonomous. 
 
"The crew also has taken all the necessary action to safeguard the reactor, and it is fully operational," 
he said. "That gives us hope that the vessel could be repaired quickly." 
 
Shoigu, who traveled to the navy's main Arctic base of Severomorsk Wednesday to oversee a probe 
into the fire, said the blaze erupted at the vessel's battery compartment and spread further. 
 
He praised crew members for "heroic" actions, saying those who died sacrificed their lives to rescue a 
civilian expert and to save the ship. 
 
Hundreds of sailors gathered Thursday at Russia's main naval cathedral in Kronshtadt just off St. 
Petersburg in the Gulf of Finland to mourn the dead. 
 
The business daily Kommersant reported that most of the seamen were resting and a team of five was 
on duty when the fire erupted. It said the men were apparently poisoned by toxic fumes from the fire 
that spread through the ship's ventilation system. 
 
The fire has crippled a vessel that observers have described as a unique asset with unmatched 
capability. 
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The Losharik is named after a Soviet-era animated cartoon horse made up of small spheres — a 
reference to the unique design of its interior hull, reportedly made of interconnected titanium spheres 
capable of withstanding enormous pressure at great depths. 
 
Media reports speculated that it has claws, manipulators and bottom wheels for rolling on the seabed 
similar to the U.S. deep submergence vessel, the NR-1, which was mothballed in 2008 after nearly 40 
years of service. 
 
But unlike the NR-1 that was designed to dive to 910 meters (3,000 feet), the Losharik was built to go 
far deeper. 
 
Some observers speculated the Losharik was even capable of going as deep as 6,000 meters (19,685 
feet), but the claims couldn't be independently confirmed. Analysts suggested that one of its possible 
missions could be disrupting communication cables on the seabed. 
 
Such sensitive missions required an elite crew made entirely of officers, most of them senior. 
 
The deadly fire is the most serious Russian naval accident since 2008, when 20 crew members died 
aboard the nuclear-powered Nerpa submarine in the Pacific Fleet after a firefighting system was 
accidentally initiated. 
 
In Russia's worst submarine disaster, the Kursk nuclear submarine suffered an explosion and sank 
during naval maneuvers in the Barents Sea on Aug. 12, 2000, killing all 118 crewmembers. Putin, who 
was in his first year of his presidency, faced heavy criticism at the time for his failure to immediately 
interrupt his vacation to deal with the catastrophe. 
 
--Nataliya Vasilyeva in Moscow and Irina Titova in Kronshtadt, Russia contributed to this report 
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EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE 
 
12. Trump’s July 4 celebration will cost millions — and it will take a while to know how much 
Washington Post Online, July 4 | Dan Lamothe and Colby Itkowitz 
 
The B-2 bomber could cost $700,000. Two F-22s fighters, about $300,000. The Blue Angels 
demonstration team, close to $320,000. And two F-35 jets, upward of $660,000. 
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These figures, based on a conservative analysis using Pentagon flight-cost estimates and other military 
data about the aircraft, highlight something the Trump administration has left murky as it plans its 
Independence Day celebration in Washington: how much it will cost. 
 
The aerial review portion of President Trump's expanded July 4 event could cost more than $2 million, 
as about two dozen aircraft soar by the Mall in a show of military might. 
 
But the air show is just one part of the expected multimillion-dollar effort to bring Trump's vision to life. 
 
There's also the estimated $2.5 million the National Park Service is diverting to cover activities 
associated with the celebration. By comparison, according to former Park Service deputy director Denis 
P. Galvin, the entire Fourth of July celebration on the Mall typically costs the agency about $2 million. 
 
And there's the yet-to-be-determined cost of military activities on the ground, including shipping two 
M1A2 Abrams tanks on rail cars from Fort Stewart in Georgia along with other armored vehicles that 
are expected to flank Trump as he speaks Thursday evening. 
 
In 2018, when Trump last floated his idea for a military parade in Washington, it was scuttled after 
defense officials estimated it would cost $92 million, including $50 million in Defense Department 
money. 
 
The Pentagon has not provided an estimate for how much the Fourth of July celebration will cost the 
federal government, and an official accounting for it could be complicated.  
 
Tom Crosson, a Pentagon spokesman, said Wednesday that each service branch will pay for its own 
aircraft to participate. The costs will be determined after the event, he said. 
 
The Pentagon will use creative accounting to handle the assignment. A defense official, speaking on 
the condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the conversation, said that the services will use 
existing allotments of training hours from the units involved, muddying the waters on what costs can be 
counted against the celebration.  
 
Michael O'Hanlon, a defense budget expert at the Brookings Institution, said there is some validity to 
that, but argued the Pentagon couldn't reasonably say the air show is a replacement for training 
exercises. 
 
"If they're trying to justify the money, it's a fools errand to say this is just as good as any other training," 
O'Hanlon said. "To the extent that it can be separated from Trump himself and be turned into a 
celebration of the country itself, the military maybe boosts its image, but it's not a one-to-one 
replacement for other training activities." 
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Trump, in a tweet Wednesday, defended the costs associated with the celebration, saying they will be 
"very little compared to what it is worth." 
 
"We own the planes, we have the pilots, the airport is right next door (Andrews), all we need is the fuel," 
Trump tweeted. "We own the tanks and all. Fireworks are donated by two of the greats. Nice!" 
 
But that's only part of the story. 
 
Some of the aircraft, such as the B-2 Spirit stealth bomber, won't actually be landing at Joint Base 
Andrews. A defense official, speaking on the condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the 
issue, said that the plane will travel several hours from its home at Whiteman Air Force Base in Missouri, 
appear over Washington and return without ever landing. It costs about $140,000 per hour to fly. 
 
The Blue Angels will travel from their base in Pensacola, Fla., to participate, and typically send eight 
F/A-18 Hornets to events in an effort to make sure six are ready to go. Each Hornet costs about $10,000 
per hours to fly — a cost that adds up not only during the Salute to America, but also in traveling to 
Washington. A C-130 with the nickname "Fat Albert" also travels with the Blue Angels in a support role, 
adding another cost. 
 
The defense official said that the Pentagon wasn't inclined to push back on the requests from the White 
House. Although flying the planes are expensive, the services often perform flyovers over events such 
as the Super Bowl, and consider doing so both healthy for community relations and helpful to recruiting. 
 
"We do this sort of stuff all the time," the defense official said. 
 
But rarely do flyovers include so many aircraft. 
 
The cost of the event drew increasing scrutiny from Democrats on Wednesday, with some pointing out 
reports that the White House is distributing VIP tickets for Trump's speech at the Lincoln Memorial to 
Republican donors and political appointees. 
 
Presidential candidate Pete Buttigieg, who enlisted in the Navy Reserve after college, criticized the 
event while on the campaign trail. 
 
"This business of diverting money and military assets to use them as some kind of prop, to prop up a 
presidential ego, is not reflecting well on our country," he said. 
 
Sen. Robert Menendez (D-N.J.) called the situation "shameful." 
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"But sure, let's throw a taxpayer-funded rally so Trump can brag about the President's military power 
while @SenateGOP continues to block funds to pay medical costs for 9/11 first responders," he said 
sarcastically on Twitter. 
 
Menendez was referring to legislation to renew the September 11 Victim Compensation Fund. Senate 
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) has said the Republican-led chamber is working to pass the 
bill by August. 
 
Steve Ellis, president of the watchdog group Taxpayers for Common Sense, suggested that the military 
is well loved and does not need the celebration. 
 
"This is all an unnecessary and distracting expense from an event that already celebrates the nation's 
birth in the nation's capital with a parade, a concert, and a fireworks show," he said. "People don't need 
a fly by to be impressed by our country's military men and women." 
 
--John Wagner contributed to this report 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
13. Appeals court: Trump can’t use Pentagon cash for border wall 
Associated Press, July 4 | Elliot Spagat 
 
SAN DIEGO -- An appeals court on Wednesday upheld a freeze on Pentagon money to build a border 
wall with Mexico, casting doubt on President Donald Trump's ability to make good on a signature 
campaign promise before the 2020 election. 
 
A divided three-judge panel of the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco agreed with a 
lower court ruling that prevented the government from tapping Defense Department counterdrug money 
to build high-priority sections of wall in Arizona, California and New Mexico. 
 
The decision is a setback for Trump's ambitious plans. He ended a 35-day government shutdown in 
February after Congress gave him far less than he wanted. He then declared a national emergency 
that the White House said would free billions of dollars from the Pentagon. 
 
The case may still be considered, but the administration cannot build during the legal challenge. 
 
"As for the public interest, we conclude that it is best served by respecting the Constitution's assignment 
of the power of the purse to Congress, and by deferring to Congress's understanding of the public 
interest as reflected in its repeated denial of more funding for border barrier construction," wrote Judges 
Michelle Friedland, a Barack Obama appointee, and Richard Clifton, a George W. Bush appointee. 
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A freeze imposed by U.S. District Judge Haywood Gilliam Jr. of Oakland in May prevented work on two 
Pentagon-funded wall contracts — one spanning 46 miles (74 kilometers) in New Mexico and another 
covering 5 miles (8 kilometers) in Yuma, Arizona. 
 
While the order applied only to those first-in-line projects, Gilliam made clear that he felt the American 
Civil Liberties Union was likely to prevail in their argument that Trump ignored Congress' wishes by 
diverting Defense Department money. 
 
Gilliam went a step further Friday by ruling definitively that the administration couldn't use Pentagon 
counterdrug money for the two projects covered in his May order or to replace 63 miles (101 kilometers) 
in the Border Patrol's Tucson, Arizona, sector and 15 miles (24 kilometers) in its El Centro, California, 
sector. 
 
The administration immediately appealed. 
 
N. Randy Smith, a George W. Bush appointee, strongly disagreed with the appeals court ruling, saying 
it misread constitutional separation of powers. 
 
"The majority here takes an uncharted and risky approach — turning every question of whether an 
executive officer exceeded a statutory grant of power into a constitutional issue," he wrote in his dissent. 
"This approach is in contradiction to the most fundamental concepts of judicial review." 
 
The Justice Department didn't immediately respond to a request for comment Wednesday. Its attorneys 
argued that the freeze on Pentagon funds showed a "fundamental misunderstanding of the federal 
appropriations process." 
 
The ACLU, which represented the Sierra Club and Southern Border Communities Coalition, applauded 
the decision. 
 
"For the sake of our democracy and border communities, it's time the president come to terms with the 
fact that America rejected his xenophobic wall — and move on," said ACLU attorney Dror Ladin. 
 
At stake is billions of dollars that would allow Trump to make progress on a major 2016 campaign 
promise heading into his race for a second term. 
 
Trump declared a national emergency after losing a fight with the Democratic-led House that led to the 
35-day shutdown. Congress agreed to spend nearly $1.4 billion on barriers in Texas' Rio Grande Valley, 
the busiest corridor for illegal crossings, which was well below the $5.7 billion the president requested. 
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Trump grudgingly accepted the money but declared the emergency to siphon cash from other 
government accounts, finding up to $8.1 billion for wall construction. The money includes $3.6 billion 
from military construction funds, $2.5 billion from Defense Department counterdrug activities and $600 
million from the Treasury Department's asset forfeiture fund. 
 
Acting Defense Secretary Mark Esper has yet to approve transferring the military construction funds. 
The Treasury Department funds have so far survived legal challenges. 
 
The president's adversaries say the emergency declaration was an illegal attempt to ignore Congress. 
 
The administration said the U.S. needed emergency protection to fight drug smuggling. Its arguments 
did not mention illegal immigration or unprecedented numbers of Central American families seeking 
asylum at the U.S. border, which have dominated public attention in recent months. 
 
The administration has awarded $2.8 billion in contracts for barriers covering 247 miles (390 
kilometers), with all but 17 miles (27 kilometers) of that to replace existing barriers not expand coverage. 
It is preparing for a flurry of construction that the president is already celebrating at campaign-style 
rallies. 
 
Trump inherited barriers spanning 654 miles (1,046 kilometers), or about one-third of the border with 
Mexico. Of the miles covered under Trump-awarded contracts, more than half is with Pentagon money. 
 
The Army Corps of Engineers recently announced several large Pentagon-funded contacts. 
 
SLSCO Ltd. of Galveston, Texas, won a $789 million award to replace the New Mexico barrier. 
Southwest Valley Constructors of Albuquerque, New Mexico, won a $646 million award for the work in 
Tucson. Barnard Construction Co. of Bozeman, Montana, won a $141.8 million contract to replace 
barrier in Yuma and El Centro. 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
14. White House faces time crunch with Trump’s top Pentagon pick 
The Hill Online, July 3 | Ellen Mitchell 
 
The White House is racing against the clock to install a permanent Pentagon chief. 
 
Acting Defense Secretary Mark Esper, President Trump’s pick for the top defense post, is not permitted 
to serve in his current role beyond July 30. That’s because a federal law known as the Vacancies Act 
prohibits officials from serving in acting capacities for more than 210 days. 
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Since the Pentagon has not had a permanent Defense secretary since James Mattis stepped down at 
the end of December — followed by Patrick Shanahan serving as acting chief from Jan. 1 until his June 
23 departure — the administration now faces a tight deadline to get Esper confirmed. 
 
To complicate matters further, Esper is not allowed to serve as acting secretary while his nomination is 
under consideration in the Senate, meaning he will need to temporarily step aside during the 
confirmation process that also comes amid heightened tensions between Washington and Tehran.  
 
“You’re working with 2 1/2 weeks to work hearings and move stuff through the system,” Arnold Punaro, 
a former staff director for the Senate Armed Services Committee, said of Esper’s timeline.  
 
The White House, which announced last month that Trump will nominate Esper, has yet to formally 
submit his nomination to the Senate, where it will be taken up by the Armed Services panel.  
 
The nomination is unlikely to come this week, as Congress is out of session for the July 4 holiday. 
Lawmakers are slated to return to Washington next week. 
 
Punaro, a retired Marine Corps three-star general, pointed out that even if the Senate receives the 
nomination early next week, it already has its hands full with a July 11 confirmation hearing for Gen. 
Mark Milley, Trump’s pick to be chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  
 
“There won’t be a time to do a hearing next week, so you’re looking at the next couple of weeks after 
that,” Punaro said. 
 
That means the Senate has about 12 legislative days to hold Esper’s confirmation hearing, a committee 
vote and then a floor vote. 
 
Combined with pressure to shore up the separate House and Senate versions of the annual defense 
authorization bill before the August recess, defense-focused lawmakers have a lot on their plates. 
 
But despite the limited window, congressional leaders are eager to have a permanent Pentagon head 
installed and will likely work quickly to move Esper’s nomination though the confirmation process.  
 
A spokesperson for the office of Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman James Inhofe (R-Okla.) 
said that while the panel has not received the official nomination, it “will act on it expeditiously” when 
they have it in hand. 
 
Lawmakers argue that growing tensions with Iran and looming funding negotiations — where they will 
need to agree to raise statutory spending caps on defense funding — desperately warrant a Senate-
confirmed official in place at the Pentagon. 
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"When you have the word 'acting' after your name, you’re not it. You’re perceived by other countries as 
not being the person in charge," Inhofe said late last month. 
 
Meanwhile, Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.), a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 
said that “an acting secretary of Defense is not what we need.” 
 
“We need a permanent secretary of Defense to help guide the department through budget negotiations 
and conflict,” he said. 
 
Esper, who had been the Army secretary before being named acting Defense secretary, took over as 
Pentagon chief last week after Shanahan abruptly resigned and ended his bid to be the top defense 
official following news reports of years-old domestic violence incidents. 
 
Shanahan had been acting Defense secretary since early January after Mattis resigned in protest over 
Trump’s since-reversed decision to withdraw all U.S. troops from Syria.  
 
Under the Vacancies Act, Mattis’s departure started a countdown clock — acting chiefs cannot serve 
for more than 210 days. 
 
The same statute says Esper can’t serve in an acting capacity while his nomination is under 
consideration, meaning he would have to step back down to Army secretary. And in keeping with the 
line of succession, Navy Secretary Richard Spencer would become acting Defense secretary in his 
place temporarily. 
 
In yet another added wrinkle, the Senate is expected to wait seven days after receiving a nomination 
to hold a hearing on the nominee. 
 
“You would hope that they would work a very tight timeline in terms of the amount of time from Esper’s 
actual nomination to the hearing to the confirmation vote in the Senate, so as to not have another acting 
for a long period of time,” Punaro said.  
 
To minimize the amount of time Esper has to step aside, Punaro predicted that the Senate will waive 
the seven-day rule, as has happened with former Defense secretaries Robert Gates — who served 
under former Presidents George W. Bush and Obama — and William Perry, who served during the 
Clinton administration. 
 
That kind of quick turnaround would increase the odds that Esper is sworn in before July 30.  
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“We did Bob Gates in three days, from nomination to hearing to confirmation,” Punaro said. “Bill Perry 
was done in under seven days.” 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
15. Space Force envisioned by Congress to cost about $3.6 billion 
FederalNewsNetwork.com, July 3 | Scott Maucione 
 
After tweaks from Congress, the Space Force is getting a new price tag from the Congressional Budget 
Office. 
 
The CBO estimates the Space Force, as envisioned by the House 2020 defense authorization bill, will 
cost $3.6 billion over the next five years in one-time and recurring costs. 
 
That’s a downgrade from CBO’s score of the administration’s proposal, which came out to be $4.7 
billion. 
 
The House version creates a Space Force within the Air Force, much like the Marine Corps is part of 
the Navy. Unlike the administration’s proposal, it does not give the Space Force the ability to create its 
own new military positions. 
 
Under the House version of the bill, “most of the personnel and assets for the Space Corps would be 
transferred to the new service from existing forces. CBO estimates that DoD has 22,900 military and 
civilian personnel who perform space-related activities. Many of those could be transferred to the new 
service, and thus would not affect net costs. In addition, CBO estimates that the Space Corps would 
require between 4,100 and 6,800 additional personnel for new management and support positions,” 
CBO’s report states. 
 
One-time costs associated with the Space Force would occur over an eight-year period, according to 
CBO, and would cost about $1.4 billion. 
 
“There would be onetime costs for new construction and renovation of facilities to house the added 
personnel and any existing personnel that would be relocated. There also would be onetime costs for 
such items as uniforms, signs, and stationary,” the report states. 
 
Annual costs in perpetuity for the Space Force under the House bill will be between $800 million and 
$1.3 billion, according to CBO. 
 
“Those new positions would include new personnel to staff various headquarters and combatant 
commands, and personnel for recruiting, training, management, and other support functions. Those 
costs would increase over several years as additional positions are filled in phases. Based on 
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information from DoD, CBO estimates that it would take about five years to fully staff the new service,” 
the report states. 
 
Total annual costs over five years come out to about $2.3 billion. 
 
CBO warns in its report that “there is significant uncertainty associated with CBO’s cost estimates for 
creating a new Space Corps. Many decisions about the new service would have to be made in the 
coming years. Decisions about which military units and agencies would be transferred to the new 
service and whether to repurpose existing infrastructure or construct new facilities would significantly 
affect costs. Also, CBO’s estimates of the additional costs of establishing a new Space Corps focus on 
overhead and management costs, and do not include the cost of adding new capabilities. The results 
of future decisions could make the costs of the new Space Corps significantly higher or lower.” 
 
The Defense Department is already setting up a new U.S. Space Command and a Space Development 
Agency to help with the operational and acquisition side of the space domain. CBO estimated that 
adding the two organizations would increase annual costs by as much as $580 million. One-time costs 
could be as much as $1.6 billion. Those numbers are not taken into account for the Space Force 
estimate. 
 
In the 2020 budget request, DoD asked for $72.4 million for 160 personnel to stand up the Space Force 
headquarters, $149.8 million in new resources for SDA and $83.8 million for Space Command. 
 
Both the House and the Senate versions of the 2020 defense authorization bills create some sort of 
Space Force. 
 
There are small differences between the two bills that could affect the cost. Those differences will be 
ironed out in conference if the House passes its version of the bill. The Senate already passed its 
version. 
 
The Center for Strategic and International Studies put together a comparison chart of the different 
Space Force proposals. 
 
DoD tried to sell Congress and the public on the Space Force as a way to bring together its multiple 
space entities. 
 
“If we do nothing and maintain our legacy approach, at least 10 DoD organizations, working on space-
based capabilities and architecture, will continue to develop bespoke solutions,” said then-acting 
Defense Secretary Patrick Shanahan earlier this year. “We need one organization in the lead to develop 
a department solution.” 
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He said the most important thing is replacing current space infrastructure so that it is resilient and 
survivable against adversaries. Creating the force would centralize the space procurement process, 
making the leadership around buying more consolidated. The Government Accountability Office 
reported back in 2017 that fragmented leadership over space was causing systems to become more 
expensive and to run over schedule. 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
SECURITY ENVIRONMENT 
 
16. U.S., Taliban scramble to finalize draft on troop withdrawal 
Associated Press, July 4 | Kathy Gannon 
 
ISLAMABAD -- Taliban and U.S. negotiators are scrambling to finalize a draft agreement that will outline 
the withdrawal of American and NATO troops from Afghanistan and a verifiable Taliban guarantee to 
fight terrorism ahead of an all-Afghan peace conference Sunday. 
 
Officials familiar with the talks, but not authorized to speak about them, say negotiations went late into 
the night on Wednesday and throughout Thursday — the sixth day of direct talks between the 
insurgents and U.S. envoy Zalmay Khalilzad. They were to resume again on Friday. 
 
Suhail Shaheen, spokesman for the Taliban's political office in Qatar, on Friday told The Associated 
Press on Friday he wanted to clarify that the draft agreement was being worked upon in an effort to 
finalize and was not being rewritten. 
 
"By rewriting the draft agreement I meant (only) that we are working on the draft agreement," Suhail 
said Friday morning. Earlier he said "we have made some progress." 
 
Previously he said agreed-upon clauses were being added to the agreement. On Thursday he also 
said the two sides had broadened their discussion, without elaborating. 
 
Until now the two sides had been divided on the withdrawal timetable, with the United States seeking 
more time. 
 
Taliban officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity, earlier said the U.S. was seeking up to 18 
months to complete a troop withdrawal even as U.S. President Donald Trump told Fox News earlier 
this week that a withdrawal had already quietly begun and that troop strength had been cut to 9,000. 
The president's statement has since been contradicted by a senior U.S. official, who said the force 
strength is unchanged at about 14,000. An American official familiar with the talks also disputed the 18-
month withdrawal timeframe, without saying what the U.S. was proposing. 
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Still, Trump's statements reinforced the president's often stated desire to leave Afghanistan and end 
America's 18-year war — the longest in his country's history. 
 
His eagerness to pull out has strengthened the position of the Taliban, who effectively control half the 
country and won a key concession in the planning of the upcoming peace gathering, which will include 
no official delegation from the Afghan government. 
 
Germany and Qatar, who are co-sponsoring the dialogue and issuing the invitations, said participants 
will attend "only in their personal capacity," a condition President Ashraf Ghani has strenuously 
opposed. He has made no comment on Sunday's meeting. 
 
The Taliban have steadfastly refused to talk to Ghani's government, calling it a U.S. puppet, but have 
said government officials can attend the conference as private citizens. 
 
In a tweet on Wednesday, Shaheen said 60 people will attend the peace gathering, which Khalilzad 
called an "essential element" in achieving a peace agreement in Afghanistan. 
 
Atta-ul-Rahman Salim, deputy head of a government-appointed peace council, said the delegation from 
Kabul will include a cross-section of Afghanistan's civil society, including women's rights activists. 
 
"It is a good first step to hear each other's side," he said. 
 
Former Afghan President Hamid Karzai, who attended two previous meetings with the Taliban in 
Moscow, told The Associated Press he won't be attending the Doha gathering because he will be in 
China. But, he added, "I fully support the coming intra-Afghan dialogue in Doha and am in the picture." 
 
--Associated Press writer Amir Shah in Kabul, Afghanistan, contributed to this report 
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17. Trump administration lays broad legal grounds for military strike on Iran  
Washington Post, July 4, Pg. A10 | Karen DeYoung and Missy Ryan 
 
As it has contemplated military action against Iran, the Trump administration has opened the door to 
virtually every legal authority it might use to justify an attack, from tying Iran to al-Qaeda, to President 
Trump's assertion that it would not involve American ground troops and "wouldn't last very long." 
 
Democrats and some Republicans have tried repeatedly to pin the administration down, including last 
week's unsuccessful attempt to muster 60 Senate votes for an amendment requiring Trump to ask 
Congress before launching any military engagement. 
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When asked directly about legal justification, senior administration officials have offered undetailed 
assurances that any action would "consistent with our Constitution," as Secretary of State Mike Pompeo 
said last month, or they deferred to lawyers. 
 
"I'm not a scholar in this area," Brian Hook, Pompeo's special representative for Iran, recently told the 
House Armed Services Committee under persistent questioning. 
 
Concern about the possibility of U.S. military action against Iran has grown since the administration 
cited new intelligence that Iran or its proxies were planning to attack U.S. troops or American interests 
in the Middle East. The United States has also blamed Iran for attacks on oil tankers near the Strait of 
Hormuz. Most recently, Iran shot down a U.S. drone it said - and the U.S. denied - had crossed into its 
airspace. 
 
Trump and Iranian leaders have traded insults following the U.S. withdrawal from the 2015 Iran nuclear 
agreement and subsequent reimposition and escalation of sanctions, and Iran's announcement that it 
was stepping up its uranium enrichment. Following President Hassan Rouhani's assertion on 
Wednesday that Iran could enrich to "any amount we want" in the absence of a nuclear deal, Trump 
warned him to "be careful with the threats . . . They can come back to bite you like nobody has been 
bitten before." 
 
Although Trump canceled a U.S. strike against Iran following the drone shoot-down, the administration 
has continued to lay the legal groundwork for a strike. 
 
Pompeo, in public and classified testimony, according to lawmakers, has said there are ties between 
Iran and al-Qaeda. Such a relationship would seem to provide the foundation for military action against 
Iran under the 2001 congressional Authorization for Use of Military Force (AUMF) against the 
perpetrators of the al-Qaeda attacks that year. 
 
Such a determination has doubters even within the administration. Defense officials have taken unusual 
steps in recent weeks to distance themselves from Pompeo's assertion amid fears that the 
administration may be driving toward a conflict that most Pentagon officials expect would be long, costly 
and detrimental to American interests in the region. 
 
In a statement, Cmdr. Rebecca Rebarich, a Pentagon spokeswoman, said the department "does not 
believe 2001 AUMF can be used against Iran." That position has been affirmed by the Pentagon's top 
lawyer, Paul Ney Jr., according to officials who spoke on the condition of anonymity to address internal 
deliberations. 
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While Pentagon officials do not deny that al-Qaeda has had ties to Tehran, those links are generally 
seen as limited and nonoperational. 
 
Taking up Hook's suggestion to ask government lawyers about both the 2001 AUMF and a subsequent 
2002 congressional resolution authorizing the U.S. invasion of Iraq, Armed Services Committee 
Chairman Eliot L. Engel (D-N.Y.) wrote last week to Marik String, who became acting State Department 
legal adviser six weeks ago. 
 
Engel asked for "any and all legal analysis" relating to whether either measure was "applicable to any 
actions that could be undertaken by the Executive Branch in or against the Islamic Republic of Iran." 
 
A brief reply from the State Department's legislative affairs bureau came three days later. "The 
administration has not, to date, interpreted either AUMF as authorizing military force against Iran," it 
said, "except as may be necessary to defend U.S. or partner forces engaged in counterterrorism 
operations or operations to establish a stable, democratic Iraq." 
 
Democrats have interpreted that response as leaving the door open to administration assertions that 
such authorization is justified in the future. 
 
"We're very concerned the administration hasn't categorically said Congress hasn't authorized war with 
Iran," a Democratic congressional aide said, speaking on the condition of anonymity to discuss the 
concerns of lawmakers. "The AUMF has already been stretched." 
 
Three successive administrations have cited the 2001 AUMF as a basis for fighting an array of militant 
groups across the Middle East, South and Central Asia, and Africa, as Congress has failed in repeated 
efforts to pass a new authorization that would apply to military actions that seem far afield from those 
originally authorized. 
 
Moreover, the legal caveat referring to Iraq, the subject of the 2002 authorization, appears to cast a 
wide net over interference in U.S. or partner forces' operations in that country. 
 
The State Department did not respond to questions about the scope of its statement. 
 
The other legal authority available to the president, short of Congress's approval under its constitutional 
authority to declare war, is the president's own constitutional power as commander in chief of the armed 
forces, in charge of keeping the nation secure. Here, previous presidents and the current Justice 
Department have laid a broad foundation for action that Congress has done little to constrain. 
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The only public statement the administration has made interpreting those powers was a May 31, 2018, 
opinion by the Justice Department's Office of Legal Council on authority for the April 2018 U.S. airstrikes 
against Syrian chemical weapons facilities. 
 
The strikes were legal, the OLC concluded, because "the President reasonably determined that this 
operation would further important national interests" and that "the anticipated nature, scope and 
duration of the operations were sufficiently limited that they did not amount to war in the constitutional 
sense and therefore did not require prior congressional approval." 
 
The Justice Department OLC did not respond to requests for comment. 
 
The 2018 opinion, which drew substantially from an Obama-era justification for the 2011 air operations 
in Libya, put an attack against Iran squarely in the context of decades of U.S. military operations, 
including Haiti, Bosnia, Kosovo, Libya and many others, conducted without authorization from 
Congress. 
 
Citing previous definitions of the "national interest," the Trump OLC opinion cited protection of U.S. 
people and property, assistance to allies, and the promotion of regional stability - all of which have been 
mentioned by the administration as U.S. goals regarding Iran. 
 
The second test examined whether U.S. troops would be directly involved in hostilities, noting that the 
Clinton administration OLC, in judging the Bosnia deployment, concluded that the size and duration of 
operations, and the deployment of ground troops, were key tests. 
 
In an interview last week with Fox Business host Maria Bartiromo, Trump said that "If something should 
happen, we're in a very strong position. It wouldn't last very long, I can tell you that. It would not last 
very long." 
 
"And I'm not talking about boots on the ground, I'm not talking we're going to send a million soldiers. 
I'm just saying if something would happen, wouldn't last very long." 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
18. Iran Hits Back as Sanctions Pressure Economy 
Tehran hoped to wait out U.S. campaign, but it has proved more painful than expected 
Wall Street Journal, July 5, Pg. A1 | Sune Engel Rasmussen 
 
BEIRUT -- Tighter new U.S. sanctions have proved more punishing than Iran's leaders expected, 
driving Tehran to hit back militarily and breach limits it had agreed to put on its nuclear program. 
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This increasingly confrontational approach aims to raise the costs to the U.S. of its maximum-pressure 
campaign and to push Western European nations to offer economic relief, according to former Iranian 
officials and analysts. 
 
Iran's brinkmanship could present President Trump, who campaigned against U.S. involvement in 
Middle East conflicts, with difficult questions of war and peace as he heads into the 2020 election. 
 
On Wednesday, Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said Tehran would enrich uranium beyond 3.67% 
-- a step that would surpass limits imposed by a 2015 nuclear deal between Iran and major world 
powers meant to keep Iran from getting a nuclear weapon. Washington pulled out of the deal last year. 
 
Iran breached the agreement's caps on its stockpile of low-enriched uranium on Monday. Last month, 
Tehran shot down an American reconnaissance drone. Washington has also said Iran is behind a series 
of attacks on oil tankers as well as a drone strike on a Saudi oil pipeline. 
 
Iran says it isn't violating the deal but acting in accordance with a clause allowing it to cease its 
commitments in part or whole if any other party doesn't fulfill its commitments. As soon as the other 
parties abide by the deal's obligations, "we will reverse," Foreign Minister Javad Zarif said in a tweet 
Monday. 
 
A spokesman for Iran's mission to the United Nations didn't respond to a request for comment. 
 
Mr. Trump said Wednesday on Twitter: "Be careful with the threats, Iran. They can come back to bite 
you like nobody has been bitten before!" 
 
Behind Iran's actions are plummeting sales of oil, a main driver of the economy. Because of sanctions, 
crude exports are about 230,000 barrels a day, according to a former Iranian oil official and an Iranian 
oil executive involved in the trade -- a stark decline from 2.5 million barrels a day in May 2018. 
 
Iranian officials had been banking that they would be able to keep exporting about 800,000 barrels a 
day, a level at which they felt the country could muddle through, as it did during the height of Obama-
era restrictions, former Iranian officials said. Most exports now go to China. 
 
Pain from the sudden drop -- and relatively low international prices for oil -- has rippled across the 
economy. Year-over-year inflation stands at about 35% and the currency has fallen by around 70% 
since early 2018. 
 
Iran's government budget, set in December, is built on the assumption that daily oil exports would be 
1.5 million barrels, bringing $24 billion in annual revenue, according to Rahim Zare, a member of Iran's 
economic commission. 
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Iran's actions are a break from its previous cautious adherence to the terms of the nuclear accord -- a 
stance it maintained for nearly a year after Washington withdrew. 
 
Iranian policy makers called their approach "strategic patience," in part a plan to bide time in the hope 
that Mr. Trump would serve one term and be succeeded by a leader willing to return to the agreement. 
 
"Iran decided that its patience had done nothing to slow down American pressure that was proving 
more effective than it had thought," said Vali Nasr, an expert on Iran at Johns Hopkins University who 
was a special adviser to President Obama. 
 
Analysts said Iran's calculus also changed because the remaining European partners in the nuclear 
deal -- the U.K., France and Germany -- have done little to help Tehran push back against American 
sanctions, resulting in international isolation. 
 
The Iranian tactics have been vexing for the Europeans, who warned Trump administration officials 
that withdrawing and ramping up sanctions would produce an escalation. Yet European governments 
are under pressure from the U.S. over their engagement policy. 
 
France, Britain and Germany have shown patience, but if Iran breaches the accord further, they are 
likely to trigger a multistep process that could eventually see international sanctions reimposed on Iran 
and kill off the deal. 
 
The European powers have developed a way for companies to conduct transactions with Iranian 
companies, but it just became operational and is unlikely to help Iran's economy much. 
 
Iran has found ways to smuggle oil, often by shipping crude to a remote location, turning off its location 
equipment and making furtive transfers to other ships, shipping experts say. Saudi Arabia's oil minister 
said last month far more oil was being shipped from Iran than reported. 
 
But the limits of those efforts were underlined Thursday when the government of Gibraltar, a territory 
of the U.K., said it had stopped a tanker to Syria. Sam Madani, co-founder of TankerTrackers.com, said 
the tanker left Iran on April 17 laden with some type of fuel. 
 
Iran has assumed that Mr. Trump won't respond militarily, analysts said, because it could cost the 
president the election. 
 
"We have unseated an American President in the past. We can do it again," Hesameddin Ashena, a 
top aide to Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, said on Twitter, likely referring to Jimmy Carter who lost 
by a landslide in 1980 during the hostage crisis in Tehran. 
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Top Iranian officials have called on Mr. Trump to listen to dovish supporters and ignore aides like his 
national security adviser, John Bolton, an Iran hawk who has in the past advocated changing the Iranian 
government by force -- a view he said he isn't pursuing while in the White House. 
 
Iran says its nuclear program is peaceful, although the U.N. International Atomic Energy Agency said 
in 2015 Iran had worked on a nuclear-weapons program in the past. 
 
Since the Trump administration withdrew from the deal, it has imposed sanctions on Iran's banks and 
industries, designated Iran's Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps a terrorist organization and imposed 
sanctions on Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei. 
 
--Benoit Faucon and Michael Amon contributed to this article 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
19. Target of Both Sides in Standoff With Iran: Its Main Negotiator 
New York Times, July 5, Pg. A1 | Farnaz Fassihi and David D. Kirkpatrick 
 
Iranian hard-liners have long mocked their foreign minister, Mohammad Javad Zarif, as the make-
believe American, after a character in a comic Iranian movie who puts on an accent, wardrobe and 
lifestyle to live out a fantasy of American life. 
 
A resident of the United States on and off for nearly 30 years, Mr. Zarif was the Iranian most closely 
associated with the negotiation of the 2015 deal that limited Iran's nuclear program in exchange for 
relief from sweeping economic sanctions. 
 
To ordinary Iranians and reformists, that made him a hero. To hard-liners, though, he was a dupe, 
seduced by the West into a deal that the Americans would never live up to. 
 
Now, with the nuclear deal on the brink of collapse, with the Trump administration reimposing crushing 
sanctions on Iran, and with Tehran threatening to restart elements of its nuclear program, Mr. Zarif is 
coming under renewed fire not only from hard-liners in Tehran but also from Washington. White House 
officials say that President Trump has requested sanctions specifically against the Iranian foreign 
minister, stirring debate in both countries about the administration's intentions. 
 
Hawks like Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and John R. Bolton, the national security adviser, argue 
that Mr. Zarif's American affectations are what make him dangerous. Mr. Zarif and his patron, President 
Hassan Rouhani, are ''polished front men for the ayatollah's international con artistry,'' Mr. Pompeo has 
said, suggesting that the foreign minister uses his flawless, idiomatic American English as a ruse to 
mask his allegiance to the hard-line agenda of Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. 
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But critics shoot back that threatening Iran's top diplomat makes no sense, given Mr. Trump's repeated 
insistence that his ultimate goal is to restart negotiations with Iran. Cutting off the intermediary for any 
such talks, the critics say, may ultimately leave the administration no choice other than confrontation. 
 
''It just makes it harder or impossible for the Iranians to choose some kind of diplomacy,'' said Jeff 
Prescott, a former senior director for Iran on the National Security Council under President Barack 
Obama. 
 
In an extensive email exchange, Mr. Zarif said he felt little personal risk from American sanctions. 
''Everyone who knows me knows that I or my family do not own any property outside Iran,'' he wrote. ''I 
personally do not even have a bank account outside Iran. Iran is my entire life and my sole commitment. 
So I have no personal problem with possible sanctions.'' 
 
Washington, Mr. Zarif argued, would only be hurting itself by cutting him off. 
 
''The only impact -- and possibly the sole objective -- of a possible designation would be to limit my 
ability to communicate. And I doubt that would serve anyone,'' he wrote. ''Certainly it would limit the 
possibility of informed decision-making in Washington.'' 
 
As for the allegation of ''con artistry,'' Mr. Zarif said that he never asked the Americans to trust him and 
he never trusted them either, least of all during the negotiations of the nuclear deal, known formally as 
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action. 
 
''Contrary to public statements by its detractors on all sides, JCPOA was not built on trust,'' Mr. Zarif 
wrote in the email, referring to the agreement. ''It was indeed based on explicit recognition of mutual 
mistrust. That is why it is so long and detailed.'' 
 
Mr. Zarif's status in Tehran has already suffered severely with the waning fortunes of the nuclear deal. 
After pulling out of the agreement last year, the Trump administration in May tightened its sanctions to 
penalize anyone in the world who seeks to buy Iranian oil, slashing Iranian exports and plunging the 
economy into a tailspin. 
 
Mr. Khamenei has said without naming Mr. Zarif or Mr. Rouhani that those who persuaded him to 
negotiate with Washington had made a grave mistake. 
 
Other hard-liners have argued that Mr. Zarif should now resign, face impeachment, or be put on trial 
for the crime of leading Iran into an agreement that dismantled years of nuclear research and 
investment for no ultimate benefit. 
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''Mr. Zarif and his government put all their eggs in the basket of foreign policy and the nuclear deal,'' 
Abdul Reza Davari, a conservative adviser to Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, the former Iranian president, 
said in a telephone interview from Tehran. ''It has been a spectacular failure, and now they are hanging 
on life support, hoping a change of administration in the U.S. would save them.'' 
 
Iranian officials have often said that they have sought only peaceful uses of nuclear power, not a nuclear 
weapon -- a claim widely disputed in the West. But with the 2015 deal now all but dead, many 
conservatives in Tehran are pushing for Iran to resume its programs for the enrichment of nuclear 
material ''as a sign of strength,'' Mr. Davari said. 
 
Some in his hard-line faction remain open to negotiations with Mr. Trump, Mr. Davari said, but no longer 
through Mr. Zarif. 
 
Mr. Zarif briefly resigned in February after conservatives in the Iranian military failed to include him in 
a visit to Tehran by the president of Syria. (Mr. Khamenei interceded to keep Mr. Zarif at work.) 
 
Iranian moderates, while defending Mr. Zarif, are also preparing political eulogies. ''We have never had 
a foreign minister like Zarif in the history of Iran,'' said Mostafa Tajzadeh, a prominent reformist 
politician. ''What he achieved with the nuclear deal -- gaining the trust of both Americans and Mr. 
Khamenei -- was nothing short of a miracle.'' 
 
At the top echelons of the Iranian political system, where knowledge of the United States is generally 
shallow and suspicions run deep, Mr. Zarif stands out for his ease among Americans. He came to the 
United States at 17 to attend college, and was an undergraduate at San Francisco State University in 
1979 when the Islamic revolution broke out in Tehran. (He pitched in by helping lead a group of student 
revolutionaries who took over the Iranian consulate in San Francisco.) 
 
He remained in the United States, first as a student and then as a diplomat, for much of his adult life. 
With his command of American English, he comes off to Westerners as urbane and at times even wry. 
 
''Seriously?'' he quipped this week by Twitter, quoting a White House news release claiming that ''even 
before the deal's existence, Iran was violating its terms.'' 
 
His friends say he prefers American coffee to the typical Iranian tea, and he also enjoys dining out in 
American restaurants -- although he is careful never to allow himself to be photographed in a setting 
where alcohol is visible, which the hard-liners could use against him at home in Tehran. 
 
American supporters of imposing sanctions on Mr. Zarif argue that his effectiveness at passing for one 
of their countrymen is what makes him so dangerous. It helps him hide the fundamentally anti-American 
and expansionist character of the government he serves, they say. 
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''I would call him the whitewasher-in-chief,'' said Reuel Marc Gerecht, a fellow at the Foundation for the 
Defense of Democracies and a former C.I.A. official who studies Iran. ''Zarif has gotten away, almost, 
with murder, because he has been depicted as something he is not -- a moderate -- when he is totally 
loyal to the supreme leader and totally loyal to the revolution.'' 
 
Mr. Gerecht added that the sanctions would send a message to the American public about Mr. Zarif 
and his patron, Mr. Rouhani. 
 
''It is important to the narrative, to dispatch the notion that Zarif or Rouhani is part of this 'moderate' 
wing that will bring about normalcy,'' Mr. Gerecht said. 
 
But Mr. Zarif, in an email, said that the issue of the moment was not about him or the Iranian 
government, but about the nuclear deal, which he said was never intended to ''resolve all our 
differences.'' 
 
''It was negotiated by all with open eyes about what as possible and what was not,'' he wrote, and it 
''remains the best POSSIBLE agreement on the nuclear issue.'' 
 
As for the hard-liners who deride him as ''Mamal Amricayi''-- the make-believe American -- Mr. Zarif 
said he had never seen the movie. 
 
''But I do not mind if people have a good laugh about me,'' he added. ''That is another way of making 
myself useful!'' 
 
Unpopular In two Capitals But Unfazed 
 
Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif, the Iranian most closely associated with the 2015 nuclear 
agreement, has come under fire in Tehran and Washington as the deal approaches collapse. Hard-
liners in Tehran accuse him of falling for false promises from the Americans. Trump administration 
officials call him a trickster who acts like a moderate while remaining steadfastly loyal to Ayatollah Ali 
Khamenei, Iran's supreme leader. 
 
Trump administration officials have talked of imposing economic sanctions on Mr. Zarif, even though 
he remains essential to any negotiated settlement of the current standoff between the countries. 
 
In an exclusive interview conducted by email, Mr. Zarif talked about these issues at length. His remarks 
are reproduced here, edited slightly for length and clarity. 
 
*** 
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The nuclear deal you negotiated, also known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, is now in 
jeopardy. Do you regret trusting the United States and the West? 
 
I believe JCPOA was and remains the best POSSIBLE agreement on the nuclear issue. None of the 
participants were happy with all elements of the deal, but it addressed the major concerns of all. It was 
negotiated by all with open eyes about what was possible and what was not. We did not neglect 
anything. We accepted the reality that we could not resolve all our differences in this deal and we 
agreed to leave them out. 
 
It is also important to note that, contrary to public statements by its detractors on all sides, JCPOA was 
not built on trust. It was indeed based on explicit recognition of mutual mistrust. That is why it is so long 
and detailed. Paragraph 36 of JCPOA is a clear example that we negotiated this deal with the full 
understanding that we could not trust the commitment of the West. We are exercising that option within 
the deal right now, which can indeed prevent the deal from total collapse, which will be detrimental to 
the interest of all, including the United States. 
 
(Paragraph 36 provided a mechanism to resolve disputes and allows one side, under certain 
circumstances, to stop complying with the deal if the other side is out of compliance.) 
 
Do you think that the nuclear deal can be salvaged? Or do you anticipate continued erosion since 
President Trump withdrew from the agreement? 
 
We will remain committed to the deal as long as the remaining participants (E.U., France, Germany, 
U.K., Russia and China) observe the deal. Survival or collapse of the JCPOA depends on the ability 
and willingness of all parties to invest in this undertaking. In a nutshell, a multilateral agreement cannot 
be implemented unilaterally. 
 
Has this turn of events jeopardized your career as Iran's top diplomat? 
 
My preferred career has always been teaching. I will resume that sooner or later, with more to share 
with my students. 
 
Have you seen hard-liners tweeting and joking and comparing you to the 1970s movie about an Iranian 
who tries to live out a fantasy of American life? What do you say to this? 
 
I did not see that movie, so I do not know. But I do not mind if people have a good laugh about me. 
That is another way of making myself useful! 
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Officials of the Trump administration have talked about designating you as a target of economic 
sanctions. What will it mean if Washington sanctions you? 
 
Everyone who knows me knows that I, or my family, do not own any property outside Iran. I personally 
do not even have a bank account outside Iran. Iran is my entire life and my sole commitment. So I have 
no personal problem with possible sanctions. 
 
The only impact -- and possibly the sole objective -- of a possible designation would be to limit my ability 
to communicate. And I doubt that would serve anyone. Certainly, it would limit the possibility of informed 
decision making in Washington. 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
20. Tripoli Accuses U.A.E. of Deadly Airstrike 
Wall Street Journal, July 5, Pg. A7 | Jared Malsin and Amira El-Fekki 
 
CAIRO -- Libya's United Nations-backed government blamed the United Arab Emirates for an airstrike 
that killed more than 50 people in Tripoli this week, suggesting a new level of foreign intervention in the 
battle for the capital. 
 
The U.A.E. used an American-made F-16 jet fighter in the strike, said Interior Minister Fathi Bashagha 
of the Government of National Accord, citing an assessment of the sound of the warplane's engines 
and the size of the explosion. 
 
"This was no ordinary bomb," he told The Wall Street Journal on Thursday. 
 
Mr. Bashagha also suggested Egypt could have played a part. The plane may have used an Egyptian 
air base on the Mediterranean coast, if it didn't refuel in midair, he said, basing his conclusion on what 
he said were past airstrikes in Libya by the U.A.E. 
 
A U.A.E. official and Egypt's military spokesman declined to comment on the GNA's statements. 
 
Libya has emerged as a battleground for rival powers seeking dominance in the wider Middle East. 
Saudi Arabia, the U.A.E. and Egypt support Libyan militia leader Khalifa Haftar, who launched an 
assault on the capital in April, while Turkey backs the U.N.-backed government based in Tripoli. 
 
The U.S. has backed the GNA since its creation by a U.N.-brokered agreement in 2015, but President 
Trump called Mr. Haftar in April and expressed support for a shared vision with the commander, 
creating ambiguity in the U.S. position on the conflict. 
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An airstrike by the U.A.E. would be an escalation in the level of foreign intervention in the current battle 
for Tripoli, after foreign powers have focused on providing weapons and other support rather than 
getting directly involved in the conflict. 
 
The strike late Tuesday on a migrant detention center in Tripoli was the deadliest single attack in the 
country since the 2011 armed uprising that toppled the regime of Moammar Gadhafi. The U.N. has said 
the strike could amount to a war crime. The U.N. has raised the death toll to 53, after an initial estimate 
of around 44. 
 
An expert on arms transfers to Libya cast doubt on the GNA assessment. "If it was an F-16, it would 
have probably used munitions that would be fired from a distance, so the aircraft wouldn't be over, or 
even near the target," said Oded Berkowitz, a security analyst at the Israel-based MAX consulting firm. 
 
U.S. officials didn't respond to a request to comment on the allegation that a U.S.-made warplane was 
used. 
 
--Rory Jones in Dubai and Dion Nissenbaum in Washington contributed to this article 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
21. Venezuela Has Killed Thousands, U.N. Reports 
New York Times, July 5, Pg. A5 | Nick Cumming-Bruce 
 
GENEVA -- Venezuelan special forces have carried out thousands of extrajudicial killings in the past 
18 months and then manipulated crime scenes to make it look as if the victims had been resisting 
arrest, the United Nations said on Thursday in a report detailing wide-ranging government abuses 
targeting political opponents. 
 
Special Action Forces described by witnesses as ''death squads'' killed 5,287 people in 2018 and 
another 1,569 by mid-May of this year, in what are officially termed by the Venezuelan government 
''Operations for the Liberation of the People,'' United Nations investigators reported. 
 
Laying out a detailed description of a lawless system of oppression, the report says the actual number 
of deaths could be much higher. It cites accounts by independent groups who report more than 9,000 
killings for ''resistance to authority'' over the same period. 
 
''There are reasonable grounds to believe that many of these killings constitute extrajudicial executions 
committed by the security forces,'' the investigators said. 
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The report, which the United Nation human rights chief Michelle Bachelet will present to the Human 
Rights Council in Geneva on Friday, delivers a scathing critique of President Nicolás Maduro's 
embattled government and its handling of Venezuela's deepening political and economic crisis. 
 
Since 2016, the report says, the government has pursued a strategy ''aimed at neutralizing, repressing 
and criminalizing political opponents and people critical of the government.'' 
 
Venezuela's Foreign Ministry rejected the findings on Thursday, saying the report offered a ''distorted 
vision'' that ignored most of the information presented by the government to United Nations 
researchers. 
 
''The analysis is not objective, nor impartial,'' the Foreign Ministry said in a statement, listing what it said 
were numerous errors. ''The negative points are privileged in the extreme and the advances or 
measures adapted in the area of human rights are ignored or minimized.'' 
 
The Special Action Forces, known locally by their Spanish acronym FAES, are nominally tasked with 
combating drug trafficking and crime, but United Nations human rights officials said they were 
concerned the government was using these and other security forces ''as an instrument to instill fear in 
the population and to maintain social control.'' 
 
Families of 20 young men who were killed in the last year described a pattern of violence in which the 
FAES units arrived in pickup trucks without license plates, dressed in black and with their faces covered 
by balaclavas. 
 
They broke into houses, seized belongings and molested women, forcing some to strip naked. Then 
''they would separate young men from other family members before shooting them,'' the investigators 
reported. 
 
In every case described to the investigators, attackers manipulated the crime scene. ''They would plant 
arms and drugs and fire their weapons against the walls or in the air to suggest a confrontation and to 
show the victim had resisted authority,'' the report says. 
 
The investigators said they had also documented the execution of six young men carried out during 
one of the house raids, the killings done as a reprisal for their participation in anti-government 
demonstrations. 
 
Five special forces members were convicted of attempted murder and other offenses in 2018, and 
another 388 members were under investigation for abuses, according to the report. But few victims, it 
says, have access to justice or any redress. 
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The report also describes routine abuse by security and intelligence services of people detained for 
political reasons. In most of the cases, men and women were subjected to one or more forms of torture, 
including electric shock, suffocation with plastic bags, water boarding, beating and sexual violence. 
Women were dragged by their hair and threatened with rape, the report says. 
 
The detentions often had no legal basis, according to the report, which says that more than 2,000 
people were arrested for political reasons in the first five months of the year and more than 720 were 
still detained at the end of May. 
 
Human rights activists welcomed the spotlight the report is turning onto government repression and 
abuses. ''The government's reaction shows it hits the right points,'' said Tamara Taraciuk Broner, a 
senior researcher for Human Rights Watch. 
 
But Ms. Taraciuk expressed disappointment that the report stops short of urging the United Nations to 
set up a commission of inquiry. It calls instead for the government to set up an independent 
investigation, with some unspecified international participation. 
 
''You cannot ask Venezuelan courts, which have no independence, to investigate the executive,'' she 
said. 
 
The report comes two weeks after Ms. Bachelet visited Venezuela. Its hard-hitting tone was especially 
eye-opening, given her political background. In her second term as Chile's left-leaning president from 
2014 to 2018, she was among the few South American leaders who refused to openly criticize Mr. 
Maduro's growing authoritarianism. 
 
The Venezuelan government had tried to use Ms. Bachelet's visit to bolster Mr. Maduro's international 
legitimacy. More than 50 nations, including the United States, have stopped recognizing him as 
Venezuela's legitimate leader, calling his re-election last year fraudulent. 
 
Ms. Bachelet's team was given unusual access inside Venezuela, unlike that given to her predecessor 
or to other United Nations agencies. Mr. Maduro heavily publicized his meeting with Ms. Bachelet and 
promised to consider allowing her to open a full-time office in the country. The government also agreed 
to allow two United Nations human rights staff members to work in the country and said it would give 
them full access to detention centers. 
 
But any hopes that her visit paved the way for a government change of course on human rights were 
quickly dampened by the news days later of the death in custody of a Navy captain, Rafael Acosta, 
who was detained the day Ms. Bachelet's visit ended. His lawyer said he had been in good health at 
the time of his arrest, but he died in a military hospital a week later showing visible signs beatings. 
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Ms. Bachelet expressed her shock at Captain Acosta's death and called for an investigation, but human 
rights groups said it showed the limited outcome from her visit. 
 
''This case shows that the government of Venezuela is not taking her seriously,'' Ms. Taraciuk said. 


RETURN TO TOP 
 
22. Ex-Venezuela spy chief says Maduro ordered illegal arrests 
Associated Press, July 4 | Luis Alonso Lugo 
 
WASHINGTON -- Cruising around Caracas in a convoy with five cellphones full of valuable contacts, 
Gen. Manuel Cristopher Figuera displayed trappings that befitted his reputation as a loyal soldier who 
rose from an upbringing in a dirt-floored hut to become Venezuela's spy chief. 
 
But as President Nicolás Maduro began to lean on the brawny 55-year-old to do his dirty work — in 
Cristopher Figuera's telling, ordering him to jail opponents and victims of torture — the Cuban and 
Belarusian-trained intelligence officer gradually lost faith. In a show of nerve, he betrayed the leader he 
met with almost daily and secretly plotted to launch a military uprising that he said came close to ousting 
Maduro. 
 
Now one of the most prominent defectors in two decades of socialist rule in Venezuela has come to 
Washington seeking revenge against his former boss. He is looking to help the same U.S. "empire" he 
was taught to hate investigate human-rights violations and corruption. On Tuesday, he met with the 
U.S. special envoy to Venezuela, Elliott Abrams. 
 
It's unclear whether Cristopher Figuera still has influence inside the government and can collect 
evidence against his former comrades. But he's talking a big game. 
 
"I'm like a soldier who raises the flag upside-down to signal distress," Cristopher Figuera told The 
Associated Press. "My mission is to seek help to free my country from disgrace." 
 
In a daylong interview from the presidential suite of a Washington hotel, Cristopher Figuera for the first 
time provided details of what he said was Maduro's personal commissioning of abuses, including 
arbitrary detentions and the planting of evidence against opponents. The allegations, which the AP was 
unable to verify, come as scrutiny of the Maduro government's human rights record intensifies. A naval 
officer died in state custody last week with apparent signs of torture. His death came ahead of the 
release Friday of a report by a United Nations fact-finding mission. 
 
As the deputy head of military counterintelligence and then director of the feared SEBIN intelligence 
police, Cristopher Figuera stood alongside Maduro as Venezuela was coming apart. During the freefall, 
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he said, he witnessed and played a role in abuses, including not speaking out when confronted with 
evidence of torture by others and the arbitrary detention of a prominent journalist. 
 
But he said Maduro's most-brazen order — and one of Cristopher Figuera's biggest regrets — was his 
role trying to break opposition leader Juan Guaidó's resolve by going after his inner circle. 
 
Initially, he said, Maduro wanted to arrest Guaido's mother. When Cristopher Figuera pointed out that 
she was undergoing cancer treatment, the focus shifted to Roberto Marrero, Guaidó's chief of staff, 
who has been held since March on accusations of running a "terrorist cell" bent on carrying out 
assassinations. 
 
Cristopher Figuera said he then told Maduro that he did not have legal cause. 
 
"How can I jail him?" Cristopher Figuera recalled asking Maduro in a tense meeting with top officials at 
Fort Tiuna in Caracas less than 72 hours before a violent raid on Marrero's house. "He told me, 'That's 
not my problem. Plant some weapons on him. Do what you have to do.'" 
 
Then followed a discussion on where to get the weapons. Cristopher Figuera suggested asking Gen. 
Vladimir Padrino, the defense minister, but Maduro told him to seek out another general, whose name 
he asked the AP not to disclose because of security concerns. 
 
"And that's what we did," Cristopher Figuera said. "He planted the weapons, facilitating the operation, 
and from the SEBIN directorate I carried out the arrest." 
 
Communications Minister Jorge Rodriguez, a top Maduro aide, did not respond to a text message and 
email seeking comment. 
 
For what he called his "co-responsibility" in Marrero's arrest and other arbitrary detentions, Cristopher 
Figuera expects one day to be called as a witness by the International Criminal Court, which is carrying 
out a preliminary investigation into the Maduro government at the request of several Latin American 
nations, France and Canada. 
 
But he said he sleeps with a clear conscience because he never personally ordered or participated in 
acts of torture, even though he was sometimes asked by other security forces to take in high-profile 
detainees after severe beatings. During his six-month tenure at SEBIN, he said, conditions improved 
at the famed Helicoide prison, where key anti-government activists are held, with prisoners allowed 
more frequent access to their lawyers and doctors. 
 
He said he also released dozens of prisoners who were being held by other authorities for huge sums 
of money, sometimes for more than a year, despite court orders for their release. 
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"This was a center of extortion and kidnapping," he said. "I tried to change things, but there's an 
entrenched culture." 
 
Still, he acknowledges that he obediently carried out orders to spy on 40 or so of Maduro's top 
opponents, using wiretaps as well as electronic and on-the-streets surveillance, and reporting to his 
boss every two hours any noteworthy movements. 
 
Cristopher Figuera still considers himself a Chavista — an admirer of the late Hugo Chávez — and his 
relationship with his newfound allies in the opposition can sometimes be rocky. For example, he still 
praises Cuba and rejects claims that there are 25,000 Cuban security forces in Venezuela. He puts the 
number at 15,000, the vast majority of them doctors sent in exchange for cheap oil. 
 
While a coterie of about 15 Cubans make up Maduro's security detail, even serving as food tasters, he 
said their role inside the intelligence agencies was limited to planning and training agents, not 
participating in operations. 
 
"The opposition doesn't have adequate information. They reject and stigmatize the Cubans," he said. 
 
He claims to have tried to persuade Maduro to change course, sending him a two-page letter in early 
April that urged him to appoint a new electoral council and call early elections. He thought the move 
would have been a strategic retrenchment to regain the upper hand amid mounting international 
pressure. 
 
"My commander in chief," the missive begins, "I respectfully recommend that you put the political 
agenda before the polarization between the government and the opposition." The letter, a copy of which 
he provided to the AP, references a battle from the mid-19th century civil war in which a popular general 
"ceded territory to the enemy to win time and then overcome his adversary." 
 
His plea was ignored. Days later, with the help of a Miami-based Venezuelan businessman who wooed 
him to the opposition's side, Cristopher Figuera said he was riding around town trying to craft an 
elaborate exit plan for Maduro with Padrino and Maikel Moreno, the head of the supreme court. On 
April 30, Guaidó appeared before dawn on a highway overpass alongside dozens of troops and his 
mentor, Leopoldo Lopez, who SEBIN agents let walk from house arrest. 
 
When the plan blew up — he said Moreno never issued a promised ruling recognizing Guaidó, and a 
broader barracks revolt never materialized — Cristopher Figuera fled to Colombia. Two weeks later, 
his top deputy, Maj. Jesus García, showed up dead in a rent-by-hour motel in what Cristopher Figuera 
believes was a retaliatory killing designed to keep him silent. 
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As someone who until recently was branded a torturer, he knows the road to redemption, like 
Venezuela's path to reconciliation, will be long. He hopes to begin by sharing with U.S. law enforcement 
all he knows about what he calls Maduro's "criminal enterprise." He also wants to be heard by Michelle 
Bachelet, the U.N. high commissioner for human rights, whose report on her recent visit to Venezuela 
will be closely watched. 
 
"I am partly responsible," he said. "But I couldn't grab a gun and shoot him. I didn't want to make him a 
victim." 
 
The U.S. in February added Cristopher Figuera to a list of more than 100 sanctioned Venezuela 
officials, accusing him of overseeing "mass torture, mass human rights violations and mass persecution 
against those who want democratic change in Venezuela." 
 
But he was removed from the blacklist shortly after he defected and recognized Guaidó as Venezuela's 
rightful president in an effort by the Trump administration to spur other Maduro loyalists to flip. So far 
none has. 
 
Meanwhile, Maduro has blasted Cristopher Figuera as a traitor who worked as a CIA mole for more 
than a year. He denies the allegations but said that at Maduro's orders he met with the CIA in the 
Dominican Republic in March 2018 on a mission to seek some sort of truce that would have involved 
the release of American citizen Joshua Holt, who had been held for nearly two years on what were 
seen as trumped-up weapons charges. The release would have been in exchange for shielding from 
oil sanctions. 
 
"I went there afraid," he said of the meeting. "Perhaps because we're so influenced by so many 
Hollywood movies, but I thought maybe these guys will disappear me." 
 
For the AP interview, he insisted on dressing in his olive-green uniform covered with medals — the first 
time he's worn the Prussian-styled attire since going into exile. With his deep baritone and gallows 
humor, he cuts an intimidating figure. Among his fellow plotters in the failed uprising, the Afro-
Venezuelan was known by the code name Black Panther. 
 
"Maduro arbitrarily degraded me and expelled me from the armed forces," he said with a stern brow. 
"But I'm still proud of what I am: a soldier and a patriot who is fighting for the freedom of my people." 
 
He said he's in constant contact with high-level officials — generals, deputy ministers and heads of 
government institutions — all of whom despise Maduro and want to see him leave but are afraid to act. 
Guaidó's "Operation Liberty," which began with the April rebellion, is only beginning, he said, and 
Cristopher Figuera hopes to return home soon. 
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"In many ways," he added, "I'm still the counterintelligence director." 
 
--Associated Press Writer Joshua Goodman contributed to this report 
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23. Federal police in Mexico threaten to strike over plan for National Guard 
Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A12 | Mary Beth Sheridan 
 
MEXICO CITY -- Mexican President Andrés Manuel López Obrador struggled Thursday to contain an 
uprising by federal police over the government's plan to move them into a massive new security force 
that will crack down on criminal gangs and U.S.-bound migrants. 
 
Hundreds of rebellious police personnel seized control of their national command center on the edge 
of Mexico City on Wednesday and were still holed up there a day later. Other officers blocked a major 
highway between the capital and the northern city of Pachuca. 
 
Under one of López Obrador's most important overhauls, most of the federal police - about 20,000 
officers - are to be absorbed into the newly formed National Guard, along with tens of thousands of 
military police personnel. 
 
The demonstrating officers are angry about cuts in their pay and benefits under the new force, and they 
are worried that some officers won't pass compulsory entrance exams for the Guard. They are 
threatening a national strike. 
 
"This is truly unprecedented," said Ricardo Màrquez, a former senior security and intelligence official. 
 
He said that only two of the seven federal police divisions were involved in the uprising, but that they 
were the biggest and best-equipped units. "This is affecting the entire federal police," he said. 
 
The rebellion has not damaged public security, according to the government. A national strike, though, 
could remove some of Mexico's best-trained police officers from the streets and possibly even affect 
operations against undocumented migrants, Màrquez said. 
 
The uprising appeared to be one of the biggest challenges yet for López Obrador, a leftist who took 
office in December after winning election in a landslide. The National Guard is the centerpiece of his 
strategy to reduce record numbers of homicides and regain control of territory essentially ruled by 
organized-crime gangs. 
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Under an agreement reached last month with the Trump administration, the Guard also has been 
deployed along Mexico's northern and southern borders to detain undocumented migrants seeking to 
cross the country en route to the United States. 
 
López Obrador told reporters Thursday that there was a "dark hand" behind the protests. Alfonso 
Durazo, his public security minister, said that some of the leaders of the protests weren't part of the 
police force - and that a number of them were involved in corruption and even kidnapping. 
 
Durazo said at a news conference that the government would not use force against the rebellious 
officers. But he refused to back down on the government's plans for the National Guard. He demanded 
that striking officers hand over their weapons. 
 
"We repeat our willingness to continue meeting with [police] representatives in a respectful dialogue, in 
order to find the best solutions" to the labor issues, Durazo said. "Nonetheless, in this process of 
negotiation, there is absolutely no margin for modifying the requirements to enter the National Guard." 
 
Federal police officers who did not pass the entrance tests, or did not want to join the Guard, would be 
offered jobs in other security forces, such as the one that protects public buildings, he said. 
 
Alejandro Hope, a national security analyst, said the standoff could lead to major problems, including 
mass police desertions. "This could suddenly reduce the size of the National Guard by 20 or 25 
percent," he said. 
 
But if the government yielded, it could be very expensive to provide higher salaries and more benefits 
to the force. And "the discontent of the federal police could spread to members of the armed forces in 
the Guard," he said. 
 
López Obrador views the National Guard as essential in containing violence in a country where local, 
state and federal police forces are riddled with corruption. But in his rush to set up the new force, officers 
have received little training. Some of those deployed to the border in recent weeks have complained 
about having to sleep on the ground or in dirty installations with broken windows. 
 
Francisco Garduño, the head of Mexico's national migration institute, responded that the officers were 
"fifis" - posh - angering them further. 
 
The Guard has been controversial because many of its commanding officers come from the military, 
even though it technically falls under the civilian leadership of the public security ministry. 
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NOTABLE COMMENTARY 
 
24. Defending freedom is the American way 
Washington Examiner Online, July 4 | Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-IA) 
 
As the United States gets ready to celebrate its 243rd birthday, I’m reminded of moments in American 
history that distinguish our nation as the land of the free and home of the brave. These moments have 
shown how America’s quest for independence paved the way for freedom from tyranny at home and 
abroad. 
 
It was this yearning for freedom in a free society that led to the creation of these United States of 
America, and the commitment to liberty that has sustained us as a nation. For more than two centuries, 
people around the world have looked to America as the shining city on the hill. As we celebrate 
Independence Day, let’s think about the men and women who risked everything. And in so doing, they 
founded our republic and secured the blessings of freedom and liberty for generations of Americans 
yet to come. 
 
In what can be described as a David and Goliath moment leading up to the American Revolutionary 
War, the founders of our country took on one of the most powerful nations in the world. Courageous 
patriots banded together to face tyranny head on, and ensure that the unalienable rights of all men 
were protected. Their sacrifice set the stage for one of history’s most profound charters of human 
freedom ever written. 
 
On July 4, 1776, the Continental Congress adopted the Declaration of Independence, forging the United 
States of America as a beacon of hope for liberty and standard-bearer for freedom. 
 
In one of our nation’s darkest hours during the American Civil War, President Abraham Lincoln referred 
to freedom’s cause and our country “as the last best hope of Earth.” 
 
After Japan bombed Pearl Harbor in 1941, the United States once again answered the call for freedom 
and joined the Allied Forces to defeat evil and liberate millions of people victimized at the hands of an 
oppressive regime. 
 
To this day, our men and women in the U.S. military follow in the footsteps of the founders and those 
in the Greatest Generation who fought in WWII. They sacrifice to ensure our freedom endures. Those 
who serve in our military are the front line of defense to protect American sovereignty, defeat tyranny 
and terrorism, and uphold the freedoms that define the American spirit and our way of life. 
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The federal government has a duty to ensure that our service members have what they need and 
deserve to do their job. That includes passing thoughtful, effective legislation. Last year, Congress 
passed and President Trump signed into law the VA Mission Act. The law expands healthcare options 
for veterans, helping them to receive the health care they need when they need it. Providing for our 
servicemembers and veterans also includes making sure that tax dollars allocated to fund military 
readiness, national defense, and the salaries and benefits of the nation’s armed services actually go 
where they’re supposed to. That’s why I’ve worked for nearly 40 years to root out waste, fraud and 
abuse at the Department of Defense. Those who serve should not be shortchanged to line the pockets 
of contractors and others who seek to take advantage of the system. 
 
Independence Day gives Americans so many reasons to celebrate. As you gather with friends, family 
members and neighbors on this Fourth of July, take a moment to reflect on our nation’s founding charter 
that started it all. And join me to pay tribute to the fallen heroes in our nation’s 243-year history who 
have made the ultimate sacrifice so future generations may enjoy “Life, Liberty and the pursuit of 
Happiness.” 
 
--Chuck Grassley, a Republican, is Iowa's senior U.S. senator 
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25. The only diplomatic way forward with North Korea  
Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A15 | Josh Rogin 
 
The United States and North Korea are resuming negotiations in the wake of President Trump's 
impromptu meeting with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un last weekend. The fight over North Korea 
policy within the Trump administration is reviving, too. 
 
In fact, though, the underlying dynamics are not new. What we're seeing now is a return to the idea of 
a step-by-step approach, known as the "small deal," which is the only diplomatic path with any chance 
of success. 
 
We know that the Trump administration, led on this issue by Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and 
special representative Stephen Biegun, is now returning to an incremental and phased approach to 
persuading North Korea to give up its nuclear weapons. Primarily, we know this because Kim rejected 
Trump's offer for the "big deal" - complete denuclearization in return for economic normalization - at 
their summit in Hanoi in February. There's no sign Kim will accept that now. The logical consequence 
is that negotiations will focus on agreeing to something short of that, as an interim step. 
 
We also know this because Biegun said so on the plane ride back from South Korea in off-the-record 
remarks reported Wednesday by Axios. Biegun said that "in the abstract we have no interest in 
sanctions relief before denuclearization," but there are "things we can do in the meantime," such as 
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providing humanitarian aid and upgrading diplomatic ties, if North Korea shows some action toward 
denuclearization, according to notes that sources provided to Axios. 
 
"Let's say they give us 20 nuclear weapons," the notes quoted Biegun as saying. "What can we get? 
I'm confident that I'd go to the secretary and he'd go to the president and he would consider that. What 
we want to do is take pieces off the board." 
 
Biegun said the administration wanted a "complete freeze" of North Korea's nuclear and other weapons 
of mass destruction programs during negotiations, according to the notes. But that's a long-standing 
request, and Biegun emphasized that would not be enough for the United States to relieve sanctions 
on Pyongyang. 
 
Many misinterpreted a New York Times story Sunday to mean the policy had changed and 
administration officials were now considering a freeze of North Korean nuclear programs as an end 
goal. Although the article explained this would be a "significant - but limited - first step," the headline 
(which claimed that the United States "may settle for a nuclear freeze by North Korea") led others to 
conclude the Trump administration was abandoning the objective of total denuclearization. Trump 
fueled that speculation by failing to mention denuclearization publicly during his visit to the demilitarized 
zone. 
 
The article also kicked off a new round of infighting over the policy. National security adviser John 
Bolton tweeted on his way back from Mongolia that neither he nor anyone else on the National Security 
Council staff had discussed a desire to "settle for a nuclear freeze" by North Korea. He accused the 
leakers of trying to "box in" Trump, in a thinly veiled reference to the State Department. 
 
Bolton's tweet wasn't meant to confirm or deny the Times story, just to say the NSC wasn't part of it. 
For Bolton, it's still big deal or bust. Also, Bolton was signaling that Trump hasn't endorsed the small-
deal approach, which is true. But Trump said he's open to the idea after his meeting in April with South 
Korean President Moon Jae-in. 
 
But it's no secret - and it's certainly not news - that Biegun's team is working on an interim step. That's 
what he was working on just days before the Hanoi summit. Pompeo has talked publicly about leaving 
room to give Pyongyang some concessions if there is "substantial progress" in the diplomacy. The 
catch is that North Korea has offered unacceptable terms so far. 
 
Can Pompeo and Biegun, working with new North Korean negotiators (from Pyongyang's foreign 
ministry this time), find an interim deal that makes our country safer without giving up too much 
leverage? That's exactly what the negotiations will be about. It would be irresponsible to block them 
from exploring what's possible. 
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The downsides of the phased approach are also well known - because it has been tried before. As 
happened in the Clinton administration, a freeze can lead to a stalemate, North Korean cheating and 
ultimately a collapse of the interim agreement. Also, if there's no next phase, North Korea keeps its 
nuclear weapons for the foreseeable future. 
 
"It's always been the argument that if you go in phases, they will still have nuclear weapons, but you 
can't do it any other way," said former nuclear negotiator Joel Wit. "And going in phases can be a good 
thing because it allows you to check their performance each step of the way." 
 
Of course, there's always the risk that Trump could end up taking the small deal and pretending it's a 
big victory. And as far as our own intelligence community is concerned, Kim has no intention of fully 
denuclearizing anyway, so a small deal might be all we can get. 
 
But if it's really all at once or nothing, the result will be a quick end to the diplomacy and a return to the 
policy of maximum pressure, high tensions, heated rhetoric and potential conflict. If the negotiations 
fail, that's where we will end up anyway. 
 
The chances are slim that Pompeo and Biegun can get a small deal good enough for Trump to publicly 
defend, but they should be allowed to try. 
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TWEETS OF NOTE  
 
Twitter, July 3-4 
 
President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “A great crowd of tremendous Patriots this evening, all the 
way back to the Washington Monument! #SaluteToAmerica” (7/4, 2028) 
 
President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “Been fully briefed on earthquake in Southern California. All 
seems to be very much under control!” (7/4, 2028) 
 
President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “Looks like a lot of people already heading to SALUTE TO 
AMERICA at Lincoln Memorial. It will be well worth the trip and wait. See you there at 6:00 P.M. 
Amazing music and bands. Thank you ARMY!” (7/4, 2028) 
 
President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “People are coming from far and wide to join us today and 
tonight for what is turning out to be one of the biggest celebrations in the history of our Country, SALUTE 
TO AMERICA, an all day event at the Lincoln Memorial, culminating with large scale flyovers of the 
most modern.....” (7/4, 0841) 
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President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “....and advanced aircraft anywhere in the World. Perhaps 
even Air Force One will do a low & loud sprint over the crowd. That will start at 6:00P.M., but be there 
early. Then, at 9:00 P.M., a great (to put it mildly) fireworks display. I will speak on behalf of our great 
Country!” (7/4, 0841) 
 
President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “Iran has just issued a New Warning. Rouhani says that they 
will Enrich Uranium to “any amount we want” if there is no new Nuclear Deal. Be careful with the threats, 
Iran. They can come back to bite you like nobody has been bitten before!” (7/3, 1633) 
 
President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “Congratulations to Navy Seal Eddie Gallagher, his 
wonderful wife Andrea, and his entire family. You have been through much together. Glad I could help!” 
(7/3, 1047) 
 
President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “The cost of our great Salute to America tomorrow will be 
very little compared to what it is worth. We own the planes, we have the pilots, the airport is right next 
door (Andrews), all we need is the fuel. We own the tanks and all. Fireworks are donated by two of the 
greats. Nice!” (7/3, 1040) 
 
President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “We have the greatest economy anywhere in the world. We 
have the greatest military anywhere in the world. Not bad!” (7/3, 0827) 
 
Vice President Pence, @VP: “It was wonderful to see our military celebrating #IndependenceDay at 
the Salute to America. Thank you to our military and their families for their patriotic sacrifices made to 
protect our great Nation. God bless our troops!” (7/4, 2138) 
 
Vice President Pence, @VP: “Proud to join President @realDonaldTrump at the Lincoln Memorial 
today for the #SalutetoAmerica. We will always be proud to honor and pay tribute to this great country 
and those who serve and sacrifice to protect it. God bless the USA and happy #IndependenceDay!” 
(7/4, 2023) 
 
U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton, @AmbJohnBolton: “Excellent news: UK has detained 
the supertanker Grace I laden with Iranian oil bound for Syria in violation of EU sanctions. America & 
our allies will continue to prevent regimes in Tehran & Damascus from profiting off this illicit trade.” (7/4, 
2023) 
 
U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton, @AmbJohnBolton: “Today the Treasury Department 
sanctioned Cubametales, a Cuban state-run oil import & export company, for its continued import of oil 
from Venezuela. We will continue to sever the ties between Cuba and Venezuela that contribute to 
repression.” (7/3, 1958) 
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U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton, @AmbJohnBolton: “The United States will continue 
to take actions to end this “oil for repression” scheme that provides a lifeline to the illegitimate Maduro 
regime. Cuba must be held accountable for the destabilizing role it continues to play in Venezuela.” 
(7/3, 2016) 
 
Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC), @LindseyGrahamSC: “Incredible #July4th2019 experience being with 
the men and women of the aircraft carrier U.S.S. Abraham Lincoln. To witness carrier flight operations 
up close is a once in a lifetime — never to be forgotten — experience.” (7/4, 1410) 
 
Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC), @LindseyGrahamSC: “This carrier and its crew represent the power 
and goodness of America. They come from all backgrounds and all corners of our country to form an 
incredible team that is the tip of the spear in defending America and our allies from threats in the Middle 
East.” (7/4, 1411) 
 
Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC), @LindseyGrahamSC: “They are ready for war but all pray for peace. 
Keep these men and women, and all who serve, in your prayers.  Happy #4thOfJuly!” (7/4, 1412) 
 
U.S. Mission to the OSCE, @usosce: “The conflict, which Russia started, continues. 87 Ukrainian 
soldiers were killed or wounded in June. US also saddened to learn a Ukrainian military medic & her 
driver were killed July 1 near line of contact. Russia must do its part to end this violence.” (7/4, 1134) 
 
Sen. Jim Inhofe (R-OK), @JimInhofe: “Happy Independence Day! We honor our forefathers, patriots 
who stood for life, liberty &the pursuit of happiness to form these United States. As we celebrate, 
remember to thank today's patriots-the men &women who volunteer to serve our nation. God bless 
them and God bless America” (7/4, 1100) 
 
Sen. Mark Warner (D-VA), @MarkWarner: “Wishing you and your family a happy and safe 4th of July! 
Let us all take a moment today to appreciate the individuals who have served our nation, at home or 
abroad.” (7/4, 1002) 
 
Sen. Richard Burr (R-NC), @SenatorBurr: “Brooke and I are wishing everyone a Happy 
#FourthofJuly! We’re grateful for our nation, for our freedoms, and for the men and women who serve 
every day to defend them.” (7/4, 1000) 
 
Rep. Seth Moulton (D-MA), @sethmoulton: “Regardless of how well-intentioned initial American help 
may have been to the Saudis, their endless war in Yemen has become defined by the innocents killed 
and the humanitarian disaster created.” (7/4, 0823) 
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U.S. Ambassador to NATO Kay Bailey Hutchison, @USAmbNATO: “I'd like to wish a #HappyFourth 
to all Americans and all our @NATO friends and Allies. We work together every day to ensure that our 
citizens can enjoy their liberty, security, and prosperity! Enjoy your celebrations today and 
#LetFreedomRing! #July4 #IndependenceDay” (7/4, 0524) 
 
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, @SecPompeo: “Afghans deserve an end to senseless acts 
of violence like the recent Kabul attack. As I highlighted during my visit last week, the hour has come 
for peace in #Afghanistan. The U.S. remains committed to the #AfghanPeaceProcess and to helping 
those who seek a peaceful future.” (7/3, 1326) 
 
*** 
 
Qatari Ambassador to the U.S. Meshal Hamad al Thani, @Amb_AlThani: “Senators 
@LindseyGrahamSC and @ChrisVanHollen met w/ HH the Amir @TamimbinHamad while in Doha to 
discuss the bilateral #QatarUSA partnership- Looking forward to continuing these conversations over 
the next week when HH joins us in Washington” (7/4, 1736) 
 
Libyan National Army Spokesperson, @LNASpox: “UN official reports indicate that militias guarding 
Tajoura immigration shelter fired at migrants attempting to flee the location. This is another indication 
that militias are using migrants as human shields to later blame LNA1/2” (7/4, 1324) 
 
Libyan National Army Spokesperson, @LNASpox: “The @UNSMILibya , which established the so-
called GNA is obliged to protect the migrants and ensure their immediate release from the grip of 
militias.  The General Command of the Libyan Arab Armed Forces is ready to cooperate and facilitate 
and secure their immediate exit. 2/2” (7/4, 1324) 
 
British Defense Minister Penny Mordaunt, @PennyMordaunt: “As ever, fantastic work from the 
@RoyalMarines who used their specialist skills to board a cargo ship in support of a Gibraltaran 
authorities operation to enforce sanctions on Syria. @DefenceHQ” (7/4, 1023) 
 
Russian Foreign Ministry, @mfa_russia: “#Zakharova: We did everything to save the #INF Treaty. 
We proposed a set of specific and realistic measures to the #US that would remove the concerns on 
both sides through mutual transparency, but our initiatives were instantly rejected, including the very 
idea of reciprocity” (7/4, 0949) 
 
Russian Foreign Ministry, @mfa_russia: “#Zakharova: Russia will not deploy its land-based 
intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles once they are made until similar US missiles are 
deployed in the corresponding regions. We believe this posture to be an important sign of our good will. 
#INF #US #Russia” (7/4, 0952) 
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Russian Foreign Ministry, @mfa_russia: “#Zakharova: We confirm our principled position whereby 
we support a peaceful settlement of the Libyan crisis. Infighting and the power vacuum in Libya create 
a favourable environment for various terrorist groups that have stepped up their criminal activities. 
#Libya” (7/4, 0846) 
 
Russian Foreign Ministry, @mfa_russia: “#Zakharova: It is regrettable that the limits under the 
JCPOA have been exceeded. However, this was an inevitable outcome of all the preceding 
developments. The US sanctions against Iran made it impossible for #Iran to honour its commitments 
under the JCPOA” (7/4, 0844) 
 
NATO Spokesperson Oana Lungescu, @NATOpress: “#NATO’s standing maritime group SNMG2 
Canada, Romania, Turkey, UK entered the #BlackSea on Tuesday, to conduct routine operations and 
exercises. #SeaBreeze2019” (7/4, 0740) 
 
British Foreign Minister Jeremy Hunt, @Jeremy_Hunt: “Congratulations to Gibraltar & 
@RoyalMarines for this bold move to enforce Syria sanctions. Their swift action has denied valuable 
resources to Asad’s murderous regime.” (7/4, 0615) 
 
Russian Mission to NATO, @natomission_ru: “#Ryabkov: Our @NATO colleagues don't remove 
#INF topic from the agenda by presenting situation in a way that Russia can still undertake steps to 
preserve the Treaty. It's nothing but a propaganda trick intended to artificially impose responsibility on 
us for the breakdown of #INF” (7/4, 0527) 
 
Russian Mission to NATO, @natomission_ru: “#Ryabkov: If a miracle happens & Americans show 
readiness to substantively approach claims that we've put forward for many years in terms of their 
improper implementation of #INF Treaty & to discuss professionally situation with the #9M729 missile, 
then some changes are possible” (7/4, 0529) 
 
Russian Mission to NATO, @natomission_ru: “Deputy FM #Ryabkov: The issue with #STARTTreaty 
is becoming more urgent. We don't even have a rough idea of whether the US is ready to extend the 
Treaty in principle. We'll wait for a signal from Americans & encourage them to make up their mind 
faster https://iz.ru/895503/aleksei-zabrodin/oni-dopuskaiut-primenenie-iadernogo-oruzhiia …” (7/4, 
0537) 
 
Russian Embassy in the U.S., @RusEmbUSA: “#Putin: Russia spends $48 billion on defence – the 
#USmilitary budget is more than $700 billion. Is there any sign of an actual arms race? Reaching 
concrete agreements in the field of ensuring #armscontrol would help improve international stability” 
(7/4, 0039) 
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Russian Embassy in the U.S., @RusEmbUSA: “President Vladimir Putin has signed into law the bill 
suspending the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces #INFtreaty by @Russia” (7/3, 1343) 
 
British Royal Air Force, @RoyalAirForce: “A successful F-35 deployment to Cyprus for 617 Sqn and 
some outstanding cooperation and training conducted with allies. Thanks to all who supported. Happy 
#IndependenceDay to our US allies and all involved in the F-35 programme. Next up for the UK: 207 
Sqn and WESTLANT19” (7/3, 1930) 
 
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, @netanyahu: “I spoke with US President 
@realDonaldTrump and congratulated him on the occasion of American Independence Day. @POTUS 
reiterated his commitment to the security of Israel and to the continued strengthening of the alliance 
between the US and Israel. Happy Independence Day, America!” (7/3, 0826) 
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		TOP NEWS

		1. Military spectacle, and nonpartisan performance

		Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A1 | Toluse Olorunnipa and Anne Gearan

		With fighter jets soaring above him as he extolled American greatness in a speech at the Lincoln Memorial, President Trump finally got the kind of military celebration he has sought for the past two years.





		2. Missile Defense May Get Assist From Alliance

		New York Times, July 5, Pg. A1 | Julian E. Barnes

		BRUSSELS -- NATO military officials are exploring whether to upgrade their defenses to make them capable of shooting down newly deployed Russian intermediate-range nuclear missiles after a landmark arms treaty dissolves next month, according to three ...





		3. Gibraltar Detains Oil Supertanker Bound for Syria

		New York Times, July 5, Pg. A7 | Palko Karasz and Raphael Minder

		LONDON -- The British marines and the port authorities in Gibraltar on Thursday detained a supertanker that was carrying crude oil from Iran to Syria, a violation of European Union sanctions against Syria. The seizure of the ship threatened to raise t...

		Spain said the vessel had been detained at the request of the United States, and Iran summoned the British ambassador over what a Foreign Ministry spokesman called an ''illegal'' seizure.







		LETHALITY

		4. In Trump’s ‘Salute to America,’ the promoter in chief makes a recruiting pitch for the military

		Washington Post Online, July 5 | Dan Lamothe

		Flanked by armored vehicles and a coterie of senior military officers, President Trump made an Independence Day pitch at the Lincoln Memorial: Join the U.S. military.





		5. Southern California rocked by strongest quake in two decades

		Agence France-Presse, July 4 | Not Attributed

		Southern California was rocked by its largest earthquake in two decades on Thursday, a 6.4-magnitude tremblor that caused "substantial damage" at a military facility but otherwise only minor injuries in the sparsely populated area.

		Thursday's epicenter was in or on the edge of the US Navy's sprawling desert bomb testing range known as China Lake.

		An official at China Lake told AFP there was "substantial damage" to their facilities, including fires, water leaks and spills of hazardous materials.





		6. Danger Grows for U.S. Military Drones

		Wall Street Journal, July 5, Pg. A7 | Ben Kesling

		WASHINGTON -- Unmanned U.S. surveillance aircraft, with their suites of advanced technology, are the high-price product of years of domestic drone development during an era of nearly uncontested airspace.

		So when Iran on June 20 shot down one of the Pentagon's top spy drones, it signaled the U.S. may need a new strategy for rivals who are better-prepared than the extremist groups it has become accustomed to operating against.





		7. After Navy SEAL’s Acquittal, Fears That War Crimes Will Go Unreported

		New York Times, July 4, Pg. A13 | Dave Philipps

		SAN DIEGO -- Edward Gallagher, a decorated member of the Navy SEALs, was pleased and relieved when he emerged from his court-martial on Wednesday with just a demotion and time served, and not the life sentence he could have faced if convicted on the m...
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		8. U.S. Upgrades Ukrainian Ports To Fit American Warships

		BreakingDefense.com, July 3 | Paul McLeary

		WASHINGTON -- As tensions rise between Russia and Ukraine on the Black Sea, the US is upgrading several Ukrainian naval bases to give American and NATO warships the ability to dock just miles from Russia-controlled Crimea.





		9. 4th Fleet-Led UNITAS 2019 Pacific Exercise Focuses on Sub-Hunting, Humanitarian Assistance

		U.S. Naval Institute News, July 4 | Megan Eckstein

		The U.S. Navy and its partners in Central and South America just wrapped up the UNITAS 2019 Pacific exercise, with a U.S. destroyer leading the 13-nation force through an anti-submarine and surface warfare drill.

		In the 60th iteration of the annual exercise in U.S. 4th Fleet, the forces melded sea- and air-control skills with humanitarian assistance and disaster relief practice, to ensure the partners could come together if needed for a range of missions.







		REFORM

		10. The Pentagon’s new space agency has an idea about the future

		C4ISRNET.com, July 3 | Nathan Strout

		The Defense Department’s next generation space architecture would consist of several layers based around a mesh network of small communications satellites, according to a document released by the Space Development Agency July 1.







		GREAT POWER COMPETITION

		11. Russia: Nuclear reactor safe on fire-hit submersible

		Associated Press, July 4 | Vladimir Isachenkov

		MOSCOW -- The nuclear reactor on one of the Russian navy's research submersibles hasn't been damaged in a fire that killed 14 seamen, Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu said Thursday, adding that the vessel would be put back into service after repairs.







		EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE

		12. Trump’s July 4 celebration will cost millions — and it will take a while to know how much

		Washington Post Online, July 4 | Dan Lamothe and Colby Itkowitz

		The B-2 bomber could cost $700,000. Two F-22s fighters, about $300,000. The Blue Angels demonstration team, close to $320,000. And two F-35 jets, upward of $660,000.

		These figures, based on a conservative analysis using Pentagon flight-cost estimates and other military data about the aircraft, highlight something the Trump administration has left murky as it plans its Independence Day celebration in Washington: ho...





		13. Appeals court: Trump can’t use Pentagon cash for border wall

		Associated Press, July 4 | Elliot Spagat

		SAN DIEGO -- An appeals court on Wednesday upheld a freeze on Pentagon money to build a border wall with Mexico, casting doubt on President Donald Trump's ability to make good on a signature campaign promise before the 2020 election.





		14. White House faces time crunch with Trump’s top Pentagon pick

		The Hill Online, July 3 | Ellen Mitchell

		The White House is racing against the clock to install a permanent Pentagon chief.

		Acting Defense Secretary Mark Esper, President Trump’s pick for the top defense post, is not permitted to serve in his current role beyond July 30. That’s because a federal law known as the Vacancies Act prohibits officials from serving in acting capa...





		15. Space Force envisioned by Congress to cost about $3.6 billion

		FederalNewsNetwork.com, July 3 | Scott Maucione

		After tweaks from Congress, the Space Force is getting a new price tag from the Congressional Budget Office.

		The CBO estimates the Space Force, as envisioned by the House 2020 defense authorization bill, will cost $3.6 billion over the next five years in one-time and recurring costs.







		SECURITY ENVIRONMENT

		16. U.S., Taliban scramble to finalize draft on troop withdrawal

		Associated Press, July 4 | Kathy Gannon

		ISLAMABAD -- Taliban and U.S. negotiators are scrambling to finalize a draft agreement that will outline the withdrawal of American and NATO troops from Afghanistan and a verifiable Taliban guarantee to fight terrorism ahead of an all-Afghan peace con...





		17. Trump administration lays broad legal grounds for military strike on Iran

		Washington Post, July 4, Pg. A10 | Karen DeYoung and Missy Ryan

		As it has contemplated military action against Iran, the Trump administration has opened the door to virtually every legal authority it might use to justify an attack, from tying Iran to al-Qaeda, to President Trump's assertion that it would not invol...





		18. Iran Hits Back as Sanctions Pressure Economy

		Wall Street Journal, July 5, Pg. A1 | Sune Engel Rasmussen

		BEIRUT -- Tighter new U.S. sanctions have proved more punishing than Iran's leaders expected, driving Tehran to hit back militarily and breach limits it had agreed to put on its nuclear program.

		This increasingly confrontational approach aims to raise the costs to the U.S. of its maximum-pressure campaign and to push Western European nations to offer economic relief, according to former Iranian officials and analysts.





		19. Target of Both Sides in Standoff With Iran: Its Main Negotiator

		New York Times, July 5, Pg. A1 | Farnaz Fassihi and David D. Kirkpatrick

		Iranian hard-liners have long mocked their foreign minister, Mohammad Javad Zarif, as the make-believe American, after a character in a comic Iranian movie who puts on an accent, wardrobe and lifestyle to live out a fantasy of American life.

		Now, with the nuclear deal on the brink of collapse, with the Trump administration reimposing crushing sanctions on Iran, and with Tehran threatening to restart elements of its nuclear program, Mr. Zarif is coming under renewed fire not only from hard...





		20. Tripoli Accuses U.A.E. of Deadly Airstrike

		Wall Street Journal, July 5, Pg. A7 | Jared Malsin and Amira El-Fekki

		CAIRO -- Libya's United Nations-backed government blamed the United Arab Emirates for an airstrike that killed more than 50 people in Tripoli this week, suggesting a new level of foreign intervention in the battle for the capital.

		The U.A.E. used an American-made F-16 jet fighter in the strike, said Interior Minister Fathi Bashagha of the Government of National Accord, citing an assessment of the sound of the warplane's engines and the size of the explosion.





		21. Venezuela Has Killed Thousands, U.N. Reports

		New York Times, July 5, Pg. A5 | Nick Cumming-Bruce

		GENEVA -- Venezuelan special forces have carried out thousands of extrajudicial killings in the past 18 months and then manipulated crime scenes to make it look as if the victims had been resisting arrest, the United Nations said on Thursday in a repo...





		22. Ex-Venezuela spy chief says Maduro ordered illegal arrests

		Associated Press, July 4 | Luis Alonso Lugo

		WASHINGTON -- Cruising around Caracas in a convoy with five cellphones full of valuable contacts, Gen. Manuel Cristopher Figuera displayed trappings that befitted his reputation as a loyal soldier who rose from an upbringing in a dirt-floored hut to b...

		Now one of the most prominent defectors in two decades of socialist rule in Venezuela has come to Washington seeking revenge against his former boss. He is looking to help the same U.S. "empire" he was taught to hate investigate human-rights violation...





		23. Federal police in Mexico threaten to strike over plan for National Guard

		Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A12 | Mary Beth Sheridan

		MEXICO CITY -- Mexican President Andrés Manuel López Obrador struggled Thursday to contain an uprising by federal police over the government's plan to move them into a massive new security force that will crack down on criminal gangs and U.S.-bound mi...







		NOTABLE COMMENTARY

		24. Defending freedom is the American way

		Washington Examiner Online, July 4 | Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-IA)

		As the United States gets ready to celebrate its 243rd birthday, I’m reminded of moments in American history that distinguish our nation as the land of the free and home of the brave. These moments have shown how America’s quest for independence paved...





		25. The only diplomatic way forward with North Korea

		Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A15 | Josh Rogin

		The United States and North Korea are resuming negotiations in the wake of President Trump's impromptu meeting with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un last weekend. The fight over North Korea policy within the Trump administration is reviving, too.

		In fact, though, the underlying dynamics are not new. What we're seeing now is a return to the idea of a step-by-step approach, known as the "small deal," which is the only diplomatic path with any chance of success.
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MORNING NEWS OF NOTE 

A s  o f  0 4 3 0  H o u r s ,  J u l y  5  

Tweets of Note 

Vice President Pence said: “It was wonderful to see our military celebrating #IndependenceDay at the 
Salute to America. Thank you to our military and their families for their patriotic sacrifices made to protect 
our great Nation. God bless our troops!” Separately, Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) tweeted: “Incredible 
#July4th2019 experience being with the men and women of the aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln. To 
witness carrier flight operations up close is a once in a lifetime — never to be forgotten — experience.” 
And U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton wrote: “Excellent news: UK has detained the supertanker 
Grace I laden with Iranian oil bound for Syria in violation of EU sanctions. America & our allies will continue 
to prevent regimes in Tehran & Damascus from profiting off this illicit trade.” (CLICK HERE FOR ALL 
TWEETS OF NOTE) 
 

Table of Contents 
TOP NEWS 

1. Military spectacle, and nonpartisan performance 

Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A1 | Toluse Olorunnipa and Anne Gearan 

With fighter jets soaring above him as he extolled American greatness in a speech at the Lincoln 

Memorial, President Trump finally got the kind of military celebration he has sought for the past two 

years. 

2. Missile Defense May Get Assist From Alliance 

New York Times, July 5, Pg. A1 | Julian E. Barnes 

NATO military officials are exploring whether to upgrade their defenses to make them capable of 

shooting down newly deployed Russian intermediate-range nuclear missiles after a landmark arms 

treaty dissolves next month, according to three European officials. 

3. Gibraltar Detains Oil Supertanker Bound for Syria 

New York Times, July 5, Pg. A7 | Palko Karasz and Raphael Minder 

The British marines and the port authorities in Gibraltar on Thursday detained a supertanker that was 

carrying crude oil from Iran to Syria, a violation of European Union sanctions against Syria. The seizure 

of the ship threatened to raise tensions between Iran and the West. Spain said the vessel had been 

detained at the request of the United States, and Iran summoned the British ambassador over what a 

Foreign Ministry spokesman called an ''illegal'' seizure. 
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LETHALITY 

4. In Trump’s ‘Salute to America,’ the promoter in chief makes a recruiting pitch for the 

military 

Washington Post Online, July 5 | Dan Lamothe 

Flanked by armored vehicles and a coterie of senior military officers, President Trump made an 

Independence Day pitch at the Lincoln Memorial: Join the U.S. military. 

5. Southern California rocked by strongest quake in two decades 

Agence France-Presse, July 4 | Not Attributed 

Southern California was rocked by its largest earthquake in two decades on Thursday, a 6.4-magnitude 

tremblor that caused "substantial damage" at a military facility but otherwise only minor injuries in the 

sparsely populated area. Thursday's epicenter was in or on the edge of the US Navy's sprawling desert 

bomb testing range known as China Lake. An official at China Lake told AFP there was "substantial 

damage" to their facilities, including fires, water leaks and spills of hazardous materials. 

6. Danger Grows for U.S. Military Drones 

Wall Street Journal, July 5, Pg. A7 | Ben Kesling 

Unmanned U.S. surveillance aircraft, with their suites of advanced technology, are the high-price 

product of years of domestic drone development during an era of nearly uncontested airspace. So when 

Iran on June 20 shot down one of the Pentagon's top spy drones, it signaled the U.S. may need a new 

strategy for rivals who are better-prepared than the extremist groups it has become accustomed to 

operating against. 

7. After Navy SEAL’s Acquittal, Fears That War Crimes Will Go Unreported 

New York Times, July 4, Pg. A13 | Dave Philipps 

Edward Gallagher, a decorated member of the Navy SEALs, was pleased and relieved when he 

emerged from his court-martial on Wednesday with just a demotion and time served, and not the life 

sentence he could have faced if convicted on the most serious charges. But many in the Navy were in 

no mood to celebrate. 
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8. U.S. Upgrades Ukrainian Ports To Fit American Warships 

BreakingDefense.com, July 3 | Paul McLeary 
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TOP NEWS 

 

1. Military spectacle, and nonpartisan performance  

Washington Post, July 5, Pg. A1 | Toluse Olorunnipa and Anne Gearan 

 

With fighter jets soaring above him as he extolled American greatness in a speech at the Lincoln 

Memorial, President Trump finally got the kind of military celebration he has sought for the past two 

years. 

 

The Fourth of July extravaganza was created at Trump's request and designed to suit his whims, but 

the president largely refrained from using it to praise himself - abandoning his typical self-promotional 

style to applaud the military and ordinary Americans who have contributed to the nation's advancement. 

 

"As we gather this evening in the joy of freedom, we remember that all share a truly extraordinary 

heritage," Trump said in a 47-minute speech that was dampened and delayed by a downpour on the 

Mall. "Together, we are part of one of the greatest stories ever told - the story of America. It is the epic 

tale of a great nation whose people have risked everything for what they know is right and what they 

know is true." 

 

Trump's "Salute to America" was clouded in controversy in part amid complaints that the president was 

inserting himself into a typically nonpolitical event and using a taxpayer-funded celebration of military 

power to pursue his own partisan objectives. The event featured a VIP section for Republican donors 

and supporters, and a display of military tanks and aircraft Trump had personally ordered, despite 

reluctance from some defense officials concerned about politicizing the Pentagon. 

 

But Trump largely steered clear of partisanship and instead spoke of the history of America's founding 

while reveling in the displays of military might from the U.S. armed forces. 

 

For months, the president had taken special interest in the event, receiving regular briefings and 

requesting specific features, from M1 Abrams tanks to Air Force One. When it was over, Trump got the 

sweeping visuals he might want for 2020 campaign ads in aerial shots of crowds lining the Mall. Shortly 

after returning to the White House after the speech, the president took to Twitter to attack his critics, 

decry flag-burning "communists," and post photos of the crowd size at his speech. 

 

"July 4th is being turned into a big campaign event," Julian Zelizer, a professor of history and public 

affairs at Princeton, said on Twitter Thursday before Trump's speech. 
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LETHALITY 

 

4. In Trump’s ‘Salute to America,’ the promoter in chief makes a recruiting pitch for the military 

Washington Post Online, July 5 | Dan Lamothe 

 

Flanked by armored vehicles and a coterie of senior military officers, President Trump made an 

Independence Day pitch at the Lincoln Memorial: Join the U.S. military. 

 

It was an unexpected turn in the "Salute to America," an event he envisioned and planned. Steeped in 

military history and appreciation, the address lauded specific achievements in each service's past, 

acknowledged the presence of Medal of Honor recipients in the crowd and urged youths to serve in 

uniform in the future. 

 

"They and thousands before us served with immense distinction, and they loved every minute of that 

service," Trump said of the veterans decorated for valor. "To young Americans across our country, now 

is your chance to join our military and make a truly great statement in life. And you should do it." 

 

The remark garnered some cheers from the crowd gathered before him. But it also hit on a reality for 

the Pentagon: Military officials are increasingly concerned about finding recruits. The challenges 

include increasing obesity across the nation, a growing economy that has provided other job 

opportunities, and an overall declining desire among young Americans to serve. 

 

Enter Trump. While the size, scope and multimillion-dollar cost of his Fourth of July extravaganza 

proved controversial, it also put the military front and center. The Pentagon spent weeks fending off 

questions about the president's wish to have a full air show and tanks parked in Washington, but it also 

will likely benefit from the exposure. 

 

In a Defense Department that spends millions of dollars each year to advertise for recruits, military 

officials quietly carried out the White House's directives for the event, setting aside flight hours 

designated for training to fly aircraft in the Salute, two defense officials said, speaking on the condition 

of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the issue. 

 

It isn't uncommon for the Pentagon to do the same for a flyover at an event like the Super Bowl, but 

this was unique in that it effectively included seven flyovers — one for each of the five military services, 

plus Air Force One leading off the evening and the Blue Angels closing the event. It also included 

aircraft that are rarely seen, including the B-2 stealth bomber and the Marine Corps' new VH-92 

presidential helicopter. 
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Trump, in a tweet Wednesday, defended the costs associated with the celebration, saying they will be 

"very little compared to what it is worth." 

 

"We own the planes, we have the pilots, the airport is right next door (Andrews), all we need is the fuel," 

Trump tweeted. "We own the tanks and all. Fireworks are donated by two of the greats. Nice!" 

 

But that's only part of the story. 

 

Some of the aircraft, such as the B-2 Spirit stealth bomber, won't actually be landing at Joint Base 

Andrews. A defense official, speaking on the condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the 

issue, said that the plane will travel several hours from its home at Whiteman Air Force Base in Missouri, 

appear over Washington and return without ever landing. It costs about $140,000 per hour to fly. 

 

The Blue Angels will travel from their base in Pensacola, Fla., to participate, and typically send eight 

F/A-18 Hornets to events in an effort to make sure six are ready to go. Each Hornet costs about $10,000 

per hours to fly — a cost that adds up not only during the Salute to America, but also in traveling to 

Washington. A C-130 with the nickname "Fat Albert" also travels with the Blue Angels in a support role, 

adding another cost. 

 

The defense official said that the Pentagon wasn't inclined to push back on the requests from the White 

House. Although flying the planes are expensive, the services often perform flyovers over events such 

as the Super Bowl, and consider doing so both healthy for community relations and helpful to recruiting. 

 

"We do this sort of stuff all the time," the defense official said. 

 

But rarely do flyovers include so many aircraft. 

 

The cost of the event drew increasing scrutiny from Democrats on Wednesday, with some pointing out 

reports that the White House is distributing VIP tickets for Trump's speech at the Lincoln Memorial to 

Republican donors and political appointees. 

 

Presidential candidate Pete Buttigieg, who enlisted in the Navy Reserve after college, criticized the 

event while on the campaign trail. 

 

"This business of diverting money and military assets to use them as some kind of prop, to prop up a 

presidential ego, is not reflecting well on our country," he said. 

 

Sen. Robert Menendez (D-N.J.) called the situation "shameful." 
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The downsides of the phased approach are also well known - because it has been tried before. As 

happened in the Clinton administration, a freeze can lead to a stalemate, North Korean cheating and 

ultimately a collapse of the interim agreement. Also, if there's no next phase, North Korea keeps its 

nuclear weapons for the foreseeable future. 

 

"It's always been the argument that if you go in phases, they will still have nuclear weapons, but you 

can't do it any other way," said former nuclear negotiator Joel Wit. "And going in phases can be a good 

thing because it allows you to check their performance each step of the way." 

 

Of course, there's always the risk that Trump could end up taking the small deal and pretending it's a 

big victory. And as far as our own intelligence community is concerned, Kim has no intention of fully 

denuclearizing anyway, so a small deal might be all we can get. 

 

But if it's really all at once or nothing, the result will be a quick end to the diplomacy and a return to the 

policy of maximum pressure, high tensions, heated rhetoric and potential conflict. If the negotiations 

fail, that's where we will end up anyway. 

 

The chances are slim that Pompeo and Biegun can get a small deal good enough for Trump to publicly 

defend, but they should be allowed to try. 

RETURN TO TOP 

 

TWEETS OF NOTE  

 
Twitter, July 3-4 

 

President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “A great crowd of tremendous Patriots this evening, all the 

way back to the Washington Monument! #SaluteToAmerica” (7/4, 2028) 
 

President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “Been fully briefed on earthquake in Southern California. All 

seems to be very much under control!” (7/4, 2028) 
 

President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “Looks like a lot of people already heading to SALUTE TO 

AMERICA at Lincoln Memorial. It will be well worth the trip and wait. See you there at 6:00 P.M. 

Amazing music and bands. Thank you ARMY!” (7/4, 2028) 
 

President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “People are coming from far and wide to join us today and 

tonight for what is turning out to be one of the biggest celebrations in the history of our Country, SALUTE 

TO AMERICA, an all day event at the Lincoln Memorial, culminating with large scale flyovers of the 

most modern.....” (7/4, 0841) 
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President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “....and advanced aircraft anywhere in the World. Perhaps 

even Air Force One will do a low & loud sprint over the crowd. That will start at 6:00P.M., but be there 

early. Then, at 9:00 P.M., a great (to put it mildly) fireworks display. I will speak on behalf of our great 

Country!” (7/4, 0841) 
 

President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “Iran has just issued a New Warning. Rouhani says that they 

will Enrich Uranium to “any amount we want” if there is no new Nuclear Deal. Be careful with the threats, 

Iran. They can come back to bite you like nobody has been bitten before!” (7/3, 1633) 
 

President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “Congratulations to Navy Seal Eddie Gallagher, his 

wonderful wife Andrea, and his entire family. You have been through much together. Glad I could help!” 

(7/3, 1047) 
 

President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “The cost of our great Salute to America tomorrow will be 

very little compared to what it is worth. We own the planes, we have the pilots, the airport is right next 

door (Andrews), all we need is the fuel. We own the tanks and all. Fireworks are donated by two of the 

greats. Nice!” (7/3, 1040) 
 

President Trump, @realDonaldTrump:  “We have the greatest economy anywhere in the world. We 

have the greatest military anywhere in the world. Not bad!” (7/3, 0827) 
 

Vice President Pence, @VP: “It was wonderful to see our military celebrating #IndependenceDay at 

the Salute to America. Thank you to our military and their families for their patriotic sacrifices made to 

protect our great Nation. God bless our troops!” (7/4, 2138) 
 

Vice President Pence, @VP: “Proud to join President @realDonaldTrump at the Lincoln Memorial 

today for the #SalutetoAmerica. We will always be proud to honor and pay tribute to this great country 

and those who serve and sacrifice to protect it. God bless the USA and happy #IndependenceDay!” 

(7/4, 2023) 
 
U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton, @AmbJohnBolton: “Excellent news: UK has detained 

the supertanker Grace I laden with Iranian oil bound for Syria in violation of EU sanctions. America & 

our allies will continue to prevent regimes in Tehran & Damascus from profiting off this illicit trade.” (7/4, 
2023) 
 
U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton, @AmbJohnBolton: “Today the Treasury Department 

sanctioned Cubametales, a Cuban state-run oil import & export company, for its continued import of oil 

from Venezuela. We will continue to sever the ties between Cuba and Venezuela that contribute to 

repression.” (7/3, 1958) 



Controversy has been building for years over the South China Sea -- essentially, 1.3 million square miles of
international or contested waters and islands. China has been building runways and military facilities on reclaimed
shoals and sandbars there to reinforce its territorial claims in the sea, something the US says endangers free passage.
These facilities also give China a greater strike range by allowing it to deploy aircraft from previously unoccupied
territory.

14.     China says briefed by U.S. on latest Trump-Kim meeting
Reuters, July 5 | Not Attributed
China has received a briefing from the United States on the latest meeting between U.S. President Donald Trump
and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un, China's Foreign Ministry said on Saturday, in a call between two senior
diplomats.

15.     Huawei Disputes U.S. Cyber Firm’s Findings of Flaws in Gear
Wall Street Journal Online, July 5 | Dustin Volz and Dan Strumpf
China’s Huawei Technologies Co. disputed findings from a U.S. cybersecurity firm that its gear is far more likely to
contain flaws than equipment from rival companies, characterizing the analysis as incomplete and inaccurate. Finite
State, based in Columbus, Ohio, found that over half of the nearly 10,000 firmware images encoded into more than
500 variations of Huawei network-equipment devices tested by researchers contained at least one exploitable
vulnerability. Firmware is the software that powers the hardware components of a computer.

16.     Libya Uncovers Alleged Russian Plot to Meddle in African Votes
Bloomberg News, July 5 | Samer Khalil Al-Atrush, Ilya Arkhipov and Henry Meyer
Libyan security forces have arrested two men accused of working for a Russian troll farm seeking to influence
elections in the oil exporter and other African countries. A letter from the state prosecutor of the internationally-
backed Tripoli government to a Libyan security chief said the men were involved in “securing a meeting” with Saif
al-Islam al-Qaddafi, the fugitive son of the ousted dictator and a potential presidential candidate who enjoys the
backing of some officials in Moscow.

EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE

17.     Trump predicts military will see ‘big spike’ in recruitment thanks to his July 4 celebration
The Hill Online, July 5 | Aris Folley
President Trump said the military will soon see a “big spike” in recruitment numbers coming off of the steam from
his “Salute to America” Fourth of July celebration Thursday.

SECURITY ENVIRONMENT

18.     U.S. Calls for Special Meeting of U.N. Atomic Agency Over Iran
Wall Street Journal Online, July 5 | Laurence Norman
The U.S. called for a special session of the United Nations atomic agency board, increasing the pressure on Europe
and others to take a stand against Iran after Tehran said it breached the 2015 nuclear treaty.

19.     Violence escalates in strategic Afghan province as U.S. continues peace talks
Stars and Stripes Online, July 6 | Phillip Walter Wellman
Stability has deteriorated sharply in the key southern province of Kandahar, home to a sprawling U.S. military
airfield, following the assassination last fall of a U.S.-backed police chief, local officials said. Last weekend, Taliban
fighters rammed four explosives-packed Humvees into a government compound during a pre-dawn raid in eastern
Maruf district, killing 19, including 11 police officers. It wounded two dozen other officers, the Interior Ministry
said, though the Taliban touted higher casualty numbers.

20.     US banks on Libya strongman Haftar, experts say
Agence France-Presse, July 5 | Philippe Agret
Washington's refusal to condemn an airstrike on a detention centre that killed dozens of migrants blamed on Libyan
strongman Khalifa Haftar by his rivals shows tacit US support, experts say.

21.     In Libya, migrants trapped in war zone
Washington Post, July 6, Pg. A1 | Sudarsan Raghavan
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The Hill Online, July 5 | Aris Folley 

President Trump said the military will soon see a “big spike” in recruitment numbers coming off of the 

steam from his “Salute to America” Fourth of July celebration Thursday. 

SECURITY ENVIRONMENT 

18. U.S. Calls for Special Meeting of U.N. Atomic Agency Over Iran 

Wall Street Journal Online, July 5 | Laurence Norman 

The U.S. called for a special session of the United Nations atomic agency board, increasing the 

pressure on Europe and others to take a stand against Iran after Tehran said it breached the 2015 

nuclear treaty. 

19. Violence escalates in strategic Afghan province as U.S. continues peace talks 

Stars and Stripes Online, July 6 | Phillip Walter Wellman 

Stability has deteriorated sharply in the key southern province of Kandahar, home to a sprawling U.S. 

military airfield, following the assassination last fall of a U.S.-backed police chief, local officials said. 

Last weekend, Taliban fighters rammed four explosives-packed Humvees into a government compound 

during a pre-dawn raid in eastern Maruf district, killing 19, including 11 police officers. It wounded two 

dozen other officers, the Interior Ministry said, though the Taliban touted higher casualty numbers. 

20. US banks on Libya strongman Haftar, experts say 

Agence France-Presse, July 5 | Philippe Agret 

Washington's refusal to condemn an airstrike on a detention centre that killed dozens of migrants 

blamed on Libyan strongman Khalifa Haftar by his rivals shows tacit US support, experts say. 

21. In Libya, migrants trapped in war zone 

Washington Post, July 6, Pg. A1 | Sudarsan Raghavan 

Thousands of African migrants who have endured deprivation and even torture in a bid to reach Europe 

are now facing even greater peril, trapped in the middle of the renewed warfare that has gripped this 

capital city for three months. 

22. In Sudan, a Secret Meeting and Public Rage Propelled a Power-Sharing Deal 

New York Times, July 6, Pg. A1 | Declan Walsh 

A month ago Sudan’s pro-democracy movement was battered and in disarray. Protesters were in hiding 

after paramilitary troops rampaged through the main protest area, looting, raping and shooting dead 

scores of people. The internet had been shut down. Bodies were being dredged from the Nile. Then 
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Shugalei is a political consultant from St. Petersburg who has experience in Africa and is known to work 

for Prigozhin, said Petr Bystrov, a senior member of the Russian Association of Political Consultants. 

“He’s a fairly highly-qualified expert,” Bystrov said by phone. 

 

Putin’s Indicted ‘Chef’ Descends on Africa, Mercenaries in Tow 

 

Alexander Malkevich, the head of the Foundation for the Defense of National Values, was previously 

editor-in-chief of USA Really news website, which has been named by the U.S. Treasury department 

as one of the outlets linked to Prigozhin and engaged in efforts to post content on divisive political 

issues. Malkevich said he had left USA Really in February and denied any link to Prigozhin. 

 

Qaddafi Comeback 

 

Saif al-Islam, one-time Libyan heir apparent, was held by the Zintan militia in western Libya after his 

capture in the 2011 war that toppled and killed his father. The rebels freed him in 2016 but he’s been 

in hiding ever since and his whereabouts are unknown. An aide did not immediately respond to a call 

for comment. 

 

Qaddafi’s son remains wanted by The Hague-based International Criminal Court for crimes against 

humanity relating to a violent crackdown on demonstrations against his father’s rule and it wasn’t clear 

whether he’d be eligible to run for president given the ambiguity over his legal status. 
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17. Trump predicts military will see ‘big spike’ in recruitment thanks to his July 4 celebration 

The Hill Online, July 5 | Aris Folley  

 

President Trump said the military will soon see a “big spike” in recruitment numbers coming off of the 

steam from his “Salute to America” Fourth of July celebration Thursday. 

 

“We had a phenomenal crowd last night, and it was a fantastic evening for our country,” Trump said 

while speaking to reporters on the South Lawn at the White House on Friday. “You’re going to have a 

lot of people being recruited, I think, based on that. We're going to have a lot of -- a lot of people joining 

our military. And we really needed that." 

 

“Our job numbers are so good that the military has a hard time getting people,” Trump also said. “And 

I think, really, that you’re going to  see a big spike.  I've already heard it -- a lot of people calling in. No 

place like our military.  I think we showed that last night.” 
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U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, @SecPompeo: “I enjoyed hosting Washington Diplomatic 

Corps partners and allies for a bird's-eye view of President Trump's Salute to America and the #July4th 

fireworks. Thanks for celebrating with us — I look forward to continuing our work to advance a free, 

peaceful, and prosperous world.” (7/5, 1144) 

 

Sen. Thom Tillis, @SenThomTillis (R-NC): “The #NDAA takes meaningful steps to address serious 

issues with the Military Housing Privatization Initiative, including improving quality of life for 

servicemembers and their families living in privatized military housing by creating a Tenant Bill of 

Rights. #FY20NDAA” (7/5, 1057) 

 

U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, @SecPompeo: “Today, #Venezuela’s Independence Day, we 

are reminded of the country’s prosperous past – and the future the Venezuelan people deserve. The 

U.S. stands with @jguaido, @AsambleaVE, and all Venezuelans yearning for a return to democracy 

and a brighter future. #EstamosUnidosVE” (7/5, 0516) 

 

Sen. Tom Cotton (R-AR), @SenTomCotton: “Thank you to our UK allies and the Royal Marines for 

halting Iranian smuggling on the high seas.” (7/5, 1035) 

 

*** 

 

British Prime Minister Theresa May, @theresa_may: “I'm pleased to be here at the Western Balkans 

Summit in Poznan in Poland. It's in our interest to defend and enhance good governance and security 

in this region.” (7/5, 1125) 

 

Russian Mission to NATO, @natomission_ru: “Outcome of the #Russia-#NATO Council meeting: It 

is the choice and decision of the American side, which has refused the concrete and realistic measures 

of mutual transparency that we had proposed to alleviate concerns that have piled up.” (7/5, 0911) 

 

Russian Mission to NATO, @natomission_ru: “We reminded again of the @CSTO_ODKB Foreign 

Min. address to NATO Foreign Ministers on promoting mutual trust & co-operation. This initiative shows 

that CSTO member states are ready to de-escalation & normalization of the situation in Euro-Atlantic 

area” (7/5, 0916) 

 

Russian Mission to NATO, @natomission_ru: “On the outcome of the NRC meeting. The NRC 

meeting on July 5 focused on the security situation in Europe in the context of US announced 

withdrawal from the INF Treaty on August 2.” (7/5, 0530) 

 



        -- CJCS Gen. Dunford attends NORTHCOM Change of Command, Colorado Springs, CO - 9 a.m. MDT
        -- Chief Pentagon Spokesperson White press briefing, PBR - 12 p.m.

Friday, May 25
        -- SD enhanced honor cordon and meeting with Minister of Defence Claus Hjort Frederiksen of Denmark - 10
a.m.
        -- POTUS, CNO Adm. Richardson, USECNAV Modly speak @ USNA graduation, Annapolis, MD - 10 a.m.
        -- VCSAF Gen. Wilson engages with Florida governor and mayors at National Salute to America's Heroes
Miami Air and Sea show, Miami, FL - 2 p.m.




